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Appendix: Survey Results

June 2019

Introduction
A community survey was distributed at the project website and through social media to
understand community member opinions about their quality of life and conditions in and near
the Boundary Planning Study (BPS) Area. The survey also asked respondents about what the
County should consider if the County were to adjust the Southwest Urban Growth Area (SWUGA)
and/or the Maltby Urban Growth Area (UGA) boundaries.
Responses were collected through the period of April 4 to April 26, 2019, and 1,129 people
responded to the survey.

Results
Who Responded
Most respondents lived within the SWUGA BPS Study Area (62%) and the rest in and around the
BPS Study Area (33%). Relatively fewer work within the BPS Study Area.



As shown in Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2, of those who responded, 62% indicated that the live
within the BPS Area, including the Rural area (50%), Clearview Commercial area (5%), or
Maltby UGA (9%). About 33% lived immediately north, east, or west of the BPS Area. Only 4%
noted they live in some other area.



As shown in Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2, Most who responded work outside the BPS Area at 73%.
About 27% indicated that they work within the BPS Area including the Rural area (18%),
Clearview Commercial area (4%) and Maltby UGA (5%).



A full list of open-ended comments is located in the Attachment.
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Exhibit 1.

Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?
(Please refer to the map below.)

Exhibit 2. Where do you live or work [or near] the SWUGA BPS area? (n=1,102)

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.
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Survey respondents have lived and worked within the BPS Area for an extended period of time.



The length of time survey respondents lived or worked in the BPS Area is shown in Exhibit 3
(those who did not answer or selected “not applicable” were excluded). Of people who live
in the BPS Area, 61% answered they’ve lived there for more than 10 years, while 46%
answered they’ve worked there for more than 10 years.

Exhibit 3. How many years have you lived (or worked) in the SWUGA BPS area?

Lived (n=875)
Less than 2 years

Work (n=352)

44

2-5 years

156

6-10 years

131

11-20 years

200

More than 20 years

333

I’d rather not say

1%
11

27

5%

8%

77

18%

22%

60

15%

17%

91

23%
38%

26%

71
26

20%
7%

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

Most interactions with the study were within the rural areas, and most interactions come from
area residency or business/shopping.



Most interact with the Rural area, as residents or property owners as shown in Exhibit 4.
Shopping and business activities are high uses in the Rural area.



The Maltby UGA was the lesser used portion of the BPS Area, as shown in Exhibit 4. Its most
popular uses were shopping or business, with the second largest number of people passing
through the area only. The third most frequently selected use of the Maltby UGA was for
recreation.
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Exhibit 4. How do you currently interact with the area identified as the SWUGA BPS area (select all
that apply)? (n=1,119)
I shop or do business there

526
404

I live there

741
109

I recreate there

468
219

I own property there

584
78

I pass through the area but neither live nor work there

218
276

I/my dependents go to school there

220
67

Rural Area
(total = 3,007)

166
43

Maltby UGA
(total = 1,218)

I work there
I own a business there

84
22

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

Survey respondents were asked in an open-ended question to describe what qualities brought
them to the SWUGA BPS area, and a word cloud of their responses can be seen in Exhibit 5. The
full responses are located in the Attachment. Housing and schools as well as rural qualities were
the most noted reasons.
Exhibit 5.

What qualities brought you to live or work in the SWUGA BPS area? (e.g. grew up here,
good location for business, housing choices, schools, etc.)

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK Consulting, 2019.
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Valued Features
The rural portion of the study area is seen as a high-quality place to live and raise children. It is
also a valued place to visit, participate in conservation activities, or recreate. As a workplace it
is seen as generally positive. Shopping, and dining opportunities were rated the lowest.



The most valued features of the Rural portion of the BPS Area was as a place to live and as a
place to raise children, with over half of responses saying those contribute to an “excellent”
quality of life, as seen in Exhibit 6. Nearly three quarters of respondents find the area
excellent or good as a place to visit or to participate in conservation activities. About twothirds find the area as an excellent or good place to recreate. Just over half of respondents
rate the area as excellent or good as a place to work. Only 40% of respondents thought the
area was excellent or good as a place to shop or dine.

Exhibit 6.

Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in the rural portion of the
study area within the SWUGA BPS area. (n= 944)
As a place to live (n=908)

51%

40%

7%

As a place to raise children (n=852)

52%

38%

8%

33%

As a place to visit (n=862)
As a place to participate in conservation
activities (n=702)

39%

As a place to shop or dine (n=879)
Excellent

35%

28%

As a place to recreate (n=831)
As a place to work (n=564)

40%

37%

18%
10%
Good

Fair

7%

17%

9%

23%

37%
30%

19%

30%
36%

12%
14%
24%

Poor

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

The condition of housing quality and variety was seen as strongly positive, but housing
affordability was seen as poor.



Housing quality and variety was the best rated characteristic; however, housing affordability
was the lowest rated characteristic. Access to civic services was rated as the poorest
characteristic of the Rural area.
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Exhibit 7. Please rate the current condition of each of the following characteristics as they relate
to the rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Housing, Economy, and Access to
Services. (n=946)

28%

Housing quality or variety (n=917)
Access to healthy food choices (n=910)

22%

Access to health and wellness services (n=885)

18%

Access to civic services such as a library or
community center (n=870)

17%

Access to jobs, business, or economic
opportunities (n=858)

17%

Housing affordability (n=896)
Excellent

48%
36%

28%

34%
29%

28%

20%
26%

30%

16%

37%

32%
Fair

15%

27%

37%

9%
Good

18% 6%

21%

Poor

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

The study area’s environment is seen very positively. Community character is valued, but
recognition of community history could be improved.



The Rural area’s environmental characteristics were rated most highly per Exhibit 8.
Community character was seen as mostly excellent or good. Recognition of community
history was seen less positively but still received at least hall excellent or good ratings.

Exhibit 8. Please rate the current condition of each of the following characteristics as they relate
to the rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Character and Environment (n=948)
Natural beauty, open space, scenic views
(n=943)

50%

Streams, wetlands, wildlife habitat, and tree
canopy (n=935)

45%

Excellent

40%

33%

Community character (n=918)
Recognition of community history (n=798)

33%

22%
Good

42%
32%

Fair

12%
11%
19%

28%

7%

18%

Poor

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.
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Transportation was seen as being in significantly negative conditions across all mode options.



As shown in Exhibit 9, all characteristics of transportation were rated as poor.

Exhibit 9. Please rate the current condition of each of the following characteristics as they relate
to the rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Transportation. (n=947)
Ease of travel by walking (n=884)

4% 13%

21%

62%

Ease of travel by bicycle (n=809)

4% 11%

26%

59%

Traffic flow on major roads (n=940)
Excellent

1% 11% 25%
Good

Fair

63%

Poor

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

Access to parks and recreational opportunities and community participation was seen
favorably.



Per Exhibit 10, more than half rated access to parks and opportunities to participate in
community matters as excellent or good, though there’s room to improve.

Exhibit 10. Please rate the current condition of each of the following characteristics as they relate
to the rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Parks, Recreation, and Community
Participation. (n=948)
Access to park and recreational opportunities
(n=915)

40%

23%

Opportunities to participate in community
matters (e.g. be part of community and civic
organizations, volunteer, engage in social
events and activities) (n=814)

15%

Excellent

Good

40%
Fair

26%

31%

11%

14%

Poor

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

See the Attachment for other open-ended responses to the ratings of the area qualities.
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Challenges and Opportunities
Traffic is seen as the most important challenge facing the SWUGA BPS.



Respondents views on challenges facing the BPS Area are shown in Exhibit 11. Traffic flow on
major roads was answered as the largest challenge by far, with 32% of responses. The
environmental choices were also seen as challenges, although they were rated as being in
positive conditions as shown in Exhibit 8. Streams and related features were selected as a
challenge by 13% of responses, while natural beauty and related features were selected as
a challenge by 11% of responses.

Exhibit 11. What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the SWUGA BPS area
(select top 3)? (n=951)

802
Streams, wetlands, wildlife habitat, and tree… 331
13%
Natural beauty, open space, scenic views
11%
277
Ease of travel by walking
8%
208
Housing affordability
8%
202
Ease of travel by bicycle
126 5%
Community character
100 4%
Access to jobs, business, or economic opportunities
87 3%
Housing quality or variety
83 3%
Access to park and recreational opportunities
53 2%
Access to healthy food choices
50 2%
Access to civic services such as a library or… 49 2%
Recognition of community history
35 1%
Access to health and wellness services
33 1%
Opportunities to participate in community… 14 1%
Other (enter below)
89 4%
Traffic flow on major roads

32%

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.

People were asked to respond in an open-ended comment why they selected these
challenges. A word cloud of their responses is shown in Exhibit 12 and the full responses are in the
Attachment. Some of the top responses mentioned traffic, roads, and housing.
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Exhibit 12. Please share why you selected these challenges.

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK Consulting, 2019.

The environment, parks and recreation, and community were seen as the most important assets
and opportunities for the BPS Area.



Respondents views on important assets and opportunities in the study area are shown in
Exhibit 13. Environmental choices including natural beauty and streams/wetlands/habitat
receiving the most selections.

Exhibit 13. What do you believe are the most important assets or opportunities in the SWUGA BPS
area (select top 3)? (n=951)

615
Streams, wetlands, wildlife habitat, and tree… 565
Community character
254
Access to park and recreational opportunities
212
Traffic flow on major roads
196
Housing quality or variety
154
Housing affordability
102
Access to jobs, business, or economic opportunities
98
Opportunities to participate in community… 57
Ease of travel by walking
46
Access to healthy food choices
45
Ease of travel by bicycle
40
Recognition of community history
28
Access to health and wellness services
26
Access to civic services such as a library or… 25
Other (please specify)
100
Natural beauty, open space, scenic views

24%
22%
10%
8%
8%
6%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
4%

Source: BERK Consulting, 2019.
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People were asked to respond in an open-ended comment why they selected these
challenges. A word cloud of their responses is shown in Exhibit 14 and the full responses are in the
Attachment. Common words included rural, beautiful, natural, and community.
Exhibit 14. Please share why you selected these opportunities.

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK Consulting, 2019.

Responses to UGA Changes
Survey respondents were asked to share their views if the County were to consider future
boundary adjustments and many responses reflected on traffic, housing, rural character, and
other subjects. A word cloud of the responses is shown in Exhibit 15 and all comments are listed in
the Attachment. Some sample comments are noted below.
Exhibit 15. What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County were to
consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries, with associated
changes to rural land uses or zoning in the study area in future planning efforts?

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK Consulting, 2019.
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“The development boundaries should not be moved toward Maltby or any other Hwy 9
access areas due to current traffic congestion and accidents. Development would be better
served in areas that already have existing road, interstate access in the Everett, Lynnwood
and Bothell areas. If the country feel keeps getting pushed out, all we have is urban sprawl
and the issues that come with it. Keep Maltby and Clearview free of these incumbrances.”



“You MUST solve any traffic problems that come with growth that encourages more traffic,
whether it is businesses, high density housing or whatever.”



“Locate higher density housing closer to transportation centers. Have developers contribute
significantly to road infrastructure prior to completion of housing.”



“leave us alone as a rural area for our quality of life”



“This relatively small rural area adds substantial benefit and desirable character to the
region. There are more than ample areas for higher density housing and business.”



“Moving rural land uses further north and out in Snohomish Co reduces opportunity for tree
cover and food growing.”



“Keep large areas of nature as is. Don't let it be overrun with dense housing.”



“If you were going to add more housing here, we'd prefer if it was townhomes rather than
small homes on tiny lots.”



“We are open to zoning changes in areas that will bring character and community to our
life, while taking care of the environment.”



“preserve rural character, while allowing new business opportunities”



Possibly adding conveniences, some retail opportunity, finish widening road and add bike
lanes.”



“Respect existing businesses and residents, but allow a solid downtown zone surrounded by
residential and farm only (and provide incentives for farmland to stay farmland instead of
being so tempted to cash in and sell it to housing developers - once farmland is gone, it is
usually gone forever.”



“Adjust housing options to include the village concept where people can have
opportunities to incorporate rural lifestyles with sustainable low impact lifestyles. Think about
unique options such as tiny homes, better transit and limiting the amount of cars allowed.”



“Increase density of UGA rather than expand the boundary. It is pointless to set a boundary
and then ignore it. Don't allow creeping development to change nearby properties without
providing those owners with compensation. Increase trails (bike, horse, foot).”



“Develop opportunities for community, recreation, services and healthy living.”



“Hopefully we can attract some more business. An urgent care and/or doctor’s office would
be great. Some more restaurant choices would also be nice.”



“Things like apartment building and strip malls will destroy the rural feel of this area.”
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“Provided there is adequate infrastructure, high density development along major corridors
makes sense.”



“Hard to say. Development seems inevitable but roads are already inadequate. Nature
and wildlife attract growth but are threatened by that same growth. I'd say encourage
development near existing roads, rather than attempting to expand into the most rural
areas.”

Other Comments
Survey respondents were asked if they had any additional comments for the County about the
SWUGA BPS area. A word cloud of the responses is shown in Exhibit 16and all comments are
listed in the Attachment; similar to the prior question, development and traffic were noted. Some
comments that are representative of the different sentiments are noted below.
Exhibit 16. Is there anything else you’d like to share with the County about the SWUGA BPS area?

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK Consulting, 2019.



“Can we do anything to get some good food around here... brewery, burgers something!”



“Please provide sufficient public transport”



“Again, thank you for reaching out to the community before making changes. We are a
rural area primarily ... and that's why we moved here in the first place.”



“Please put a high value on natural and open spaces. These areas cater to wildlife as well as
humans. Nature helps the mental health of all people.”



“The roads and sidewalks aren’t satisfactorily supporting existing development - much less
[new] development.”



“I think there ought to be balance in housing affordability and I think multi-family housing has
a place in this area as long as we can ensure good access (transit).”



“Add wildlife habitat corridors to any additional growth, like adding parks but you thread it in
while you can.”
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“Currently the BPS area has many of the drawbacks of an urban area, including congested
roads and high cost of living, without the benefits of easy access to services and amenities.”



“There are places for density […] and there are places where that density should not be
placed. The rural character of the area is fragile enough without letting developers run wild.”



“We’ve already missed opportunities like sewers when Brightwater was negotiated and
installed…. We need to get more creative to consider smaller, efficient homes with more
green spaces/community green spaces…support the growth balanced with quality of life.”

Attachment: Open-ended Responses
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Survey Results Attachment:
Open-ended Results
Note: Responses are unedited with the exception of removing
specific addresses provided by respondents.

Exhibit 1. Question 1: Where do you live or work in [or near] the
SWUGA BPS area?

2

Exhibit 2. Question 3: What qualities brought you to live or work in
the SWUGA BPS area? (e.g. grew up here, good location for
business, housing choices, schools, etc.)
11
Exhibit 3. Question 4: Please rate each of the following aspects
of quality of life in the rural portion of the study area within the
SWUGA BPS area:
45
Exhibit 4. Question 9: Please rate the current condition of each of
the following characteristics as they relate to the rural portion of
the SWUGA BPS area: Other
55
Exhibit 5. Question 10: What do you believe are the most
important challenges facing the SWUGA BPS area?

69

Exhibit 6. Question 11: Please share why you selected these
challenges.

113

Exhibit 7. Question 12: What do you believe are the most
important assets or opportunities in the SWUGA BPS area?

142

Exhibit 8. Question 13: Please share why you selected these
opportunities.

171

Exhibit 9. Question 14: Question What do you think Snohomish
County should keep in mind if the County were to consider
adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries, with
associated changes to rural land uses or zoning in the study area
in future planning efforts?
202
Exhibit 10. Question 15: Is there anything else you’d like to share
with Snohomish County about the SWUGA BPS area?
247
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Exhibit 1.

Question 1: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

1

We have been self-employed, living in Snohomish County, since 1972. We have lived in
Clearview, zone 1, for 32 years. We have willingly commuted to Seattle and the Eastside to work,
in order to have a piece of the country.

2

Retired

3

Seattle

4

XXXXX broadway avenue

5

Alderwood Manor, but own Daltons Midway Service at 164th and Hwy 9

6

work: North Creek business park area of Bothell (near junction of 405 and 522); second job takes
me all over the north end of King County

7

Lost Lake Area

8

Lynnwood

9

Retired

10

Seattle

11

Monte Vista neighborhood off Cathcart Way

12

South Park. South Seattle

13

Redmond

14

Bothell

15

I own property located in the southernmost portion of the SWUGA, just north of the KIng County
line. It is designated as rural on the map below.

16

Live immediately north of Maltby UGA

17

I work from home

18

Truck driver

19

south to Woodinville

20

Everett

21

Bellevue

22

East of Hwy 522, near Maltby Elementary

23

Mountlake Terrace

24

Woodinville

25

seattle

26

Retired

27

Work in Seattle and Bellevue

28

Kirkland

29

outside of area (redmond)

30

Kirkland

31

6
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

32

We live right on the north borderline—XXXXX at XXX Pl SE & XXX ave se

33

Beardslee/UW

34

Redmond, WA

35

168th st se in Clearview

36

Renton

37

South

38

Seattle, WA

39

retired

40

King County

41

Bellevue

42

Redmond

43

Retired

44

Retired. Never worked in area.

45

East of the Maltby UGA, in the Lost Lake area

46

Smack dab in the middle of this 180th

47

Seattle

48

Redmond

49

XXXXX ST SE

50

Rural residential on 164th, west of SR9.

51

Edmonds WA

52

All over, I own a home inspection company.

53

As a caregiver, I travel all over the county and into King county

54

On Elliott Rd.

55

S.Everett

56

Connelly Road

57

Monroe

58

XXXXX 212th st se, bothell

59

Northern King County

60

West of HWY 9 off SR 524

61

Woodinville

62

Home

63

Retired

64

East of 31st & 228

65

5.North

Spouse - Everett
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

66

Bothell

67

Work from home

68

Everett

69

Cathcart

70

Cascadian way

71

Between bothell Everett highway and 35th

72

Mill Creek

73

I live in the northwest corner of the study area.

74

Near Echo Lake

75

I work in Redmond

76

Bellvue

77

Work in Kirkland

78

Bothell King County

79

Off Echo Lake Road, up from the Rainbow Store

80

Woodinville

81

Self employed and working in the Redmond area

82

used to live on Broadway Ave rural for 22 years

83

Retired

84

XXXXX 176th ST SE

85

Bellevue

86

Kirkland

87

Seattle

88

Downtown Seattle

89

The entire study area is part of the Little Bear Creek subbasin for salmon recovery purposes

90

Bellevue

91

Redmond

92

Just south near former Wellington golf course

93

Work: Seattle

94

Directly across from Maltby on the other side of 522

95

Lake Stevens

96

Lynnwood area

97

Canyon Park area

98

Retired

99

south - specifically Redmond
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

100

I used to live there.

101

Near Maltby Elementary School

102

Live in Snohomish County and work in the City

103

I live on Kenwanda and work in Seattle

104

Woodinville

105

One mile east of eastern boundary

106

Study area

107

I work in Totem Lake

108

Retired

109

Seattle

110

Retired

111

Retired

112

retired

113

On 164th and between 91st and 92nd st SE

114

seattle

115

Bellvue

116

retired

117

XXXXX 176th Street SE, Snohomish 98296

118

Bellevue/ Microsoft area

119

Retired

120

Just East of Broadway, parallel to Thomas Eddy Park

121

Paradise Lake Road

122

north seattle

123

Seattle

124

Right off 35th between 180th and Maltby rd

125

Bellevue, WA

126

Just West of Clearview Commercial

127

XXXXX 244th St SE

128

Renton

129

clearview

130

live in 1.Rural

131

Woodinville

132

all over king co. and snohomish co.

133

Maltby area
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

134

From the map I cannot tell if our house is inside or outside the UGA, 9328 227th Pl SE

135

XXXXX Hy 9 SE Snohomish Wa 9 8296

136

Retired

137

Seattle

138

I live on lost lake. I am retired.

139

Seattle

140

216th St SE, Snohomish off of Paradise Lake Rd. I work in Monro

141

65th Ave SE

142

22 yr resident off 35th and 184th

143

Downtown Kirkland

144

Bothell

145

Woodinville

146

Just outside Maltby

147

Rural South

148

South

149

woodinville

150

Everett

151

229th Pl SE

152

Kirkland

153

Echo lake

154

Cottage Lake

155

Bellevue

156

Echo Lake

157

North Woodinville

158

Retired

159

clearview

160

Seattle

161

Work in Seattle

162

South of 522 at Paradise Lake Rd

163

Bellevue

164

Near Snohomish rd and interurban blvd

165

Seattle

166

King County/Shoreline

167

UW Bothell
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

168

retired

169

Woodinville

170

Bellevue

171

Everett Wa.

172

mill creek

173

Echo Lake, SE of study area

174

Maltby Commercial and Other

175

Bellevue

176

my property abuts the 3 UGA on 212th st SE

177

seattle

178

Bothell

179

Clearview Hardware & Feed

180

retired

181

XXXXX 47th Ave SE

182

Retired

183

Woodinville

184

Retired

185

Totem Lake Area

186

retired

187

near Hidden River School

188

Own property at Paradise Lake

189

stay at home

190

Gold creek

191

Seattle

192

Issaquah

193

North Seattle

194

Bellevue

195

Seattle

196

I am retired

197

South of the UGA, in King County

198

South Seattle

199

Redmond

200

Work in Bellevue

201

Redmond/Seattle
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

202

Work in Everett

203

Bothell

204

47th Ave one block from the Snohomish Co/King Co boundary

205

Redmond

206

Bellevue

207

Live in Everett. Work in Mill Creek.

208

Downtown Seattle

209

Retired. Live rural, near west end of Trombley road.

210

Bothell, WA

211

180th & Interurban Blvd

212

I work this area, as I sell real estate and have many clients

213

Echo Lake

214

Self employed and working in the Redmond area

215

1- rural - south east off hwy 9 from Cathcart way in Clearview (not quite to the commercial area)

216

Bellevue

217

Downtown Seattle and/or Bellevue

218

Same at home mom

219

redmond

220

Seattle Childrens Hospital

221

Retired

222

I live in the rural area currently outside the maltby uga and work in the industrial portion of the
maltby uga

223

I live in the rural area currently outside the Maltby area doing this will put me inside the UGA

224

Renton,

225

180 and 35th intersection

226

Directly north of maltby uga

227

Seattle

228

Connelly Rd

229

Connelly Rd

230

Mukilteo

231

retired

232

Redmond

233

ambulatory equine vet - work at numerous properties in area. Live 1/2 mile outside area.

234

Just west of the southern most part of the study area.

235

Live west in a very rural area
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

236

Bellevue

237

retired

238

City of Bothell

239

Seattle downtown

240

XXXXX 51st. ave. se. 98012

241

Bothell

242

se bothell

243

Seattle Children's Hospital Sand Point Way Campus, Seattle

244

Seattle

245

Seattle Downtown

246

residential service work

247

retired

248

Renton,Wa

249

Urban Grown Area 174th Pl SE and 35th AVE SE

250

Travel all directions. Electrician

251

Bellevue

252

We are retired

253

retired

254

Retired

255

Seattle

256

Crystal Lake

257

I'm off of Little BeR Creek Road, we have salmon habitat, frogs, chipmunks, woodpeckers,
Oregon juncos, robins, stellar jays, weasels, bats, coyotes, bears, salamanders and many other
species in this area

258

Lake stevens

259

Little bear creek estates

260

Redmond

261

I live literally on the boarder with rural and west

262

We are on horse property have lived here 25yrs in this beautiful area. I've watched housing
growth coming closer to us & rezoning. Very upsetting to witness the careless unconcern of
natural beauty.

263

retired

264

180th/Waverly Drive

265

South

266

retired

267

Seattle
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Q1

Comment: Where do you live or work in [or near] the SWUGA BPS area?

268

Redmond wa

269

Bothell

270

Retired

271

176th St SE

272

XXXXX 98th Ave SE

273

South (Bothell)

274

Canyon Park

275

shoreline

276

Bellevue, WA

277

My work office is downtown Seattle

278

164th and snohomish ave

279

Shoreline, wa

280

Lynnwood

281

Fremont

282

retired

283

My work place is a utility provider to the North, West and within study area

284

Retired

285

Retiree

286

Kirkland

287

XXXXX 43rd AVE SE

288

Seattle

289

We live on the border of 3. UGA and 1. Rural

290

Kirkland

291

Retired at home full time

292

arlington

293

Mukilteo

294

Seattle

295

Stanwood

296

Representing Pilchuck Audubon Society and Futurewise on this issue

297

I live 5 miles east of the town of Snohomish

298

Bellevue

299

seattle

300

I live in unincorporated Snohomish County west of the area 4 on the map.

Source: BERK, 2019.
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Exhibit 2.

Question 3: What qualities brought you to live or work in the SWUGA BPS area? (e.g.
grew up here, good location for business, housing choices, schools, etc.)

Q3

Comment: What qualities brought you to live or work in the SWUGA BPS area?

1

We chose to live in the Clearview area because of the rural living style and space between
homes. We love the wildlife on our property and the privacy. We are able to have chickens and
the man across the highway has raised beef cows. The area is rural agricultural with mixed
housing currently and all the roads have become insufficient for the traffic. We are alarmed at
the proposed Hwy 9 Widening project and surprised this urban development review does not
include it. We would like to see more cooperation with WASDOT and the Urban planning
department. We also do not want to lose our urban area

2

Bought property in 1982; built a house in 1984; Northshore School District; rural living.

3

In Lynnwood, we lived on a small acreage and wanted to be farther out and in the country.
Lynnwood was getting too developed and with that, increased crime, noise, pollution, just
general CITY problems! Clearview offered and still offers people the opportunity to have
livestock, gardens, privacy and elbow room to raise a family and have pets. We are within
reasonable driving distances (11-15 minutes) of most all conveniences and services we might
want/need and still be living in the country. Two hospitals are just 21/23 minutes away. Anything
we don't have, we don't need.

4

It is a nice area in which to live and work. We enjoy our large lot with a garden. There is only
heavy commuter traffic on Highway 9 for a few hours each day which is not a problem to
schedule around. I don't need or want any more commercial or other urban development
along Highway 9. Allowing the developers to push the County to expand the SWUGA to
Highway 9 is a terrible idea that will only result in the destruction of this peaceful area by
replacing it with low quality development similar to Highway 99 between Lynnwood and
Everett. And even slower speeds at rush hour on Highway 9.

5

Housing choices, beauty, peacefulness

6

Nice place to raise a Family

7

Housing choices (we re-relocated from out-of-state; had lived in Redmond and Federal Way
prior to moving out of state. This was a good "mix" with access to freeways/other.)

8

Housing choices, liked the rural attributes

9

We were able to find a larger property on a secluded private driveway. It's important to us to
have some privacy and room for animals and the kids to play.

10

Housing

11

The area didn't have houses on top of each other and light traffic. BOY HAVE THINGS CHANGED
and not for the better!

12

Purchased home less than 10 years ago because it was rural with acreage.

13

Bought property there 7 yrs ago, for the main reason that it was a rural area. Purposely
purchased on the east side of Hwy 9 because it was less dense.

14

It's unique character - open spaces, natural beauty, privacy between houses.

15

I got a heckover deal on a short-sale house during the housing melt-down. The commute to
Microsoft would double, but not be to horrible, especially since I didn't need to be in the office
until 10 - 11ish

16

The schools didn’t require students to pass through a metal detector in order to go to class. No
homeless like Seattle. Good caring God fearing neighbors and sheriff who is allowed to do his
job he hitch is protect the people who live in this community.
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Q3

Comment: What qualities brought you to live or work in the SWUGA BPS area?

17

Bought the now 40 year old business in 2015

18

Grew up here

19

The rural atmosphere with more farms and less businesses. More space between homes, better
views, interface with nature.

20

View, quiet, large lots to have farm animals and garden. Barns. Fruit trees. Wildlife

21

bucolic atmosphere

22

Housing choices, rural setting, less crowded living

23

like the rural feel, activities I do are located there

24

some of the only affordable housing in the area within close drive of everything; love the more
rural feel (lots of bird life and wild life in the area) and quieter and more green than more urban
areas

25

Needed horse property (still own horses)

26

Rural

27

Wooded rural beauty, acreage for home.

28

It is a quiet and nice area to live. Also, I go shopping there and my kids go to school there.

29

Love the wildlife, trees, quiet, large lots, well-established homes

30

grew up in area, quite and peaceful, good schools

31

Love the open acreage and farm feel of area. Quiet.

32

Rural setting. Quiet. Resident for 20 years.

33

Rural, convenient location for access to work, recreation

34

community

35

land and property for horses. Rural lifestyle.

36

Good location for commute

37

The rural qualities of the residential areas. More land than houses. Being surrounded by nature.

38

Natural environment. Lots trees and much space between houses.

39

It was a pretty quiet location away from noise and light polution.

40

join Songaia Greater Neighborhood

41

Close to my work

42

Out of big city living

43

Country community with open spaces with land, farms and no cookie cutter home divisions.

44

I wanted to live in the country. I was tired of living in the city with everything moving so fast.

45

Bought home just inside UGA boundary, not realizing it. Wanted to be in rural conditions that
were here before.

46

somewhat rural community away from the crowds but still close enough to current amenities.
the opportunities to be close to farming and agriculture in an area that is NOT over developed.

47

good location for schools and (cheaper housing than Bothell and Surrounding areas)
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48

Have lived in this area my entire life and am second generation on our land.

49

Northshore School District

50

housing. schools

51

we built a house here 31 years ago

52

housing choices rural nature

53

Beauty of the woods/nature, open natural spaces

54

rural country living

55

wasn't crowded at the time we bought had room to enjoy and it wasn't in the city enjoyed the
greenery

56

Good schools, not too developed of an area, nice homes, neighborhoods, suburban/somewhat
rural area

57

natural setting. open space

58

I like the rural ness of the area

59

We moved here over 25+ years ago for the small country lifestyle within the Northshore School
District

60

Trees, beauty of the area

61

Rural setting, yet close to the Eastside. It was affordable

62

I was able to afford a house here

63

family is nearby, Good schools, Not overpopulated, homes are not "cookie cutter" communities

64

My family has been in the greater seattle area since the late 1800s. I grew up in the greater
Woodinville area and have returned here as an adult to make it my home. I am passionate
about the uniqueness of the Pacific Northwest and the relationship we have with the outdoors
and the environment. I work in Seattle and suffer the horrible commute so that I can be closer to
the nature of the PNW

65

natural beauty

66

We loved that there were so many trees, good schools, and we felt close to everything

67

Natural, rural environment, quiet, non-congested

68

It is an undeveloped rural area that I wanted for myself and my
family!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

69

Rural character - we have horses. Like to trail ride.

70

rural setting

71

Rural area, large lots, good location between cities. Unincorporated county

72

good location and schools

73

Good location for business, good proximity to Bothell, Woodinville, and Seattle.

74

Because of its rural area

75

The open, rural characteristics of the area

76

Rural lifestyle, less dense housing, proximity to outdoor activities, more affordable housing
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77

25 years ago I was looking for a home in Woodinville, needed to use owner financing and was
fortunate to find a home in Maltby. It has a Woodinville address and I've come to love all the
ways it is different from Woodinville proper.

78

Trees, Wildlife, Equestrian Use Allowed, Eagles, Low Traffic, Good Neighbors, Natural Beauty

79

Its location to main thoroughfares

80

quiet, semi-rural, property met our requirements

81

Peace and quiet, close to work before I retired.

82

I moved here because I love the rural feel, I can have a large property and lvestock.

83

I am part of a cohousing community developed when the area was all rural

84

good location for business, enjoy the rural environment

85

Rural, space, quiet, less traffic less congestion

86

purchased a house within our budget

87

No houses on top of each other

88

open areas, wildlife, quiet, space

89

For quality of life, clean air,quiet & peace, small commumity & schools

90

because of the rural atmosphere

91

rural but close to highway infrastructure

92

Quiet, rural area

93

Housing Choice

94

good location, housing choices, open area/wilderness

95

The rural enviroment and quality schools.

96

peaceful, rural atmosphere

97

beauty of the area

98

The fact that it is rural and has low population/housing density

99

Nice area

100

Good neighborhood for family, housing choices

101

Open space, trees, creeks, houses spread out, farm animals in fields

102

Housing choices with property for gardens and animals

103

Wanted raise my children in rural area . That afforded us space.

104

Room for horses

105

good location, and the home was perfect

106

Large lots; we needed a big shop.

107

Close to work and family. Affordability; able to purchase a home on a small piece of land.
Low(ish) population density.

108

I've bought my 3.9 acres in 1990, I wanted a place my kids could experience country living as I
knew it. When I moved here there was only local traffic on Snohomish Ave. Now I can count
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50-60 cars going and coming in a 5 minute period at high speeds --zoned 35/hr. . If it's reined it
will be an even bigger nightmare!!

109

Rural, trees, wildlife, low density, acreage, ability to have horses, chickens, goats, etc TREES,
TREES, TREES!

110

housing

111

private

112

quality of life, open spaces (rural) yet access to urban services.

113

Away from the congestion of the City

114

I live in an intentional community there.

115

The rural atmosphere, quiet rural neighborhoods, close to surrounding communities with an array
of services, open spaces and large areas of trees.

116

I wanted to live outside if king county and their over bearing rules and regulations and high
taxes. I enjoy the quiet and serenely if the echo falls area i live.

117

Rural neighborhood, lot size

118

Rural nature. Open spaces. Low housing density.

119

Lot size and affordability; 25+ years ago.

120

Rural setting, quiet area, no apartments

121

Proximity to work

122

Housing and land options, school district and community

123

housing, work

124

Grew up here, 4 th generation owned home

125

Had the land I wanted

126

Quality of life, cost of housing, location

127

Housing Choices

128

quiet rural area

129

housing

130

housing choices

131

Good location, country feel

132

Best school district/affordable housing close to Seattle, where my husband works

133

housing choices

134

Country area and out of the city. Center location going to bigger towns such as Snohomish,
Bothell, Woodinville and Monroe.

135

Bought a house in Clearview

136

Raising cattle for food , organic , grass-fed .

137

Rural area with fewer houses and people.

138

housing choice, schools
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139

We purchased mid nineties, bad choice for us, I cannot begin to understand the reasoning
behind the zoning, the area is a smattering of different uses, terrible, terrible, idea

140

Low density of population. I don’t have a neighbor right near my home

141

I've lived here for 30 years and wanted my kids to grow up in the same place.

142

Location, land, schools

143

Grew up here

144

less crowded, bigger lots, more rural than eastside options

145

less dense population 32 years ago. Dont' screw this up for us! You are already taxing us to death
so don't bring Mill Creek or anyone else's ideas here!

146

I commute through and my child attends school directly across from the area so I frequent
businesses, roads, etc.

147

Rural character

148

Quiet, rural, not crowded, large lot sizes, close to everything but small town feel

149

Housing choices and good schools

150

Wanted to live in rural area relatively near work in Kirkland.

151

Bought home 45 years ago for rural living

152

The rural atmosphere and the proximity to work and surrounding communities

153

quiet, rural, natural area close enoough to conveniences

154

Housing affordability

155

close to freeway access when I was working. Access to medical providers and short distances to
grocer and other shopping

156

Being away from the city, quiet, peaceful nature setting

157

Beautiful views, lot sizes,good community

158

Bought property and owned two houses

159

Space and commute time

160

Rural, near metropolitan area, large properties, price

161

could walk to school, get to places quickly, beautiful trees

162

Live here

163

Housing choice. Moved here in 1977

164

School, nature, community

165

Schools

166

Safe, small community and schools still close to high density areas.

167

N/A

168

moved here 25 years ago foe land and schools

169

Rural adjacent to amenities. Good schools. Housing with views.

170

Peaceful
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171

housing choices

172

The ruralness, the trees, which have been slaughtered now, the affordability. Which is becoming
questionabl.

173

Preservation of nature. Proximity to stores, yet country feel.

174

Quiet, low traffic, seclusion.

175

We moved here in 2007. Good schools nice are lower density and easy freeway access. Grew
up in Woodinville and wanted to raise family similar community.

176

have lived in area since 1992. enjoy more rural less density type communities

177

Rural, no traffic.

178

The rural nature. Wanted out of suburbia

179

Raised my family

180

Moved to area 30 years ago. Used to be quiet, little traffic, large home lots, country
atmosphere, easy access to Everett.

181

Semi-rural good for owning a home with bigger lot sizes

182

Rural setting, good schools

183

Loved the area. Was once very peacefull and hardly any traffic.

184

Serenity of the rural area. Availability of large plots of land vs Seattle

185

farm land that is no more

186

Rural but it used to be little traffic and easy access

187

Natural, Country setting, space

188

The less populated and spread out feel of the area, allowing for us to have larger parcels and
be more private. We are not a fan of 'seeing' our neighbors and appreciate the quiet nature of
this area.

189

Open space

190

Not over crowded

191

I moved here from the North Creek area as that area was getting way too crowded and I was
looking for a peaceful area that was still relatively close to things.

192

good location, housing choices

193

I moved into my house almost 30 years ago west of this area. The population has more than
double without any doubling of road capacity to move people, goods around and through
effiecintly. There must be a total building ban on all construction in the county until all roads
have been double in capacity.

194

Quite 32 years ago, not now

195

open space and one acre for my home

196

Moved in 1988 to get away from increasing crime and drugs in Seattle

197

School choice and good location for commerce

198

Housing choices

199

Good location for family
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200

Low Density

201

grew up here

202

We moved from Seattle to get out of a big city. We wanted more land, a bigger house and
more hiking and green spaces. We liked how it was more “country”. Sadly within a year all of the
streets around us started getting filled with 19 houses in place where one used to be.

203

central location, low commercial building

204

nature, land, quiet

205

Good schools, grew up in Snohomish, work commute, rural seclusive area (aka not cookie cutter
suburbia)

206

Grew up in the area

207

No rules and space

208

housing choice

209

Schools, work, property

210

Quiet location to live and good schools

211

Rural character

212

Peace and quiet; also wanted to avoid rising King County taxes and real estate prices.

213

larger housing lot, good schools, good location

214

Larger property sizes, countryside, space, view, less noise and light pollution, farms, wildlife. Rural
living.

215

Rural nature, quiet, lots of trees

216

Housing choices with land

217

Peace & Quiet!

218

It was a rural setting. Close to shopping.

219

Grew up

220

Found a job in the Clearview area and it is close to my home in South East Everett

221

Business location

222

Schools

223

Country feel

224

Cost of house

225

quiet, rural, limited development,

226

Wildlife and privacy

227

Love the area & schools

228

Larger land parcels, good schools

229

It's out of the city, in a rural somewhat peaceful area.

230

Quiet, rural housing area, with low population density and nice-sized lots. Some space around
my house - my neighbors aren't living in my back pocket..
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231

Schools, housing

232

quiet rural development

233

We moved out here because it was the country and traffic out here was not bad at the time

234

Worked in cities surrounding but love rural living

235

Homes, schools, less traffic/more rural, Maltby Cafe, Flower World

236

Grew up here

237

I like that it is a rural area. Housing and schools.

238

Large piece of land. Beautiful are of natural areas. It used to be quiet, peaceful, rural. Lovely
trees, horses to enjoy. Before trucks barreling up and down the road and too much traffic and
dangerous road conditions.

239

housing schools

240

Schools, not so busy at the time

241

lots of land, schools

242

Located close to work and was affordable.

243

Affordable Housing and good schools. Liked Bothell area

244

Housing choices within budget about 4 years ago

245

Moved into the area in 1979 and built a new house

246

The ability to have acerage, open spaces, and trees about me was the things I wanted in a
place I would live in.

247

Rural beauty, schools

248

good property prices and land available

249

Schools

250

Recently moved from there reluctantly. Loved the rural feel, the trees, the wildlife, the fairly easy
access to Woodinville and Mill Creek

251

Convenient location.

252

Housing choices, schools

253

Large properties without much traffic but still close to amenities.

254

Trees, private property

255

Housing choice with large lot/yard sizes, privacy, quiet, school

256

Housing, schools, quiet location

257

Big propertys and out of the city style life.

258

Less crowded area. Away from the busy suburban areas.

259

Area we could somewhat afford that was in the Northshore S.D.

260

Moved from Seattle 40 years ago. It was affordable and my dog could run around.

261

To get away from track housing

262

Housing
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263

Small community. Low traffic

264

I have lived in this area for 34 years and at the time had loved the low volume of traffic!

265

Low traffic, goods schools, cheaper houses

266

Grew up around here

267

Nice home on two acres, decent schools

268

Schools

269

Grew up

270

Location, school district

271

Housing and schools

272

Housing choice

273

Grew up there. Solid Community feel. Family roots

274

Schools, housing choices

275

It was a quiet suburb here.

276

School, housing, location for work

277

Great suburban area.

278

Peace and quiet, relatively wooded

279

I wanted a high rated school district

280

Schools, close to family, close to work

281

I grew up near by, like the schools and prefer what used to be a less populated space.

282

good location for business

283

Lived here for 18+ years, housing was cheaper and the schools are great

284

Rural feel

285

Housing was affordable and did not have an urban (apartment city) feel. Environment was key

286

Location

287

Schools, the rural nature of the area

288

My ex-wife wanted to live on acreage.

289

good location

290

School. Family nearby. Trees and natural beauty. Rural feel.

291

rural yet access to the city, country lifestyle, relief from urban sprawl

292

Good location, cheaper housing(back then), grew up nearby, liked the rural atmosphere with
all of the trees that are no longer here

293

Born and raised here. Great location, nature and wildlife, family.

294

born and raised here. I attended the OLD Maltby School (where they sell the big cinnamon
rolls.)

295

Have had a business here for 20yrs
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296

Schools, not overcrowded and peaceful place to live

297

Grew up here

298

Because it was rural. Been here 31 years.

299

Good schools, more reasonable taxes than nearby counties, larger lot sizes available, more
spaces between houses, quiet while being close to amenities

300

Good location,

301

Grew up here, school district, location, property

302

Moved here in 1996 - close to work and liked the area.

303

Loved the semi-rural feel, but it has changed way too much!

304

Large land lots

305

Close proximity to owned business (Snohomish Historic District)

306

I love the Maltby restaurant and regularly drive on 522

307

Rural, lack of large planned residential developments, close access to 522

308

schools, housing with property

309

Housing

310

location and housing costs

311

Grew up here

312

semi-rural environment yet close enough for Seattle communiting

313

Good Location quiet, good balance of homes, business before all the building. Raping the land
of the trees has been a real disappointment in our elected officials.

314

Location, business and school

315

Housing choices and close to my work but far enough away so I don’t run into students.

316

house location

317

Family grew up here for over 100 years

318

Open area

319

Housing choices and traffic.

320

Housing choices witha country feel. Nice home with no HOA’s, schools are decent. Decent
commute to husbands work. Proximity to Woodinville

321

Rural lifestyle

322

Moved from mill creek to snohomish

323

Housing

324

moved here in 1988 for rural nature close to conveniences. kids grew up in the SWUGA
Broadway Ave and 152nd; recreate with walking, fishing, bird watching, neighbors with horses
and animals, rural country lifestyle, openness of landscape, beauty of open views; like buying
from local farms, friendlier people than the subdivisions, had an acre so big gardens.

325

House choice
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326

Moving away from urban density

327

Location close to our children

328

Low density large lot housing/cost, quiet.

329

Lower cost of living combined with housing choices and land.

330

Long time resident, was low density population and rural,

331

Housing, Recreation and Commute to work

332

Work

333

Far away from development

334

Grew up here, good school district, wanted to live in a house with property

335

Great location for living

336

low population density, rural area, quality of life

337

Limited neighbors, quiet environment

338

Inherited my mother's house on Crystal Lake which is beautiful

339

Good access to both Highway 9 and 522. Nearby Sound Transit bus routes are accessible for
downtown access to Seattle (via canyon park P&R). Good schools for elementary and middle
school. Great amount of property and unique houses. Good neighborhood community.

340

LOW traffic, easy access to places I go, peacefulness & nature, NON urban mess, location,
away from noise and traffic and congestion

341

Little Bear Creek is an important stream for Chinook salmon recovery. Habitat protection and
restoration actions are ongoing and planned.

342

Peace and quiet which is gone.

343

housing choices and schools

344

rural area away from urban congestion

345

Good schools and housing choices with yards

346

Rural setting; low population; peacefulness; limited development; rural characteristics of
community; horse properties; large properties; lower taxes; light traffic; raise animals; native
growth and mountain vistas; air quality

347

Rural and peaceful, natural setting; minimal development; tracts of native, undisturbed trees;
wildlife,; large horse property; lower tax rates; low traffic

348

Housing with large lots of land to live and quiet neighborhood.

349

Schools and larger lots and older homes.

350

I was tired of the Seattle area rents and I wanted space but still with a reasonable commute.

351

We moved to rural Maltby area 35 years ago because it WAS RURAL!!

352

Good quiet neighborhood.

353

Loved owning over an acre and having the homes spread out.

354

View and affordable
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355

Schools. lots of space so as not to be crowded, suburban lving with the feel of rural. Though with
all the growth it feels very urban :(

356

Close to suburbia, but wasn’t at the time. I love the open space and land

357

Large lot sizes, outside urban edge but convenient to urban services.

358

Housing and school choices

359

Northshore schools, Snohomish county, housing choices, quiet neighborhood

360

Land zoning and prices allowed building a large shop

361

housing choices

362

Housing Choices

363

housing and businesses

364

Size of land available, rural setting, less congestion

365

I used to work in this area.

366

Looking at Little Bear Creek

367

recreate

368

Wide open spaces, rural environment, good school district (Northshore), homes not crowded
together (I live on .48 acre), good access to Woodinville, Bothell, Snohomish, Costco and Fred
Meyer

369

Location in relation to work, currently growing area, relativly cheaper to purchase house

370

Large rural lots

371

I live close by. I do some business in the business district.

372

Quiet rural area

373

good location, family oriented and good schools (specifically Snohomish & Northshore - NOT
Everett SD)

374

I owned property and lived there in the past (20 years ago)

375

Good location

376

Low housing density, reasonable commute times to work

377

Job in Snohomish

378

Lived in this area (#6, east of the Maltby UGA) for 25 years. Chose the location for its rural
character (large wooded lots, quiet lifestyle, no traffic, good schools).

379

I like the rural community and have horses so i needed a horse property.

380

I moved here to buy property

381

I grew up here, love how great Maltby Elementary was when I went there (and I assume still is).

382

schools

383

Grew up here. Went to school here. Many friends. I love Clearview

384

Schools

385

Grew up nearby
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386

Size of lots and affordability

387

The beautiful rural area

388

Grew up here, low crime, lower population density than other nearby areas.

389

Housing & Schools

390

Housing choices

391

housing and location

392

Northshore SD, safe, great area to raise kids, growing in diversity

393

Good schools, desirable proximity to relatives to the north, yet nearby to Bothell and Woodinville
businesses. Our quality of life here has been adversely affected by the rapid increase in traffic,
overwhelming the local roads such as 35th ave se.

394

Enjoy the space and more affordable housing.

395

Quiet place to raise a family. Well away from industrialized commercial zones!!

396

Housing, rural yet easy access/within 10 miles of shopping, not overcrowded.

397

housing choice, rural area

398

Quiet area

399

Rural living on acreage with lower taxes

400

We want acreage

401

Rural

402

The ability to have a few acres for my home, and not to far from services

403

Space, schools.

404

Quiet rural setting, surrounded by undeveloped recreational forested areas

405

More space, affordable housing

406

Loved the rural character,Big trees, natural/undeveloped space,LOW housing density,
crime,traffic,home privacy but still close to hwys for city/work access

407

The peacefulness, and beauty.

408

High housing costs to the south

409

Acreage, schools, location

410

acreage, location, schools

411

My husband grew up here and we wanted to be away from the city of Seattle but close
enough to access it when we want.

412

It was very rural 20 yrs ago when I moved there.

413

Outside of town and not in an area with too many houses.

414

Good schools and location. Very quiet.

415

I like the large lots and the country feel without a bunch of houses 4 feet apart.

416

Work

417

A peace place away from City busiest environmental.
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418

I have lived here in my home for 49 years....My kids were born here and went to school here. My
daughter and her family live right next door for 14 years now. I fell in love with the area the
moment I saw it 49 years ago.

419

Affordable housing

420

Rural

421

low density

422

housing with land, rural feel

423

I love the rural aspect, the lack of commercial businesses, the clean air, the country feel away
from the city where I work.

424

Worked here before and enjoyed the community

425

good rural location

426

Quiet area with room to have yard for our kids to grow up. As well as affordability to purchase a
home.

427

Housing

428

Affordible home purchase

429

Schools, work, location, combo of services and rural nature

430

good housing options

431

rural living

432

Schools, rural setting, large lot sizes, trees.

433

Rental home. Like all other homes that are owned by foreigners and rented to small business
owners in the area that can not afford the close to million dolllar homes. Absolutely disgusting
area.

434

rural, agricultural environment

435

Quality of life in 1977

436

Proximity to rural areas. Less traffic. Smell of fresh air and trees. Good schools. Semi-rural feel.

437

space, schools

438

Loved the neighborhood, large backyards, good school nearby, wildlife, forests, wetkands

439

To be able to afford acreage so I have privacy and can own animals

440

Excellent area to live, close to amenities but still out of the city.

441

I enjoy a wild environment with mature ceders and Douglass firs to live in. I am fond of
woodpeckers, hawks, raccoons, the calling of coyotes, the occasional bobcat. My home is
surrounded by other homeowners with a rich forest like landscape, providing habitat, watershed
benefits and a cooler micro climate during the hot dry summers we have been having.

442

I was rural and had no urban development

443

Lived in Kirkland before but wanted more space, rural location.

444

5 acres within 45 mins of Seattle

445

we like the area, fairly close to amenities, but not too close. Privacy is wonderful and seeing
wildlife around.
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446

I have lived here for the past 20 years, and have been connected to it for the past 50. My
extended family and friends live here. It is beautiful, rural and peaceful. Natural beauty,
Paradise Lake, wildlife, and local agriculture. This area has it all and still can use mass transit to
get to Seattle if needed. Built a new house in 2015 and planned to retire here.

447

Large land parcels on septic, wildlife, trees and streams in area, rural, quiet, peaceful

448

Larger lot size, convenient access to Kirkland, Redmond, Bellevue.

449

good schools and quality location to live

450

Open space nature/clean air/quiet/LOCATION

451

Schools, older home with larger lots and yards, less traffic then other areas of the school district

452

Rural neighborhood that's not too far out

453

Get away from people!! Our area is too populated so we head east to hang out.

454

Good housing choice, Rural area

455

Housing choices

456

good housing and not overcrowded

457

Housing choices

458

Love the location to Eastside jobs, have some property and more affordable housing.

459

Housing choice. Good location for commuting to work.

460

Built our home there 42 years ago to raise 4 children in what we believed to be good quality,
quiet, Atria with good schools and the wonderful sense of community

461

Grew up here, family still lives here, Own family business at location grew up

462

Location, rural character, ease of access, lot size

463

Country living

464

housing choices

465

Was looking for a more rural area than Woodinville where we were. We've been here since 1990
and it is "home" to us.

466

Location is on the border of rural and urban with access to all of both.

467

Beautiful rural area to live when we moved to WA

468

Grew up here

469

Husband has lived here 65 years and I've lived here nearly 49 years.

470

The cost of housing was less expensive than neighboring King county.

471

Country without businesses, quiet, peacefulness

472

Great location, lots of space, very spread out, very green and rural

473

Rural area close to family

474

grew up here

475

lcoation close to everything but was slightly rural
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476

It is rural without uncontrolled growth. Open areas and trees. Less traffic. Great quality of life
without too much home densities.

477

Purchased an investment property that we plan to live in during retirement.

478

the ruralness of the area, the plot sizes of 5 acres, the wetlands and wildlife

479

Housing choices and rural area with easy access to urban areas

480

married someone living here - he chose the area for housing and school choices for anticipated
family

481

Excellent location for family & friends. Convenient for shopping & church. Quiet peaceful
neighborhood. Friendly helpful neighbors. close to services & daily errands. BUT traffic is horrible
at certain times and we could use closer medical services and our taxes and cost of living are
high. overall we are very happy living here.

482

Great location. Protected land so there would be no more homes built around me.

483

Good location liked the large lots and no zoning for less than 1 acre residential lots

484

Country living yet close to town

485

affordability of housing

486

Used to be a good quiet rural area until you changed it to a co bested nightmare

487

last bit of country type living, that is close to ammenities

488

I grew up here.

489

Good location

490

Possibility of subdividing my 3.5 acres property on the Maltby area

491

Peaceful, Low Traffic, Rural Zoning, Equestrian Compatible

492

beautiful rural area with less traffic, congestion, problems than urban areas

493

rural environment left Kingsgate for less dense residential zoning

494

Rural life, schools, location to work

495

Grew up in Snohomish area. Good location, schools, land size availability for home.

496

Rural living, less density, better place to raise a family, wildlife, owning property quality rural
community vs city community

497

location, NSD, housing (land to build on)

498

I wanted to live in a rural setting that wasn't too far away from shopping and working such as
south Everett area. I wanted and got a single family home with acreage.

499

good for buisness

500

I grew up here and live here and own a second Generation business here in the commercial
area 2. Wich you did not have a choice on the previous question.

501

good business location

502

Moved there 23 years ago - wanted acreage.

503

Grew up in this area

504

Not living elbow to elbow!!
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505

Open space, community feel, walking trails, housing & schools

506

quiet, privacy, large lots, no projected urban growth coming in next 30 years

507

Rural lifestyle, quality of life

508

Country location.

509

Good location for housing and school, afforded privacy while being in close proximity to
businesses

510

I work with the Northshore School District

511

This area reminds me of where I grew up. I love the ruralness, the country. I work in the city, and
this is where I find peace after all the hustle and bustle.

512

The peace and tranquility of living on a lake was extremely appealing as was the rural setting
without urban chaos. The monroe school district was goodfor my grandchildren whom i was
raising.

513

Rural, quiet, view, freedom from onerous regulations

514

Pieceful Quality of life

515

Rural but still close to society, great schools, good housing, abundent wildlife and nature,
reprieve from city Life after work

516

We bought our home here in Maltby in 1988 before the Growth Management Act was adopted.
Although thre were businesses here, there was no UGA at the time. We initially bought here
because it was an easy commute to Everett for my husband. Now it is a nightmare.

517

Rural big lots

518

I grew up in the area

519

Rural living with access to north shore school district

520

Housing choices with land and more rural

521

Property, privacy, community of people who have lived in the area for a long time. “Roots”

522

The serenity of owning land, farming, chicken, nature, wildlife

523

Spread apart houses, calm and serene environment surrounded by nature

524

Space (property) and home. Tried to get away from the large housing developments and be in
the country. Would like to keep it the way it is. There are already too many houses and terrible
traffic. Let's not make it even worse.

525

Rural living, privacy, agriculture

526

I bought my home 27 year’s ago in southern Snohomish country and raised cows and chickens.
My property is next to king county and the housing has grown over the years. So much that I’m
not rural anymore. I can not raise cows here anymore because the neighbors complain about
the smell or noise. Neighbors even called the police. Across the street in king country it is high
density housing and it is impossible to do what I would like to do here anymore.

527

property & built house

528

The “rural” feel to the area. Over 35 years ago. I now the growth has made it impossible to
commute. What was one a 5 minute drive is now 45 minutes

529

Rural environment
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530

A great area to live

531

good location for raising kids, schools

532

Grew up here. Schools. Location for business

533

Rural area and good home prices.

534

Rural location close to suburbs, nature, love being outdoors, great schools

535

Rural lifestyle, with realistic commute to work in King co & Seattle

536

This is my home. I lived here my entire life.

537

Schools. Grew up there. Affordability 20 years ago, but not anymore.

538

the open spaces of nature are good for everyone

539

Peace and quiet, not overcrowded, safe, low crime rate.

540

Housing choices and space

541

Quiet rural environment which we value.

542

Good neighborhoods and schools

543

The open spaces and large tracts of land.

544

I wanted my child to attend Maltby Elementary School’s Montessori program.

545

housing choice ived here 43 years

546

Wife grew up here

547

Wanted to get away from high density housing and over the top development occurring in King
County. I was looking for space and quiet and a different lifestyle

548

Love the rural feel of the area

549

Peaceful rural area to get away from adjacent high traffic area

550

Housing choice and rural

551

Businesses

552

Rural communitie

553

Housing

554

Rural, not so many people

555

Rural setting with low traffic

556

The more rural nature of the area without being in the city. Northshore school district was
attractive as well

557

Rural area, close to family, no high density housing

558

Space between homes, wildlife, lakes, good place to raise kids, commute ok

559

Wide Open areas

560

Natural surroundings

561

Good location for living there. Have lived there for over 34 years

562

rural location, good schools, recreation opportunities
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563

More rural community, less development

564

Housing choices

565

Good location, affordable housing, rural

566

large properties, rural feel, horses, goats, agriculture

567

Environment

568

Housing choices, affordability

569

housing choices, near work before retirement

570

Grew up here

571

Affordable housing, not too built up

572

Schools and less dense population

573

secluded neighborhood of a gated community in Lincolnshire

574

Wanted a home with some land, limited market supply at time of purchase, but location wasn’t
too far from our work

575

We moved here because we love being in the country! Please do not chanmge the zoning out
here, we love the acreage and the abundance of animals around us.

576

Good schools, reasonably priced land.

577

Lack of residential clustering. Sight of farmlands and large areas of vegetation, trees as
backdrop, an area that has not been raped by land developers or politician and county board
people taking pay offs

578

I wanted a more rural feel than what I was experiencing in Bothell as it became more and more
developed.

579

Peace and quiet. That’s quickly going away.

580

lower density area, but close to local cities with good shopping.

581

Move in this area 1977 for the the schools and being nice quiet place. Not so quiet anymore. So
much growth with very little improvement with roads and traffic armagadon

582

Great outdoor area, quiet and NGA

583

Open spaces

584

liked the "feeling of living in the country".... yet being close to everything

585

close to family. country living with yeard, lots of forest areas. grew up 15 minutes away

586

It was the closest we could live to work that we could afford

587

Beautiful area and yet close to highways and Seattle. Centrally located

588

Proximity to nature

589

Didn't want to live in a big city. It was pastureland when we first moved here.

590

like space and not having developement around you

591

Found a home I could afford

592

My Father lived in Maltby when I was a teenager and I have always liked it here. Also my Mother
Lived in Woodinville until recently so I was closer to her as well.
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593

20 years ago this was a beautiful rural area with easy access to commuting roads

594

because it was away from the UGA. I previously lived in Mill Creek and moved away because
the county is beholden to developers and are letting them rape the county

595

Own property in CRC zone.

596

House prices and overall feel of area.

597

Housing

598

Large property, future development opportunities

599

Less crowded

600

Established neighborhoods and mature forests

601

Grew up here and moved back to raise my children, good schools, housing, and tree canopy.

602

We wanted to live in a rural area with land and people of like mind, we did not want to live in
the city or pay city taxes

603

Housing choices, Lot Size, relative privacy compared to Redmond

604

conceived, born, and raised

605

land/home in quiet location

606

grew up there, was affordable 24 years ago

607

Schools, housing options and natural besuty

608

Family lives there

609

Trees and large property parcels. Low density.

610

homes with yards and green space, nice schools and community

611

Rural setting with not a lot of truck traffic. Peace and quiet

612

25 years ago it was a wonderful place to retire.

613

Grew Up Here, Own Business

614

Found the perfect home at the time with privacy

615

semi rural but close to town

616

Schools

617

Great property, believe area will grow over time leading to property value increase

618

housing choice

619

Rurual Feeling, Large Trees, Hilly Terrain

620

It was quiet, ability to buy 5 acres. Good schools and close to shopping etc.

621

rural lot sizes, zoning controls

622

grew up here, good location, housing and schools

623

I grew up in a rural area and I wanted my kids to grow up in a rural area. We used to live on a
small lot in Everett and we moved to Maltby to live on a larger, rural lot.

624

Like the rural area
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625

The community, housing

626

Northshore schools, rural property ownership

627

housing and schools

628

convenient location

629

Housing choice, large lot size

630

Good food, only access to other areas from where I live

631

Quiet, Rural, Good Schools, Family Oriented

632

Rural location while close to cities

633

Nature, Large lot sizes, Rural character

634

Housing - our area was zoned for 5 acre plots, which we wanted.

635

non crowded rural lifestyle, light traffic, low density with large lots and no "high density
development".

636

Good location for housing - close to I405, but yet large lots with little traffic (1997)

637

Its been a great place to raise my family. Have been hear for 35 years.

638

I grew up here and moving back was the best choice for my kids to grow up. We love that it's
not as developed as the more urban areas like Mill Creek

639

quiet country location where I could raise children, horses.

640

Peace, quite

641

Country living, nice neighborhoods & good schools

642

good location for business

643

Good Location, rural area, fewer people

644

The rural atmosphere and no sense housing. I was looking for a house with property inside the
Northshore School District and in Snohomish County on a dead end road.

645

Quiet feel to the area. Less traffic. Larger lots.

646

Bigger housing lots, wildlife, woods

647

Live in East area and live here because have horses and rural setting.

648

Good schools. Forested area, rural location to raise family. Low traffic and urbanization.

649

Housing choices (home with acreage lot),rural environment and good schools.

650

rural feel within reach of Park and Rides to buses, Rural community feel, multiple acre lot, away
from cookie-cutter homes

651

My ancestors homesteaded the Paradise Lake area. I still own property there.

652

housing choices

653

housing, school

654

Good rural area to raise a family.

655

Quiet, secluded property

656

Grew up
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657

Rural, yet fairly close to city

658

Lived in Cathcart/Seattle Hill area 40+ years. I appreciate that I don’t have to drive far for
groceries and things. Wish they where more walkable

659

Large lot at our home

660

Our house is on 2.5 acres. We have a large sloping lawn, raised beds for vegetables, part is wild
and forested, and a small fruit orchard in a field. We like growing some of our food, walking thru
our forest and the peaceful quality of our surroundings.

661

Quiet rural setting with property

662

Moved here because of the quiet beauty. It no longer is quiet and my property value has been
impacted due to huge trucks speeding down my road

663

Good location

664

natural beauty of the area, privacy between homes

665

Great location to live. Great location to work and have a business. Rural. Quiet. Spacious.

666

Schools attracted us to the area when we moved from out of state. This was about 5 years ago
before all the new high density housing went in along York. If we had known about this
development and lack of planning to deal with the roads we would not have bought here!

667

Lower house price

668

grew up there and like the semi rural feel

669

Cathcart Elementary, Rural quiet location, good value for home prices

670

Was more affordable and offered different pace of living than Bothell or Woodinville

671

Grew up here

672

Quiet area, driving distance to cities, lower population, rural housing, ckean air, less light polition,
good place to raise a family, large yards, welcoming and small community.

673

School, Rural Area, Outside of City

674

Quiet, rural nature of the area.

675

rural location close to cities

676

housing and school

677

The wooded areas surrounding, the nature and wildlife surrounding it and that it's in close
proximity to shopping

678

Beautiful rural area, large lots, low population density.

679

Location,

680

Close to farm land, spacious property, reasonable distance to work, not in city limits

681

Great location for residential home.

682

Housing choices

683

Housing choices, scenery

684

Small community, lots of property, wildlife, country life
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685

Great rural area to live in central to several SMALL towns. Plenty of elbow room between me
and my neighbors. Lots of trees and views of the mountains. I grew up in the Bothell area it got
too crowded so we moved out where it wasn't .

686

I own an acre lot and can still commute to the city. Want to raise a family here.

687

Housing

688

We are a 4th generation PNW family, with roots in the area since 1948

689

Housing: availability of close-in rural land, and proximity to work

690

Grew up here

691

Because it is Rural.

692

rural feeling

693

It was rural and did not have town homes.

694

Housing, land, quieter and cleaner place to raise our family. Schjols but now are currbtly getting
iver crowded.

695

I have lived on this property for 20+ years. It was in Northshore School district and in the Bothell
High School service area when we moved there. It was also located close to Bothell and
Woodinville which made it a great retirement investment with the growth all around.

696

Housing choices in non-development area

697

Future business growth and recreation

698

More country area. Unincorporated Snohomish county. Like having a quiet not populated area
yet can commute to work in 30 minutes. Can have livestock. Quiet to sleep at night.

699

The rural area. The Sno Co growth has taken over without any regard to the residence whose
faithful property tax payments have gotten you where you are today, The total lack of
infrastructure improvements compared to the new construction(commercial) have not been up
to par. You just keep collecting more revenu and no improvements. You all should be ashamed

700

Rural living. Good schools

701

Away from crowds

702

Larger lot sizes, more country living feel, good schools

703

Schools and good neighborhood (lots of young families)

704

Housing prices drove us out of Bothell and I wanted to live with more property and less houses
around me.

705

Purchased a home here 30 years ago dur to affordability. I work here because the opportunity
arose.

706

Housing choices

707

Accessibility to Seattle and Eastside

708

housing

709

Peace and quiet, space

710

Wanted to live in a small rural community

711

Rural area close to services in Mill Creek.
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712

We wanted to live in a rural environment.

713

Quiet, rural area, room between neighbors

714

Great schools. Housing choices. Green spaces.

715

small town

716

Grew up. Parents bought property 30 years ago. Was all trees very few houses. Now a lot more
houses and fewer trees

717

Good schools

718

Housing choices

719

Good location for our family's school and work opportunities, housing choices - opportunity to
affordably buy home with property 20 and then again 10years ago, a slower pace of life for our
kids than closer into Seattle/Bellevue

720

Housing choices

721

Having a home away from the urbanization - we moved from Kenmore.

722

housing choice that was a compromise

723

Centrally located, easy access to many routes across the state, sno Co taxes (lower than king
Co), still rural and quiet

724

Location, accessibility to Seattle/Bellevue, school district,

725

Housing choices, not crowded

726

Housing choices, not crowded

727

Land at a reasonable cost

728

The first reason we moved here was to buy land and have a place for my kids to grow up and
enjoy the outdoors. I love that we are not in a big development. We have been here 5 years
and I love our space. Secondly we moved for the schools and proximity to work.

729

Buyers live bigger lots and homes

730

It’s a rural area with a small town feel, not too much heavy/concentrated traffic or
development

731

Moved there 22 years ago for home with property in good location

732

Home on acreage with no businesses around. A country feel

733

Space, views, location to highways and valley roads

734

Acceptable commute distance to work

735

grew up here

736

Cheaper housing and land versus king county

737

Less traffic on side roads. More trees and land available. Less noise.

738

We moved to this area because we enjoy the rural nature of it.

739

Rural life style

740

I live in the area adjacent and visit friends, do business etc. in the area

741

Grew up here
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742

Good schools, privacy

743

Schools and rural living

744

Housing, schools, community, access to Seattle/eastside

745

Housing

746

Low density, rural, quiet, low crime, large lots with trees and native plants, dark skies.

747

Acreage,quiet, peaceful,natural ,harmony with wildlife,near friends. Was able to drive easily to
work and shopping

748

Housing choices, schools

749

Location

750

School district, housing choices

751

More land for homes

752

Schools and lot size

753

Grew up here

754

We live near the Maltby UGA, but own 5.5 acres. We bought there because it felt less crowded,
yet was close enough to commute to the east side. We didn't realize we were moving into such
a hot area or that the UGA was so close.

755

Large property sites that aren't crowded, but still relatively close to the highway and city.

756

The sparse housing with land for families to be able to be raised in a rural setting. Our family has 3
acres, and organic garden, animals which teach our kids healthy lifestyles, responsibly, and
space to just be kids. They are able to explore, stop in puddles, find frogs and build forts. They
eat their dinner out of the garden in the summer and picnic in the treehouse.

757

Lower population density, opportunity to own land and peace and quiet. Good neighbors and
low crime.

758

Bought my house do to its rural location and easy access to Woodinville/Snohomish

759

Housing choices

760

School and large yards

761

wanted rural property away from urban density, housing developents and large power lines. I
watch the new housing developments with their landscape crews saturating the common
spaces with toxic weed killing chemicals and do not want to live near or with this. I wanted the
peace and quiet of having some space between my home and my neighbors, but still be
relatively close to shopping, freeways and larger metropolitan areas.

762

housing choices

763

Reasonable housing prices, good commute, quiet, safe neighborhood.

764

good location

765

rural environment, open space, good schools

766

School

767

The rural nature of the community

768

Closer to work in the 1970's
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769

Rural character

770

Housing choice with property

771

Grew up here

772

Good used to be quite location to live now smells due to pacific topsoil

773

lots size

774

rural life, zoning of 2.5 acres, schools

775

Ok what the f is the BPS do not use acronyms without explanation!!!! I wanted to live in a less
densely populated area outside of big city life. Ease of access to 405 and recreational in the
protected lands.

776

What is BPS? I cannot answer without definitions.

777

Built our home on 5 acres in 1970

778

Housing

779

Open space and quiet community

780

Open space

781

Housing

782

rural area not far from seattle, school environment

783

Housing choices, schools l, grew up here

784

Acreage property

785

We loved the area and the town of Snohomish. Also, the schools are great.

786

Housing

787

Housing options, school quality, proximity to employer

788

Privacy, large property size, proximity to shopping/conveniences/work/highways.

789

Proximity to work, crime rate, school quality, rural opportunity, affordability

790

Grew up here. The commute to/from the area used to be easy (not anymore).

791

School and house

792

Grew up here 3rd generation

793

Rural environment, lower property taxes

794

Housing and schools

795

Friends

796

equine businesses flourish on outskirts of urban development (close enough for people from city
to get to their horse, far enough to still be rural)

797

Schools, housing, not overly dense with housing

798

Historic homes. Affordable property

799

I fell in love with the area. Olives in Fobes Hill (NW Snohomish) for 18 years. Divorced in 2016 and
found my perfect home in Clearview August 2016.
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800

Rural environment and open space, low density building/population, good schools, housing
choices

801

Grew up here, slower pace, lower crime, not crowded.

802

I live here for my acreage and equestrian property. I work here at the new High School.

803

schools, housing, lot sizes, housing prices, low density, commute to east side

804

Housing choices with improved commute

805

Housing on acerage, good schools.

806

We moved here seeking acreage and privacy and to escape the high cost, high density
population issues in more urban areas such as Seattle.

807

Rural life. large lots. minimum commercial activity.

808

Close to work, like living in the county

809

I grew up here and it has good schools and location.

810

Housing schools

811

Love the peaceful setting and large property sizes

812

Location and school

813

Schools which are now overcrowded and we will be rezoned

814

Not crowded.

815

Country life, space, ability to own livestock and for agriculture

816

housing choices

817

Grew up here

818

Housing choices, separate but close enough to stores without the overcrowding, schools, and
land

819

moved here in 1979. schools

820

Rural, peaceful, beautiful, sort of isolated

821

Beautiful rural area to raise kids, large spacious residential land, safe, lower population than
woodinville or Bothell, safe and quiet

822

I liked this proverty but having huge taxes for such big property is killing my back.

823

Location also to get away from development

824

Large yards

825

Familial ties to Snohomish County (4 Generations). Area we live has low crime, good schools and
easy access to shopping, work, etc.

826

large lot sizes

827

Wooded lands, lovely trees, trails, less traffic, farms, ranches, diverse bird and wildlife...we raised
kids here, just peaceful and neighborly and quiet.

828

Larger properties. I don't like what is being build in the Mill Creek area. I don't want to be right
next to my neighbors. I like having a yard.
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829

Moved here from seattle with our 4 kids. We Wanted a rural area, property (own more than an
acre) wanted quiet, peaceful, land with neighbors of a similar desire. We live, work and conduct
our lived in and around this area. The growth has been massive and uncontrolled in this area
over the last 5 years. Please wuit allowing these disconnected neoghborhoods with no
conostency one from the enct. No infrastructure to support them. The area is becoming a mish
mash of chaos

830

The quietness of the area, still rural but close to conveniences.

831

housing choices, schools

832

Location, close to highways and still quiet

833

Good location

834

rural living

835

trees, creek, wild animals, rural life and nature

836

remote enough to have space to live and spread out

837

grew up here

838

brought a house

839

Good amount of property available at time of purchase

840

the rural nature of the property we bought 35 years ago

841

Larger properties that were more affordable

842

Schools, affordable at the time and close enough to work.

843

Nice, safe, pretty location but close to everything I need.

844

nearby forest and biological diversity

845

Built our home in 1986

846

Rural life away form urban sprawl

847

Convenience to work and lot size

848

My parents live here so I’ve grown up here

849

Twenty years ago we chose to move here because of the rural lifestyle and the acreage. We
loved the wooded areas and country feel.

850

Housing choices & schools

851

Housing with property, rural, good schools

852

R5 zoning for my business, also the beautiful natural areas including the paradise valley
conservation area and that it’s close enough to Bellevue seattle

853

25yrs ago lovely rural setting for a home and raising a family. Convenient access to hwy.

854

The space/land i get with my house. Its important to me to have a large lot of land for privacy
and relaxation

855

expansive property, no city restrictions on property, privacy, mountain view, still close to Seattle,
quiet

856

Many years ago it was a quite place, not crowded, with rural beauty and activities still possible

857

Open space, nature, getting out of the suburbs, owning livestock
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Comment: What qualities brought you to live or work in the SWUGA BPS area?

858

Housing choices to get to good high way access. Cause I travel to jobs.

859

Larger lots with more trees

860

Trees and location

861

Good location and rural setting

862

The rural character of the area

863

Job

864

Cheap

865

Schools

866

Cost of living was low

867

Large lots to build house, nice area to walk.

868

Open areas and having acres of land.

869

Grew up here, open space, less chaos

870

Good location

871

Schools, large lots of land with no sub developments.

872

Moved here 30 some years ago for horse property

873

Want to live in the country

874

Schools. Housing choices

875

housing

876

housing choice

877

We found a home we love in an uncrowded area

878

Commute to Snohomish

879

Quiet property ownership for a small family brought me to Clearview 4 years ago.

880

Rural setting, unobstructed view, quiet, open spaces, low traffic, low noise

881

I moved to Maltby to get away from over crowded King County with their high taxes. I like
having more “elbow room” but my property taxes keep increasing! Not cool.

882

The rural quality of life

883

Schools, property sizes, unicorporation, strict development standards, rural living, and small town
community

884

I used to live in the area

885

Good Location for work and Northshore Schools

886

Property size, quiet, nature, bird watching, grew up in the area

887

Grew up here, schools, wanted quiet

888

To live in the country, great location with privacy

889

Beautiful open spaces not crowded with congestion.

890

Less congested, bigger land lots
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Comment: What qualities brought you to live or work in the SWUGA BPS area?

891

I moved to find a residence in a rural neighborhood close to urban centers

892

We chose to live here for a quieter more rural lifestyle. We also wanted more space, privacy,
and land.

893

great rural housing, schools

894

I like that it’s more rural than just a few miles away; I would not like houses or apartments to be
smashed into places and bring my property down.

895

good location for my previous business

896

Being away from excessive development. Quiet. Privacy. Rural living.

897

I love that my neighborhood built in the 90s has dedicated green spaces between the housing
areas with trails throughout the neighborhood. Alao love that the houses aren crammed right
next to each other and have yard aoace to have our dogs and vegetable garden. The mix of
rural and urban is so refreahing. Dont crowd us like theyre doing to Bothell

898

rural housing, quiet, low density, large lots

899

The rural feeling of maltby ,Lee Woods,owning horse property & being able to enjoy the
outdoors. Good schools great location. Friendly neighbors.

900

Country living

901

Ability to own a house on rural land without congestion

902

Bought a house 30 years ago when we were looking for a quiet, rural area.

903

good location for business

904

We moved to Maltvy when I was 2 years old in 1975. I have grown up here, raised my children
here and now my grandchildren live here. I love having property to garden, raise animals, enjoy
the outdoors. My neighbors have lived here almost as lo g as we have.

905

Rural nature of the area.

906

rural neighborhood

907

Peaceful and quiet. Beautiful trees. Rural feel

908

Housing choices

909

Good location to raise a family

910

Housing

911

Space, not dense housing, peace and quiet, land, affordable land

912

Attractive rural area, open green spaces

913

Rural location more land

914

Open spaces

915

Rural living, housing costs.

916

It was a really nice area 30years ago .The schools are good. I still love it. A nice little house a little
property.

917

Wanted to get out of the suburbs and have some land

918

Good place to raise a family, bought when zoned 2.5 acres so I could sell some later (have 5
acres)
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919

moved in with partner

920

Have lived here 50 years

921

Wide open space, quality of life, acreage, quiet and solitude.

922

Grew up in this area

923

Rural feeling; large lots

924

When we bought 20 years ago, housing choice, country living, quiet area

925

Nice homes & affordable (at the time), good schools, vicinity to freeways and Seattle.

926

Housing, privacy, woods and trees still

927

Schools, diversity, easy access to HWYs, easy access to shopping centers, light to moderate
traffic

928

Large lot size. Rural feel.

929

Was looking for rural area with good commute to Bellevue where we could raise animals, grow
some food and have enough room for hobbies like classic car restoration and music without
close neighbors. Also desirable is well and septic to be able to go solar and be sustainable off
grid when needed.

930

Grew up here, schools & parks to visit

931

Rural but close to I5. Great schools for our kids when they were school aged. Affordable
property.

932

Good schools, country setting, all the trees

933

1) I grew up around here. 2) I like that it’s a rural area where we get more space but can usually
get to 405 and I5 easily 3) I looked for years to find the opportunity/got lucky and found my
dream house for reasonable rent

934

Country life close to amenities. It used to be peaceful here but now there’s a lot of traffic noise
at certain times of the day.

935

Housing, schools, privacy

936

I grew up here but chose to stay. I enjoy living in a rural area that has easy access to bigger
towns and cities.

937

We liked the availability of large lots, farms etc. We wanted to live somewhere that was NOT
filled with houses and tons of people. We also liked the school choices.

938

Peaceful country setting, less population, better taxes, and parks that are close enough to get
to.

939

No tract houses.

940

Zoning friendly for farming, livestock

941

WAS quiet

942

Quiet rural area with little traffic.

943

We moved here from the Greenwood area in Seattle to raise our family. We moved away from
the city in favor of a more rural lifestyle and strong sense of community. This area is unique in its
beauty and family friendly amenities.
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944

Was looking for a place that didn't have homes on tiny lots and tons of traffic. I grew up in Lake
Stevens and the growth in Lake Stevens was nauseating. There were so many homes built, traffic
increased and crime increased. We were looking for a quiet place that was a better commute
with property. .

945

Housing choices and schools

946

Housing, schools

947

grew up here

948

Great area to raise children with less of a “city” feel

949

It's RURAL and it's NOT KING COUNTY

950

Proximity to shopping area, access to 405

951

Housing was cheaper, and wanted to get away from King County and their ridiculous taxes

952

good location

953

The peace, quiet, and space. Good for my disability.

954

affordable housing

955

grew up here, room to grow food and children to play, safe

956

15 years ago - good area still rural good schools

957

Equestrian property

958

rural quite not developed space between neighbors

959

Quiet peaceful rural

960

Moved here 10 yrs ago to escape seattle

961

I bought land and built a house there, 30 years ago, specifically for the acreage restrictions (no
less than 5 acres)

962

it was quiet

963

Housing, schools and taxes

964

Location.

965

needed place/space for horse hobby

966

Grew up here

967

Schools, location

968

It was cheaper to buy a house here than in King County

969

good area for a small business

970

Close to urban areas but retain some rural character

971

Bought property and built home 20 yrs ago

972

Quiet, remote, lower taxes than I was paying previously

973

Acreage, wildlife, quiet, access to NS schools for my children (43 years ago) safe place for my
golden years now.

974

Housing choice
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975

rural character, quietness, low building density, no shops/businesses/gas stations and so on

976

Housing

977

Great schools especially for my child who uses special education services. Also, enjoyed our
rural living on a deadend road.

978

The natural environment. I had lived in the area as a child, had moved away, and wanted to
raise my children in a rural area with lots of woods. I also love the privacy and space between
homes.

979

Built house here in 1973

980

Rural, large lots, investment, growing family, great area

981

We moved here before the industrial area really developed actual buildings. We liked the calm,
quiet, and dark of the area. Which is now mostly gone.

982

Live here and love the country feel of the neighborhood!! All the horses and charm of the
community.

983

Grew up here. Land plot size, space between houses. Rural atmosphere.

984

proximity to work but still rural and private, nice nature

985

Quiet rural charactor VERY important

986

Rural feel of the community and less population density, larger properties.

987

housing, schools

988

work, horse

989

grew up in area

990

Like the rural low density housing in the area, large lots

991

Not a lot of buildings. Quiet area. Large yards.

992

Rural living

993

Quiet rural area. Wanted out of the suburbs.

994

To live in a rural area and have a multi-acre property with space for kids to grow up with forest to
explore and space for animals and gardening.

995

Couldn’t stand Seattle anymore

996

Schools, acreage

997

I moved here from Seattle in 1987 looking for a more rural, peaceful place to live.

998

Grew up here

999

good housing with land, less traffic, less noise

1,000

Rural living not effected by crazy density

1,001

Convenience. Value. Investment

1,002

Could build a equine area and stable

1,003

This area was to remain rural with large lots and homes on septics and was not to be converted
into suburbia. This was all codified under the GMA as well as several amendments since the
GMA was adopted, i.e. Alternative 2 which is supposed to concentrate growth in Everett and
Lynnwood as well as some smaller cities. Now the current administration seems hellbent on
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extending the UGA at least to Highway 9 if not further. This should not be allowed to happen. We
moved here to avoid traffic and tiny lots. Also the Maltby UGA should not be expanded.

1,004

Nature. Trees and streams. Not the loud inappropriate “light “ industry.

1,005

I wsnted to get away from the new housing developments of Nothell and move to the country
wuth mire land and not as densely populated

1,006

It is urban in nature but close to Woodinville & Mill Creek

1,007

Good mix of rural roads and housing affordability

1,008

grew up here

1,009

It's rural character and the 5 acre minimum lot size.

1,010

location

1,011

NA

1,012

Location provided privacy and a rural feel for our home and raising a family but was still close to
suburban areas.

1,013

It's rural qualities, with plenty of open space and absence of wall to wall crackerbox
developments

1,014

N/A. I don't live or work there

1,015

Semi-rural, reasonable commute to the city

1,016

because it is rural with land and space, no house on top of houses, good schools and location

1,017

My wife bought her home there in the 80's

1,018

I moved here 27 years ago. It was the perfect spot to raise my 5 children. One of these children
lives with me now. Her children walk to Maltby elementary school. It is a wonderful
neighborhood for families.

1,019

Grew up there

1,020

Was able to afford a house here

1,021

Wanted to live on a quiet dead end road near Fernwood Elementary

Source: BERK, 2019.

Exhibit 3.
Q4

Question 4: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in the rural
portion of the study area within the SWUGA BPS area:

Other Rating

1

2

Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area
The housing developments are close to schools and parks making this a great
area to live in. The rural nature of the area has not been torn totally apart at this
point and we would like to see it remain rural.

Excellent

This area is part of the Little Bear Creek Water Quality Study and on their map,
you can see that much of the SWUGA study area is within range of affecting
the Little Bear Creek watershed and it's tributaries.
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/2873/Little-Bear-Creek More development in
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area
this area will compromise the ecology of the area, which includes wild life
habitat. We'd like to retain the rural character that we have left, rather than
eroding it for State and business demands. QUALITY OF LIFE, is the most
important thing to retain.

3

I am happy to make the trade off between services being close by and
enjoying our rural home. I don't want urban services and the problems that
accompany them.

4

The quality of life has been going down hill with the traffic, open use of drugs
and the homeless.

5

Good

Gardening, animal raising, open air.

6

Excellent

Option to have animals, large gardens. Less noise.

7

It has been a great place to raise my children and now grandchildren

8

Traffic is becoming more and more of a significant problem on Highway 9.
Recent construction along Maltby Road is also a real hassle. My neighborhood
off Little Bear Creek Road only has one entrance, which is a safety risk,
especially since construction trucks are using our road as their turn-around now.
I hope to see better internet service reach this area soon. It seems odd that
there is no bus service in the area. I do not want to see digital signs, lights, or
billboards on Highway 9!

9

Quiet, wooded residential community, from which I live and telecommute.

10

Not good for high-density housing, however, given steep hills, transportation
issues and lack of bus, train, freeway access

11

As a place to have horses and animal activities

12

Good

A place to raise livestock.

13

Excellent

As a place for growing food and trees

14

Traffic has increased significantly in the area. Need to change to zoning to UGD
and allow developers to build homes and improve roads.

15

Nice peace & quite to live

16

Excellent

Surrounded by natural habitat still; though development has sadly pushed out
and is continueing to do so, our wildlife ie. coyotes, bears, deer, bobcats.
Where are they to go with continued development?

17

I enjoy the quiet lifestyle here.

18

Recent exponential growth has severely degraded our environment. Why are
you allowing the clearcutting of some of the most bountiful and productive
timberland and farmland in the world? The congestion (road, noise, row
houses, etc.) is not what we ever envisioned.

19

Good

A good place to raise kids and still not too far from work. However, the spike in
property crime as the result of opiod homelessness and failed policy is
degrading the quality of life

20

Excellent

Not over developed. Can't shake hands with your neighbor out the bathroom
window. Today and ever spring I smell the sent of fresh flowers outside from the
native growth.
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21
22

Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area
Hard to get to/from due to traffic problems on 522, Paradise Lake Road

Good

Privacy

23

Shopping opportunities are more than adequate. There is no need to turn this
area into another Woodinville!

24

Shopping and dining opportunities are completely adequate. There is no need
to turn this area into Woodinville.

25

Excellent

I can have horses and ride. 4H and youth development activities are possible.
My kids can raise rabbits, gardens,chickens. The area is quiet, cool from trees,
has natural habitat for birds, fish, bear, etc.

26

Good

Access to major roads and highways

27

Not many places to visit and schools are crowded

28

There is not much here. We hope they build the park on Carousel ranch

29

Excellent

30

31

quiet & preaceful Do not wish it to be disrupted
In recent years there has been an increase in noise pollution due to the
recycling plant and other businesses in Maltby and now planes thanks to Payne
field.

Good

peaceful natural enviroment close to town

32

Traffic issues

33

Lack of dense housing developments that dominate the cities and the growth
areas.

34

The changing landscape of the community is being destroyed by all of the
commercial companies that have moved into the area. Traffic is awful and I
fear that if there is an emergency with my children at school I will be unable to
get to them in a timely manner. We are losing our open space in the area.

35

Poor

too much noise, county code enforcement officers should be fired! need
people that can enforce the laws!

36

Poor

you built a noisy truck factory next door...this area sucks!!!

37

This is more a bedroom community, not much interaction unless you want to
interact with Joyce Hoika, not interested.

38

This was a nice quiet community but more and more people make it not like it
was and the commercial trucks are always using their compression brakes,
Paine Field has flights over our house all the time and the taxes are insane.

39

This area is mostly “pass through” for us —to get to woodinville or work

40

Please do not sell out to developers. Leave rural areas alone.

41

This could be a place where we can start conserving what hasn’t Been
destroyed

42
43

Poor

no transit service or park and ride. county should be planning for the not to
distant future
Too much flow through traffic. Widen hwy 9 to minimize this
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Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area

44

This area was once an wonderful place to live. As the county has let industry
intrude up to our back door, the area has become noisy and unpleasant.

45

The current congestion with growth is horrible; priority needs to be placed on
infrastructure to support existing residents and businesses

46

It stinks from Cedar Grove. Its load from the bangs and clangs and back up
beeping from the quarry. The traffic is outrageous. Built roads before housing
and more industrial traffic.

47

Poor

Getting stuck in HWY 9 back up traffic by Albertsons

48

Excellent

a place to enjoy farm country, low density, varied housing, horses, views

49

Good

I enjoy our quiet peaceful life here

50

Excellent

I love this area.

51

Great place to live!!

52

It will stop being a great place if development is allowed, I will leave then

53

Good

walking trails

54

It was better before county let NOISY businesses (kennels, party venues, heavy
equipment, and truck traffic (warehouses) invade our area...

55

It’s gotten way too busy since we moved here 20 years ago

56

Poor

Roads and infrastructure not set up to support the density of the population.
Takes forever to get places now

57

Don't Know

Having the beauty of large trees and open areas is a wonderful experience.

58

Poor

No walking/biking paths on Maltby (524) or bus service

59

Excellent

As a place of non over developing.

60

Driving is terrible - traffic

61

Traffic is horrible

62

Rural implies "amenities" are not all walkable, farm life IS a desirable lifestyle

63

an excellent place to know your neighbors

64

Fair

It used to be EXCELLENT! Way too much traffic now.

65

Traffic is the biggest downside to all of the above categories

66

Housing is now way too close!

67

Please be responsible and have the right infrastructure and leave some of the
trees. Its getting to crowed. 20 yrs ago it was beautiful. Mill Creek had it right
when we had responsible people and not in the hands of developers.

68

Excellent

Great quality of life with reasonable location

69

The maltby cafe and produce stand are great. Nice to have the albertsons as
a close grocery, but not a great natural selection. Mostly go to Woodinville for
dining/shopping.

70

away from city traffic and congestion
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Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area

71

Good

Protecting and restoring salmon habtiat in Little Bear Creek is important to
watershed salmon recovery efforts

72

Excellent

Green spaces between buildings, trees, wildlife

73

The area is beautiful but not for population growth

74

Keep it as a natural reservation and enjoyment of nature

75

We like the rural character.

76

Excellent

A place for wildlife to live.

77

Don't Know

I am in the east #6

78

Poor

the Highway 9 corridor appears to be randomly developed over time

79

Excellent

Landscape mecca with multiple places to get landscaping products

80

It is very peaceful and serene in our area.

81

I oppose further residential growth in this area. The local roads and schools are
both overwhelmed and struggling to adapt to the rapid growth. Any future
growth must collect impact fees from developers to help fund road capacity
increases.

82

Since we chose this area partially for it's ruralness, all the shopping/dining,
recreation we want is still within a very reasonable distance.

83

Lack of pre-planning, law & development enforcement has already led to
much traffic congestion, increase in crime

84

The area has what we want; just the right amount of open space and local
business.

85

Excellent

solitude of not having neighbors sitting on top of you.

86

As a place to shop or dine question does NOT apply

87

The traffic on Hiway 9 is horrible now.....That short path of hiway from 180th north
to Cathcart Way should have been completed with double lanes but
wasn't.....Causes a bottleneck in traffic that is insane....

88

We don’t need more traffic or homes

89

Fair

traffic is horrible i an sick of new developments without corresponding
investment in roads and public transit

90

more rural is needed! too much traffic congestion getting to shopping

91

I would like more parklands and more recreation areas.

92

Poor

Speeding and large trucks make Maltby Rd DANGEROUS!

93

Excellent

The rural areas provide fresh air and a great habitat for wildlife not seen in other
areas like owls, bobcats, woodpeckers and douglas squirrels

94

Excellent

Wildlife, fish, birds, rural way of life

95

Excellent

RURAL LIVING

96

Poor

Infrastructure not developed for surrounding growth. Traffic is not suitable as a
rural community.
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Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area

97

Poor

Commercial truck traffic and resulting industrial noise and smell resulting from
council action has greatly diminished the quality of life on the borders of the
UGA

98

Raising children in a rural setting has been challenging. There is a lack of strong
community. The town of Clearview is too commercial for the residence who
reside in the neighborhood which forces us to commerce in Woodinville or Mill
Creek instead.

99

Excellent

great for pets

100

Excellent

as a place to be with nature

101

Please note that having more places to shop, eat or work would not necessarily
improve things!

102

This area is no longer really/truly rural. Thirty years ago my answers would have
been very different. It is now a hodge-podge of housing and businesses. Not
really recreational at all.

103

Poor

104

You and the rest of the democrat politicians ruined this once quiet peaceful
area
This area is pristine and amazing the way it is. It is a haven that should remain
this way for people who care about their homesteads and families, not meant
to be used for cookie cutter housing from developers like Dr. Horton. Don't let
potential money sway you from doing the right thing.

105

Excellent

Close proximity to major companies in surrounding region

106

Excellent

Relax, be left alone, enjoy the views, nature

107

Poor

Land use abuse such as noise and stench within the UGA is ill-enforced by the
county with heavy truck traffic out-of-control and getting worse due to
unsavory busnesses and their busness practices

108

Excellent

Great place for agricultural hobbies.

109

awful traffic . . .

110

Single family homes are OUR community. Get off my lawn!

111

Excellent

Quality of life, space and property with privacy and quiet. Let's keep it this way
and not allow thousands of houses to be built. It's already too crowded.

112

Excellent

Raise animals, privacy, community, agriculture, land preservation, conservation
of natural areas

113
114

Don't want to see more apartments put in
Poor

Snohomish County is the fastest mismanaged cesspool in the state

115

Crowds and traffic are changing the nomenclature of this area

116

Too many darn cars and not enough roads

117

We need more bike lanes and bike paths for increased access and enjoyment
of the outdoors in the study area.
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Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area

118

Poor

Traffic Congestion is a big issue. How can we have more development if there
are no resolutions for current congestion issues. It leads to road rage, tail gating
and aggressive driving.

119

120

Please do not expand urban growth in this area. Instead continue to build in
existing high density areas to help reduce our carbon footprint and preserve
areas such as this
Good

121

To be in a area where one be more removed the the hectic life.
Having no large industrial areas or apartments is the reason we moved here.
We love how rural the area currently is and do not want any changes!!

122

Excellent

I dont do drugs but the people living behind me must mask a lot of money with
as many cars of the cars padding my house after midnight buying heroine and
meth. $$$$. I don’t contact the police anymore as both times someone yipped
them off and they scattered 10 minutes before the police showed up both
times!!

123

Don't Know

So much has changed again traffic is terrible

124

Poor

For transportation and commute

125

Excellent

A place that should be urban because of growth, infrastructure, etc

126

Fair

Urbanization will bring more shopping and entertainment other than a
Marijuana store called EMPORIUM.

127

Excellent

it is a residential area leave it alone

128

Good

Farming: vegetable, fruit trees. Raising animals: chickens, rabbits, dogs

129

Good

Abundant Wildlife - Bear, Bobcat, Coyote, Cougar, Deer

130

Poor

a place to commute

131

This is an excellent area, but quickly becoming too congested

132

I don't want to see more businesses in this area, not more developments of
homes or multifamily units

133

Growth in the Maltby area negatively affects traffic on Paradise Lake Road.
Trucks and many cars go zooming along this narrow country road next to my
property.

134

Fair

Need better transportation access ability 2+ hour bus ride to Bellevue is an
acceptable. Need more shopping and entertainment, Albertsons is run down
and hard to get in and out of the parking lot

135

Excellent

Water, air, light and noise pollution is minimal.

136

Excellent

Rich in natural diversity and habitat

137

It was excellent in the past few years it’s become increasingly crime ridden

138

Excellent

As a place to have gardens, an orchard, and keep bees

139

Poor

Commute into or through

140

Poor

As a place to commute through
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Q4

Other Rating

Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area

141

Increasing number of trucks and traffic with poor roads, many junker cars.
Worry about becoming “Kent”

142

more housing will inhibit all of the above, the area (roads) are already extremely
congested

143

Excellent

Farming, farm animals, rural life with reasonable access to work

144

Poor

Traffic

145
146

The appeal of this area for most are the rural and unpopulated spaces.
Poor

Transportation: roads are inadequate and road layout poorly planned

147

The traffic has become overwhelming g. Growth has to stop before it is too late

148

This SW corner of the SWUGA needs to be developed to allow access to schools
and businesses down the hill. Many people use 47th Ave for running, walking,
pushing kids in strollers, bicyling - it is dangerous right now and there needs to be
sidewalks. It makes sense to change the property zoning for smaller lots to allow
people to walk to work at the business park and to nearby schools.

149

Excellent

To have space between the houses and not overcrowded and surrounded by
town homes or apartments.

150

Living and working here is not the problem but commuting within it is difficult. I
work 2 miles from my home but it sometimes takes 30 minutes to drive there due
to traffic. There are too many vehicles on inadequately planned roadways.

151

We live here because we don't want to deal with urban problems

152

23 years ago it was heaven, now the traffic and congestion has gotten out of
control.

153

Fair

Hiway 9 traverse is a parking lot during rush hour, adjacent 522 not mush better.

154

Poor

Pedestrian and Cycling infrastructure

155

Don't Know

Too many people to support the roads. Also can’t “play” anywhere because no
more empty lots. Now that the lots of built on all wild life wolfs,bears and
coyotes go into people yards. Not safe for small children or small animals. Also
drugs is becoming more popular with teens and younger adults. Great place to
live if you don’t have kids or small animals and don’t work. Traveling anywhere
after 2pm will take an hr or sometimes more to get home even on the “back
roads”

156

Don’t mess with this wonderful area!!!

157

My quality of life is dependent on rural environment and I moved from Kirkland
to escape higher density suburban environment

158

Will these comments lead to changing rural to higher desity?

159

Don't Know

So thankful we didn't buy a house there since it could join the UGA & because
there are many complaints about industrial noise & traffic from surrounding
businesses.

160

Excellent

Appreciation of the environment, green areas with easy close access to enjoy.

161

Excellent

there are no high density housing projects in the rural areas which is a very
positive attribute to me. The major housing developments are cheaply built,
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area
have no yards, no privacy and no character. They will age and be deminished
in value very quickly as they were not built to last.

162

Poor

163
164

I live on the border line on Sunset Road. There are too many cars, too many
people to be considered rural anymore. We are one of a few properties who
are stuck when those around us sold out and left us with hundreds of new
houses.
Air quality very poor now

Don't Know

This area is not a city so it is as I want slow moving and everything I need is a
short drive away.

165

Lack of restaurants and shopping is what makes this place an excellent place
to live

166

43 Ave is a death trap waiting to happen, if open back up.

167

Poor

Traffic management

168

Good

Good place for equine business and recreation, could use more trails

169

Not enough schools and roads to handle the growth all around the area. And
limited grocery shopping and public transportation

170

The traffic is horrible at certain drive times related to most common work
start/stop times. The single lane of Highway which is sandwiched between
double lanes on the N & S sides is a HUGE PROBLEM. There is NO REASON to
have the double lanes due to the single lane. It increases traffic on side streets
making it a GAME to figure out which road to take during drive times.

171

Have family there so love to visit often and get away from the now urban part
of south snohomish county.

172

Excellent

A place to feel safe in our home.

173

Excellent

Low noise. low traffic, low lights.

174

Poor

Traffic is horrible, especially on Bothell-Everett Highway.

175

Excellent

A place to be left ALONE

176

Excellent

A place to escape the overpopulation and growth just south and west of here

177

Becoming too crowded and urban. Not the rural area it once was. Growth is
great, but too fast.

178

I love having a yard and not having my neighbors right next to me. I don't like
what they are building on 180th St. SE.

179

Excellent

It’s a wonderful setting now. We love living here. But are quickly getting
squeezed out by the uncontrolled, uncoordinated density.

180

Excellent

to care for wildlife as is left -

181

Traffic issue at 522/Paradise Lake Rd forces me toward Woodinville for almost
everything.

182

on septic systems, need public sewer

183

Would be better if traffic didn't cut through the neighborhood from Hi. 9 to the
industrial area on Broadway and to highway 522
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Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area

184

Excellent

Wonderful for preserving the nature and peace that is natural to the community

185

The rural area is close enough to town for shopping. We don’t need strip malls
on Hiway 9.

186

too crowded and traffic horrific to go 2 miles

187

Bird watching and other wild species watching

188

Bikes on road are a constant hazard, I hope city takes action

189

Excellent

I enjoy these areas immensely, please don’t change it.

190

I like it the way it is. I am willing to drive a little to shop and dine and recreate. All
that stuff brings traffic - which highway 9 and exsisting roads cannot hold.
Developers are all hot to make money and make every area jammed packed
with people, traffic, and trashy businesses.

191

the quality of living and driving here is rapidly degrading

192

Poor

Co-exist with industrial businesses -poor

193

Excellent

As a place to get to know neighbors and form a community

194

Ammenities are plentiful but heavy traffic prevents me from wanting to travel
there.

195

Being spoiled by traffic congestion.

196

Good

room for privacy , enjoy wildlife & privacy, clean air, quiet time!!!

197

Poor

There is now only 1 way out of our living area. Used to be at least 2. I Consider it
dangerous in an emergency. Open up the roads please!

198

I personally do not like just how many pot shops are on Hwy 9.

199

Lack if sidewalks, trails lowers quality for children. Walking along 9 is too
dangerous.

200

Leave our area alone. We don't need any more development in this area.

201

Excellent

202

Good location for commuting with little traffic.
Participation in "conservation activities" isn't high on my list

203

Don't Know

It's quieter than the larger cities, we have more freedoms here, and less traffic.

204

Excellent

enjoy a slow even paced lifestyle

205

The area is already getting too commercial and the main roads are very busy

206

Poor

There’s nothing there. Only residential!

207

Excellent

low building density

208

Excellent

Peace and quiet, lack of traffic

209

excess traffic

210

Don't Know

A low rating on some of the items does not mean I think they should to be
improved. It is simply the nature of the area.

211

Poor

The irresponsible way growth has been handled - permits before infrastructure,
instead of a more responsible approach to dealing with housing demand and
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Comments: Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in
the rural portion of the study area
developers' desire to cover the area with single family monotonous housing has damaged the quality of life and shows signs of doing increasing damage.

212

Excellent

It is excellent as it is. Please don't use this 'push poll ' like 'survey' to justify any
changes to the UGA, Clearview Commercial or Maltby UGA, unless it is to
remove the RUTA from the Maltby UGA.

213

Please don’t change our rural community

214

No future pot stores allowed, no digital signage

215

There is too much density that predates the old Urban Growth plan.

216

Compared to what? It is no longer rural and traffic is as bad as anywhere.

217

Traffic impacts make living in the area now not good, road dust, vehicle
emissions, lack of adequate road that creates traffic backing up in front of the
street.

218

One of my daughters and her son live in this area. We visit frequently.

219

Poor

As a community who's issues are taken care of by the county

Source: BERK, 2019.

Exhibit 4.

Question 9: Please rate the current condition of each of the following characteristics
as they relate to the rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

Q9

Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

1

Excellent

Other: Foot and bicycle usage is excellent in the housing development areas
but risky along Hwy 9.

2

Poor

Traffic is a mess. No shopping orr services closeby. No community identity.

3

Poor

We seem to be losing our quality of rural life and priorities as you force us to
have marijuana stores, digital flashing signs, sexpresso stands and gridlock traffic
in our area. We would like to see there be more emphasis on re-building family
values and family oriented activities and less on building businesses. Potshops
aren't kid friendly. There is a 37% excise tax on marijuana sales, but do we really
want the State and County to be drug dealers just because of the money it can
get? There is HUGE potential here to re-ignite a wholesome lifestyle here.

4

This question either makes no sense or I didn't understand it.

5

Poor

Noticed a significant increase in commercial trucks along Broadway in the
maltby growth area, adjacent to our house in the rural growth area. Need to
have a separate truck road. I fear for our driving safety. I My car was totaled
by a truck on broadway.

6

Poor

Traffic is awful. We live off of Snohomish Ave and people use it rather than
Highway 9 during rush hour. It's over-loaded and people drive upwards of 55
mph on a residential road with driveways. It's terrible.

7

Excellent

Less government interference in my life and the way I want to live it. Don’t want
government agencies telling me how to kive
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

8

Poor

Currently seems like all the bad aspects of a compromise. Businesses are
severely limited in what they can do and what signage they can use. Limited
businesses also mean poor choice of local options for services and decent
(much less healthy) food, especially at lunch when people don't have time to
drive far. But residents also have all the downsides of having a business district
with vague rules and restrictions on what they can do with their own properties.

9

Excellent

We have a community that interfaces with the farms and businesses as part of
our local culture. We are outspoken in support of those we support locally. This is
part of the rural culture that isn't addressed in this survey.

10

Poor

access to rail, bus poor. This area will not accommodate high-density housing.

11

Poor

Smell. The smell is horrible surrounding the Maltby UGA area! For probably 5 miles
or more in all directions the smell is horrible most days, making it a poor quality
to live, work or shop. Is this from Pacific Topsoils? It cost me almost 50K on the last
house I sold in the #6 region, as the air reeked at the open house from the
manure smell coming from downtown Maltby. This MUST be addressed to fix
both the urban and rural areas around Maltby!

12

Poor

Through traffic causes congestion, especially during rush hour. It can take 30
minutes or more just to reach 522. Increased residential density in this area will
make it worse.

13

Excellent

The walkability within the existing neighborhoods is high quality, and many
people walk or walk their dogs for quality of life

14

Poor

Traffic flow getting to 522 because of industrial build-up and large truck traffic

15

Region needs to conserve agricultural and tree canopy at all costs. Urban area
is not yet built out. Once the green is gone, it can't be recovered.

16

Poor

We desperately need boundary change to Urban growth development so
developers can develope more housing and roads for walking and biking.
Currently the area is considered rural yet traffic is heavy and there are no
walking lanes to and from school for young kids and adults. And there is much
trouble accessing school due to no direct route from house to school. Opening
the road and changing zoning to UGA will eliminate all of these problems.

17

Good

Less noise, less casual crime, less traffic, more neighbor interaction, better views,
more wildlife, more bird song

18

Poor

Stop developing. At some point, the environment and wildlife need to be
considered. People moved to the area you are proposing intentionally, now
you are planning to take that away from your tax payers. 35th is a nightmare
due to overdevelopment, we sadly see malnurished wildlife due to
overdevelopment. if we wanted billboards, bright lights and more traffic, we
would move back to the city.

19

Fair

We are seeing some negative effects of development creep in from the
surrounding area. Traffic and congestion on rural roads is out of hand and
makes living in the area difficult. Our infrastructure is not made to handle all of
this. People are effected and wildlife/environment is effected by the
development creeping in.

20

Poor

Priorities of the Master Builders Association and developers seem to have priority
over the quality of life of citizens. Clearcutting of woods, leveling farmland and
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Q9

Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other
creating row housing is not healthy for citizens or the environment. Road
infrastructure is already woefully inadequate for the amount of growth that has
occurred. Adding more growth will only compound the traffic problems. We
have been, and are losing the beauty and character of this area with
exponential growth.

21

Poor

Increase of property crime as the result of failed homelessness & opioid policies.
Also the failure of connecting the double lanes of Hwy 9 segments and also the
SR 522 double lane segments. That is ridicules.

22

Poor

Mindless and greedy people put development and tax dollars above the
effects of the infrastructure and quality of life for the people who moved here
for a reason and pay their taxes!!!!!!!

23

Fair

Traffic is becoming far worse on 522. New Amazon warehouses will not help.
Add thousands of apartments will make it far worse

24

The area of the SWUGA near the King County line is mis-characterized as rural;
there are numerous housing developments in that area, it is in close proximity to
the UW campus, it is in close proximity to the Maltby UGA, and it is very near the
Bothell UGA, which is very developed. It should be rezoned and included in the
Bothell UGA.

25

Poor

Traffic on rural roads is excessive, walking, bicycling dangerous.

26

Poor

Too many people who must use own car to travel makes the traffic very
congested. Loss of trees and rural habitat depletes the area of its desirability.
Ruins watershed for salmon in Little Bear Creek.

27

Poor

Traffic is a mess in Maltby, especially on SR524, Yew Way and Paradise Lake
Road. Roads must be improved first before any multi-unit housing is constructed.

28

Excellent

Outside of the criminal element called Sound Transit

29

Don't Know

Community identity is lacking

30

Excellent

Do not wish living quality to be disturbed that's why we moved here

31

enjoy the rural space, don't want to be turned into high density growth. It would
effect water run off, wild life and pollution of soil and air.

32

Don't Know

To me, it appears a precedent has been set that housing developments are a
priority over environmental impact most importantly and also societal
infrastructure. It appears profits and status are driving the major development
decisions and little to no foresight is taken for the environment or the will of the
public.

33

Don't Know

N/A

34

Poor

to many people roads cant handle

35

Don't understand this question. Are the "following characteristics " listed in no.
10??

36

Poor

There has been a lot of growth over the past 10 years with little consideration to
current residents re noise abatement and conserving the rural look and feel of
the area which is why we live here.

37

Poor

Traffic
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

38

Poor

Noise levels

39

Poor

too much noise pollution

40

I would not want it to change in anyway. No more houses. Leave hands off the
zoning.

41

Poor

Bicycles should not be allowed here as it is a danger to me and my family.
Several times we have had to swerve to avoid head on collisions because of
people going around idiot bicyclers.

42

Poor

Roads and transportation infrastructure on 522 is abysmal, planning has been
irresponsible and inadequate, and quality of life in SWUGA BPS and surrounding
areas has been significantly and negatively impacted.

43

Narrow roads, often with zero shoulder or sidewalk and heavy congestion make
this area not a good choice for walking, biking or driving. Hwy 9 through
Clearview (where it is one lane) is a complete grind during rush hour commutes.
Desperately needs widening and center left turn lanes installed.

44

Don't develop this area

45

Poor

STOP BUILDING HOUSES IF YOU ARE NOT GOING TO IMPROVE RURAL ROADS TO
MATCH THE INCREASES TRAFFIC. TRAFFIC SUCKS!

46

Good

Having to leave to rural area to access amenities (food, shopping, healthcare)
is not a problem for those of us with cars. Certainly not a high walk or bike score
area, but as expected for rural area. Better shoulder access to the arterial bike
paths would be great, but is obviously hard to justify financially given the lack of
density (and tax base).

47

Poor

excessive truck traffic is hard on roads and greatly contributes to traffic
congestion.

48

Poor

I am upset about the rate of new development in the area. The rural nature of
the area is being lost, especially along 228th and 180th. Traffic is getting worse
and wildlife is losing habitat at an alarming rate.

49

Poor

Traffic, noise, smell. Got it all after 30 years of living off Broadway and 196th. Fix
the roads.

50

Good

Need much less industrial and more open space, or at least preserve the current
open space. And please, no large digital billboards

51

Poor

The county has allowed to much, are they don't control what has been going
on out here

52

Poor

Quality of service and Product selection in the existing commercial area such as
Albertsons.

53

I like the small town feel and don't want to turn into Bothell or Redmond Ridge.

54

Poor

unacceptable commuter traffic caused by unprecedented growth the county
unfortunately allowed. This traffic is extremely detrimental to rural life: noise,
uncontrolled speeding, motorcycle races, anything put near the street is stolen,
dumping along the road etc.

55

Poor

It’s getting overcrowded
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

56

Poor

Traffic back ups are so bad from the bottleneck on why 9, that they divert to
Broadway ave, which creates non stop flows of traffic and dangers to walk,
even to get to mailboxes safely.

57

Poor

The amount of traffic on Broadway and Highway 9 continues to increase, and
high-density housing developments are starting to threaten to encroach into the
area.

58

Poor

Broadway/Bostian/Paradise Lake Rd

59

Poor

TRAFFIC is a mess... due to development in Maltby and north in Granite Falls etc.
NO PLANNING for growth at all.. build warehouses and do not add a turn lane
or traffic lane or any additional lanes. Doesn't take much to realize more
businesses or houses = more cars... and in this case LOOOOOOOONG trucks
that take up many car lengths at each stop sign or traffic signal. If there were a
medical/fire emergency from 3-6 in the vicinity of Broadway ... how the heck
would that work out?

60

Excellent

It is quiet and lots of wildlife without a dense population. We will lose our wildlife
like you have already done to most areas.

61

Fair

Need to plan for multi generational(multi family) housing when sizing
infrastructure. Way more cars and people than would traditionally occupy a
single fami residence in this area.

62

I would like to see more subdivision in these rural areas to allow for more growth
with all the schools going in.

63

It's very hard and unsafety walk around . Need a new walkways for people.

64

Poor

Mill Creek is bringing in too many apartments bringing in too much traffic and
taking away wetlands.

65

Fair

slow funding for road and mainline transit, and cancelled bike/commuter
friendly (rail line, 524/ 522 interchange, HWY9 rapid ride bus are
forcing/encouraging TOO MUCH TRAFFIC down side streets/ farm roads) FUND
infrastructure BEFORE more development

66

Poor

Traffic flow is incredibly heavy. It sometimes takes 30 to drive 3 miles to the
freeway. I can almost walk faster.

67

Poor

Traffic is AWFUL, all the time!!

68
69

roads are good
Poor

70

Traffic is bad, explosive growth with out infrastructure.
the longer one has lived in the area the better known the history and character
of the area. the new people moving in don't know anything about the area
and seem to not care

71

Fair

Salmon habitat in/along Little Bear Creek needs protection and restoration if the
creek is to continue to support salmon. Effective stormwater management is a
critical part of protecting and improving habitat and water quality conditions in
the creek and its tributaries.

72

Poor

Privacy, peace and quiet.

73

Poor

Roads usage gone exponential over the time
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Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

74

Fair

Currently more trees are being cut down reducing wildlife habitat which is a
reason we moved here.

75

Poor

No access to alternative modes of transportation - to steep and hilly for
bicycles, no bus within 4 miles, closest P&R is always full.

76

77

Keep this area as green as possible. Tree canopy is so important to maintain a
healthy environment - such a rare example in our increasing urban flight from
Seattle.
Good

Good opportunities to enhance salmon streams if Little Bear Creek can be
protected.

78

Need to point out that Clearview does not need a library or bike lanes or access
to health and wellness services, per se. We have nearby cities for that. This
questionnaire is asking if we want to turn into a city. No thank you.

79

No characteristics listed

80

Fair

this area does not have a cohesive identity

81

Poor

Ability for people to get to many of these things would be improved if there was
at least some connection to the bus systems in Woodinville and elsewhere. As a
child I couldn’t safely go places outside of my neighborhood on foot or bike,
and am still cautious doing so.

82

Excellent

We and our close neighbors moved here to get away from the urban areas and
to enjoy the quietness of the rural lifestyle and the wildlife we get to experience
daily.

83

There seems to be a mixture of older homes, farms, barns and large, expensive
homes. Much of the old growth trees and natural landscape is a gem to the
surrounding community. However, small country roads with no sidewalks are not
able to withstand the growth already forced upon this area to the west.
Allowing continued development without dealing with the major road issues
already occurring in this area will be a disaster for this community.

84

Traffic congestion on highway 9 is frequent and significant during peak
commute times. No further residential growth in this are should be permitted. It
has already overwhelmed local roads and schools.

85

Fair

86

It’s nice here the way it is. That’s why we moved here. Zoning for commercial
use and building more homes will only populate more and make things start to
get very difficult!
Our community is growing in ways that is endangering the rural nature of the
area. Everything we need is already within easy reach - library, shopping
(grocery and other retail), and recreation.

87

Excellent

The reason this was zoned rural was to keep the RURAL, low density areas
pristine, prevent OVER-DEVELOPMENT, but still have access through the beautiful
areas via HWYS to other high density city areas .

88

Poor

Availability of bus routes

89

Excellent

Excellent place to live as it is. The ONLY thing that has to be done is highway 9.

90

snohomish county is issuing building permits as a cash grab without the requisite
community planning or commitment to responsible growth.
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Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

91

tons and tons of trees are being cut down regularly, decimating the tree
canopy and wildlife areas, traffic congestion with endless giant trucks are
fouling the air quality and quietude, which is one of the reasons I bought a
home here

92

There are too many giant commercial businesses moving in, cutting down our
trees, bringing big trucks and noise, air and traffic pollution to our area. I want
more wetland protection, more wildlife protection, more conservation of the
natural areas here. This is why I moved here, to get away from the city, not to
bring the city to me.

93

Excellent

Quiet rural area, with no densely packed neighborhoods.

94

Poor

Promised "Light Industrial" neighbors in 1977. BUT MAJOR LARGE heavy Industry
has become our backyard neighbors. Noise levels sometime exceed thunder 100+ decibels. Executive Somers (as a Rep) committed that Pacific Top Soil
would NOT be appropriate in Maltby - but they are here!

95

Poor

522 traffic is just awful

96

Good

wildlife habitat, the developed areas west of the rural section have no wildlife
habitat benefit that I can see.

97

I don’t want libraries or community centers or business parks in this area. It’s
already way too over crowded and over developed

98

Poor

Public transportation Traffic Robust infrastructure

99

Fair

The area is losing it's rural character every day. Bright street lights , over
population and heavy traffic are ruining the area.

100

Poor

Need more retail outlets

101

Poor

Lost Rural Environment and Feel

102

Excellent

Good for having pets, livestock, growing gardens, sustainable living

103

Poor

mass transit

104

Poor

No parks or recreational stuff in the area

105

Poor

why would growth boundary push up to conservation boundaries???

106

Poor

Roads. Too much traffic.

107

Hwy 9 is being overwhelmed as is Hwy 2 but if you get off the beaten track the
traffic is ok.

108

Poor

So much traffic now completely clogs the back roads because of increased
development. Roads cannot handle the numbers of people trying to get from
405 to Mill Creek and further north including Snohomish and beyond. (Everyone
is trying to avoid 405)

109

Excellent

Quiet, Peacefulness, Room to live life without neighbors breathing down your
neck. Room to grow plants and trees. Ability to see wildlife wander on the land.

110

Excellent

Amazing place to raise my 15 month old and future family members. Amazing
community of true neighbors who connect with each other in a way that is lost
in this day and age of people who do not even know their neighbors names.
Please do not turn this into an area of disconnection where people would rather
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Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other
watch Netflix or stare at their phones every night in their own homes than have
a conversation with a neighbor while taking a walk.

111

Poor

Better need for relief of traffic on major streets (e.g. Route 9)

112

Excellent

Less regulations

113

Poor

For those of us living in the rural portion adjacent to the industrial UGA the
quality of life has continued to deteriorate. Heavy industrial activities within the
UGA should not be allowed to butt up against residential neighborhoods. Good
planning would necessarily provide suitable buffers such as commercial
enterprises.

114

Excellent

The community in the area is great. The rural aspect makes it so I actually know
my neighbors, which I never experienced in the city. It feels like a safe area to
live aside from the occasional bear visit, and even that isn't scary, you just don't
go for a walk with small animals or children until it heads out.

115

Poor

Noise from the UGA that exceeds county ordinances, poor air quality from
multiple composting facilities, roads poorly maintained.

116

Good

Single family homes with property is becoming a rare thing and instead of
building new high density units here, go somewhere else - we don’t want it, we
don’t need your micro housing agenda 35 urban development here. We know
our rights as property owners, we aren’t falling for it.

117

Excellent

Currently the area supports a close knit established community that are also
stewards of what remains of the natural environment that has been threatened
to the west by developers with no regard to preservation of the natural
landscape that still provides habitat for our native wildlife both on land and in
the streams and ponds including native cutthroat and salmon

118

Don't Know

Don't want more apartments put in!

119

Excellent

Trails, outdoor recreation/exploration.

120

Poor

Traffic is so backed up people whiz through on secondary roads

121

I would love to see the development of the Eastside Rail to Trails bike corridor - it
would bring more tourism dollars for existing businesses along the route, help
people get outside and appreciate what is here: Bob's Corn, the river, the
forests, the historic barns in the valley floor, the amazing bird life, our wonderful
local food and people - all without adding to the traffic load. It would connect
us to the trails into Redmond and Seattle and the Centennial Trail to the north.

122

Good

Biking is still relatively safe due to lower traffic volumes compared to other areas.
Would like to see you expand the roads to include better bike lanes

123

Excellent

It is a place where people have more freedom to do what they want within
limits. For example, have room to park at trailer or motor home, room to have a
wood shop or similar hobby. Dense developments force people to be the same
and have similar interests.

124
125

No new growth, please. Fix 522 first.
Don't Know

We moved here 5 years ago because we LOVE living in the country! We don't
want apartments or large businesses moving into this area but maintain the
current land use as is.
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Q9

Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

126

Poor

Too much sale of narcotics and thievery. Nothing I can do about it. I tried and
was essentially contacted by a county office and belittled by the idiot on the
other side of the phone.

127

Poor

Area is highly impacted by traffic congestion on Hwy 9 as well as the SR 522
&Paradise Lake Road intersection

128

Poor

Please build the infrastructure to support all the growth in businesses and
housing

129

Don't Know

The King Country sewer plant in Snohomish county clearly shows what politicians
can do to a community- they do what THEY want to do. If you force is to have
another county’s sewer plant in my backyard- then you should at least bring ME
sewer

130

Excellent

What characteristics? Non are listed here. This question makes no sense and is
poorly written

131

Fair

More amenities are needed

132

Poor

Large trucks clogging the roads

133

Good access to Maltby Park, but the park is a bit run down and could use a
completed path around the park.

134

Poor

Hwy 9 traffic conditions are increasingly untenable - so bad that it takes 20
minutes to go 1 mile to the grocery store between the hours of 3:30 and 6:30.
Also all other roads get backed up as well. LONG lines at each stop on
Broadway.

135

Poor

Getting anywhere is difficult and dangerous. Improve 522 and the other few
access points in the area before expanding housing. Control reckless drivers
better either via cameras or patrols.

136

Poor

No access to public transit without driving to a park and ride.

137

Poor

Bus service

138

Poor

planning for of influx of high density housing into rural areas and impact on
community/neighborhood character and quality of life.

139

Good

This is a great area. Neighbors are close, but not too close. Grocery shopping is
close; other shopping opportunities are quickly found in Woodinville. Traffic
going North is terrible and makes shopping in that direction not an option.

140

Poor

Traffic flow through major intersections - Paradise Lake Rd & 522 especially is
horrible. We leave hours early to avoid it sometimes. Also contains major bicycle
routes but has very dangerous biking space.

141

County does nothing about Black Dog Stables and what appears to be
ongoing health issues that have been reported to various county agencies, so
that is one of the reasons I would like to see increased Urban space expanded
into the rural area. While preserving the streams in the area.

142

Excellent

This is a wonderful peaceful place to live near all amenities

143

Poor

Streets like Broadway have become dangerous to walk on. No traffic cops to do
oversight. Trucks speeding starting at 5AM

144

Poor

Infrastructure for growth
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Q9

Other Rating

145

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other
Stop signs and lights cause unnecessary congestion (roundabouts would help),
there hardly any sidewalks, or sufficient space on the side of the road for cyclists

146

Excellent

Love my 5 acres but would like a choice to put more homes the property.

147

Poor

Transportation: road capacity is insufficient for traffic volumes through the rural
portion. Road layouts provide poor connectivity of local and collector roads to
arterials, especially for east-west travel.

148

Poor

This SW section of the SWUGA needs to be rezoned. It makes no sense to have
the rural zoning so close to densely populated areas, businesses and industries.
People could be walking to work and school from this area. There are hundreds
of apartments one block away and densely populated housing. This area has
immediate and quick access to I-405 and Highway 522 without putting stress on
any arterials - traffic would go directly onto freeways or into the business park
where people work. It's ridiculous to keep this area zoned in its current way.

149

Excellent

Privacy and not cramped into a tiny neighborhood. Enjoy a large property

150

Poor

this area lacks library service and other social infrastructure.

151

The traffic is only bad because 9 is a mess and people race down the side
streets, improving the side streets addresses the symptoms not the problem.

152

Hwy 9 needs to be widened to 4 lanes between 180th and Broadway.

153

Don't understand.

154

Excellent

Haven and habitat for birds and wildlife that are impacted by development,
including Raptors, woodpeckers, thrushes, webs. And Bobcats, bears, cougars,
and native red squirrels.

155

Should be rating of awful for traffic . Terrible loss of wildlife habitat in last 15 years

156

I would like to note that traffic is really bad during commuting times.

157

Excellent

Ability to be left alone in peace and quiet

158

Excellent

The accessibility is great where we live. We can live in a rural area while having
great jobs nearby, great schools locally, and close to Seattle for community
activities (pro-sports, theater, etc. ).

159

Excellent

Not overcrowded. I moved away from Bothell to get away from the
accelerated urban growth and destruction of the forested areas.

160

Poor

Privacy. People feel free to pick fruit from our trees and wander into our
property at all times of the day or night just to look around. Just because we
have property, the new urban people to our south think it's a public park no
matter how many no trespassing signs we put up. They drive down our driveway
just to see what's back there.

161

Poor

Noise and smell

162

Poor

This survey is bias as per you only have 1 negative response as it relates to a 4
point scale. +3 excellent +2 good +1 fiar-1 poor. You clearly are not looking for
accurate information or you would have used a +3 -3 scale and allowed more
fill in boxes for other information.

163

Survey is biased allowing only 1 neg response vs 3 positive responses. I live here
because I can go to Woodinville to shop and eat there is enough retail within
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other
minutes. growth will get out of control because apartments are allowed in the
Community Business code, FAIL.

164

Traffic is horrible

165

Excellent

Beautiful place to live

166

Excellent

First responders are great

167

Good

Good density and variety of equine business. More access to trails would be
ideal. Excellent access to horse professionals, feed stores, veterinarians, etc.

168

Fair

Walking is treacherous due to the horrible traffic congestion of the one lane.
Other than a portion of Broadway,there are NO SIDEWALKS on the main side
street (164th SPECIFICALLY) rendering it dangerous for
PED/BICYCLES/SKATERS/DRIVERS. *****There NEEDS to be a sign notifying
people traveling east on 164th that there is very limited sight to westbound
(uphill) drivers (queuing eastbound/downhill drivers/PED’s to STAY IN THEIR LANE
FOR THEIR SAFETY). Driving uphill on 164th from Broadway has multiple blind
spots that WILL result in collisions

169

Don't Know

People live in this area because of low density. Those who don't treat it as a pass
through zone. Traffic on main roads and arterials has become problematic. My
road has a 35 mph limit and people routinely exceed that - police have
ticketed cars driving 65 mph. They are looking for the fastest way to bypass the
Hwy 9 traffic and have no regard or respect for our neighborhoods. Apparently
nothing can be done to reduce the speed limit or calm traffic because of our
proximity to Highway 9. Wildlife are already impacted by loss of habitat and are
routinely hit on area roads.

170

Excellent

You can't ignore the natural beauty of the valleys and mountains.

171

Poor

The traffic flow/patterns are HORRENDOUS! The fast housing growth has
created a nightmare situation for commuting. I changed which school I work at
due to an 8 mile commute taking more than 45 min.

172

Poor

We are a thoroughfare to more dense areas - highway funding should come
from those developers if you want to let this continue. E.g. Broadway takes a
*lot* of commute traffic due to the gross inefficiency of hwy9

173

Excellent

Out of packed subdivisions and dense population. You can get to most
amenities with a short drive north or south.

174

Good

Transportation and medical access could improve

175

Poor

insufficient arterial road capacity and condition

176

Excellent

Moved here because the county hasn't ruined it yet!

177

Excellent

Excellent area to live and raise children

178

Poor

Too many residential developments that raze all the mature vegitation,
squeezing in too many units, eliminating any space and greenery in
neighborhoods

179

Excellent

I love not having neighbors right next to me. It's nice having a larger property
and not having a large house on a tiny amount of land. I wish there was less
traffic to the area.

180

Don't Know

Not clear what this question is asking...
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Other Rating

181

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other
only the intersection at 9 and 180th north. why was it not widened earlier. Rush
hour will always be present - not well thought out it seems.

182

Poor

Narrow roads and always overwhelmed intersections make all travel difficult.

183

Poor

No public Sewer

184

Poor

Traffic is continuing to become more and more congested. 522 has become
slower in just the last two years. I’m getting worried that emergency services will
be effected not to mention quality of life is impacted.

185

Good

For raising animals and farming.

186

Poor

Weird question, but many properties in the area have poor access to high
speed internet. Modern forms of wireless makes sense if only entrenched
providers would allow it to homes they don't provide service to.

187

Good

the "let me be alone" factor

188

Excellent

This is a place where people stay for a lifetime, build community and respect
the nature/habitat of their surroundings and each other. Not to destroy or build
over it.

189

Excellent

Opportunities to garden, have horses, have a back yard, not have houses lined
up side by side, to interact with nature daily

190

The County should maintain Hole in the Sky Park to allow people to access it. It
is close by but ithe public is told KEEP OUT. What can’t our tax dollars go for
something that would enhance life?

191

Don't Know

Poorly worded question

192

Poor

We have transportation issues as is related to seniors with disabilities getting
them access to King County near by Drs and the Northshore Senior Center. We
need Dart to pick up in this area. We also need Northshore Senior Center to
provide transportation in this area for seniors.

193

Excellent

It’s a fantastic place and I don’t want it to change.

194

Poor

Massive increase in semi trucks as well as commuters using Broadway as
alternate route to hwy 522

195

Excellent

It’s a beautiful place that I don’t want to change.

196

Poor

I live at XXXXX 43rd ave se bothell. Directly out my front door went from 100
acres of woods to 350 houses. Right at the end of my driveway the road is
blocked. When I came home today someone had broken down the counties
barrier once again. The neighborhood voted originally against rezoning to the
north and west of us but since then it has all been rezoned, the high school built
and a north south arterial is planned for our neighborhood. The UGA needs to
be redrawn with proper buffers this time. There is a north south pipeline/power
line that could be used at the very least.

197

Poor

Traffic on highway 9 has become unbearable.

198

Excellent

Please leave our rural area alone.

199

Poor

We already have horrible traffic in our area, and try not to be on the roads
between 6 and 9am and 3pm to 6:30pm.
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Other Rating

Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

200

Good

I acknowledge that the sparsely laid out housing that I prefer does not lend its
self to a tight community.

201
202

I want to see the rural portion left rural with minimal development. More housing
will ruin the natural environment.
Excellent

203
204

Escape from the city. Fix Hwy 9 and leave us alone!
It woul be great if this area could stay rural and we could still live in the country
not in the crowded suburbs.

Poor

The only inlet outlet to our area is 188th Ave SE. Jammed in the evening by
traffic N bound off Hwy 9 cutting through on Woodinville Snohomish Ave. Please
open up access to our area.

205

If you work outside the area, there is NO bus service to get you either down
highway 9 or 522.

206

We live very close to the Maltby UGA and off of Broadway. The noise from
commercial developement, the trucks, the traffic on Broadway have all made
our quality of life worse. We own the largest parcel in the area and see no
reason why we should not be allowed to capitalize on the investment we made
20 years ago and be able to subdivide for more housing in an already busy
area. This is not quiet country property anymore - it is a very busy business hub.

207

Traffic is now horrible, the tree canopy is being destroyed and the housing is
high end cookie cutter, McMansions--not good.

208

Excellent

209

We love our property, our stream, our trees, and our distance from neighbors
houses.
I usually drive to Woodinville for walking, biking. I really wish there was a trail
down 9 that connected to the King Country trail system.

210

Excellent

Great, friendly neighbors...safe for kids...country feel with “down home”
businesses.

211

Excellent

I love that our car tabs are cheaper here outside of King county. I love the
privacy that goes along with having lots of land, and I don't miss the traffic in
King County

212

Excellent

a safe, quiet, yet close to shopping and other needed living facilities.

213

Excellent

able to hear the cows in the morning

214

Too many houses are being built in other areas with no space for living.
Neighbors too close make for poor living conditions.

215

love the large lots, wish there was sidewalks to walk on

216

Excellent

This area has changed so much in the last 30 years and not all for the best

217

Good

Moved here because I like it here. Please don't change it.

218
219

Under no circumstances do I want to see the rural area around Broadway
plastered with highrises, apartment blocks, shops and businesses!
Poor

Noise, air pollution/bad smells, industrial traffic
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Comments: Please rate the current condition … as they relate to the
rural portion of the SWUGA BPS area: Other

220

Excellent

We live out here because we don't want to have to walk to a park to be
outside. We have our own community with our neighborhood but have the
option to keep to ourselves

221

Excellent

In rural area, its excellent for peace and quiet, lack of traffic and noise. I do
already notice the extra low flowing jets from Paine Field being open for
commercial travel

222

Fair

I've lived here 24 years and it USED to be rural. Calling it rural now is rather a
misnomer. I truly hate what has happened with dense housing ALL around us,
creating horrid traffic at seemingly all times of day. It is ridiculous to try to put so
many new homes/apts./condos adjacent to an area-- we no longer have easy
access to services. Please don't make it worse with allowing more housing!

223

Fair

I've hear quite a few complaints of crime: breaking and entering, stealing
packages for porches, etc.

224

Poor

Lack of transit in conjunction with continued growth of single family homes with
2 cars each in surrounding non-rural areas has overwhelmed existing
transportation infrastructure.

225

Poor

There seems to be a anti-growth, anti-business attitude by some people. These
people resist any development, so the result is a hodgepodge of everything
with no real planning for future development and growth. This area can’t stay at
5 acre minimums. The location needs smart planning and development, with
less voice given to the antigrowth not in my neighborhood folks.

226

Poor

Traffic and especially large trucks on county roads is a large problem and is very
dangerous will speeding going unchecked by sheriff and local police

227

Excellent

Why did this survey start with question number 4? The Maltby area where I live is
just fine as it is. SR9 is only congested for a few hours each day and does not
need to be improved to freeway standards. Just leave us alone.

228

Poor

A library for maltby clearview area? Now there’s a concept! You keep bringing
the industrial, more truck traffic, presumably generating lots of taxes, but
policing the bad actors in the industrial area? No! Bring us a library or something
beneficial. The balance here is poor!

229

Traffic is a major issue already in the area on hwy 9 and broadway. The streets
are not equipped to deal with the current level of traffic, we don’t want more
traffic.

230

Good

Keeping out Digital Signs will help maintain the rural character of the CRC.
Keeping out Pot stores will also help keep the rural character.

231

Fair

Existing development constraints are all but ignored due to insufficient staffing in
the county planning office and a much too lenient approach to so called
mitigations that can be used to permit construction near wetlands. Also, wildlife
habitat is being destroyed causing the bears and coyotes to become far more
aggressive.

232

Don't Know

This question is undecipherable.

233

Poor

Lack of bus service

234

Poor

Schools are built at a respectful distance from homes in rural neighborhoods

Source: BERK, 2019.
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Exhibit 5.

Question 10: What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the
SWUGA BPS area?

Q10

Comments: What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the SWUGA
BPS area?

1

The natural habitat needs to be protected in the Urban areas including Maltby. There are plenty
of other areas yet to be developed in Snohomish County along 1-5 and hwy 99 without
disturbing the rural area in the Snohomish/Maltby area. We currently enjoy easy access to
Everett and Bothell/Kirkland for medical care and shopping. Additional housing development
will limit access and take more time to get to services. I am opposed to additional housing
developments in this area. We need to keep our urban wildlife and natural beauty, scenic areas
free for all to enjoy.

2

Additional challenges: Community character, Streams, wetlands, wildlife habitat, and tree
canopy; Traffic flow on major roads; Access to park and recreational opportunities

3

We are very concerned that increasing density will challenge the quality of wild life habitat,
streams, trees and removing the natural beauty in favor of ugly housing projects and business.
Increasing density appears to be a big money grab. We believe that expansion of the UGA will
cause us to lose this beautiful part of our County that is so close in. If rezoning had to occur, we
wouldn't want to see it less than 1 acre pieces, so people could still retain space to raise families,
livestock and enjoy the natural beauty.

4

These are the resources that are most threatened by expansion of the SWUGA. Headwaters of
Little Bear Creek are already being encroached on by small lot development southeast of Mill
Creek. The County needs to stop allowing school districts to dictate future land use by placing
new schools on the edge of UGA's thus creating traffic problems for adjoining rural
neighborhoods. Either that or make the school districts pay for the traffic improvements needed
in full.

5

Current housing projects are being done without thought to traffic infrastructure.

6

Too much traffic cutting thru due to highway 2 and 9

7

Commercial truck traffic has increased which is very unsafe for the small roads in the area. This
includes single and even double trailer semi trucks. I see significant increase in building
warehouses which will bring even more commercial truck traffic to the area. My house is right
next to this Developement and my wife and I have three boys at home. It is negatively
impacting the slow, safe, relaxing rural atmosphere that attracted us to maltby in the first place.

8

I think our area is in such great demand that any open and/or rural spaces are going to be
developed as soon as it's possible. We don't have the roads to deal with a large influx of new
homes and people. I'm concerned that our rural area is going to turn into the new Mill Creek.

9

Very little to NO speed limit patrol. Trees being cut down to build housing and businesses. Other
- drug needles at public parks, people doing drugs in their vehicles out in the open with no
response from authorities. From driving on these roads to walking my dogs in public parks - I
don't feel safe.

10

Concern for excessive growth in neighboring UGBA spilling over into our rural area, making it
more city-like than preserving its open character.

11

When I bought my home, I looked at, and could have chosen, a non-rural area. We decided
on the open spaces of Snohomish and Maltby to have a higher-quality of life: less traffic, less
retail, less growth. Please keep our area as it is.

12

With any development, one must be cautious of not overdeveloping a place such that it looses
its character. With all of the development in adjacent cities, this area is kind of like a gem with
it's peacefulness, open spaces, and beautiful serene character. This is why I chose to live here.
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Q10

Comments: What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the SWUGA
BPS area?

13

Over the past 10 years I've seen this area being heavily built with new subdivisions. The wooded
areas are fast disappearing and in some sections have been completely replaced with cubes of
houses on tiny lots. The traffic has increased exponentially. At the rate we are going we are
going to be a community of edge to edge subdivisions and shopping centers. If I was able to
make the decisions alone, I would ban all future growth. Keep the woods. Stop paving over the
place.

14

I don’t want to be in a place where there’s condos in people stacked on top of each other I like
having a minimum 1 acre to 5 acres for housing

15

Roads have ditch edges, can't walk safely. That plus unhealthy food makes workers very
unhealthy & have to drive & get crappy food. Limited housing means workers can't afford to live
locally. Roads constrained at multiple choke points & ridiculously low speed limits (a plague
affecting the entire region, where they assume lower speed equals more safety, whereas places
that actually studied it have found their research proves that false - hence school zones were
abolished in many places back East as causing more risk)

16

It is why a rural area IS a rural area. We love the farms, the natural habitats for wildlife and the
beauty of this area. Bad decisions on allowing growth in adjoining areas without providing
adequate roads is damaging the character of the area.

17

I view these as challenges in that they are important factors that effect all residents. We all live
here for the natural beauty, forests, river, creeks, and scale of properties. They are stressed by
development approaching from the West. Traffic seems to grow with more people outside the
area using our roads as arterial more and more.

18

need to widen 522 to fix bottlenecks, and having a food market at Paradise Lake Rd would be
nice, as would more comprehensive health facilities

19

The biggest challenge we face us the ever increasing traffic. As more homes or apartments are
built more people have to share the small and inadequate roads. Hwy 522 is a mess especially
during morning and afternoon rush hours.

20

9 is a joke. 522 is a joke. Fales rd is a joke

21

Because I have tried to find a house I could buy, but could not; and because I have had some
frustrations with traffic there while driving

22

Expansion and growth in the area make it likely that affordable housing will get squeezed out.
Every square inch is being filled with development. I am very concerned that Highway 9 and
Maltby Road are over-capacity already, and new construction in the area (and new school on
Maltby Road) will likely create further gridlock as well as impact Little Bear Creek and the wildlife
in the area.

23

No public transportation available. No parks that I know of.

24

I would have chosen more than 3, but, we need to thrive here, and not be stressed about
commutes, housing and open spaces. That’s why we all live here. We need to keep the integrity
of what this area is, means, and can be. Let’s not turn into a drive by/ cut through area

25

Crime and traffic related to growth.

26

My strong desire is to preserve the tree canopy and open spaces of this area so the balloons
can still fly and wildlife corridors, including salmon, are preserved. Also endangered species live
here--Pilliated woodpecker being one of them.

27

The smell in the area. Urban and Rural area surrounding Maltby. From Pacific Topsoils?
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Q10

Comments: What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the SWUGA
BPS area?

28

Traffic is awful. And will get worse with more density and housing.

29

Bad traffic is obvious. Aggressive development with higher population density would completely
change the character of the area.

30

Poor planning has led to incompatible land uses, such as noise and smell that exceeds light
industrial use.

31

Developers are being allowed to build high end housing only, while abusing native habitats.
Walking routes are largely on highway-like roads... noisy, poor air quality, and less safe.

32

Since moving here 20 years ago we have seen this area grow into a very crowded industrial
area. Traffic has become so bad that we don't leave to go into Snohomish or Woodinville
certain times of the day.

33

My number one is traffic. Our community is seen as a pass through. Roads are designed for
traffic not originating or ending in the community. We need more local access from State Route
9 particularly in the commercial areas. Peak traffic exists for about 6 hours, we live here the
other 18 hours. The open natural beauty of the area is important to me.

34

The huge building suddenly appeared between 85th Avenue SE and Broad way last year.
Something is being built on just south of Flower World. Those worry us that we might have been
losing natural environment.

35

There are not many healthy food chooses in this zone, taxes are high and the traffic is bad
during rush hour and weekends

36

Risk to natural resources is too great--development covers everything with concrete.

37

We need significant improvement near the area we live. We need the change to urban growth
to bring developers who would help improve housing and road infrastructure.

38

Hitting the wall with mass developers and axes

39

Government officials trying to secretly change the boundaries so home developers can buy up
land and put tiny subdivisions in place of open lands, farms and nature.

40

I choose wildlife habitat, because there have been more and more sightings of bears, bobcats,
coyotes, etc. We have taken a lot of land already of which they used to call home. I am worried
if we just keep knocking and building, we push these animals closer and closer to humans which
ian' t safe for either. I chose traffic because in recent years traffic has gotten worse. My problem
is not that there are more cars on the roads, but the fact that a lot of the main street do not
have a middle turn which make s it very dangerous if you live on the main road and you try to
pull into your driveway.

41

Walking/bike trails that led to P&R or transit center would make it easier to commute w/out a
car. Area is good to live in but distance to most jobs is a challenge. Adding more car
infrastructure would destroy rural character.

42

Continued development without infrastructure as made traffic on some major roads
unbearable; creating over density. Wetlands are being compromised sacrificing the
environment and wildlife.

43

Please consider the already heavy traffic going through this area and surrounding areas. DON'T
ADD MORE HOUSING UNTIL YOU HAVE FIGURED OUT THE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS!

44

Property taxes and Housing affordability is far too high for this rural area, especially for long time
residents. On traffic congestion, too many high density developments have been allowed in
Snohomish County interspersed in rural areas. This has created huge traffic issues which
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sometimes hinder just getting out of your own driveway. Streams, wetlands and wildlife are being
pushed out or re-routed due to all the surrounding development. Wildlife has less place to go.
Too much forested area and open space has been replaced by development.

45

traffic is ridiculous. running to a store quickly for an errand and you go during either commute
expect long travel times. I grew up in Bothell/Woodinville and have seen the growth over the last
35 years from a small town feel to the enormity it’s become today. I like the growth it just seems
that the road improvements expansions parking lot sizes, availability of traffic lights, amenities is
just way too far behind in planning and completion.

46

Transportation challenges related to commuters. Better access to buses on Highway 9

47

I live on Broadway and have watched the traffic get worse and worse

48

development or increase in population density

49

There used to be a northwest feel and look here with an appreciation of the woods, streams,
lakes, mountains, etc. That is what makes this area wonderful. Now, you are allowing the
destruction of these things. We are becoming indistinguishable - all these "little boxes made of
tacky-tacky" all looking the same. Feels like we are becoming "any town" USA.

50

Traffic is bad (conect double lane segments of Hwy 9 & SR 522. Property crime is bad and
getting worse

51

Not enough sidewalks, roads very busy and still need widening in spots, too many marijuana
establishments

52

traffic backs up on highways and the traffic overflows onto residential streets. the rural
neighborhood streets often do not have sidewalks or pedestrian paths. most streets have a
ditch on each side. the streets are not designed for the volume of traffic that they have now
and creates conflicts between cars and bikes or pedestrians.

53

They are issues important to quality of life in the area.

54

Growth within and in areas outside the study area such as Mill Creek, Bothell, Lake Stevens,
Marysville etc have caused major traffic congestion. Trying to get down highway 9 during
commute times is ridiculous and is not even close to keeping up with growth. People take hwy 9
to avoid I5 and Bothell Evt hwy which puts way too many people on hwy 9. This in turn causes
people to take Broadway and residential side roads to avoid hwy 9. Traffic trying to get onto
hwy 522 in the morning can be backed up from Woodinville all the way to Snohomish. Needs to
be addressed before more housing is added!

55

HWY 9 and Broadway are already backed up from 2:30p-6:30p. If you bring in more people
traveling these roads, the back up will continue to grow to an outlandish rate. Already trying to
get onto 9 from our road can take up to 10 minutes because of the traffic backup. We dont
want to lose the variety of homes (dont want cookie cutter communities) if you move the line
closer to 9 or broadway.

56

The regional growth we have experienced -- and continue to experience -- has significant
impact on the character of the Rural area. The communities that have been built within the
Urban Growth Boundary are heart breaking. Large areas of forest land are replaced with
communities that lack any master design. And the road infrastructure is catastrophically bad.
The challenge is thus to find a way to manage growth in a way that provides for additional
housing, maintains the rural/wild/natural appeal of the PNW, and to ensure the necessary
infrastructure is in place

57

HIghway 9 going North is a HUGE problem!
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58

There are few sidewalks or walking paths through this area; traffic is horrible (so walking on the
shoulder is not a safe option). I am also concerned about the loss of more natural space-- with
all of the recent development west of the UGP, so much wildlife is being displaced and trees are
being lost that it makes me worried. This area is much-changed from when we moved here 13
years ago.

59

Outdoor opportunities are the foundation of community and their availability impacts our
climate crisis. We need stress reduction everywhere and traffic congestion contributes to stress.

60

Being cannibalized by the county and developers!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

61

Trails are being lost, no sidewalks, no (safe!) bike lanes.

62

The traffic on 522 is horrific. Those of us who moved here to get away from the crowded city
have to fight through gridlock just to get here.

63

Traffic is horrible. We are east of area off Echo Lake road. No shoulders for walking on streets.
Open areas are nice

64

Snohomish County and the City of Bothell have consistently ignored the traffic challenges in this
area. They have allowed growth at a rapid rate without making the necessary improvements to
the infracstructe.

65

At least as far as the southern portion of the SWUGA is concerned, it is a de facto urban area
classified as rural.

66

I do not want density of the rural areas to become what it is in other areas bordering on this
survey area

67

Traffic issues on major roads are already bad to terrible. Adding more growth will only
compound problems. Rural character and natural resources attributes will be damaged/lost
with additional growth.

68

This region sits between other growing areas causing traffic to cut through on too few major
arterials. None of those roads have sidewalks and only a few have shoulders, unsafe to walk on.

69

Loss of habitat for wildlife. Equestrian lifestyle is frowned upon and forbidden by people who
don't appreciate it. Beauty and quietness is the draw. Plus excellent salmon water quality.

70

Traffic is a mess here in the SWUGA.

71

Traffic on Highway 9 is abysmal The increased housing density is providing for lots and lots of
compact townhomes with no spaces. The density is removing the pastoral feel of the area.

72

Public transportation is poor if you don't drive. Traffic is bad. House prices really high.

73

With development there is no wildlife habitat or tree canopy, traffic is terrible and the housing is
all one type, big expensive boxes. There is nothing available for under $700,000. Why don't you
make the requirement that 1/3 of houses in a development have to be less than 1,200 sf; 1/3 less
than 2,400sf and the other 1/3 can be greater than 2,400 sf

74

Hwy 9 is very congested at peak travel times. Drivers resort to taking neighborhood back roads
to avoid Hwy 9 and travel at high speeds (up to 50mph). It's dangerous to try and walk on my
own street because of this. Housing is expensive but it's expensive in this whole region. Hard for
young people to get started in a home.

75

there are no sidewalks, Maltby has no shoulder and traffic is always heavy. It is not possible to
walk or bike on maltby

76

Over loaded road ways
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77

Do want to lose the quality of life we chose by livig

78

I feel open space is important

79

The infrastructure in the Paradise Lk Rd area can't support the growth proposed in this plan.

80

Growth with poor planning, businesses being allowed to open that impact traffic and noise
levels that the area should not be zoned for.

81

transportation is an issue

82

Traffic flow gotten very furstrating . Streams, wetlands, wildlife habitat, and tree canopy are very
improtant for a clean enviroment. Natural beauty, open space, scenic views helps with our
enviroment and the communities mental and physical health.

83

no infrastructure

84

Existing natural habitats and rural environments are still being demolished

85

Traffic is bad enough more housing and building has caused backups

86

Theses areas are so important for wildlife, nature, healthy living. Less flooding in rural area, and
cleaner air

87

Pretty sad that I have to go 5 miles out of my way just to get my kiddos to school on time
because of the ridiculous traffic at 522 and paradise lake road and it just keeps getting worse
with all industry and large trucks

88

Traffic has increased and includes more big trucks and trailers - the roads are not sufficient to
handle the combination of cars, bicyclists, tricks, and walkers

89

It helps for work life balance

90

My children have felt isolated from the communities/amenities of their friends. Biking from our
home to a friend's house is dangerous due to speed limits, deep shoulders and no sidewalks.

91

Drawing from current trends, development has been more concerned with density of homes
and business. The more dense the better. Falling by the wayside is the environment most
importantly, but also the infrastructure like public transportation, community centers, libraries,
etc. Also drawing from current trends, it appears apartments are in favor of single family homes
which a concern, because apartments remove wealth from the general public.

92

Infill is better than sprawl....rural places MUST be protected!

93

SR 522 is a disgrace!

94

As the area grows, development is reaching into this area, impacting the rural character and
fragile environmental aspects that make it such a great area to live, work and play within. Most
of us who moved to this area many years ago did so because of the environment that enabled
wildlife to still thrive here, in the forests, fields and streams. This is slowly being diminished, and
seemingly without any oversight as to the ultimate ramifications to the existing inhabitants,
human and otherwise.

95

Affordable housing is most important. It's something developers are actively working against.
Parks is 2nd. And food access is 3rd.

96

The rural area is under constant threat by county council members who are supported by the
Master Builders who want to expand the UGA boundary to put in more low density sprawl. This is
contrary to the goals of the GMA.
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97

The traffic at the paradise light is ridiculous, the bottle next at the end of the double lane is
dangerous and ive witnessed numerous acts of road rage. The exit i live in at echo falls every
day i witness people cutting the line taking the exit and darting across the intersection to
remerge onto 522 or do a u turn on echo falls top Getty back on the highway. More people
are taking downs road as a shortcut and speeding though the side street. That area is
congested and dangerous and as they build more homes in monroe it's become 100x worse in
the past 5 years ive lived there.

98

The growth in surrounding areas has displaced wildlife. We see increased numbers of bear,
bobcats and coyote. Further development threatens this population more. There are also a
population of pileated woodpecker that are threatened.

99

Traffic in Maltby and Clearview areas is very challenging during peak commute times.

100

Traffic is already a mess. Adding high density housing on Paradise Lake Road will adversely
affect traffic and ruin the rural setting there.

101

Traffic is already awful around the 522/Paradise Lk. Rd area

102

Traffic is bad, building means less pure nature and more cement.

103

With the commercial building and the threat of adding 2 apartment complexes we will continue
to lose the natural beauty and open spaces of Maltby, which leads to habitat destruction and
grid lock to our already failing roads due to the travel of the commercial trucking companies in
the area.

104

There are no walking trails for rec use or transportation and no shoulders on the roads. It would
also be awesome to see more businesses join downtown Maltby and the surrounding area
(coffee shop, wineries, etc)

105

The rapid growth of the industrial parks is creating an almost unbearable living situation for the
bordering neighborhoods.

106

too much loud noise

107

noise is a huge issue, urban areas right next to factorys is stupid!!!

108

Make the place a good place to live.

109

There is not a large variety of homes because there are less homes in this area, and they are
older. With all the other Urban development happening, traffic is getting worse and worse. It's
also hard to see so much tree removal and land cleared in the other Urban development areas,
and it would be terribly sad to remove nature from this area, too. Having outdoor space is
important.

110

Growth erratic, chaotic, no apparent managed development

111

Traffic is extremely congested in the mornings and after work. Takes forever to get to I-405 from
broadway.

112

You just have to live in Clearview to understand. Traffic has become a nightmare . Highway 9
and Broadway are saturated with traffic now starting around 1:30 pm. If I want to turn left onto
168th I have to depend on a kind soul to let me turn. If I want to go to Albertsons then, I’m fine
going to 180 th but trying to turn right onto 9 may take courage and multiple light changes. If I
turn left toward Cathcart at about 4:30 pm , I have to be prepared to slowly creep toward the
Cathcart store. We have cunios, matey pizza and pasta and Ixtapa’s but then left with minimal
fast food.

113

The Snohomish river bridge is a roadblock
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114

Too many houses without any infastructure. Please no more.

115

Traffic can be a nightmare, with new school going in only worse, county does zilch to enhance
housing affordability, walking? You've got to be kidding me, you can get run over on this road.

116

I moved here to put some space between the urban sprawl. I don’t want it here

117

Roads are too narrow to ride or walk, Houses are too spreadout to be affordable

118

We have a lot of people that don't live or work in the area that use our roads as a short cut.

119

it's so crowded on roads, lots of time waiting in traffic these days and many places are unsafe for
pedestrians. I also worry about loss of wild habitat and natural spaces

120

We would love to retire here but thanks to your taxes, we can't. So STOP TAXING US TO DEATH!

121

Transportation issues have become hugely problematic and quality of life is impacted by failure
to implement emergent solutions.

122

It is important to have a healthy environment and access to bike lanes to help combat climate
change.

123

In the past four years, traffic has gone from light to HORRIBLE. It isn't locals. It is people using the
residential areas as short cuts. They bring no financial benefit to the area and do not respect it.
They speed, litter, pose a threat to our children at bus stops or playing outside, impact the
natural wildlife (coyotes, bears, deer, bobcats), create awful congestion and negatively impact
property values.

124

I live in this area and deal with the growing traffic daily. Young people can not afford to
purchase houses in this area. It is hard to walk in these areas due to lack of sidewalks in some
places.

125

Maintaining a community requires that certain factors remain constant so as not to drive people
to leave.

126

Traffic is a huge, quality of life issue. We totally hear our life schedule by the congestion in the
area. I would love more healthy grocery stores and restaurants, including quick take out and
delivery options. Even things like getting a stadium built at GPHS so we don’t have to leave two
hours before an evening event at snohomish high school would be a win. It’s just crazy—it’s like
we don’t really have a “town” or community of our own, but are satellite to everything. A “town
center” like at mill creek or woodinville would be so amazing!!!

127

Due to the lack of businesses there is little to no options for residents in terms of nearby grocery,
restaurants or fitness... not to mention healthcare

128

To many people and no plans to make improvements without soaring taxes

129

Multi generation traffic improvement projects are too slow to be useful. Main roads are unsafe to
walk on. Urban growth threatens the rural cost of living.

130

There is too much growth and destruction of open and natural resources. Don't develop here

131

Because they are what effects working families. Not warm fuzzies

132

There is an excess of homes being built with zero concern for our educational system or traffic.
This drastic influx of people has increased crime and safety for our community.

133

TOO MANY HOUSES, POOR INFRASTRUCTURE
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134

Preservation of rural characteristics is challenging to balance against population growth and
density. Transportation infrustructure (car, bike, walk) is all lacking relative to current density and
needs.

135

Traffic is choking the area

136

too much industrial being alowed. too many housing development with housing on too small of
lots.

137

Nature used to be much more prevalent here. W/ the building and tearing down of trees it’s
becoming disheartening. Traffic is terrible down Broadway and the crappy access road to 522
us rifuculous. I can spend 45 min there, alone.

138

There are no such places. There’s one strip mall with an Albertsons (sucks) and very little
economic conveniences. Traffic is a treacherous nightmare during rush hour. No sidewalks or
bike lanes. Or trails.

139

Traffic is bad during commutes at Highway 9 and SR522 intersections. I fear that any more
development will destroy the rural setting, as is happening between 212th at Maltby Pizza and
Flower World on Broadway. Everyone wants to build and grow and pave and park and I have
never caused a single house to be built, and have remained low-impact; raised one child.
Population growth is destroying the open-space and private lifestyle of the greater Maltby area.
I have lived here since 1975 and the changes just this decade are both staggering and
frustrating. Keep it a bedroom community.

140

Daily traffic is Terrible and has gotten worse each year that we have lived here. It takes me 40
minutes to go 8 miles in the morning. We live walking distance from my sons school but there are
no sidewalks on over 80% of the route. I could walk to said transit each morning less than a few
blocks but no sidewalks and no street lights. Unfettered construction without proper roads and
infrastructure has made the aesthetics, environmental habitat in jeopardy. Numerous displaced
animals with regular bear and cougar sightings because of habitat destruction without proper
corridors etc.

141

I don't care for the density of the developement comming from the west and prefer larger lot
sizes and less developement

142

Traffic issues at hwy 524/Broadway and 522/Paradise Lake Rd. are TERRIBLE.

143

I moved here to get away from the rat race. We are now growing a rat race here. Also, the
wildlife is getting pushed out and there's no where for it to go.

144

Traffic on HY 9 and Broadway Ave unacceptable during rush hours. Speed limit too slow on HY 9
during non-rush hours (speed trap). Need to preserve country setting. Need decent restaurant
in area along HY 9.

145

Too much flow through traffic cutting through neighborhoods and rural roads to get to Monroe
& Snohomish

146

Due to traffic, my commute to work (about 1.5 miles) is between 20 and 25 minutes. Now the
county wants to put in apartments and townhomes without thought to deteriorating roadways
huge traffic issues this would cause. I am quite certain if this was their neighborhood there would
be some hesitation on their part before issueing permits for this build and expansion.

147

We bought our property 33 years ago to find peace and quiet in the country and experience
the beauty of the area. We want these qualities retained, with improved road congestion
conditions (Hwy 522)
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148

I am interested in the Snohomish to Woodinville bike path along the rail line. I see fewer birds in
the area because of fewer trees. Hwy 9 traffic is always slow between 164th and 180th.

149

You can't travel 2 miles in this traffic on Paradise Lake and 522 road without giving yourself 30
minutes. Trucks and trailers. Allowing heavy machinery businesses in rural 5.

150

There has been a very large surge of building and development in the area. There us MUCH
more already planned. Currently traffic and traffic noise is just bad to awful. If not managed
correctly, it will be a big reason to relocate.l

151

Too much growth happening in the area

152

I want to protect this part of the community from massive development.

153

Originally this area was to be established for familiar and neighborhoods, too much non retail
business moving in.

154

Traffic is awful, no sidewalks on BEHW, unsafe

155

I feel like the walls are closing in and land developers are building wherever they can find any
developable land without regard to the overall character of the area.

156

Time is money and quality of life.

157

Traffic is bad, commercial construction has gone wild, all of this with no road improvement to
allow this increased volume.

158

Walking is not possible on most of the roads. Maintaining open space will be difficult once
zoning changes if the area becomes part of the urban growth area. Housing affordability is
already pretty bad. Traffic cannot absorb any more residents.

159

Areas of major negative change since 1988

160

Housing is very high, zoning needs to change to develop land.

161

Traffic situation HORRIFIC, we moved here 17 yrs ago & only getting worse

162

Getting around is important. It’s hard to walk anywhere with no sidewalks. Even within a mile of
neighborhood schools there are portions of road without sidewalks for kids to use. I also worry
that with all the houses being built that the roads are not able to handle the influx of cars. There
are so many single lane roads that now have 500 more houses attached to them than before
and the road doesn’t get widened. Lastly, I chose wetland health because I worry about our
natural environment. I think we need to care for the Earth better and should prioritize it.

163

roads are not capable to handle the recent growth

164

The areas of transportation are a main concern since they have the biggest impact on daily
activities living in the area. It would be nice to have expanded rec trails

165

I believe if you took the area median wage, you would find that buying a home is very difficult in
this area. Also, roads have not been properly mitigatedfor the increased traffic from
development causing major traffic. .o

166

Traffic is getting bad and I can’t even go for a walk from my house on sidewalks

167

Would be nice to have sidewalk access to walk to dine,shop etc. Do not want area over
developed and nice to keep natural surroundings.

168

The area is being taken over by ugly, non-descript, cheap-looking developments that could exist
anywhere. We need mass transit with stops along 9 and 2. The trestle needs to remain untolled,
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so as not to stress the other east-west roads. Bicycle-friendly roads, combined with buses, would
be good. Dense development happens without transportation infrastructure.

169

Would definitely get more fresh air and exercise if all activities and errands didn't require a car

170

I believe we should preserve rural areas of Maltby that are still left

171

Traffic is in general a large problem in Snohomish County that is only getting worse by the year.
Walking is poor in this area due to the lack of sidewalks.

172

With concern about the area changing and becoming less rural, maintaining the beauty,
habitat and community will be a huge challenge.

173

Traffic is gettting worse, speed limits are not being followed, big trucks speeding down 180th to
the stop sign at Broadway.

174

Roads are poor,no sidewalks

175

Economic growth verse quality of life.

176

Lived here 41 years and the traffic congestion is terrible both on Highway 9 and Broadway
Avenue

177

To many homes where built and the roads didn’t get expanded.

178

The roads have not been able to keep up with the growth. Many areas are lacking safe places
to walk especially for kids having to walk to school with no sidewalks and narrow roads.
Character and history is so many times forgotten with growth because they want to go too
modern rather than keeping with the history of the area. Take downtown Woodinvile for
example; it’s architecture is ugly and not inline with what Woodinville was all about.

179

I would like to see our community grow smart. Build the roads and parks and natural areas but
don't open the area up to commercial apt buildings and reducing z

180

Traffic is awful

181

Commute is hard

182

I came here to get away from traffic, congestion, noise. this area is very quickly becoming like
the rest of the I-5 corridor. This cause price inflation, which causes extremely high taxes. We are
paying for this growth with taxes, and higher bills. We are sinking to a lower common
denominator of life style

183

It’s getting too overcrowded here, causing traffic problems. Please stop building

184

The traffic flow diverting from hwy 9, diverts to my street, Broadway ave which creates so much
exhaust, road noise and unsafe walking conditions due to increased traffic. There is not much in
the area regarding local history, I would like to see more.

185

I moved out here because it was quiet, low-density housing. If I wanted to live in a suburb I
would have moved to a suburb.

186

We border 45th UGA area that has grown exponentially over the past 10 years. Traffic is getting
worse as is affordable housing. I can see opening up some of his rural area IF they plan for
adding roads/lanes for traffic and community parks for the area. Most of us the rural area chose
to live there for a quiet place with lots of open space and larger lots to add privacy.

187

want to see improvement to basic needs

188

Too many people

189

Overcrowding And high traffic
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190

Traffic is the greatest challenge I see. The others are what I believe would be the greatest
barriers for someone experiencing low income and lack of s vehicle.

191

my house is landlocked .. .can't walk unless I get in my car and go somewhere. Love the
scenery here it bring joy. Traffic brings annoyance, aggravation, frustration, concern about how
long I can continue to live here.... :-(

192

roads are not adequate for all the growth happening. no economical housing. squeezing too
many houses in - micro lots

193

I can't walk anywhere without the major risk of getting run over. Same with biking. I live 3 miles
from work and it would not be safe.

194

The roads are inadequate to support more growth.

195

The area is poorly architected which overshadows the benefits.

196

Traffic congestion is crazy and so is new development

197

I do not want the character of the area to change but do want more access into and out of the
area with transportation. A number of years back we voted on transit but have not seen
ANYTHING

198

The biggest challenge for this area is the constant pressure of growth and developing open
spaces. The new construction going on is highly condensed, and traffic naturally follows. Most if
not all of the roads that people live near are narrow and ill suited for large volume of traffic.

199

Traffic is terrible. It is hard to go anywhere during rush hour traffic. Not a lot of options for young
families- too high home prices.

200

Subdivision isn’t being allowed

201

Traffic backs up too much. Any affordable housing (i.e. manufactured housing, small houses) is
quickly being replaced by expensive housing. Other: need bus service from Woodinville to
Snohomish and Monroe and connecting to Canyon Park on 228th and connecting along 180th
to hwy 527 and to Cathcart connections!

202

The challenge wil be to allow housing&growth without losing the existing natural beauty, trees,
views. Don't let it become barren houses stacked on top of each other like surrounding areas.

203

Cannot commute by bike or foot from my home residence as roads are not safe for passage
other than with a motor vehicle

204

I feel too many people want to live in this area because it is rural which drives up prices ad puts
pressure to build more houses on smaller lots. This action simply turns the rural character into a
neighborhood that people were trying to avoid in the first place.

205

We live close to the urban development line, the fast and dense building there has impacted
our property and surround roads.

206

There is constant bumper to bumper traffic on main arterials, too many houses being built
without addressing traffic, such as road widening, adding lanes, etc.

207

Traffic is horrible on highway 9, property taxes are ridiculously high

208

We need them here for good quality of our life.

209

Traffic on Hwy 9 is terrible. Need to increase Hwy 9 throughput so we don’t crowd the secondary
roads (Broadway & others)
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210

It’s getting REALLY overcrowded and there is a MAJOR lack of infrastructure. If one doesn’t have
a car you can’t get around, and all the cars on the roads are choking them. This impacts health
and environment negatively.

211

Over developing this area will contaminate our streams.

212

There is only 1 aging Albertson's and a few stores nearby. Hwy 9 is clogged. Lake Stevens is
growing and we know that people will use Hwy 9. Most people work in Bellevue/Seattle area.

213

Rural area. Do not need a city here

214

The roads can not handle the volume of traffic!

215

So many houses are being built and not enough sidewalks. Huge houses, no yards. Are area is so
overcrowded.

216

Traffic sucks on Hwy 9

217

Traffic and congestion adversely changing Clearview, pushing speeding and commercial
vehicles on to neighborhood streets making walking or bicycling dangerous activities

218

Traffic on main roads is not as much of a concern. Side roads are the worst, fix roads prior to
allowing major builders to make their money. Bothell especially is backwards on this.

219

Traffic is awful and gets worse each day. New housing is taking down all of the trees and open
space

220

Because Traffic is problem

221

There is excessive housing growth in the surrounding area already. Traffic is terrible. More housing
doesn’t help the already poor infrastructure. Housing costs are extremely high and with poor
quality housing.

222

Dumb question

223

Growth, lack of restaurants, community gathering places

224

We are turning the entire area into apartments. There are not enough roads to get in and out of
the area, natural wetlands are being ruined, everything looks the same.

225

Growth in area. Area to West had rapid growth with lack of schools and smart transit options
(mass, bike/walk paths, 4 Lane roads w/o turn lane)

226

The local ecosystem must be preserved as much as possible

227

Traffic getting worse. Too much rural area being changed to hi density rez

228

Limited sidewalks. Preservation of tree canopy. So much lost to new construction. Poor lighting
on all streets. 45th Ave already congested.

229

I do not want the overcrowding that is happening all around this area to bleed in and destroy
this area

230

Traffic is horrible, not safe for bike travel and nearly impossible to walk, even if you live close to
the shopping areas, there are very few safe routes (sidewalks)

231

Horrible back ups

232

The area is quickly growing with housing prices increasing. Environment is needed to avoid an
urban environment and the animals will lose their habitat with over development. Traffic already
is terrible - more growth will only increase with no infrastructure growth
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233

Traffic just keeps getting worse.

234

Traffic is TOO MUCH. No public transportation. Sidewalk not always available.

235

Loss of tree canopy/forest/natural open space to development and urban sprawl, lack of
road/highway infrastructure to allow people to pass the area with less intrusion into the
neighborhoods on undersized road not meant for commuting, continous sub-dividing/short
platting into smaller and smaller lots are taking a toll on the look and feel of the area, avoid the
giant boxes on tiny lots

236

Save the environment!! This area is being destroyed and it’s heartbreaking! The traffic is
ridiculous! Please add sidewalks down Maltby so we can walk down safely!!

237

I was born and raised in Maltby and have seen the destruction of the forests and the infestation
of cookie cutter housing developments, I prefer when there is no HOA and homeowners built or
bought more individual buildings not ugly, cookie cutter, too close together, crap shacks. f

238

Ok

239

HA! Has anyone at the County tried driving around here lately? "Side streets " are a thing of the
past. All roads are choked with traffic. A bicyclist doesn't have a chance. Drivers see bicycles as
cockroaches that are in the way. Bike lanes are rare.

240

Due to the traffic congestion and would like to see zoning change for more high density

241

Live a bit off maltby, wish there were sidewalks and closer restaurants, and want a Trader Joe's!

242

Travel

243

Traffic issues negatively affect quality of everything else

244

Develpment has taken over. Way too many homes packed too close together. Conjestion on all
main roads in area

245

Too many areas are being over run by development

246

Traffic is horrible on 522

247

These are the most beneficial elements of the rural area that would be challenged/ruined by
increased development or expansion of the urban growth area.

248

Traffic is a major problem. I live in the very southwestern-most corner where the growth is
booming, so I am influenced by that greatly. I worry about this region and truly hope we can
keep lot sizes larger than postage stamps. I recognize the need for affordable housing as well
and want to ensure there is balance in this area.

249

Housing costs and commute limited my choice of places to live

250

Currently, the growth in the Maltby area is impacting the traffic and aethestics to the negative

251

Government and Developers have ruined this area! Greed and the lack of proper planning is so
upsetting. I was here 2004 and it was disturbing how county rep gave into developers. People
were mad. Just pushed people out and raped the land of its beauty. You can expand
responsibility!

252

Traffic is already an issue. There needs to be more access to public transportation. I would like to
see new growth as what’s in the growth area now is run down and an eye sore in most places

253

Traffic on roads can be tricky during the commute time. I also picked the access to parks and
the wetland/tree canopy as I think both need to stay and be maintained. It needs to stay a rural
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community and we need to conserve and manage the environment and wetlands for our
children and grandchildren.

254

lack of sidewalks

255

Those of us living here want to keep the rural-country feel. The challenge is in keeping more
business out. We live here because of the country to get away from city style-high density living.

256

Becuase they are true

257

Traffic is horrible now...will only get worse with more people moving in to the newly developed
areas.

258

Traffic challenges on Paradise Lake Road, 522 intersection. No way to walk anywhere where we
live off Echo Lake. Need to preserve the rural feel that drew so many of us to buy property out
here

259

Prevent over population

260

because traffic sucks around here

261

Highway 9 and some major roads are congested at peak times

262

With hwy 9 running through our neighborhood their inability to widen the hwy has cause side
roads in our neighborhoods to pick up the traffic. Dont try to go north on Snohomish Ave at 4:30 6 PM during the week.

263

the scenic beauty of this area is top notch and vies with th bet in the country. Keeping the
naturalness of the area is important as so much of what Snohomish Co was is now lost to
development. Keeping the eagles and deer and bears and cougars is important. Keeping the
big open farm lands and the remaining (though pitifully small now) stands of trees is important.
Doing the right thing here would be a way to set a long needed standard for saving what is
good about Snohomish Co.

264

Rural should stay rural

265

Very underutalized land that is frequently in an "eyesore" condition

266

SWUGA will dergrade with increased density

267

Driving during commute times is a nightmare. Highway 9 is a main artery and still drops down to
2 lanes. That has to be solved.

268

Have you driven on HWY 9 between the hours of 3-7PM?

269

Concern for the future. Loss of rural character. Traffic congestion. Unnecessary development
both commercial and residential.

270

Varies

271

This area seems more like a "travel through" area than an "enjoy life" area. And traveling through
is a royal mess. I don't select jobs along this corridor because it's awful to commute.

272

Housing developments are taking down trees, affecting habitats for animals. Traffic is worse

273

I see quality of living as a priority above business interests.

274

Population in this area has increased substantially in the past 10 years, quiet roadways are now
being used by cars as shortcuts to avoid backups on other major roadways such as Hwy 9 and
cyclists have found these roadways on the weekends to be excellent places to bike. Issue is that
most roadways have limited shoulders and were not built to handle this increased ADT. As a
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result, there is an increased safety issue for users (both drivers and cyclists) using the roadways in
the area.

275

The traffic flow from Maltby to 522 needs attention. Overall, the local roads are not going to be
able to handle the increasing growth of this area. we have some local parks, but not many and
there are not many sidewalks in order to safely access them by walking. Also, would like to see
Maltby become a more defined community.

276

traffic is getting terrible and no planning for congestion no traffic lights, yields, so sit for a long
time to enter traffic, Roundabouts are horrible idea

277

This area includes important habitat and open space areas that are at risk of impacts from
increased development

278

Roads are already crammed, houses are high priced and there isn't much of a view now.

279

We love the rural area for what it is.

280

Growth in and around the area

281

rural means open spaces, tree corridors, and flow of traffic through the area

282

Na

283

One can sit and wait to turn left at the Maltby light (the one with the shell and chevron stations
to the east) for 10 minutes to get through that light. And it even takes longer to go straight to just
get off the next exit at Echo Falls. Adding a second lane for this short distance would alleviate
this outrageous congestion continuing to Monroe where 522 reopens to 2 lanes again. There is
plenty of space. Hundreds of cars turn left at that light and take the back roads (further
increasing congestion) just to get back on 522 and head to Monroe.

284

The development surrounding the area has exploded. It needs to be stopped before this
precious area is flattened and destroyed.

285

We got an amazing deal to live here, but if anything ever happened to this situation (owner
decided to sell, etc.) there is no way we would be able to afford to rent or buy in this area no
matter how I look. Its just too expensive!

286

When we moved out here we KNEW we would have to drive some distance for shopping, for
library, for community events, etc. AND ITS WHY WE MOVED HERE!!!

287

We need to maintain quality of life while addressing traffic issues.

288

I have lived in my home for 34 years and the traffic has gotten horrible. The road mitigation has
been minimal compared to the increase in traffic. Housing costs have skyrocketed, although
that is not unique just to this area. Bicycling is very dangerous - need more bike lanes.

289

Turning this area of snohomish county into a more urban place will deteriorate wild life
populations. There was a coyote in my cul de sac last night most likley because of the new
construction happenginon Seattle Hill Rd. Three years ago there was a bear sighting again due
to the continued high density home building

290

There’s not a lot in this immediate area...but I love it that way.

291

Trqffic here is terrible and there's not enough sidewalks to walk places safely. The natural habitats
should be preserved.

292

These relate to quality of life and are threatened by irresponsible development

293

522 paradise traffic a disater. the devopment plan is costly, complex and delayed probably until
2030. a short term extra lanes and better connector plan could be put in place immediately
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cost effectively utilizing current available staste land. Snohomish and King are looking at a to
large aabnd a grand scale plan. Simply expand intersection of paradise by doubling 522 N turn
lane and doubling paradise, Yew, amd Maltby road widths with appropriate turn lanes to
alleviate the problem. All minor changes. Do it now not 2030.

294

rush hour is tough

295

lack of smaller, affordable homes, narrow roads w/ lots of traffic & no walkways, no sewer system
for business growth to match residential growth (Albertson's is on a septic system!)

296

Rural roads, not a lot of edge for walking dog/running - but to be expected, it's why we moved
into the rural area.

297

A fear of climate change - we must change our old ways

298

This area has too much critical area to consider new development

299

There is much wildlife left in this area...in order to keep it they need a undisturbed habitat! A lane
for bicycles means less cars and more safety for those who ride bikes! Impossible to walk on
Maltby road without putting your life at risk!!!

300

Due to current perceived conditions

301

The traffic at rush hour is horrendous. Too many cars from other areas passing through on roads
designed to handle a fraction of what the demand is.

302

I would like more places to walk to other than just surrounding neighborhood, traffic on HWY 9
has gotten significatlly worse since moving here 4 years ago, Would like more buisnesses to move
in that provide groceries, resturants, small buisness shops, etc.

303

I do NOT want Hwy 9 to turn into Hwy 99/420. Hwy 9 already gets super congested and geez,
how many pot shops do we need in a 1 mile stretch? I am worried we will LOSE our natural
beauty, open space and scenic views.

304

The roads are rural and do not have much of a shoulder for walking safely. The nearest library or
community center is in Woodinville and requires a drive rather than a bicycle ride or walk. With
so much growth we are losing the benefits of wetlands, wildlife habitat and trees. We need trees
to keep water cool for the fish/salmon, as well as shelter for birds and other tree climbers. Other
critters are becoming more bold because they have no place to eat and live, i.e. coyotes,
bears, bobcats, etc.

305

Traffic sucks. Areas around have neen developed without increasing road capacity.

306

Street lights or roundabouts need to be implemented.

307

the area is characteristic of sprawl-type development; single purpose, drive to only environment

308

I don't see any challenges

309

The traffic is getting worse on 180th and I can wait for several minutes to be able to pull out from
my driveway. No place to ride bicycles or walk

310

With more people moving in here, I’m concerned about the current loss of habitat as more
houses and businesses are built. We need greenspace to continue to live well on this planet.
Along with that, people need ways to get around that aren’t via car - safer, better bike access
was a dream as a child.

311

Traffic is getting worse, so that's important, because it's hard to think of improving anything if you
can't get around. Community character is important, because the people that live in Clearview
feel an identity to the area, and it would be nice to see the area grow towards the goals of the
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residents. Access to jobs/economic opportunities, because it would be nice for the people that
live here to have good jobs available, so they could work here too; also good for graduating
kids to have jobs

312

Need to keep the open spaces

313

Diversity of housing pricing is lacking. In addition, the influx of expensive housing may be
crowding out roads and wildlife areas.

314

The roads are increasingly congested due to wanton building. The overload on the roads must
be addresses before more building is allowed. As roads are improved, shoulders and space for
bicycles must be addressed

315

I don’t see any challenges. We have access to all of the above.

316

If money has to be spent, it should be spent on infrastructure or not spent at all. The area should
grow slowly as population density nearby is far too high.

317

More people moving into the area.

318

Horrible traffic and narrow roads on 35th and 180th st

319

Traffic is the number one problem. The roads west of this area have already been a perfect
example of what’s to happen. Congestion, and no way to change the roads after development
happens.

320

Roads and schools are already overwhelmed by rapid residential growth in this area. Quality of
life is adversely affected as a result. My kindergartener was unable to attend Fernwood
elementary and was instead bused to Frank Love. Growth was far too rapid and roads/schools
not given adequate time to prepare

321

A couple areas where route 9 is a two lane road which bottles things up and no public
transportation alternatives offered. We don’t need more houses and strip malls - we need better
timed traffic lights and finish the narrow parts of highway 9

322

I selected these as challenges because, it seems like every time you turn around another
development is going up or commercial property is being built. This will make things worse.
People like quiet, and a sense of community, and most importantly the feeling of freedom and
being able to walk out you front door and be just minutes from enjoying nature at its best.

323

Growth. Too much growth is making an impact on the traffic and character of the community.

324

Concerned with too much growth

325

We Like open spaces and Low Density Living

326

I am not looking for any more apartments nearby. I would like more food choices.

327

Traffic is hideous.

328

The traffic is bad 5 years ago and its gotten worst We can't leave and go out after 3:00PM
because the traffic is at a stand still on all the roads

329

Public transit is lacking

330

With the expected growth in the area it is vital to preserve our recreational wild habitat

331

There is no sidewalk on state Route 9 so I cant walk safely to nearby parks and stores

332

like the rural character just fine. would not want to change it.
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333

Politicians/City officials seem to only have enlarging their Tax base in mind, at the current rural
property owner's expense, and are forgetting these rural areas are necessary to have 'diversity'.
City planners & developers are always trying to encroach on rural areas. Once rural areas are
lost/ RUINED , you can't bring them back.

334

It's becoming more congested, traffic wise.

335

The businesses in Clearview come and go. I would love to be able to do more of my errands in
this area instead of heading to Mill Creek or closer to I5.

336

Traffic has tripled in time for distance

337

As more business moves to the area, it draws more traffic. We like being in a rura area with less
traffic and fewer businesses and amenities. If we wanted bike or pedestrian access to services,
we would live in the city. We moved here to get away from the city and understand clearly the
choice we’ve made.

338

Traffic flow and mass transportation have not kept up with the explosive growth in the area.

339

Too many housing developments around this area and preserving nature resources should be
top priorities

340

The land is being destroyed by over building and population.

341

my "other" category is to avoid cookie cutter house crammed together.

342

Signs and roads in disrepair

343

Finish highway 9

344

I care about my community and want this area to be a possible choice for my
Grandchildren/GreatGrandhildren to live in.

345

No more traffic or homes needed or wanted.

346

unincorporated bothell is turning into a traffic nightmare of endless tract developments of
identical houses.

347

can't walk to shops, bicycling feels unsafe-connecting Centennial trail to Snohomish trail would
be excellent. too many trees being cut down. I moved away from the city-don't want the
city/traffic moving to me!

348

Too much commercial moving in. Need more safe bike paths. More protection of the lands
natural state. Better flow onto major roads so less pollution, less idling time. No more clearing
huge areas of trees to build big ugly warehouse type buildings of cement.

349

Would be nice to have access to closer options instead of having to travel into the nearest town
or city for more options. One essential Hwy is difficult if wanting to walk somewhere

350

Urbanization is creeping up on all sides.

351

I travle through this area during my commute

352

Growth is poorly managed, traffic is poorly managed

353

we have to commute to seattle for a decent job, taxes have gone way up, and there are NO
parks or safe places to play within several miles without driving, and Highway 9 and Broadway
are the only N-S through roads, which makes them insane.
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354

Increasing housing density increases traffic, which is already very challenging in these areas.
Increased density drives out many species of native wildlife & birds. People want a place to walk
and be in nature.

355

Travel along 522, Paradise Lake Rd, and Hwy 9 IS A NIGHTMARE. PLEASE DO NOT ADD MORE
PEOPLE TO THIS CONGESTED AREA FOR SAFETY'S SAKE!

356

rural roadways (hwy 9) hasn't kept pace with growth, therefore, travel to work is hampered. Do
not, however, want to lose the rural flavor of this area!

357

Wetlands: industrial Park is excluded from wetland preservation at Cutthroat Creek. TRaffic
density and speed make turning onto and off Maltby Rd dangerous. School children and their
buses are at risk.

358

Existing super high gas and road taxes are not adequately being spent in rural areas. Adding
more houses will just make the problem worse. Take 35th Ave in Mill Creek as an example. An
absolute nightmare during commute times and a middle turn lane is a joke - no extra driving
lanes with thousands of new houses built around it.

359

522 and hwy 9 traffic is so awful, there are very limited restaurant and grocer options, and you
really can't get anywhere by foot plus there are few bus stops

360

Traffic gets backed up on hwy 9 where it bottlenecks, this is a problem everywhere though,
affordable housing for the area; since it is a high demand area.

361

I believe that with the housing demand and profit motive of developers this area is next to be
bulldozed and 5 houses per acre being packed in. Water quality, wildlife, climate change
concerns, quality of life, etc, all benefit from large trees and varied undergrowth. The only
benefit to the housing developments is to someones bank account.

362

Wildlife habitat is disappearing. Traffic is getting worse. Don't allow

363

This area need to have steps taken to reduce the population in the area

364

Traffic in the area is HORRIBLE. Hwy 9 should have 2 NB lanes all through clearview. There really
NEEDS to be a roundabout at Broadway and 164th. The access to 522 from Maltby needs to be
improved.

365

The roads are overcrowded and slowdowns are already a huge problem anywhere
approaching 522. Bicyclists on these roads without shoulders are a HUGE hazard and they
further impact vehicle traffic. The housing that is here is astronomical, especially considering the
lack of infrastructure.

366

Part of what makes the PNW so special is that it isn't wall to wall houses, all exactly the same.
Having some nature around is wonderful and we need to continue to keep it as pristine as
possible. Wild animals need their homes too.

367

1. Traffic on 522 and overflowing into adjacent county roads, is far greater than capacity. 2.
Community character is under attack from unconstrained population growth in Seattle,
Redmond, and other communities to the south. 3. Other: Infrastructure is totally lacking for any
increase in high density residential development. Infrastructure includes utilities, water, schools,
fire and police access, mass transit, and supporting commercial developments (stores, etc)

368

Traffic is very heavy on Highway 9. "Other" is that we don't want our area to become urban, we
like being a fair bit away from services and shops, we want to remain on septic system, we like
the large lot sizes.
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369

VERY VERY LIMITED ROAD ACCESS TO THIS AREA IS CAUSING HUGE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS-ADDING
MORE POPULATION LIVING HERE WOULD ONLY CREATE A MASSIVE PROBLEM

370

Not easy to commute to work (we chose the bus but park and rides full early and face issues
freeway traffic), we have no sidewalks in our community, road congestion outside of our
immediate area on Bothell is horrible

371

We moved into this area almost 15 years ago. At the time, we were told that the county was
trying to maintain the rural character of this area. So far, not so good.

372

If you turn these areas into urban growth, there is so much need for better traffic flow.

373

Traffic has consistently gone from bad to worst. Biking and walking seem hazardous now around
our neighborhood.

374

I love the rural nature of where I live with close access to larger urban areas. It’s private and we
have a large lot. It would be nice to walk out the door and safely go for a walk but I’m not sure
I’d give up the rural nature of our neighbor hood for that.

375

Traffic congestion on Hwy 9 is horrible. There are no sidewalks on rural streets for pedestrians.

376

Traffic in the Maltby UGA is terrible in the mornings at 522 and Paradise lake road. Must fix this as
many cut through the SWUGA area. Need to find a balance of maintaining natural beauty, and
need to have a community hub area.

377

These are issues that impact my quality of life every day.

378

Travel by car- I am considered a Bothell native. Lived here for over 62 years. I have lived in the
same house for 42 years and watched the quality of travel Services decline, the amount of
Housing and Development allowed by the city council increase and the traffic become
horrendous. I can't even go 1 mile to the grocery and back in less than 30 minutes to an hour.
We have one of the most beautiful areas for wetland, trees conservation and Wildlife. I would
hate to see that destroyed or in any way changed

379

Infrastructure has not kept up with development

380

The county has failed to plan and implement a tax structure and infrastructure plan to keep up
with the growth of the area, the amount of traffic commuting through the area, or planned and
regulated effectively the commercial activities in the Maltby UGA and the impacts to neighbors.
It is essentially the SW Snohomish County Industrial Zone and does not care about neighboring
residents

381

Existing roads are already over capacity. Roads before growth.

382

the lack of sidewalks and street lights is a big issue for families with children that have to walk a
distance to bus stops and/or schools. It is not safe. The traffic on hwy 9 is awful. the changes from
1 lane to 2 lanes is a major problem for traffic flow.

383

Living in the area for nearly 30 years I have seen the traffice flow deteriorate over the years.
Being the rural area that it is does not make it bicycle friendly for those us who like to bike or
walk.

384

Transportation infrastructure is sorely lacking across all of Snoho county, and property is
extremely overpriced.

385

Highway 9 is extremely crowded during am and pm commute, few bike accomodations, few
job opportunities

386

I like it rural & dont want more housing and more traffic
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387

The natural setting of this area does not lend itself to be able to safely enjoy the beauty of the
neighborhoods. Sidewalks or trails don’t exist which perpetuates a community enclosed within
their own property lines. Traffic become a bottleneck nightmare during rush hour.

388

Protect the quality of life by stopping business growrh.

389

Traffic isn't ready to handle any new developments.

390

Housing cost outrages -traffiic Terrible

391

infrastructure planning hasn't been ahead of growth development allowed without appropriate
infrastructure to support it and make our area a nice place to live. We simply don't have
affordable housing here. Walkability is mostly relagated to public parks or schools.

392

We need to control growth and keep our trees and open areas. Too much growth of housing
has ruined our community and traffic.

393

Development without road improvements including non-motorized access is BAD development

394

mass transit, water run off, building all these structures without the surrounding transit forcing
people use cars is really unacceptable with the climate change issues. build a community with
lots of housing apartments, condos, reasonable sized houses- what do i want with a 4+ house?
we don't all have kids- and stores with access

395

Continued development of housing with little improvement or expansion of roads.

396

my other relates to the challenges of transportation via any means other than private
automobiles. bicycles and mass transit would be super helpful in allowing us to maintain at least
some level of rural character. I also worry that the population expansion in our county is driving
housing prices up, and making it inaccessible. Maintaining ecosystem diversity is critical to a
healthy planet, and a healthy community

397

The rural areas are last places you can have some peace and quiet, horses or other livestock
but still be close enough to shopping, jobs and health services etc.

398

Because the Clearview area is really not rural. It is chopped up into planned housing
developments, individual homes, rural blight, without any coherent plan for expansion of public
services, high quality eating establishments, etc. Clearview and the northern part of the 'rural'
area need to be urbanized - provide sidewalks, bus routes, better roads, etc.

399

The area has systematically been destroyed by politicians in everett and olympia

400

The ammenities are not there , that why its country like...dont want them,

401

I love the natural beauty in Clearview but there is too much traffic.

402

There are no urgent care clinics in our area or hospital. There is alot of traffic at the paradise lake
exit in Maltby off 522. Definately needs road and freeway lanes improvements. There is no library
close to the Maltby area.

403

Must protect open spaces and rural zoning

404

Sitting in congested traffic is probably my biggest stressor.

405

Have you driven down highway 9 or Broadway avenue during peak traffic hours? Yikes! Housing
costs in relation to oroperty size is outrageous in this area. There is no land available for building
affordable housing;

406

Roads and infrastructure struggle to support current traffic and housing demands let alone
additional load created by re zoning. People have chosen to live in this area because of its rural
Elements. Removing that from them or displacing them is not right. Families Chosen this area to
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raise there kids in a lifestyle not provided in the big city. Stripping them of that and the diversity
it creates from the cities is narrow minded

407

Roads in the rural areas cannot handle current traffic problems; it will only get worse with
change from rural to urban designation.

408

I am concerned that the urbanization of this area will take away the reasons I moved here.
Traffic on Hwy 9 is a mess.

409

In 23 years the traffic and ability to get around has changed dramatically.

410

These are not really challenges but since I am forced to select three, these are the ones that I
guess would have the least impact or change if anything were to be done regarding them.

411

Traffic congestion is horrible on hwy 9, so people take Broadway but it was never designed for
that volume.

412

There aren't townhomes for those who would like to own an affordable home in the area. There
aren't apartments to rent. Traffic is negatively impacted by the lack of lanes on Hwy 9 and 522
and the number of commuters passing through this area because they have better, cheaper,
housing options further north.

413

Traffic congestion and the lack of alternative transportation (e.g. bike routes, bus routes) make
the accessibility for urban commuters looking into rural areas more difficult

414

I am very concerned about the school districts ability to provide adequate capacity for a
potential large increase in the number of school aged children in the area. Transportation will
also be a concern.

415

I believe there needs to be a balance between maintaining nature and animal habitat when
planning for urban growth. With all the development going on around this area, and the impact
that has on infrastructure, I don't know how planning for growth in this area can be balanced.
There are wetlands and streams and forest habitat that need to be considered. Schools and
roads and the impact growth with have on this area need to be examined thoroughly.

416

These are extremely important in order to maintain the rural character of south Sunoco. We do
not need or want urban decay to creek into our beautiful and peaceful environment. If one
wants to live in an urban setting than live in an existing one. Do not destroy the beauty and
serenity of south snoco to create blight that is not wanted. Changing what exists will only bring
unwanted traffic and an urban mentality that is incongruent with a rural lifestyle.

417

Too much regulation from county. Hwy 9, 522 need widening

418

Access to public transportation is non-existant

419

With the increased urban growth towards Paradise Lake, traffic has gotten worse on Highway 9.
I'm concerned with development more of the wildlife will be homeless, nature will be impacted,
and one of the main reasons my family moved here will be permanently destroyed.

420

Traffic is a nightmare around here - heavy truck traffic prevents safely walking on Maltby Road.
Sometimes traffic is backed up in both directions so that we can't even turn off our street to get
to the highway. There are no medical facilities close by and no public transportation for those
who don't drive.

421

Increasing housing causes traffic

422

I drive 12 miles to work thru this area . . . . 45 min everyday if traffic is good. houses are expensive.

423

Most important issues to me
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424

I would love to see more sidewalks or walking trail

425

Too many people

426

Busy cut though traffic and narrow shoulders make it dangerous for walking/running in this area

427

it's already too crowded and traffic is awful. Why make what is bad even worse.

428

The streams and wetlands are already threatened; allowing additional urban growth will wipe
out what is still surviving

429

No sidewalks

430

they are important to me - could use a grocery store somewhere in that area

431

Because of the mismanagement by the county council losers gridlock.

432

Because I personally care, and use each of the listings chosen. It is why I am here in the Maltby
UGA. We who live in this area do not want suburban reality. We want things that are of a natural,
we’re all character. Thank you

433

As the county grows the rural character is disappearing,e.g. the Wellington Hills golf course
property being sold instead of leaving it as an undeveloped open space for residents to enjoy

434

the roads DO NOT support the number of vehicles. Lack of shoulders for bike traffic, lack of
sidewalks, walking paths makes this VERY difficult to get around in general.

435

Need more affordable housing and down zoning

436

I am concerned that this area will become another Lynnwood. Farms that have been in families
are being targeted for apartment complexes. Side roads are being traveled by traffic and
heavy load trucks that were not designed for such traffic. These same side roads are used by
cyclists who are unaware how dangerous these country roads have become.

437

Connecting with the outdoors while doing something healthy like biking or walking makes for
happier, more relaxed, and more productive humans.

438

The rural character of our area is degrading slowly, so sad. We moved here because the long
range plan at the time was to protect and keep this area as a healthy working watershed and
its rural character.

439

I love my home. This is my home. Forever my home.

440

We need more housing. The area is surrounded by housing plats and the existing Rural R-5
zoning is horrible for growth

441

Traffic through this area has increased greatly purely from surrounding growth - additional
growth here or elsewhere will continue to be burdensome.

442

Traffic is bad!

443

Our roads are not designed for the volume of traffic that they currently handle and yet there are
already plans for major housing developments in our neighborhood. This part of Snohomish
County is special; it is still rural. I know my neighbors and we take care of each other. I am very
concerned that soon we will be priced out of our homes by new development. Keeping this
area rural is dear to my heart and if there is new development here it needs to be affordable
housing— not more McMansions that are a waste of resources and a drain on the environment.

444

Importatnt

445

We have more and more people on roads that have not been upgraded to support the
increase. I moved out of king county because I am tiered of high density housing placing
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additional commuters on roads that are not maintained nor are they upgraded to support
additional traffic. My tax money is not being spent to benefit my family - if you have to develope
build the roads FIRST and finish them!! Attractive character that brought me to where I used to
live was completely lost. I don’t want to see that happen again

446

To improve upon the rural character and the natural landscape

447

Too conjested

448

Na

449

Too many people living in the rural area

450

Lack of mass transportation to city centers

451

In adjacet areas too many of the housing areas are very dense. In some cases, the houses are
narrow 3 story houses and when walking in the development it is like walking in an urban
canyon.

452

N/a

453

No sidewalks, not many restaurants to choose from (although I rarely dine out), no safe shoulders
on many roads for cyclists

454

We need bike lanes and no more cars. We need to maintain the rural nature of the area.
Habitat destruction is very hard on the wildlife. We must protect our wetlands and canopy

455

Need to have affordable housing and access to natural surroundings

456

Love to walk but not on major roads because of lack of good shoulder.

457

They are a critical part of the area and most at risk in future development

458

Poor long term infrastructure and design

459

Overgrowth and over crowding causing awful traffic and taking away our beautiful landscape.

460

It is important to make sure that the area retains its natural beauty and accessibility.

461

No sidewalks or bicycle lanes/new homes built are expensive/ no more housing wanted!

462

Traffic on hwy. 9 is AWEFUL. I would be in favor of further expansion but not without solving the
dense traffic problem.

463

Not safe to walk on most roads, traffic is getting untenable with commuters and heavy truck
traffic, county has serious challenges in balancing manufacturing and other heavy equipment
businesses with the residential community. I understand the desire for economic development
and don’t mind sharing my community with these businesses but there has to be an investment
in roads and pedestrian/ bike safety for a wide variety of reasons that will benefit us all in the
long-term.

464

I selected "other" because I don't feel we have any of those challenges. The sense of
community is strong here, we can take a quick drive into town for library and recreation. Plenty
of restaurants also. Please do not move the boundary! Those of us living in the area enjoy this
area for it it currently is.

465

These are what have been lost in the growth area that is adjacent to us. Why don’t you survey
some of them and see if they like what they have become

466

The area is close to many offerings, as long as the traffic congestion is controlled. I love the rural
aspect, and don't want that changed. It's why we moved to this area six years ago.
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467

Very poor infrastructure. To little on roads, way to much traffic for current loads. And no pre
planning for more traffic!!!!

468

This area is wealthy in natural landscapes. THere is a substantial land preserve between SR 9 and
Broadway that is at great risk with proposed development around the area. This will greatly
affect the natural wildlife and would be a great loss to the ecosystem if development is allowed
to proceed in the vicinity.

469

I’ve lived in Washington all my life moved from kirkland to our house in Snohomish county. In my
40 + years here traffic has grown to a point where what took 10 minutes to run the QFC in
canyon park can take 30+ during peak traffic times. When we move here 228 from highway 9 to
bothell Everett hey had one light now has 9. Improve transit in our area synchronize stop lights try
traveling between business hours. You keep building in this area but don’t improve the traffic
problem.

470

In order for the community to grow we have to address these issues

471

I moved out to this area to be in a remote area, but close enough to a city to have access to
jobs.

472

lots of traffic while no road expansion and more homes/apartments are being built. there are
not many resturants in the area.

473

Roads are not expanded or improved as there has been growth in the area. The population is
growing but the closest hospitals are in Kirkland or Everett. The only housing being built in the
area is very expensive.

474

That’s what I care about

475

I love the natural beauty of our WA state. We share the land with wildlife and need to make sure
that we don't develop it all.

476

Houses are very expensive all around this area

477

There is way to much construction being done. Buildings, houses and apartment are being
crammed in all over this area. Without any infrastructure being considered. ie. roads, schools
etc. The rural landscape in this area has payed the price. It is too late to fix. This area is ruined.
And when those apartments go up in Maltby. That will be the straw that broke the camels back.

478

Traffic flow is a nighmire. I love my house when i can stay home.

479

horrible traffic, no places to ride bike or walk

480

People move to this area to get away from the UGA density and enjoy a rural lifestyle. These
challenges are the most difficult because county council and planners are in the pocket of the
developers. Protecting our way of life is an uphill battle when politician and bureaucrats from
other areas cave to the pressure of developers

481

Lack of sidewalks for walking, lack of safety for bicyclists. Concern for wildlife habitat.
Replacement of nature with concrete. Traffic on 522 and SR 9.

482

We need amenities and growth in the area

483

Have you seen the traffic at 522 and Paradise Road? Its horrible

484

Development is rampant outside this area, and tree canopy, animal habitat, and sensitive
wetland areas and streams are being lost. Walkability could absolutely be improved.

485

I do not want any of the UGA boundaries to expand
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486

The County permits development where infrastructure is inadequate or nonexistent.

487

More traffic but most time, flow ok... If changes, more gridlock traffic, etc.

488

Traffic is terrible, housing prices are high

489

If all space is used for housing the traffic naturally increases and clogs our roads.

490

Lack of businesses, need more choices for housing. Need water and sewer ran for existing
properties. Update the roads to accomodate traffic

491

Too much building too fast. Stop packing tons of homes into this area. There is a reason we are
willing to committed so far into the city; it’s because we DONT WANT to live in a city.

492

hwy 522. love everything else about the area

493

Other - Govt interference in property rights.

494

I want to maintain the surroundings that I moved to this area in the first place.

495

Highway 9 is a nightmare Broadway is quickly becoming overloaded and the Maltby/522
intersection is a joke! The topography keeps us from walking or biking to shops, medical,
banking and it is unsafe to do so. Need to replace septics with modern waste handling.
Property values and taxes are outrageous.

496

Too many people on Highway 9.

497

There are limited sidewalks for walking & heavy traffic for bike riding. There are only 2 restaurants
nearby & they are not healthy. Only one good store that is close. The community over the last
16yrs has felt safe but that is changing. Crime has increased & there are more homeless or low
income people around due to high housing market. The infrastructure is not there for the high
volume of heavy trucks & the future increase in commercial & residential areas. Traffic is terrible
now, roads are in bad shape in many places due to trucks. The increased odors from Pacific top
soul has increased

498

preserving the rural beauty is very important to me

499

Highway 9 is a nightmare. The bottleneck created at 180th reflects very poor planning

500

as growth pushes out to the boundaries of the rural area in surrounding Bothell/Mill Creek traffic on 180th and 9 worsen

501

We are designated 5 acres. We are surrounded by development and traffic is very heavy. There
is no benefit to being required to keep the 5 acre parcel as it is for us. As quality of life has
decreased since all of the development.

502

the unique nature of this area is under assault by developers

503

traffic is a nightmare, roads and schools can't handle the massive growth and beautiful woods
are being torn down to make even more housing communities packed with way too many
homes

504

Traffic in this area is terrible by 3 o’clock in the afternoon by 180th going North to Snohomish
where hwy 9 goes down to one lane. More development will result in even worse traffic.

505

Too many people in the area for the limited roads that we have. This is something that needs
immediate attention as it is difficult to get many places in a timely manner.

506

A major challenge is our local schools. I am a school teacher and our schools are so
overcrowded that we cannot house all of our neighborhood students currently; that impact will
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be far greater if they increase the UGA. The middle school and high school is overflowing as
well, affecting the quality of education.

507

housing affordability is a regional issue. My kids cannot afford ti live in the region. The destruction
of wildlife habitats is taking away the character of the area and one of the main reasons i chose
to live here.

508

traffic (see comments above), limited restaurant choices, older building and pot shops

509

Driving is dangerous and difficult. Washington is known for its forests & wild areas. Fix the road
issues, protect the environment.

510

Industrial development in Maltby and poor road design is causing huge backups. Also, 522
needs to be finished - bottleneck removed.

511

Highway 9 at 180th is a mess. I also want more sidewalks so people can walk to the commercial
areas.

512

Our lack of sidewalks tends to isolate us here

513

Over-development of housing is a big problem, especially since traffic is already bad. The
Paradise Lk Rd/522 interchange and Hw 9 northbound are examples.

514

I believe that the protecting the rural character of this area should paramount

515

I live on Broadway Ave. and see the impact of traffic daily.

516

Traffic flow is horrible.

517

Keeping the rural aspect and beauty of this area is important to us, it's why we are here. If it
becomes more crowded and urban we don't have a lot of reasons to stay.

518

Traffic on all roads is horrible because of lack of lanes on 522 and hwy 9 for people passing
through and using this area as a pass through to other places.

519

Too much traffic

520

The only challenge is getting traffic flowing as you add more residents.

521

Good selection poor. Dangerous to walk or ride bikes near 9 or 522. Kids trapped in small area
because of that. Traffic is terrible. Especially around Maltby to 522 interchange.

522

The area is beautiful but the roads and infrastructure keep having to bear the brunt of more and
more housing being packed in without expansion to the roads and infrastructure. We are
constantly having to fight to maintain the character that caused many of us to move here to
start with

523

Traffic is bad, to much urban sprawl, will lose rural character if developed.

524

We moved to this area for its low density urbanization. We live in a private community with large
and beautiful forested scenery. We would not want the area around or near us developed. It is
also surrounded by NGPA tracts on all sides.

525

No sidewalk or shoulders along main roads;

526

Maintaining the essence of a rural atmosphere in the face of urban 'development' which isn't
welcome by most of the people that live in this area.

527

Rapid community change in Maltby and other parts of study area negatively affect all of these
valuable aspects in and near the study area.
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528

most roads don't have sidewalks and many dont' have edges enough to walk safely. Streams
and wetlands are abundant, but housing developers seem to do the minimum to deal wtih
them while still being able to build the houses

529

More people moving to the area will impact traffic, price of housing and property taxes. I am
also concerned about an increase in drug use and crime in the area.

530

Traffic on highway 9 and arterials is very bad during commute times. The roads have not kept up
with all the growth between highway 9 and Bothell Everett hwy. Cars are forced onto side roads
that are not meant to handle the traffic volume. There are very few jobs in the immediate area
so additional housing should be within the cities that have the jobs, not in rural areas. Roads
need to be improved enough to handle current traffic and the future growth that will eventually
come.

531

We need more access to commerce, while improving and widening hyw 9, all while protecting
the streams

532

I am concerned about urbanization of the area and its affect on Little Bear Creek. I am afraid it
will become unfit for salmon if the housing density increases. I think the lack of a Main
Street/Downtown Clearview keeps the community from developing a vibrant social and civic
fabric. Hwy 9 needs to handle more traffic volume during rush hours, long backups.

533

Not sure about the wording of the question but any further developments eliminates critical
wetland of varying types, stream, and related wildlife, tree canopy , etc. Wetland are
significantly and not thoroughly identified due to current processes

534

I am afraid proposed changes will erode the beauty, nature and destroy community

535

Highway 9 is not a freeway, yet people (commuters) consistently travel 10 mph over the speed
limit making it difficult and a safety issue for those of us who live here and trying to turn off
highway 9 onto side roads. There should be a center turn lane down highway 9 and possibly
reduced speed limits. More traffic lights?

536

Travel by foot is almost dangerous right now on the major roads of State Rte 9 and 180th St SE.
Housing quality ranges from shacks to mansions, but with the zoning and land values, much of it
is not affordable to anyone except the wealthier. Traffic is crazy during rush hour due to too
many cars on 9 and narrow 2 lane roads with no shoulders elsewhere.

537

Traffic at the Paradise Lake Road/SR522 intersection is HORRIBLE!!!

538

Difficult to walk near my house, very difficult to get out of my neighborhood because of
increased traffic with new development,

539

It's what make the area unique and should try to save if possible

540

Traffic flows and issues with that impede the ability to do anything else in this community. The
roads are far too congested and growth in the area in private and commercial ventures are
suffocating the roads. Please, before anything else is built or invested in, fix the roads. Not 10
years from now. Now!

541

Because traffic sucks at peak hours, can’t imagine an apartment complex and property values
after it’s here.

542

Traffic builds up too easily, stops signs get backed up for the length of several dozen cars. As do
lights.

543

522 and 9 are awful for commuting in the morning and evening.
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544

Many houses are deteriorating and junk cars with no recourse. Uninvolved Fire District. Trucks and
traffic on Broadway. Worry about lowering quality of neighborhood

545

Urban growth will impact or destroy existing woods, wetlands, and country atmosphere. That is
what makes it great living here. Country feel but close to work opportunites.

546

keep the area beautiful, while keeping the traffic flowing

547

Our choice to live in a natural wooded area was paramount to living in an urban setting.
Adding more housing will destroy not only the environment but will change the rural atmosphere

548

The character I most prize in this area is its rural/natural condition. Also, traffic through the area is
terrible (and getting worse). There are no bicycle lanes along Paradise Lake Road. Walking for
transportation is dangerous.

549

Traffic is awful around 522 and Maltby Rd/Paradise Lake Rd, and there is very little space for
bicycles on Paradise Lake Rd.

550

because the county is taking these things away by allowing over building and pushing our rural
life away. There is no respect for hard working blue collar people and technology people move
in and steal these things

551

Traffic congestion on Hwy 9, 180th, and Malby Rd. is terrible.terrible

552

Traffic has gotten so bad over the last 3 years and the city continues to build more housing
without fixing the traffic issues!!!

553

Too much disparity between the folks who have always lived in the area and those who have
built/moved in over the last couple decades.

554

Improving the infrastructure for traffic while also maintaining the natural landscape will always
be a challenge. The need for new businesses in the area will exacerbate the traffic loads once
businesses enter the area.

555

Traffic is a huge problem. We need more lane capicity north and south as well as east and
west.

556

Roads can't handle all the industrial truck traffic let alone commuters. Truckers then cut through
our neighborhoods to avoid the bad traffic spots. There are lots of great parks around to visit but
no sidewalks or bike paths to get to them.

557

Currently congested traffic will only become worse with new schools. Tambark is only park and
quite small. Closest libraries are not easily accessible.

558

With encroaching populations which are unfamiliar with the history and traditions of the area,
the Maltby area is quickly losing its identity, and is in danger of becoming and "anywhere"
gentrified area.

559

Any planning or zoning changes would have the greatest adverse effect on these factors.

560

Traffic is so bad I plan my schedule around when not to be on the roads, and dictates if I drive
opposite traffic to spend my money

561

Want keep the rural/country character to our area. Don't want housing developments, over
crowded neighborhoods or roads. We moved here from Seattle in 1988 because we liked the
country feel.

562

Traffic is heavy, no more development please.

563

Traffic is horrible, roads are small, no side walks, and they want to build more town homes.
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564

Roads- already a terrible commute north. Many people cut through on side streets trying to drive
north and clog side streets. More growth would make it worse. Open spaces- the land is a place
to enjoy. Our kids love the property and land to climb and explore. Taking that awY would be
such a detriment to our environment and health.

565

If the SW corner or the area south of 228th was rezoned it would allow for more housing which
would give residents quick access to freeways and businesses not increasing traffic on arterials
to the the north.

566

Southbound shoulder on Broadway has helped but northbound options on bicycle require one
to go out of the way. Need, at minimum, more signage reminding automobile traffic to share
the road and honor cyclists rights. For housing/views, I hope this area retains the feeling of
private homes not developments and subdivisions

567

It’s basically only developers who profit off dense housing who build here.

568

If you allow more development we will lose the beauty and integrity of a more rural community.
Build up not out to help maintain more affordable housing and preserve the trees and wildlife
that is abundant here.

569

Hwy 9 traffic

570

Lots of development encroaching. Really lowers the aesthetic value of the area

571

There isn’t a good community center with a pool or workout facilities in the Maltby area. It’s
expensive to buy a home and the traffic on paradise lake rd and 522 seems to get worse and
worse

572

I-9 still has horrible traffic, needs to be 2 lanes north past Clearview. People moved out here for
the natural beauty and to get away from the city. Keep it green.

573

We have no sidewalks, traffic is horrendous, and there are no bike lanes.

574

Traffic is bad right now, we need to expand the lanes before we add business/housing

575

Too much traffic for small roads, no sidewalks or bike lanes,

576

Peak traffic times are gridlock on hwy 9 mostly with people who don't live in this community, but
who are passing through to their own communities to the north. Often they blog up the side
roads to avoid hwy 9 making it difficult for us to get in and out of our own neighborhoods
because they are using our roads as extensions of hwy 9.

577

There currently does not seem to be a plan to address maintaining the natural environment
while creating a place with its own character and charm. We need a library. The Mill Creek
Library is insufficient.

578

Those 2 issues are already a problem with the amt. of people moving into this area.

579

Housing has taken over without improving the roads, housing prices are out of control, and the
important natural habitat has been lost to reckless building and crammed in houses.

580

Traffic on hyw. 9 is presently abysmal, more development will invite gridlock.

581

Commuting by bicycle is dangerous. Sidewalks are almost non-existent.

582

keeping our natural lands and farm lands is extremely important as Seattle sprawls towards the
rural areas

583

The average American person can’t afford 600k + house and afford kids,food, gas to travel. Use
to be able to get a small house and 2 acres and raise a family without being broke.
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584

The east-west travel corridor is horrific (180th/Maltby/228th between Hwy9 & Hwy527). Frankly I
don't know how the county can in good conscience consider density changes until the
infrastucture is improved. At peek times of the day, it can take up to 30-40min to get from Hwy9
to Hwy527. Add to that, the elementary schools being built on 180th (plus the soon to be high
school) & Maltby, in addition to the huge apt complex planned for Fales Rd & the new Amazon
warehouse in Maltby & you have commute times on those roads increasing 2-3times.

585

Growth will destroy the views and natural beauty - this cannot be denied. Asphalt is not part of
nature, the more easily people can access the more will come, the more it will be damaged.

586

I think Snohomish county does a terrible job of dealing with surface water issues. Allowing a
developer or property owner to take down every single tree doesn't help absorb the water.
Traffic on HWY 9 can be torturous! Sidewalks would be great on 180th St SE

587

Please protect the natural environment as we manage growth.

588

Growth is inevitable. Creating a plan the supports all of the infrastructue for balancing the
growth with services, housing and maintaining open spaces and quality of life for this area
should have been completed decades ago. And certainly before all of the growth sprawled
north to Lake Stevens and Arlington thereby creating the terrible traffic mess we have on Hwy 9.
Not enough foresite and planning. County officials need to expedite a thoughtful and wholiistic
plan lest residents decide to incorporate into their own townships.

589

The traffic flow is so congested between 180th and Lowell-Larimer road. It can take me 10-15
minutes waiting in a line of traffic for the last 1/4 mile to my drive way off of Broadway. The
bottle neck caused by HWY going from 4 lanes to 2 then back to 4 causes people to flood other
routes that run through neighborhoods.

590

This is a very economically diverse area. It’s very typical to see trailer homes next to high dollar
estates. Hwy 9 is congested often, making it hard to access neighborhood businesses. The
closest major hospital is roughly 8 miles away with challenging routes

591

It is difficult to find affordable housing in the surrounding area. Too many developments with
outlandish prices. The area we are in has rising house prices that increase as the surrounding
areas increase. House prices are already too high and if expanded into our area we will no
longer be able to afford to live here. This is a big concern as I’m raising a family here and don’t
want to be bought out and unable to afford living here. Traffic is also a challenge. The county
has not supported infrastructure to support the current rapid growth.

592

Seems more of a pass through place than a community destination.

593

They are the areas I’m concerned about. I do like our little slice of green here

594

Views and scenic beauty will be compromised with development, traffic will continue to get
worse on 9

595

No

596

522 traffic can be horrible. It’s getting worse every year. #finish522

597

Very long lines at traffic lights and high volume of traffic in morning and evening..

598

I don't want to see our current environment ruined by housing developments and increased
traffic. It's bad enough as is with commuters taking shortcuts on our rural roads, clogging our
streets and polluting the air.

599

They are the biggest local issues

600

Schools are overcrowded, buildable land is not zoned for schools.
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601

Traffic is becoming a major issue

602

Metro Seattle is growing and the area already borders suburbs so it should adapt, but in a smart
way: access to jobs and businesses with sufficient roads but with focus on bikes and mass transit.
A 4th I would add would be sufficient school infrastructure.

603

Transportation is inadequate for current rural population, for commuters on SR9, and surrounding
areas. Density is already severely straining roads, with no funding or plans for improvements to
keep up with growth. Maltby Transit Exclusion Zone means no public transit is available.
Additional development in this scenario is terrible impact to quality of life due to gridlock.

604

This area is a wareshed for Bear Creek . Salmon used to spawn in many creeks . It should be a
natural peaceful zone between Snohomish, Woodinville and Mill Creek.

605

Preserve them !

606

Houses are being built in the surrounding area with little thought to supporting them with
additional roads, schools, and services. Please don't turn this rural area into another 35th Ave
corridor with over-construction and poorly thought out back to back stoplights.

607

We must cross 45th at busy times to reach the school bus stop.

608

No more houses. Too much traffic.

609

The roads cannot handle the traffic already. If you expand the UGA, how will you keep the rural
feel & beauty? Already, we are waiting for the 360 apartments to go in on Paradise Lake Rd &
add to the mess of our roads & commute.

610

SR-9 and SR-522 are crowded, we don't need to bring more people onto them.

611

The traffic on 228th and the intersection of highway 9 and 522 can be very busy during morning
and evening rush hour. Hard to get kids to their actives in a timely manner.

612

The rural character of the neighborhood is what makes it special. Destroying the environment to
develop dense single family areas brings more noise, crime and traffic with no infrastructure to
support it. Keep the urban sprawl along I 5 and I 405.

613

Traffic has a negative affect on ease of movement to get to these opportunities

614

Houses are very expensive but many choices and large lots are appealing

615

preserving the rural integrity of this area rather than degrading it with more large scale, poorly
built housing developemnts. The housing developments west of the rural area in quetion have
made the east to west roads a nightmare on 180th...many times we are nearly rear-ended by
impatient drivers thinking they can pass as we try to make a turn into our driveways. The traffic
caused by the overbuilding to the west of the rural area has made for major traffic on 2 lane
roads that has not been addressed.

616

traffic flow in this area is horrible

617

Traffic is horrible and has gotten much worse in the 6 years I have lived here. The fact that
continued growth is allowed in the uga without any added road capacity is a joke The noise
and smells from the industrial areas have gotten much worse and since they don't have any
official quiet hours, I now hear heavy equipment operAting at all hours of the night. My
neighborhood is directly behind the uga so we are directly impacted by the activities in the uga.
The odors from the uga has gotten worse and more frequent in recent times.

618

poor traffic, no community center
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619

The length of time it takes me to travel to work, keep getting longer, sometimes 1/3 of my
waiting time is just trying to get on a major road

620

There is too much traffic back up on these roads

621

The north end of sunset road is rural so no road improvements have been made to our area.
Nothing will change until our properties are urban and sold to developers. Only then will there
be streetlights, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks.

622

Traffic is only bad in my opinion during peak traffic times which is expected On and around
malty road and 42nd there are limited sidewalks. Lack of additional housing has driven up prices

623

A lot of big trucks clogging roads and the smell

624

We enjoy being able to access parks, schools, and neighbors via walking and do not feel that
the community is safe to do so. That would be my number one priority. I believe the community
needs more public parks with playgrounds. There are too few for the population. Traffic patterns
could be improved with better access to major roads. More thought needs to be put into the
new roads built so that walking and biking is a priority even on busy roads.

625

The roads are 15+years out of date. Every traffic study is done during school breaks or short days.
This area should have addressed these roads yeas ago. Increases paradise lake road to 4 lanes
from 522 to the county line and maltby road from 522 to lynwood. Future vision and planning has
been poor from all parts of the county for the last 30 years.

626

Unable to fully answer until BPS is defined!!!

627

Losing of greenery to new constructions and an infrastructure that is not meant for the growth.
For eg, 35th Ave is super congested and still there are new communities coming up.

628

Traffic flow is horrible. Stop approving additional housing unless you provide additional
infrastructure

629

Traffic is getting worse. Little thought has gone into growth planning business just do whatever
they want

630

This area is has natural beauty that is a stark contrast to the cookie cutter houses that have
sprung up on 35th

631

I live here and this is what I see/know

632

Live on busy road

633

Traffic is some of the worst I’ve seen in the country especially for such a small area. There are no
sidewalks no beautification and housing developments being built constantly without concern
for infrastructure

634

It's unsafe to walk our rural roads because of the traffic! Speed limits aren't enforced, people are
using residential streets as freeways, people are DUI.

635

Hwy 9 traffic is terrible in this area during peak hours, there are no bicycle/walking
trails/lanes/sidewalks, house prices are mostly in the upper end.

636

Traffic on HWY 9 and 522 are horrendous in rush hours, yes plural- rush hours. Unfortunately, I’m
addition, housing in unaffordable in the area so i can’t afford to move anywhere else where I
might be able to avoid some of the traffic. Also, non-service or non-retail jobs in the area are
almost non-existent. I’d like to put my masters degree in business to use here in the area where I
live, but instead I work somewhere else with a long, traffic-filled, commute.
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637

Traffic is horrible and some many new home without improvement to the road structures when it
come to the traffic management

638

We are stripping the hillsides and polluting our waterways to build single family homes. If we must
have more houses, made them dense, allow mother in law apartments, mandate green spaces
and conservation, solar energy, green construction.

639

I wouldn’t wish traveling during rush hour through here on my worst enemy

640

Rural roads are terrible. Large trucks on small roads and horrible congestion because of industrial
growth with no infrastructure improvements.

641

Traffic on 35th, BEH, and hwy9 are terrible and are the only main arteries. 180th street is also
getting bad at 35th. It has doubled or tripled since 2014. The county has done an awful job
allowing more new builds and NO traffic relief.

642

Traffic is a mess at rush hour with people trying to avoid 9 and 522. Hard to find places to walk.

643

Food options are extremely limited in this area and is one place I feel would benefit from
development. We could also use school rezoning. We are part of Monroe which makes no
sense.

644

I’m a 25 year Sr HR Consultant/Recruiter. I see Companies “selling” their location’s features &
benefits on a daily basis. I research and present the housing & community F&B of MULTIPLE
locations within 10-20 miles of every company That hires my candidates. It’s a HUGE selling point
of all upper level relocations and out of state or area hires. There is SO MUCH MORE THAT
COULD BE CREATED HERE IN Clearview/Cathcart/Maltby!!! There is already a WONDERFUL base
to build upon!

645

I foresee challenges preserving the open area and wildlife habitat as developers apply pressure
to build in the rural areas in which we live. Traffic will only get worse as a result.

646

They are all important and when you neglect or destroy one, the rest will be affected.

647

Specifically due to traffice flow/patterns being so poor in this area.

648

I live and breath this everyday

649

Too many new housing developments cause increase in traffic and rural open spaces

650

The only effective way to get around is by car and the traffic is getting more congested.

651

Through traffic from surrounding populated areas are clogging the roads. Commercial
encroachment hurting the lifestyle.

652

All of the others are impacted by traffic, but traffic is not necessarily impacted by the others.

653

There are not many home choices with smaller lots, which prices many people out of buying
here. The traffic on highway 9 is bad going one way in the morning and evening. There aren’t
many sidewalks on major roadways.

654

Traffic congestion impedes all of my choices.

655

I am concerned about development of land. Traffic has gotten much worse on 522, 524, and 9
to get in and out of the area.

656

Too many people, not enough roads or schools or affordable housing

657

Traffic is already a problem that will only get worse. Other areas are now overflowing with
vehicles and traveling around here is suffering.
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658

Reduce property taxes

659

access to medical and transportation facilities could improve

660

Overcrowding and horrible planning for housing, schools and conservation

661

Traffic is increasing in the area and it’s difficult because of the smaller streets. The answer is NOT
to add more housing in an area that is not setup to support the additional people. Need to
focus on building up the infrastructure like roads first before we build on the land, if that’s the
direction it goes.

662

other: lack of single family houses.

663

No challenges

664

Amount of people traveling through our area is growing and I would like to see it decrease, not
increase

665

Highway 9 needs improvement

666

Roads are already getting busy. Additional density will not help this. Million dollar homes with little
to no space between them degrade the character of the area.

667

Too much development that ignores the history of the area. Mill Creek in particular was
thoughtfully developed with mature vegitation left in tact. This is not the approach of most
builders at this point. They just rip out and tear up an area putting up cheap trees and plants
next to $500K+ homes. It’s sad.

668

These are immediately important. Everything else is a very short drive.

669

Essential to maintain the natural habitat of wildlife, and not displace them with wall to wall
housing, pavement, parking lots. Environment concerns and keeping the ruaul aspect is number
1

670

There is too much traffic because people from the 180th St SE Bothell and Mill Creek
communities use Route 9 since Route 527 is always backed up. I would also hate to see too
many houses built and ruin the character of the area. We don't have a local park and that
would be nice.

671

We can accomplish growth preserve what drew and continued to draw so many to this area
with coordinated urban planning. It’s clear there is absolutely no coordination. No expectation
of preserving a community feel. Every developer is allowed to do whatever they want on each 5
acre piece they snap up and demolish. It’s so sad. We are missing an opportunity to create
something incredible. Something that will stand the test of time. Why not out more requirements
on the developers? We know the houses will sell. Be strategic. Have a vision.

672

I'd like to see this area kept semi rural versus developed, there has been so much over
developing in the area that we are losing touch to the more natural side. History, etc.

673

Traffic is horrible, 1 house gets torn down and 25 get added with no change to streets

674

need to preserve rural character

675

with more non-stop building elsewhere, the wildlife needs safe places to live; we need to live
with them and protect them if we want to be in this area. Or else one should live elsewhere.

676

Traffic on the major roads is already terrible. it can take 20 minutes to go 3 miles during
commuter hours. We also need to protect the environment, streams, wetlands and forest from
the high density crowding that is occurring all around this area
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677

Every problem facing this area goes back to the traffic situation. Adding more homes or
businesses just increases the problem.

678

Little Bear Creek at bottom of 228th St; Traffic already bad on 228th St; House prices have
already jumped in price

679

There's no bus service along Hwy 9

680

safe walking and biking is what we would most like to see. The Centennial/Sammamish trail
connection would be a great addition to quality of life for us. With traffice as it currently is,
safety is always an issue that compels us to drive to even local businesses that we frequent.

681

Traffic is impacting the quality of life. The quality of life, larger lots, open spaces, affordable
housing attacks people here. But if you can’t get to and from people will look elsewhere. Focus
on 522 to allow people a quick and safe way home and to work. Provide more opportunities to
interact with the community.

682

it seems like these topics are being neglected in favor of building more housing but they are the
best parts of living here.

683

It appears everyone is moving to this area, which impacts housing costs, developments and
traffic. We need to get on front of this. It's a nightmare to drive anywhere in this area.

684

natural space is being lost to development

685

Pass though traffic can choke of local access.

686

Highway 9 and 522 are obvious. The population is changing which affects community history (is
there one?). Density will impact streams.

687

Traffic is a huge problem, this is an expensive area to live in, and nature conservation should
always be a top concern

688

We need to preserve the natural beauty of the area by preserving the streams, trees and
wetlands. It would not be rural if we took that away. Along with this traffic that goes THROUGH
the area needs to be addressed so that locals can move around locally.

689

We've lived here for more than 25 years. Area around us has been destroyed by over building
soulless subdivisions, destroying animal habitat, over burdening roads, schools.

690

The county has allowed so many housing developments to go in around this community without
adequate roads to handle the traffic that the traffic is now flowing through our country roads.

691

The number one issue here is traffic and lack of transit and lack of sidewalks

692

Traffic is getting worse by the day. All of the new industrial/commercial buildings on Broadway
cause increased traffic for this of us who commute to church, doctors, restaurants, outside of this
selected community.

693

We love our 'rural' lifestyle and enjoy an outdoor centered life. Some development is inevitable,
but please preserve our forest, farm and open lands! Traffic along Broadway and hwy 9 is
horrible. The 3 way intersection of Broadway, 524 and Paradise lk rd is very dangerous and
inefficient.

694

Broadway the major road through this area is congested and does not permit any further
growth. Lets get in infrastructure taken care of, roads, mass transit, the access to 522 before you
consider letting any more housing to be built. All the warehouses etc near Flower World are
going to cause gridlock. The intersection of Paradise lake road and 522 has been in process for
over 20 years.
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695

There are no sidewalks or even enough space along our roads to walk or ride a bike. And
highway 9 is a mess during rush hour.

696

its hard to navigate if you don't have a car, but all the cars are clogging up the roads. No
public transit

697

Traffic tends to get funneled through this residential/rural area because the arterials are not
maintained and developments are allowed to be plopped around us without planning for traffic
flow on the appropriate arterials. This is what causes the issue with bicycle travel and threatens
the nature and preservation of the community and its history.

698

As more and more developments go in the traffic is increasing so that traveling by any means
through this area is horribly congested and dangerous!

699

Traffic has become increasingly slow. The infrastructure of major arteries and highways can’t
handle existing usage

700

522 between Maltbe and the Snohomish River bridge sucks! Just add a second lane for those
three miles!

701

Housing needs to be more affordable. Allowing developers to cram in 10 houses on a one acre
lot has destroyed the rural character of the County.

702

Overdevelopment would reduce the green space and give people living in the UGA less
opportunity to enjoy such areas

703

I wan to pick others not listed....without a blank choice, you are driving the outcome of the
survey

704

They are valued

705

Highway 9 drops to 1 lane northbound in clearview. No medical close by. Huge apartment
complex going in near 522.

706

More land is being sold and split up, roads have not been improved for amount of current traffic,
waterways are contaminated from poor run off and no maintenance. Fix your roads before you
decide to built a shit ton of homes.

707

We're losing the rural character of the area and ruining the environment

708

Speeders on 180th st and traffic stops on Hwy 9 at 180th st.

709

Traffic in the mornings and evenings is a mess.

710

too crowded, dense, traffic, none or hardly any natural habitat left

711

Most important challenge is to not be urbanized. This area needs to be left alone. The people
who live here moved here because it is not urbanized. We are close enough to all the other
things on the list without needing to have them three blocks from our homes. Quality of life here
is excellent as is. Urbanization will not improve this area for current residents.

712

The salmon agreement with Native Americans is ridiculous and causes traffic issues

713

I moved here for my family and I love living in the rural area. I just wish there was a sidewalk to
make walking with my young children safer! And 9 is always backed up due to traffic going to
lake Stevens.

714

These aspects are most threatened by real estate development in the area.

715

more businesses coming without infrastructure to support it. I have to cross 522 to paradise Rd to
get to work every morning. it now takes me about 30 minutes just to get from 8th and maltby Rd
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to the intersection at 522. also big truck backing signals in middle of night are in violation of noise
ordinance.

716

TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC!!! Widen the roads before building or doing anything! It’s gotten
terrible in recent years. It’s maddening. The people “in charge” need to wake up and realize we
NEED better/wider roads. You can’t continue cramming in as much housing as possible only to
continue increasing our taxes to pay for zero improvement to our roads...

717

Highway 9 and Broadway are nightmares. The area does not have its own community center,
character.

718

No challenges. Our community is great

719

With all of the current development, the area has become incredibly congested and all the
wildlife are getting displaced. All that seems important to the city is how they can profit. The
roads and park and rides are over capacity and there are no immediate solutions. Instead, new
housing developments continually pop up.

720

Traffic in the area is poor. Continued growth without infrastructure being built up

721

Transportation access to Dart and Northshore Senior Center need to be implemented
immediately, especially, with are already shortage of subsidized housing for Seniors. Also, we
need be mindful and stop clearing land in this area. We have tons of different species that call
this home and need to focus on keeping the streets and streams clean of garbage. If we do
any projects, it should be in a area that's already clear and it should include subsidized housing
for Seniors and transportation for them. If not, we will end up with many more homeless seniors

722

With the increased traffic on highway 9, drivers are taking alternative routes and blocking local
roads ie: Sohomish Ave. When the Dept of Transportation widened highway 9 and made the
turn lanes right turn only off of 188th, the only northbound access is on Snohomosh Ave. At high
peak traffic times Snohomish Ave is backed up from 180th to almost 188th. Local residences are
impacted by rerouted drivers.

723

Broadway can get congested.

724

Traffic congestion has degraded over the past few years. And business traffic and truck traffic
with new commercial buildings going up.

725

The area lacks services and ammenities so residents drive to urban areas. Growth in area has put
too many cars on road making it harder for residents to commute to urban areas for services.

726

Traffic on Highway 9 is already bad and getting worse. This area is becoming overpopulated too
rapidly and it no longer feels rural. We’re surrounded by track homes to the west of us and I fear
the track homes will move to the east of Highway 9, causing more overcrowding and losing the
quiet “country” way of life. Schools are also very overcrowded. Because of the overpopulation,
this area lacks a sense of community. We’re beginning to feel like just another number in the “rat
race” we moved away from 3 years ago (Kirkland and Seattle)

727

I commute to Redmond from Clearview. Traffic on Hwy 9 is terrible. Traffic at the intersection of
Paradise Lake Rd and 522 is also terrible

728

I’m nervous this area is going to be packed in with apartments and open spaces with trees and
character will be ruined.

729

the roads are jammed in the morning (I know changes are being made, and right through our
neighborhood). Houses with land are expensive, there could be more affordable housing built.
This area is the best for access to both Seattle and the Eastside, the challenge is efficiently
keeping it that way as you add the very needed capacity.
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730

I want more open spaces, nature, streams, wildlife, natural beauty, and less traffic congestion.

731

The narrowing of hwy 9 through that area makes an extreme bottleneck for traffic. Maintain as
much vegetation /tree canopy is good for the community health and welbeing

732

Hwy 9 is horrific the county widened the road & stopped in Clearview all the way till the valley.
They had money to build a bike lane on Broadway & landscape it with expensive rocks but fell
short on fixing 9

733

Marijuana & drug use has increased crime in the area.

734

Developers have built jam packed neighborhoods but the roads are very similar to when we
moved in 30 years ago.

735

I love where I have lived for the passed 44 years. I work 2 miles away away at Maltby
Elementary. The traffic is so bad I use Waze to decide how to get to work in the morning.
Broadway has become a speedway!

736

Housing prices continue to rise. Traffic, especially in Maltby UGA is approaching gridlock well
before and after rush hours.

737

overcrowded road system hampers engaging these activities

738

Because we are not a city and people are sparse from their neighbors it is harder to form
community. Traffic has continued to build because of people living up north to afford housing
but then and having to work in Bellevue and Seattle.

739

The traffic flow in Maltby is horrendous, kids are consistently late for school due to unpredictable
traffic. The industrial areas next to residential is not regulated. Noise, smell, vibration, setbacks are
all violated by the industrial businesses but no recourse for the residents even if proper
complaints are filed. There is no representation for our area, from our area that can make any
changes or difference. Our councilman doesnt live here and does not fully understand our
issues. We have no voice.

740

I do not want more house and densification of this area. This is a beautiful area with great land
and beauty and should not be messed up with the horrible cookie cutter homes like everywhere
else

741

These are the things that make this area different from others, hence more desirable. Good
value.

742

I have lived hear for 9 years. In the last 3 their has been an exorbitant amount of development
which has resulted in overcrowded classrooms and major arterials are impossible to get down
during rush hour

743

I want trees and wildlife to remain, I live in the southern part of this area and have noticed the
change in air quality from 5 years ago. More clearcutting will only worsen air quality.

744

Fix Hwy 9 so traffic can pass thru, and leave us alone!

745

these things would vanish if this area is made into an urban growth area. Please do not change
our way of life into an area filled with apartments, gangs, houses right next to each other with no
privacy, noise, stores & parking lots.......leave open space!!!

746

This still out in the country.

747

No sidewalks and terrible traffic/ congestion issues at high travel times

748

This area badly needs to be rezoned. I want to sell years ago but county took away my 2.5 acre
zoning.
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749

traffic is out of control on hwy 9 and on springetti. Also, there's a lack of fitness locations and
professional job opportunities are limited

750

No transportation services provided to get into better jobs.

751

The road improvements are not keeping up with the growth in population

752

All succeeding generations will honor our decision to stem the tide right here and right now of
further urban development.

753

Hwy 9 is super congested during rush hour

754

Because this is not a quiet rural area, but the infrastructure required to make it a good place to
live is not there - yet.

755

No good food choices. Traffic getting worse by the week. Walking along the roads are
downright dangerous.

756

Traffic infrastructure is inadequate for the housing density and as housing is added developer
clearcut destroying the beauty of the area.

757

The rural feel is disappearing rapidly with increased growth of nearby businesses. It’s
disheartening.

758

We need forests and open fields. Wildlife is being squeezed out. Water run off. Tearing down
good homes to put up crap townhouses.

759

Northbound 9 during evening rush is a travesty caused by a bottleneck up above 180th. This is
one of the most frustrating issues in our area.

760

Roads will get worse, houses are already extremely expensive and any changes will negatively
effect the natural beauty, views and scenic feel

761

They are what I care about or live with

762

Traffic around here is horrendous -driving the 6 miles to my mother’s house on occasion will take
45 minutes via Highway 9. I don’t want to see Clearview turned into a giant housing
development, either. I like the trees and country look of this area and want it to stay that way.

763

Traffic seems to be getting worse. The people who love in Clearview do not want any more
development. We want to stay rural. We want the streams in trees to go untouched.

764

I often find myself stuck in traffic jams on Broadway, all the way to 522 into Monroe.

765

Traffic on Hwy 9 is horrible at times. Snohomish Ave has become a baby Hwy 9.

766

I moved to Clearview expressly because the zoning in King and Kittitas County were too
restrictive towards agriculture and livestock. I really hope Clearview is not added to the UGA.

767

These are why we don't need or want anymore growth in this area.

768

Unresticted growth and over development without developing roads to accomodate the influx
of new homes/commuters has led to increased traffic. Increased traffic has led to unsafe road
conditions in rural areas where sidewalks do not exist. Frustration has lead to road rage. Poor
lighting on rural street has lead to unsafe driving conditions.

769

The traffic flow on major roads is horrible. People go to tiny roads to bypass traffic on major
roads. For instance, I see lots of accidents on the corner of 180th and Snohomish Ave. There is
also still a lot of congestion to try to get to Kirkland or Bellevue during the morning commute. It'd
be nice if there were larger business in Clearview area.
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770

we pay a lot of taxes but have to drive on already congested roads to access libraries or
community centers

771

As more people move into the area and surrounding areas, roads are not designed with
congestion considered.

772

I see high-density housing creeping into our community. IT DOESN'T FIT!! We chose to live here
because of the rural nature. Apartment buildings and freeways should NOT be part of this area's
future. Keep it in Bothell.

773

Sidewalks are rare, and pretty much everything is a long distance to walk, however I didn't move
here for the 'walking score'

774

traffic flow to work is getting worse. Affordability for a house has become almost impossible for
the medium class family

775

there are no bike lanes on hwy 9, the new traffic lights on hwy 9 have created traffic nightmares
in the living space in Clearview. not much has been done about history of the area

776

With all the nearby housing developments, housing prices and taxes have risen, and there's
more road congestion and the natural area is being diminished by development

777

county building too much without adding parks and open space by developer and or county
and road improvments

778

Roads cannon handle traffic now

779

I do not want to lose these( the outdoors ) any decrease in lot size will do this. The traffic is the
traffic.

780

I chose to move here 30 years ago for the country lifestyle

781

There is already frequent bicycle use on the roads here with minimal safety. Most roads have no
shoulder make it dangerous for the biker and vehicle. Traffic itself in this area has grown 10-fold
in the last decade or less... it’s completly out of hand during peak hours

782

Too many roads and new houses will take away the diminishing habitat for the wildlife. I am still
able to enjoy deer, owls, coyotes, heron and other animals that will suffer if all the open space
becomes home to too many people or businesses

783

i dont want this area to turn into a mass populated and out of control crime

784

Should be able to skip this q

785

Retail? There’s only a few. Need more.

786

important to me and effect my quality of life

787

Too much loss of pastures, farms, trees and wetland to make way for tract housing

788

It’s far, out of the way, horrible traffic.

789

Traffic impacts continue from adjacent developments. Lack of sidewalks sucks.

790

I think we need to plan for future growth rather than trying to prevent it ineffectively

791

Rural areas don’t have the same business structure as urban areas

792

Other: A Planning debt us always a challenge because Planners plan and thus want to change
things. Please leave it alone.
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793

Need to retain rural character. All will be lost if homes continue to expand into rural area, loss of
wildlife, trees, open spaces.

794

Broadway has become a traffic nightmare. It is a preferred shortcut for heavy trucks (using their
compression brakes despite signs prohibiting it - because it is not enforced at all) and rush hour
traffic. This road cannot take more cars! Visit the 164th/Broadway intersection and witness the
black plumes of diesel smoke from the trucks! It has already become an unhealthy environment,
and more density in the rural area will only exacerbate the situation!

795

I bike to work(kirkland) I have almost died twice now biking south on Hwy 9 into woodinville.
Getting across the 522 exit on highway 9 on bike is super dangerous.

796

These areas have become densely populated but the roads have not kept pace with growth.
Those of us on the edge of the SWGA feel the effects of the growth and suffer the financial cost
of main roads being built where they were once dead ends without the benefit of increased
property value. This is a lose lose for those of us on 43rd Ave SE unless allowed into the UGA.
Thrashers corner roads and business cab hardly accommodate the current population.

797

Travel by foot is almost dangerous right now on the major roads of State Rte 9 and 180th St SE.
Housing quality ranges from shacks to mansions, but with the zoning and land values, much of it
is not affordable to anyone except the wealthier. Traffic is crazy during rush hour due to too
many cars on 9 and narrow 2 lane roads with no shoulders elsewhere.

798

Need to make Clearview a City, with specific community services and better development and
density

799

The traffic is so terrible as the main roads are clogged sending ridiculous amounts of traffic
speeding down smaller and side roads that are ill equipped for it. In years past my trip down
Beoadway at 4 pm might take 7 minutes, and now it takes closer to 25 some days. Plus people
speed down broadway doing 45-50mph in a 35.

800

The traffic on 9 is awful!!!

801

The mass of high density housing built to the east of us kills the culture around us. All so
contractors can maximize their profits by cramming large homes on small plots

802

Terrible traffic on Route 9 dominates everything along its route. Any more people living here
would make it much worse. Please keep our rural charactor intact!

803

Too much growth has already impacted the area and traffic.

804

what I am concerned about

805

because they impact my life most directly

806

522 access at Maltby needs improvement to support higher density

807

Too many semi trucks and the industrialization of the area

808

Everyone moving north and working south causes congestion

809

Traffic is a problem with all the people driving through blocking access. Also crime seems to be
becoming a concern.

810

More density will bring more traffic, crime, less nature

811

The encroaching growth of poorly-planned irresponsible development in surrounding areas is
challenging the remaining natural areas, open space and rural character. Zoning exemptions to
the R-5 limitations has left a patchwork of higher density within the rural areas as well, further
challenging these qualities.
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Q10

Comments: What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the SWUGA
BPS area?

812

Too many people are living in the past. The future is to develop an area where people can
invest in this area.

813

new houses seem to start at over $700,000. all the new houses but no increase in lanes cause
back ups. can take 20+ minutes just to go 2 miles

814

We are over run from the south which is adding to traffic problems and affordable housing

815

Not enough homes available or land to build on

816

Travel by car from 6 to 9 am and from 3 to 6 pm is miserable.

817

Our community is being challenged by politicials and home builders who give them most of their
campaign money. No one I know who lives in this beautiful rural area wants to see the UGA
expanded which will destroy Little Bear Creek and it's tributaries so more postage stamp
unaffordable homes can be built by greedy builders.

818

Community character? What a laugh.I gave up on “planning” when sno co allowed industrial
zoning next door to the iconic 1912 Lee homestead barn. WHAT PLANNING? It’s a joke, Peters
and Keats big trucks in the pasture across from the barn! Makes this survey look hippocrital!

819

Traffic is horrendous but there also aren’t a lot of roads with shoulders, so people must walk on
the road. It takes 10+ minutes to get through the stop sign on broadway.

820

The CRC could easily be turned into Hwy 99 and polluted from a natural and rural perspective if
commercial growth is allowed to invade this area.

821

The area needs to protect its rural character and not just create sprawl.

822

We need the 39th ave connector from se 228 thru to the business park. It should have been
done 20 years ago when it was first proposed

823

Extending the urban growth boundaries is simply unacceptable, and I don't believe the county is
paying any attention to that at all. By all appearances, this whole study is just a dog and pony
show leading up toward giving the developers everything they want, with zero consideration for
anything else.

824

There are actually no affordable housing choices for people in this area. The county rules on
ADU's are arcahic and developes have to build high end product to recover land costs due to
overly restrictive zoning.

825

Living in a "rural area" adjacent to a poorly monitored and regulated urban industrial area is
jarring, to say the least

826

Large homes on acreage, traffic during peak hours is gridlocked, there are numerous critical
areas

827

Snohomish county is allowing overgrowth of the area and ruining any opportunity to create
walking, biking, bus or other transportation due to the lack of overall planning. Housing and
apartment development is being allowed with the appearance of not looking at the overall
impacts to the county and local area. The only safe way to get around is by vehicle. This is
further impacted by the growth being allowed.

828

The population growth around the area has led to pressure upon the nature and character of
the area. Those aspects are under threat by the desires of developers to make more money.

829

over population taking away the natural beauty and open spaces.

830

I selected these due to the fact that they exist and need to be fixed prior to any new
construction or changes to the plan.
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Q10

Comments: What do you believe are the most important challenges facing the SWUGA
BPS area?

831

I don't want to see the character of the community change drastically. It is a rural area and
people who bought property here expect it to stay more or less rural.

832

This is a nice area and was a good location for those who can’t afford places like Kirkland.
However, route 9 is an absolute mess and can’t support more houses. We need public
transportation options, bike lines, sidewalks and more parks.

833

Characteristics of rural area include longer distances to some services and fewer housing
choices. Distances preclude many paved or designated side walks.

834

I live on the edge of the SWUGA and am horrified by the way my neighbors and I have been
treated by the planning division.

Source: BERK, 2019.

Exhibit 6.

Question 11: Please share why you selected these challenges.

Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

1

This area is a nicely liveable rural community and we do not want to lose the natural values of
waterways, creeks, ponds wild life and open scenic drive by more housing developments, more
intersection lights on the highway or heavier traffic than what it currently is. We want to preserve
the ability to have chickens, farm animals and open space.

2

Much of the existing older housing is affordable as there is quite a range of types and prices
change the code to be more accepting of new and innovative building ideas. Allow tiny houses
onto existing UGA or rural properties or anywhere that someone is willing to put them up. Allow
less expensive permitting and less onerous requirements to accommodate that in both rural and
urban properties.

3

We are very happy with things left the way they are now. The 3 assets I checked are the ones
most threatened by any expansion of the SWUGA to Highway 9. The County Council passed
Alternative 2 which requires most growth to be focused into the cities of Everett and Lynnwood.
This area should not even be considered for a UGA expansion because of LBK and associated
wetlands that will be destroyed as well as increased traffic.

4

I believe we can achieve a beautiful area of character with good planning

5

We have a great place to live, more people will destroy that

6

It’s a beautiful rural setting that attracted my family to Maltby. We want to protect it and not
turn it into warehouse land and commercial trucking dominated traffic congestion.

7

It's nice out here. There are still open spaces and they need to be preserved.

8

Tried of not feeling safe where I live.

9

This is why we moved here. We could have purchased a nice home in an urban area, but
having spent most of our life in a city environment, we wanted the enjoyment of having open
space between homes, room to enjoy a larger plot of land, and the quiet and calm that comes
with more rural living.

10

The natural beauty of this area is unmatched. I love coming home to the natural setting of my
neighborhood.

11

See reponse to #11
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

12

I don't support population growth. I like woods, trees, steams and creeks. And the library in Mill
Creek.

13

That is the reason why we moved up here in the first place because of the natural beauty and
wide open spaces and the character of the community people care for each other and we
don’t have to worry about guns up being mugged being robbed at Cetera

14

They are what I try to remember to notice each day whenever I am grumbling about the
problems of the area

15

Those who make the decision to move to a rural area know that it means they don't have the
things urban people desire. The land, natural surroundings and rural settings fill that void very
nicely and is the reason we live here. We can do without the other stuff quite nicely.

16

So, these aren't challenges but strengths to be sustained. If sewer comes out to us. If
developments follow, these are all threatened.

17

Bucolic atmosphere/small community feel.

18

None other fit. We need sewer, infrastructure and incorporation so as to actually have a seat at
the table

19

Because I am aware of them and use them

20

I would like to use public transportation but it does not exist

21

What’s important to me.

22

This area is not suited for high-density. Best for SnoHO county to realize that and focus building
where future rail/bus lines will provide easy access.

23

Traffic is Horrible a few hours each day during rush hour at the 522/Paradise Lake Rd intersection.
It makes it difficult to get anywhere and dangerous. Would like to see more restaurants, but I
can't imagine any of them coming to the area with the smell.

24

lower housing density equates to privacy. And less damage to natural beauty.

25

If planned well, Maltby could become a regional center without destroying the rural quality of
life found close to the eastside and Seattle. If it is allowed to develop without good planning,
oppurtunity for County revenue will be lost, and the residents will vote for new leadership.
Residents have endured decades of mismanagement. It is vital to get input from everyone in
the community. Not just a few vocal minorities.

26

Wetlands (etc.) and open spaces with natural beauty cannot be added on, they need to be
preserved now! Per food, the presence of a PCC market and private gardening has made good
food very accessible there for me.

27

We can get into Woodinville, Bothell or Snohomish within a short drive. We are still close enough
to Seattle for my husband to go into his office when needed. We are 15 minutes from a major
hospital. There is a wide variety of homes out here for all incomes which makes it an interesting
area to live in.

28

I moved here because of the character the rural area between nearby populated areas
provides.

29

Other town or places around this area already lost those opportunities.

30

I like this area the way it is, don't want a lot big business or fast food.

31

Regional need to prioritize salvaging natural resources.
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

32

Due to area being rural, accessibility to road is difficult. Need changes to open the roads so
traffic can flow better

33

Developers taking to much of natural land use

34

We choose to live in this community because of the wildlife, open spaces, farms, gardens and
no tiny subdivisions. I do not want this to change!

35

I chose them , because I think we have several parks or recreational areas close by that you can
play sports, go hiking, biking, or just have a picnic. I always see opportunities to volunteer or
participate in other community functions. I think you can walK mostly anywhere around here if
you choose.

36

These are why people choose rural areas! Much of area is LBC drainage & wetland, which
should be protected. Views of trees better than of housing developments.

37

Self explanatory

38

Please consider the already heavy traffic going through this area and surrounding areas. DON'T
ADD MORE HOUSING UNTIL YOU HAVE FIGURED OUT THE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS!

39

These opportunities are what was original to the character and environment of this community.
Many families are second and third generation around here. So many changes are making this
a different area.

40

The availability of employment opportunities from Big to small companies are great. The diversity
in jobs is really amazing here too.

41

It's lovely here. I don't to see it full of high density housing and electric or billboards of any kind

42

The views are beautiful from Broadway

43

I selected them as assets needing to be preserved

44

25 years ago you changed zoning from 1 acre to 5 acres to protect little bear creek. Now you
seem to want to destroy the ecosystem here. There are plenty of areas to grow the County
outside of the little bear creek drainage.

45

Traffic is bad and property crime is up.

46

It is a naturally beautiful area with parks, hiking, etc.

47

same as the last answer

48

Again, related to quality of life in the area

49

I have to drive outside of my area to shop, get health care, and go out for a healthy meal.

50

People move to the rural area to be closer to the natural beauty of the PNW

51

Highway 9 needs major improvment!

52

These natural elements are HUGE assets and should be carefully considered. There are also
opportunities to expand on walking paths.

53

I think I've already done that. This survey seems repetitive.

54

This is a oasis is a concrete jungle. In the last few years we have see an increase of wildlife who's
habitat has been destroyed outside our postage stamp. No one who lives in the SWUGA wants
the county's interference. We want our lives to continue the way it was before there was
unabashed expansion that has led to horrible traffic with no consideration for infrastructure.
Leave us alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

55

the rural/natural/open space is the beauty of this area. things like the old barns and the maltby
cafe complex retain that sense of community history.

56

Houses are slightly cheaper in the area. Lots of different neighborhoods. Paradise lake park area
is nice. Lots of opportunities to get involved in community through Maltby nextdoor.

57

This area of Snohomish County is conveniently located for travel to Seattle, Bellevue, and
Everett. Up until the last few years, the quality of living here has been excellent. However, the
increased building is destroying the communities character.

58

I want to preserve this area as rural and continue to limit population density.

59

Preserving rural characteristics and associated with natural resources and attributes need to be
preserved and enhanced. Focus growth nearer to currently developed areas.

60

We live in this area because of its rural characteristics and this rural character needs to be
maintained and preserved for future generations, not devoured by unbridled development,
especially when there is inadequate funding for infrastructure.

61

The rural aspects of this region have been well managed, expanded and are well used,
including Maltby Park and nearby Paradise Valley Conservation area, Brightwater and the new
Carousel Ranch

62

I chose these opportunities because of the excellent youth development opportunities and love
of the natural beauty and uniqueness of the area.

63

The area could use a health clinic

64

Part of the reason we moved here was the rural community character. With such increases in
housing density it is detracting from that feel through horrible traffic, dense housing and the
urban requirements that come with such growth. Typically these requirements seem to be
forced upon us, whether we want them or not.

65

The beauty of the area, including wildlife is outstanding, yet within commuting distance to jobs in
Everett, Seattle, Bellevue, Redmond.

66

All of these are important, but the three I picked are very important and are not being achieved
in any way in the current development

67

Beautiful too se the trees and animals

68

want to keep our quality of life

69

open space is important for all us and our children. I moved here from the airport area at
SeaTac for the open space, acreage

70

I enjoy living in a wooded area with wildlife and access to the existing parks that are close by.

71

the house i live in was affordable at the time

72

reason moved here

73

Rural areas should be preserved to provided pristine native habitats as well as open space for
agriculture and recreation

74

Healthier living when population is spread out.

75

There is still a lot of old growth but dwindling fast

76

Increased, traffic is impacting all aspects of living in this area
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

77

Again, going for a walk or bike ride from our home is prohibitive due to fast driving cars and no
shoulders. We are trapped by roads that don't connect and 35mph roads that do. I also worry
about being environmentally kind to our habitat. We only have one planet.

78

The major asset of the SWUGA BPS area is the natural environment, which I understand is a
contradiction to it being an urban growth area. The ability to travel by walking, bicycle, or public
transportation is a complement to the natural environment of the area. I did not select housing
affordability because I assume this would be a green light for apartments which I do not think is
a good fit for the area. See my comment in question 11.

79

They represent the quality of life in the rural area, and therefore are the greatest assets of this
area.

80

They are the basic necessities for quality living in this area.

81

to much traffic roads cant handle all these new people

82

It's why people live here, and once they've been diminished, there's no getting it back.

83

Preservation of the Rural area and keeping the UGA line where it is. Capacity to
acccommodare 2050 growth exists In current urban areas.

84

It's a nice beautiful safe place to live.

85

It’s why I live here.

86

For quality of life.

87

They are the reasons we moved to Maltby

88

Traffic will get worse without major improvements in the 522 corridor

89

Our community is close and beautiful as is.

90

It has been a great place to live, but the encroachment of commercial businesses in the last 10
years or so have completely changed the feel of our rural community, it is close enough to
employment, shopping, dining. I just hope the county protects what little open space we have
left and to make the necessary road improvements to manage the increased traffic flow in our
area.

91

Part of what drew us to live in the area is it’s close proximity to other cities, but that it still feels
rural and has beautiful land: I’d love to see it kept this way to some extent.

92

Bought our house in Maltby because we wanted to be a little farther out and have a quality of
life in a great house with our kids. Rapid growth of industrial noise and trucks traveling on Maltby
has almost ruined this completely

93

keep the tree and streams to reduce the noise

94

if the county can hire code enforcement that will enforce the noise laws, quiet would be a asset
and oppertunity

95

Traffic is extremely congested in morning and evening

96

We are fortunate to live near libraries, YMCA and other opportunities that yes, need to drive to
but are none the less easy to take advantage of.

97

I value open space

98

Nothing fits, when we had storm damage in 2015 county would not be bothered to even visit,
not our problem

99

Don’t want a lot of housing moving in
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

100

same as above answer

101

It should be obvious

102

Community is growing rapidly, but road and services are not keeping pace.

103

There is opportunity to improve these if growth is controlled. Wellington golf course should be a
park .

104

This area has residents and schools with a small town mentality and a loyalty to the beauty and
wildlife that surrounds them. Developers are changing the character of the area and turning it
into just another big city suburb, driving wild life away, destroying nature and natural habitats.

105

Still very green in this area. Still a wildlife presence. Many opportunities for work.

106

They all relate to maintaining a dynamic rural community that cares not only about the human
inhabitants, but the entire rural web of life.

107

None of the other options even came close to being an “asset.” Roads are awful, no safe biking
or walking areas, no sense of community or community “center.”

108

Traffic is an absolute nightmare with folks diverting off 522 and clogging our residential roads.
I’ve seen numerous road rage incidents and it’s unsafe. Would love to see a few healthy grocery
options/ restaurants on both sides of 522 and into echo/ lost lake area

109

The reasons we moved here to get away from urban

110

People live here for decades, it creates a stable community.

111

Same as above

112

Individuals, such as myself moved here so they didn’t have to be crowded with the city life.
There should never be this many homes allowed in such a small area without the proper
infrastructure in place first.

113

The items I chose represent the dominant natural "ingredients" in the designated rural areas, so I
suspect those of us living in the rural areas see these as assets.

114

The park is close. Biking has gotten much better.

115

Biggest areas of opportunity. Uniquenesses.

116

They are important to me.

117

There needs to be protection of the remaining green space and ingress wagers for habitat as
well as protection of waterways and water quality.

118

intersted in preserving the current quality of life in our neighborhood

119

Has been beautiful family friendly area. Deteriorating with increased businesses and traffic in
Maltby.

120

Love country atmosphere.

121

Tons of bike riders use our streets and this needs to be made safer

122

Previously stated in other comments

123

These attributes are what we can build on.

124

keep it rural. keep it free from noise, traffic and heavy machinery.

125

Open space, etc. allows one to renew and recharge for the many challenges ahead.

126

It is a beautiful place to live
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

127

We need to protect this part of the community. Additional development should be monitored
and managed while leaving the current community members with the least amount of
disruption.

128

Same as previous response in question 11

129

no sidewalkson BEHW

130

Peacefulness

131

Enough is enough

132

The area has a lot of unspoiled land that provides goo habitat for the streams and animals in the
area. There is also a very strong community feeling in the area.

133

Most relevant to quality of life

134

Current best traits

135

they are all important to me

136

Love my home here and the neighborhood as well. We moved here for a rural experience and
to have more space

137

The land size

138

Need to plan must better on traffic flow since more people are moving here and little is
beginning done about traffic. Also need to be able to walk on sidewalks.

139

I selected mainly the choices related to environmental features, which still exist in many parts of
this area, and need to be preserved and protected.

140

This area has great natural character that is disappearing fast through overdevelopment, and
will be hard to hang on to.

141

I'm grateful for Lee Forest and the other natural things in our community

142

More and more rural areas are becoming house farms, we need rural areas to be able to see
the beauty in where we live. House farms and apartments are about as ugly as you can get.

143

The beauty and character of this community is extremely important to me.

144

People move here to enjoy the quiet, trees and less traffic.

145

See previous

146

That's the exact reasons we moved here!

147

Raised our family here, excellent place to raise children, schools etc

148

The view of the valley and mountains.

149

I like the idea of community involvement, kind of like an old town feel where there are
community dances and event. Only small towns seem to have these and it’s something that’s
been lost and should be a part of the community. I’m fine with the growth but I think it’s
disgusting to chop land up into postage stamp sized lots and stuff as many homes as possible on
it.

150

Because know one wants to see Clearview ruined by developing to fast

151

It’s pretty

152

Commute is hard

153

for the same reason I don't want growth!
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Q11

Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

154

This was a beautiful area which is why we moved here

155

Same answer as prior questions.

156

Protecting the character and beauty of the rural area is necessary, and challenging. Having a
basic primary healthcare provider in this immediate area would be welcome.

157

the area is still rural.

158

Love living rural

159

It’s beautiful here

160

they are important to the character, uniuqueness and beauty of our area.

161

These choices are what it means to live in rural areas.

162

House prices have increased so fast that they are no longer affordable. There are literally no
sidewalks in the area, creating some hazards while walking.

163

Make ot a nice place to live...if I could just get around better

164

This is a good community

165

I like the current character of the area and do not want to see urban growth affect these
characteristics adversly

166

I believe we have not valued nature enough for the emotional wellbeing of people. Not just
trees along a sidewalk, but the beauty of a wooded area. Seeing open spaces instead of two
story houses five feet from each other.

167

It is nice to be able to see the mountains and not have people living on top of each other.

168

Great place to raise a family

169

Nature!

170

Infrastructure for adequate flow of transportation is lacking and no safe alternate available to
reduce congestion by bike or community transit

171

I like the rural feel and do not want it to change.

172

Rural housing with larger lots, privacy needs to be kept as an option. Not everyone wants a 3000
SFO house on a 5000 SF lot

173

If managed properly this will be a beautiful community

174

Very important fot people here.

175

Serenity of the green space areas.

176

Because the majority listed DO NOT fit the location. They are the opposite of the area.

177

Traffic is the biggest problem here. People who live here don't work here obviously as jobs aren't
here. This needs to be fixed before anything else or we will end up in the same mess the area is
facing which is 30 years behind on infrastructure.

178

Traffic!

179

Nice quiet community with basic services, interrupted 6 years ago by DOT expansion of Hwy 9
with more construction coming

180

Hi

181

Side roads are terrible, allowing builders in will destroy why people chose to live in this rural area.
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Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

182

Good amenities

183

Not sure

184

It’s a beautiful area. Otherwise there’s really not much business already present

185

Dumb question

186

Same reason as above

187

There have been some new additions to shopping and medical.

188

Area is still mainly undeveloped

189

Beautiful area but it is slowly losing its appeal due to the influx of people

190

Want more of a walkable, bikeable, natural community

191

A lot of trees with scenic views. Little Bear creek

192

Don’t want this area to turn into a giant housing development

193

We have so may beautiful trees, wetlands, just a beautiful area. I always say we live on top of
the world (or when it is snowy, Clearview Pass)

194

What exists here environmentally could be its biggest asset. Once developed you will never
replace

195

Beautiful open spaces.

196

these are the positive existing conditions that deserve PROTECTION from the massive
development the seattle area is undergoing. once lost the cannot be restored or recreated.
Avoid the errors of the SF bay area where city touches city Ad nauseam and nature requires a
trip to/over the mountains or another state or country.

197

Save the natural landscape. Please!!

198

cookie cutter developments do not build community. people who live in managed
communities do not participate in the community around them, but stay in their homogeneous,
insular developments.

199

STOP THE OUT OF CONTROL DEVELOPMENT! ROADS CAN NO LONGER ACCOMMODATE WHAT
WE ALREADY HAVE! IN IDEAL WEATHER CONDITIONS, ROADS ARE BEYOND CAPACITY! IF SNOW
OCCURS, JUST ABANDON YOUR CAR AND WALK. I DID THAT MULTIPLE TIMES THIS WINTER.

200

Beautiful area, lots of new houses

201

At least currently, there are a few parks and open spaces. The ability to drive to major
commercial areas in 30 minutes

202

There are lots of beautiful areas

203

I don’t know

204

These are the top assets of the area.

205

see above

206

I would like to see my area cleaned up

207

I love living in a semi-rural area that has parks, wetlands, trees and less traffic (except on Hwy 9).
It’s a beautiful place to live in and enjoy

208

I can easily access thes items
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Comments: Please share why you selected these challenges.

209

Same answer as the previous question. Our assets are the country life-style.

210

Again...the amount of time we spend in traffic affects the quality of our lives.

211

I like the farms & the nature

212

Preserve rural character

213

because traffic still suck here

214

I think these are all great qualities

215

Asset-Jobs because there is a broad range of pay in the jobs of this area. Opportunity- fixing the
highway would improve our environment for those who live here.

216

It is a unique area in its beauty so close to the built up part of Snohomish County. I picked them
as assets for why people like to live here. that is why we chose to live here for the last 30 years.

217

Could be a beautiful area with well maintained homes and neighborhoods. Currently a
hodgepodge of nicer and junky homes .

218

Want to maintain them. Higher density residential density would destroy

219

Improving traffic flow on highway 9 is the number one opportunity.

220

Given the growth in the Northwest and desired poor traffic flow on major roads (i.e. I-5, 405, etc.)
HWY 9 continues to get more and more congested.

221

Quality-of-life

222

Varies

223

Because that's what this area has to offer.

224

The rural side is still green with trees and bushes!

225

same as above

226

Based on the surrounding developments already in place around the Rural study area, this area
can be developed based on lessons learned and provide a better balance of outdoor
recreational space and affordable housing to allow the area to properly infill and align with the
surrounding community with the proper amenities.

227

Beautiful area that is sparsely populated but with a main thoroughfare running through it

228

to be away from cities, congestion, traffic, overcrowding, hours of wasted time to get
somewhere

229

This area has great potential to improve its habtiat and open space assets

230

Same as before.

231

Growth in and around the area

232

this area can be restful and beautiful but remove the trees and it will be sprawl

233

If we are able to get home in a decentnt of time this would allow us to make stops along the
way and support businesses instead of spending all our time commuting. I deliberately don’t
make any stops on my way home from work because I know I have to spend my time sitting in
traffic coming into Maltby (I live probably 2-3 miles from the main Maltby intersection on 522)..m

234

It's open and beautiful within the area and it's important to keep it as such before these assets
are lost.
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235

Its a nice area that is still rural but close enough to everything as long as I avoid rush hour or am
going against the traffic.

236

I don't want to live in a commercial or urban enviorment!

237

I have loved raising my family on 1.25 acres and living in a semi-rural area with the beauty,
privacy, and natural surroundings.

238

These are the reasons people want to get away from urban areas. People don't want to look
out their window into the neighbor's window. People want privacy and nature. Keeping this
more rural allows for a relaxed life style and better sense of community. I know poeple in
metropolitan areas that don't even know their neighbor. What a shame that is.

239

There is so little open land on the Eastside that it’s wonderdul that there still is some here

240

Lifestyle and community character.

241

It has beautiful natural areas.

242

Important to quality of life

243

Trtavel timeto and from work horrible utilizing 522 or 9 going north or south from 524

244

Living here gives us the opportunities to live a healthy life with no pollution

245

With the county's direction, a tight-knit community with jobs and homes could be developed
where people wouldn't have to go elsewhere for shopping and jobs. (look at Bothell's
revitalization)

246

I enjoy the rural setting (e.g., horses, cattle). I purposely bought land/house in area rural, more
laid back, less crowded, on septic, country living feeling - yet close to amenities by short drive.

247

Community involvement is when all voices are heard - not just those in development with dollars
as their main goals, disguised as "helping others".

248

Need to incentivize development in existing cities and near transit

249

Mass housing developments are encroaching needed natural habitats limiting or eliminating the
enjoyment and preservation of nature

250

Put the natural environment first (especially in light of climate change)!!

251

Perceived existing conditions

252

Traffic needs to flow better than it does at rush hour. Often sitting in traffic to get to my
destination when if I were to park my car and walk home I could get there faster.

253

Keeping areas rural are important when many other places are be developed and losing their
history and community character. We need rural areas for our well being.

254

This is a rural area. Green is important, not more housing developments. Keep it that way!

255

I am concerned that several intersections are dangerous.

256

they would support a healthy, less auto dependent environment

257

I love how wooded and all the places to explore that are in this area that I grew up around.

258

Too much urban growth in other areas, need to keep this clear.

259

Love the parks! Volunteering is easy to partake in here.
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260

These are things that are necessary to address the overloaded roads here. Sprawl without
infrastructure is a failure on the part if those who allow it to happen. Growth should happen
where there is already infrastructure to support it, or it should be a prerequisite to a permit.

261

I think it’s pretty obvious why I selected all of them—they are all readily available!!

262

I would like the area to remain predominantly rural until adjacent infrastructure allows for greater
traffic capacity.

263

Don’t want to lose more than what has already been removed.

264

House is in good location

265

Have the county devise a plan to expand all major roads in this area to include sidewalks, lights.
Carve out eminent domain prior to developers purchasing large properties. Make developers
pay for roads.

266

We want to keep Snohomish rural and quaint. We don’t need more strip malls. We need better
law enforcement to make our communities safe

267

I believe when people look for a place to live these are features that are sought after, as a way
to get out of the busy crowded city life.

268

Growth has brought challenges to community character and traffic. More growth will worsen
both.

269

We need our open spaces and clean water in our streams to support our fish runs

270

Highway 9 is horible during commute times.

271

Traffic on 169th and Highway 9 is hideous.

272

this is a rural area and it would nice if it stayed that way With the traffic so bad you need to
make hwy 9 a 4 lane with limited access

273

Natural, undeveloped areas are precious, and should be maintained for future generations

274

see response in 12.

275

I feel these areas should be kept RURAL & protected from high-density development and our
taxes should be kept low because our rural areas have a positive impact on the environment &
mental health.

276

Too many people and vehicles can raise the probability of crime.

277

It is a lovely wooded area close to Mill Creek, Snohomish and Woodinville.

278

I like being on acreage, I strongly believe in keeping our natural resources protected.

279

See previous comments

280

Same as above

281

Because without them we will slowly die.

282

the 2 selected were the only ones that reached out to me. For the most part I love this area as it
is and don't see the need for many of the changes being proposed/captured above.

283

Anti progressive and buke lobby

284

I have seen similar areas before and after

285

Important to me.....

286

Already congested in surrounding areas.
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287

Stop building in unincorporated Bothell!

288

I bought a home here for the natural beauty. it's being undermined by the overdevelopment
with giant cement monstrosities

289

I also appreciate the access to local farms for food. I love the remoteness of this area and the
lack of businesses. I want to live in a very rural, farm-like area. No more businesses! Leave the
land alone! Stop trying to build this area up!

290

I want to be able to have healthier food options but there is only like 4 restaurants that are not
healthy

291

I moved here to enjoy and be closer to nature

292

I feel like the rural area has open space and privacy for neighbors

293

Sense of community and ease of access

294

That is what we have - the rest are either not available or a liability to living in this area.

295

This area has been a strong, low crime, family community

296

The rural environment of this region is the reason we left King county and moved here.

297

Recent decisions have eroded Quality of Life in Maltby. Great opportunity to do better with any
future Management Studies.

298

Rural areas are extremely important to the diversity of our community. We should not force the
entire community to be urban since people are diverse and not all like urban settings.

299

The area is beautiful, its why we chose to live here :)

300

Climate change concerns. Stop cutting down trees, get out of cars and walk or bike for
recreation, or to stave off the obesity/ diabetes/ health concerns of our nation.

301

There's already too much construction!

302

Love the views, the open spaces, the farms yet close to cities.

303

Because most of the other things just don’t exist! We don’t have community centers, the roads
are atrocious for biking or walking, and I’m not concerned about community centers.

304

Why we live here. Otherwise, it's just another tightly packed city. Ugh.

305

This and the surrounding area has a strong community which values its history and the natural
value of the area. Any urban growth will require very careful planning and structured land use
regulations and processes to protect that. If that's ignored and the natural value of the subject
area is compromised or destroyed, there is no way to reverse it. Dense growth is better directed
to areas that have infrastructure already in place. Growth is coming; that is a given.
Comprehensive land use planning can protect valuable areas which provide recreation,
habitat, water quality, and much more.

306

WE NEED TO STOP PROMOTING MORE PEOPLE TO MOVE HERE

307

We love the older trees in our community and the natural beauty around our area.

308

There are not too many areas like this left in the county. Please do not let it get destroyed.

309

We are in danger of losing our natural resources!!

310

Bad traffic hazardous to walkers and bikers

311

Same answer as previous
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312

We wish to retain the natural, rural beauty in the Clearview area.

313

many people love the natural beauty. Housing has been relatively affordable, and natural
wildlife

314

It really is beautiful here

315

Community involvement and environment are important

316

The countryside should be preserved.

317

Clearview is a beautiful area with great community. Love the schools.

318

Still a rural area with natural features, and a small town community feel.

319

There are wonderful parks very close to SWUGA, its a beautiful area with streams and land to
support wildlife

320

Same as previous answer

321

Snohomish has historically been more affordable than its King County neighbor. Neighborhoods
are not cookie cutter in style so there are more choices to choose from.

322

Preserve the family friendliness of the area...restrict business growth.

323

A nice place to live without being jammed full of Appartments

324

There are snipits of nature left in this area which are beautiful. Also there is a lot of history here.

325

We need to keep the area rural without too much growth.

326

they are why i moved here. Nature, beauty but close to stores, health care etc though i do need
a car to access those.

327

There are beautiful neighborhood parks and wonderful new businesses that have opened are
assets. Traffic flows are an opportunity which need to be addressed with the growth in multifamily housing.

328

we have the potential to retain significant ecosystem and socioeconomic diversity in our
community

329

One of the last places where you can have a country feel but still be close to city services and
opportunities

330

see answer in #11 above

331

None of the , new original reasons we came here are left thanks to your deliberate decisions

332

traffic sucks in area needs help

333

I love the natural landscape in Clearview and large lots allow for gardening and horses,
chickens and pigs. Current problems include too much traffic on rural roads like Snohomish Ave.
where traffic backs up when Highway 9 traffic is not flowing. And there are some problems with
abandoned motorhomes being dumped on rural roads.

334

I like the outdoors and the Maltby area has beautiful mountain views, a d Lee forest is close for
exlpring.

335

Natural beauty, habitat and canopy are quickly going away. Must protect.

336

I like the natural beauty of the area.

337

Traffic is a nightmare!
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338

These are some of the things the people of this area value at a higher rate than those in areas
with higher population densities. That is why they chose to live here

339

Having lived in the current rural area for over 30 years; all the prior changes of urban growth
boundry line have not included any plans or thought into how it impacts traffic. Road
development/improvements have not kept up other then Bothell-Everett Highway.

340

Peopel should have choices as to where they live and work. I chose a rural setting with acreage
so that I could have plant trees, watch wildlife pass on my property, have wide open views, and
a peaceful way of life. Hwy 9 needs to move traffic thru the area better so that it doesn't detract
from the rural nature. The congestion is killing us.

341

These are ASSETs, already excellent, not opportunities.

342

I enjoy the beauty of the open spaces.

343

These are the areas that need to be improved for future benefit.

344

The reason we moved here is the opportunity to have privacy and some land, unlike the sprawl
of row houses and high density housing that are prevalent in surrounding communities (e.g.
Bothell)

345

I believe that this area's natural beauty is its biggest asset. People move out here to het away
from the noise and traffic of the city.

346

See above

347

We are already overregulated in the rural zones, billions spent on light rail few will use, and the
small amount required to widen 9 and 522 isn't available. So traffic backs up on smaller roads as
well as people avoid the jams that last half the daylight hours

348

There exists a unique opportunity to salvage and retain what is left of the rural character due to
deteriorating conditions as a consequence of the adverse impacts of the unsavory heavy
industrial activities within the UGA itself.

349

A lot of locally grown food is available in the area from hobby farming. The quality is incredible
compared to when I lived in the city. Maltby Farmers Market and the Farm Market at 21 acres
are both close, local choices too.

350

Despite the heavy traffic, noise and stench it is still a beautiful place to live.

351

5 acre zoning prenvent urban sprawl

352

It’s a beautiful place to live

353

I want people to ha e children and families again, I want people to be encouraged to love thy
neighbor, not be segregated sardines in condos that people only live at for 1-3 years max and
speak different languages which is fine and all but definitely doesn’t build communities because
there isn’t an incentive to try.

354

This is such a beautiful area with mature trees and nature spaces, so calm and relaxing in
addition to clean air

355

Don't ruin a good thing. Keep Clearview Clear of congestion and more crowding

356

I believe that we need to save what is remaining of our natural resources-trees, streams, wetland
habitat, forest habitat

357

Where I live has a beautiful view of the mountains and it’s between woodiville and canyon Park.
There is easy access to HY 522and 405. I have ridden my bicycle tto work many times to
kenmore with no problems. It’s a nice place to raise a family
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358

they are important to me

359

Like I said there is none

360

Refer to the prior personal statement listed above in number 12.

361

We moved here to live in a great country place with access to the Hwy but removed from it

362

There is a severe lack of transportation paths in every ways in this area. Congested dangerous
roads, lack of safe biking and walking paths.

363

Need down zoning. Makes no sense that R-5 is next door to Bothell and King County

364

I chose 3 assets, because I wanted to connect to a rural environment with less pavement and
more open space. What we also found is a community of wonderful, kind people who also
chose the rural life.

365

This is a unique area that is still rural in character yet on a good day still only 35 minutes from
Seattle!

366

I love this area the way it is. Please protect its character

367

Need more housing options!

368

The peaceful rural character must be preserved. Growth at all costs is not worth it. You cannot
get back streams and wetlands and land once covered in buildings and pollute the land so no
farming can ever be done again there.

369

Open space and "country" living is very important to us. The access to streams and the outdoors
is easy. The community character is one of helping g each other and closeness.

370

A healthy ecosystem benefits all of us. We need open spaces to counteract all of the area that
has already been urbanized. We need to maintain communities that are intact— one’s that
people can put down roots into and care about.

371

Lots of rural area so far

372

I love driving through here and seeing open spaces, farms, wildlife etc. it’s why I moved here
and would not want to see it changed. Keep the character of the area - we don’t have to copy
cat the mess made else where

373

Need to improve biking access and safety from motorists. The future is less vehicular traffic and
more non motorized and public transportation. Please stop urban growth right here

374

I love the outdoors

375

Too many people in our rural area

376

Wanted to be out of the city

377

The area already has many of these characteristics. Making it more dense would destroy many
of what makes it a nice place to live. In areas where it is more dense, traffic has gotten very
bad.

378

I prefer to live on a decent amount of property; to garden, have privacy, and less people per sq
mile. I enjoy living in a rural setting close to the city where I work. I like having open space and
forests around my home.

379

Our region is not very culturally diverse but it is economically diverse, which I think is good. Let’s
not turn into Bothell

380

Community knowledge security and trust and natural surroundings
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381

I love the natural beauty of the area.

382

These are unique opportunities in our area not available in more urban settings

383

Because I think the rural atmosphere is very important

384

because that's all it offers.

385

my assumption was that you were asking what was working or could be leveraged in future
plans - these three are them, with caveat that if roads are not addressed economic opportunity
will become difficult

386

We love the area as it currently is and feel that it is perfect as it is.

387

Quality of life. That is why I moved here. If some one wants the other shit it’s alteady in most
places, so leave this area open

388

As stated before -- I sought out the "rural" feel, and don't want that to change.

389

Traffic first, before everything else! Fix it before you add in other services.

390

We moved here for the natural open land and low density housing. There is not enough here
business wise to even begin to substantiate a city life-style enviornment. Further, Snohomish
County is allowed to continue development of housing in the manner they have, it will continue
to tax the roadway system. This disregard for planning roadway systems is what has created the
problems in south Snohomish County. To continue inthe manner in which the county has is
irresponsible.

391

I feel the others don’t meet the standards of this area anymore

392

It was why we purchased our house. We have seen many of theses qualities put aside for
business, housing and economic tax benefits

393

If we build and make these rural areas more populated, all of these things will be impacted
greatly.

394

We are losing all the natural habitat and vegetation that make this area so appealing

395

Again that’s what I care about

396

I selected the same as in challenges because these assets are generally not easily protectable.

397

We need to keep nature, too much developing

398

Because they are soon going to be a thing of the past!!!

399

We have lived in our house with 1 1/2 acres for over 30 years and i would want housing of 10
house to a acre near me.

400

Because it is a beautiful rural area with out of control traffic. Not interested in shrinking roads to
accomodate weekend bikers and the extremely rare commuter bike. We need roads built to
shuttle people efficiently thru this area to home and work.

401

large open spaces

402

These are the rural character assets that the county is allowing mostly out of state developers to
destroy, for profit. These will disappear with increased developement. Look at Bothell in SnoCo, a
disaster.

403

Growth and access to better amenities such as grocery stores and movie theaters are needed

404

I’d like to see the zoning be similar to neighboring communities with opportunity to develop
more housing and small retail commercial
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405

We don't live here to be in a over developed area we enjoy the open space and the nature
around us.

406

This area is located close to many good jobs, and has retained large lot sizes, often with tree
canopy and habitat.

407

I do not want the UGA boundary to expand

408

I feel the area needs a buffer between it and the more developed areas of West County

409

This area has natural beauty that should be preserved

410

There are so few places left where one can live on a large piece of Land.. That makes
Snohomish special and attractive

411

Roads need to be upgraded to handle traffic, People are moving north, we need to think about
the future.

412

Same as above. Open areas, trees, privacy. Not everyone wants the urban life.

413

we still need areas with green space and habitat

414

I love the beauty of the area, in spite of the use of Lee Forest by squatters and criminals. People
here do get involved in community discussions.

415

The area needs to save the forests, open spaces and wildlife areas. It's inevitable that the area
will grow but there needs to be a balance. Also #1 should be an infrastructure in place before
more business and people come to the area. This doesn't seem to happen much in this state &
that's why there is so much delays due to traffic. There is no access to alternative transportation.

416

I believe once we destroy our natural beauty for high density housing it is gone forevertra

417

Growth is encroaching from the west faster than public services, roads and utilities can handle
adequately.

418

moved here because there was more open space/larger lots/living more in nature

419

There is a variety of housing opportunities in this neighborhood. It’s become very dense though.

420

to discourage negative zoning changes

421

it's a beautiful area and its being torn down to build up cookie cutter communities

422

It is one of the reasons we moved to the area. We didn’t move to the area to have more
access to things. We were drawn to the area because it is rural, quiet and we wanted a bigger
piece of property.

423

We need to keep rural spaces in our growing areas. Families move to this area because they
want space to have land and preserve the small farm life that is part of the history of this are.

424

The open spaces, trees etc and the affordable housing in the past is what brought us here.

425

Driving is dangerous & difficult. Washington is known for its natural areas. Fix the road issues &
protect the environment.

426

Clearview / Maltby has always been a beautiful place with nice people.

427

Area is beautiful with rural feel. I like being able to take my kids to the park that's not
overcrowded. People have a real sense of community in Clearview.

428

I love this place for it's nature

429

Trying to build apartment complexes in Maltby UGA is going to wreak havoc on traffic and
community.
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430

I believe that the protecting the rural character of this area should paramount

431

This is rural living, with city access if desired.

432

Would like to keep Clearview a beautiful place to live.

433

Increasing parks or opportunities for the community to get involved in the natural beauty and
history of the area would help build a more connected community

434

We need to keep this area a semi rural environment and not allow too much growth or ruin the
environment.

435

There is a lot of potential to increase commerce and create jobs and economic oppertunieties

436

Housing is nice and spread out. Quiet neighborhoods. Less busy.

437

These are the very things that drew most of us to this area and that we love

438

Hope it changes very little except to improve traffic flow of cars.

439

We want to keep this area wild. No huge developers with a million houses.

440

This area has a wide range of affordable houses though most of it is not brand new - it has
charcter and many nice lots. The character of this area has so much potential to continue as a
rural, historical, community area. Finally, Hwy 9 and 522 make it very accessible to bus routes
and major highways, making jobs farther away very accessible.

441

They are important to my quality of life.

442

community character-many of the communities seem to have a small central area that could
be kept up and cute. natural beauty-there are not houses squished in everywhere-you can still
see many trees, open fields and things like that. housing variety-there are few cookie cutter
houses-that all look the same and are almost on top of each other.

443

a NGPA and it’s fun to see all of the creatures that pass through. We need to protect the habitat
for these animals.

444

As a40+ year resident in this area it has always felt that this rural area did not make sense. Clear
view area in particular has not changed since I was a kid.

445

I believe that it is the unspoiled, low density, natural landscape that has value to people and the
animals and fishes.

446

See previous answers

447

As stated above, I am afraid SWUGA will further destroy my property value and the reason I
moved here.

448

The character of Clearview is economically diverse with community support for these businesses.
Within constraints of time, people are supportive of each other. The beauty of the natural
environment, including its streams and watershed and open areas for rural activities are all
highly desirable.

449

This is a community that has been rural for many years and the people who live here want to
keep it this way. We do not want it to be absorbed into the city and become urban sprawl.
What we have is beautiful and we do not want to lose it.

450

Better house prices

451

It is beautiful out here and we have some nice parks

452

The park and conservation areas are great contributions to the area
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453

The area’s natural beauty and wildlife is still thriving.

454

Love being rural. Growing up in Port Angeles, it reminds me of the Peninsula and is the reason we
have settled in Maltby.

455

Quality of life was great when we moved here. Increasingly less so. More fearful.

456

Living in the country and still being able to commute. Loss of wildlife habitat.

457

It is the open spaces which drew me to the area 20 years ago. Traffic has hotten heavier with
NO improvement of infrastructure to handle the increased flow. Paradise Lake Rd crossing 522 at
rush hour is terrible. That intersection prevents me from traveling through the area anytime near
normal commute hours.

458

It’s a lovely area with a nice variety of homes at various price points with a great park at PVCA

459

The county is allowing these things to be destroyed by over building

460

Improve Hwy 9, 180th, and Maltby Road.

461

STill enough natural character left that it can be celebrated/expanded/etc.

462

The ability to visit parks and take in the natural landscape of the area is a vital aspect of living in
the area for me, especially by foot as an avid runner. This is something that is fairly unique to the
area as opposed to more urbanized cities nearby.

463

We're one of the closest remaining communities with a rural character but access to the large
city.

464

Good mix of new and old construction. Concerned about deforestation with new
developments.

465

These assets are extremely limited in the southwest county region.

466

It’s beautiful and community based

467

Its like being in the country. Want to keep it that way.

468

Widen Hwy 9 again? improve traffic & major roads, keep open spaces

469

I moved here because it was paradise, not because I wanted traffic and town homes.

470

This is why Maltby is great. Open spaces, trees and nature right at our footsteps.

471

It makes sense to develop the southern section of this area to increase quick access to freeways,
businesses and schools without increasing traffic on arterials to the north.

472

Same as earlier comment. This area isn’t a ‘destination’ but a pass through area so I hope we
can improve the flow (cyclists and automobiles) and retain the simplicity of the area

473

Is it not obvious I live here to get away from the loud city life.i like being a to walk down a street
and not see so many cars that it is not safe to walk on the street. Woods I can walk in and not
see anyone in them.

474

Rural living near the city

475

Would love to see this preserved

476

It’s close commute by car to work and other activities. Great opportunities to get involved with
the community church or food bank. Beautiful wooded area with mountain views

477

Do not change the zoning to include more apartments or town-homes. Less pot shops and fix
the roads we already have.
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478

Traffic is even worse in town and taxes and affordability are worse.

479

need to maintain rural space

480

I like open space

481

We need to maintain the natural beauty of our area as we mitigate growth. Many people come
to this area for the natural beauty. I must be maintained.

482

I have selected these because this is what you expect when you choose to live in a rural
area,and I would not want that destroyed

483

We moved into this area because of the natural beauty and the peaceful, quiet community.
We are close to the things we need, but do not live in the loud congested area. As the
boundary has moved, we are right on the edge of thousands of new homes, increased traffic
and more noise. We will definitely move if the development continues.

484

This is presently a vibrant community with a strong social infrastructure.

485

Completing the Eastside rail trail corridor trail would open the area to a great deal of tourism
and improve commuting opportunities with Bothell, Woodinville, Bellevue, Redmond, and Seattle
via the network of bike trails.

486

it is important to keep our farmlands safe from urban sprawl, otherwise how will food be
provided for the masses?

487

Nothing is really that great just had to secret 3 items

488

We moved to the area to enjoy the nature of our surrounding but feel that is being threatened
by unchecked and irresponsible home construction

489

#11, at a time when there's a need to protect our salmon streams & few remaining wildlife
areas/corridores, I'm appalled at this proposal. Do you NOT SEE all the streams running
throughout this map? Were no lessons learned from building over wetlands along 35th S of
128th? Please take into acct the responsibilites you have to the taxpayers & habitat already in
your perview 1st.

490

This is why we moved here just 2 yrs ago - don’t ruin it!!!!

491

Seemed like the best options from the list

492

Please protect the natural environment while managing human growth.

493

We don’t have them

494

Clearview has a lot to offer for families looking for a quiet, scenic area to live.

495

People like myself living in the rural zone do so because of the land, trees, nature that you can’t
find in the overly populated areas surrounding us. I enjoy having space for my kids to play
outside and space for my family to garden and enjoy our land.

496

We need to keep these characteristics in our area

497

Self

498

Housing isn’t really affordable.

499

It’s beautiful out here. Tons of wildlife.

500

The natural beauty of the area and the amount that is undeveloped makes it a good place to
live.

501

Same as previous question.
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502

Because they are

503

Rural undeveloped low density character is the most highly prized attribute of the area, why
people selected to move here and remain for decades, and why it would be grossly unfair to
destroy all that the longest duration and most highly invested citizens prize, for the sake of new
outsiders who have no stake in the area and its history and character.

504

See previous. This area is important as a natural buffer zone from large housing and business
zones

505

Preserve them !

506

Widen Maltby, improve the 9 -> 522 -> 405 flow of traffic to stop morning gridlock, and stop the
uncontrolled sprawl and overdevelopment

507

Hwy 9 traffic. Turning into hw9 is also dangerous

508

We love having a larger lot with room for children and dogs to play.

509

Keep the open spaces.

510

Go to the heart of Maltby & you will see the character of the Maltby Cafe & its immediate
surrounding. There's a lot of natural beauty, open spaces & wildlife. (I've already seen it
decrease & I've only lived here 4.5 yrs.)

511

We moved here to experience the rural area and rural housing, not for these other aspects you
have here.

512

We very much embrace the natural areas, shopping and work nearby. I’m concerned if this
changes we may have to move to find a similar community.

513

Leave it like it is. Protect a beautiful rural area

514

I enjoy the rural aspect and open spaces of our area

515

Because they matter to me.

516

This is a great country area with unique charm and great small elementary schools

517

important to me

518

Traffic is terrible and must be addressed

519

quality homes, good jobs

520

we are blessed with a beautiful land, it is filling up to fast with people and businesses without the
roads to handle them

521

Preserving the integrity of the community

522

We live in an awkward area where we are urban on one side of the street and rural on the
other. Everything to the south and north is urban as well.

523

It's difficult to walk anywhere for my house is there are lack of sidewalks the lack of houses cause
the cost of the houses to increase Streetx need to be widened and access to larger roads

524

I feel there is so many possibilities to improve the community characater thru well thought out
roads and sidewalks to help ease traffic while also improving the health of the community thru
waking and biking options. I also believe in the process of improving traffic, some great public
parks could be built to preserve the nature feel. These parks should be easily accessible by
walking or biking. .
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525

We have all non transient housing from trailer parks up to million dollar houses. People who come
hear be come good neighbors and all work together in daily life. We have every type of
orginazation from 4h and scouts all the way to VFW hall.

526

You kept 43 Ave SE out of the UGA for years. time to step up and make it right,

527

This city is very beautiful with lot of natural resources

528

Lack of choice

529

Character of the community is calm and beautiful

530

Limited community connections due to distance between properties and lack of sidewalks on
busy roads

531

Our area is beautiful. The people are friendly and respectful.

532

The area is full of natural beauty, and is within a 20 minute drive to many conveniences.

533

Same as above. If people can afford housing in the area, they will likely be able to make moves
which help our community. And, if the never-ending traffic issues were resolved, it would create
jobs in the community and invite business to bring their non-service or non-retail jobs here. Where
are the IT jobs? Where are the education jobs? Where are the non-profits and community-based
jobs? And what about sustainable energy jobs? Let’s get those here too!

534

If we preserve them, we have amazing natural resources.

535

Less people would be better

536

Because the rural beauty of the neighborhood is why we moved here

537

LOVE the rural character around our house, seeing working farms, and the natural beauty

538

Our tree cover is nice and maintains a feeling of being out in the rural areas without actually
being far from developed areas like woodinville or bothell

539

We already have a very wide variety of housing available and are growing in that area
everyday. Preserving the “Clear Views” from SO MANY neighborhoods allows the Clearview
area to continue competing with nearby desirable places to live! Clearview was listed at #26 of
the highest median income in the State of Washington. We were listed WAY AHEAD of
Snohomish City. As soon as Hwy 9 becomes a 2lane Highway thru here, the traffic will feel a
relief. The Snohomish River bridge needs to have another bridge built next to the current one.

540

Some of the same items I selected as challenges (to preserve) are assets that make our
community unique.

541

Because people need to belong. You can't just warehouse them and think they'll be okay with
it.

542

Because it is a unique and rare opportunity to have horse property and be able to get into
downtown Seattle in less than 40 min. Truly a unique place to live.

543

what attracted me here years ago

544

The rural character makes the area what it is.

545

Advantages of rural lifestyle

546

Except for the traffic, it's a great place to live and the people living in my neighborhood care
about the community.

547

This is a great location to other towns or cities.
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548

Community input/identity gives personal investment in all that goes on in a close knit community.

549

We have to protect the lands and streams. Healthy eating is also not available from the
perspective of eateries. We need more farmers markets and restaurants.

550

Families

551

I would like to see the plans to address this

552

Access generally could improve

553

Money grubbing leading to hundreds of ugly housing developments and nightmare traffic

554

It’s beautiful and peaceful unlike everywhere else in the main parts of Seattle and the Eastside.
Not a lot of people in this area and allows you to escape and enjoy the natural setting in a
quieter more relaxing way.

555

Lived here 40+ years and still love it

556

Overdeveloped areas lose these qualities. If Clearview looses them too we will leave.

557

Need to maintain open spaces and improve traffic flow

558

Creating and maintaining green spaces in our community helps maintain the character of the
area.

559

These are the major problems in the area

560

Our top 3 concerns to maintain the beauty, rural environment, and not disturb habitat and
wildlife

561

I want to keep the community as is, but add better roads and more bike routes. I don't want
apartments or other large developments. I want the elementary school to stay where it is on the
same amount of land.

562

See above

563

These things are important in a community

564

There is no going back once the rules are changed

565

If one wants access to many more facilities, then one needs to live closer to a town. Being in a
rural area is a gift these days. I feel very fortunate.

566

There is a wide variety of housing choices already in the area, and nature is important to protect

567

This is a beautiful area and I would like it to be more accessible, but I can't imagine anything will
work util traffic can move.

568

better roads, more business opportunity, more homes, better pricing

569

Great protected areas

570

the traffic has become unreasonable during rush hours making if difficult to even leave the area
at certain times of day. Secondly, there are NO safe walking or biking corridors at present.

571

Pretty clear.

572

I think these are the good things about living here in addition to the others I specified in the
previous question. None seem to be priorities for the decision makers.

573

these are the attributes that preserve native biological diversity

574

Live out here for the natural beauty.
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575

The area has special appeal to a limited population who wish to maintain open space. High
speed internet would appeal to a population would could afford to maintain the rural qualities.

576

Snohomish has a very good sense of community, and there are lots of dining and business
choices in clearview for how small it is

577

I can walk my dogs through the neighborhood and enjoy the trees, wetlands and natural
beauty that the area provides

578

See answer to #11.

579

Most of the community lives here because if the rural nature of this community. These are
people who want to raise their families with space, trees, wildlife, etc. We are at risk of losing all
of this because the county doesn't value it. And once it's gone, you can't get it back.

580

It’s best assets are the natural beauty

581

These assets make living in the area a peaceful, spiritual, beautiful location to live and thrive.

582

quality of life

583

It’s already a great place to live, but being able to get around better and have our roads
cleaned up a bit would be nice. Plus a few more spots for recreation would really take the
quality of life up. Can we please have the intersection of highway 9 and Maltby road have
building options for food and a NICE strip mall? Not a decrepit one. Looks terrible!

584

Living among the farms and fresh food choices is amazing! The family produce stands are one
of the best things about living here

585

We have great beauty here and have worked hard to preserve it and protect the environment
here. It is why most of us live here.

586

This is why I live here. If I wanted to be able to walk to restaurants and watch my neighbors
watch tv from my back yard I would move into a development or neighborhood. I want to live
in a rural area and I want it to stay that way.

587

The rapid growth all around with King county forging north and now Snohomish County forging
south, creates an opportunity. The BPS area can create an identity as the regions premier rural
acreage. Creating immense opportunities for increased housing prices drawing anyone who
wants acre+ lots. Buy time to build amazing infrastructure to benefit unique businesses that call
the rural area home

588

That’s why we live in the country- to get away from people and the problems within the city

589

It is important to allow some “elbow room”. when issuing bail uilding permits. Everyone agrees
that years ago Mill Creek was developed with some common sense. The big trees were not
bulldozed. It is a beautiful place to live. This no longer happens. why?

590

Living in the UGA allows access to jobs but also recreational opportunities found in the rural
areas

591

Again, valued attributes

592

I like the character of local neighborhoods, I like the open spaces, and I like how some are more
upscale than others.

593

Love our veiws, waterways, hiking. Dont take away

594

Same as the above

595

many eating choices
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596

We are almost the last place still naturally beautiful and that must be retained

597

The beauty here is unmatched and would be severely limited by further growth! Please don’t
develope here more! We have access to everything we need already, and bringing in more
homes will just make the traffic crisis we have every afternoon worse!

598

These are the best aspects of the area and the most threatened by development.

599

traffic is a mess. 30+ min to go less than 1 mile is unacceptable.

600

Keeping open space and not cramming in hundreds of new houses and apartments.
Apartments are the worst! Traffic nightmare and crime.

601

The area is beautiful. The UW Forestry Preserve is a gem.

602

We all have acces to the city of Snohomish, Mill Creek and Woodinvile

603

All the gorgeous land are becoming condos.

604

Maintains the environment in our area will also help protect the drinking water and eliminate
further pollutants

605

I love where I live, innanrural setting with natural beauty all around.

606

The area is beautiful with open properties not crammed with housing.

607

Same

608

This is a beautiful area to live. We are surrounded by natural beauty here, so it feels somewhat
“removed” from the neighboring metro areas; yet we are still close enough to commute to the
surrounding metro areas.

609

It is currently a great place to live. WITHOUT high density housing.

610

I don’t want the area to turn into a construction zone and be ruined.

611

As stated previously in "challenges" to maintain access, build affordable housing and keep the
great location aspect of this area is the opportunity

612

We moved here for the beauty of the place. Hearing frogs crock in spring my boys playing in the
woods growing up. Riding our horses off our property. What more could a parent ask for. Safe.

613

Rural living is being destroyed

614

Our area is unique in its quiet, spacious, rural character.

615

I love being able to enjoy my property. Raise chickens and other farm animals. My children and
grandchildren can play outside cit hours and not in the street or a park. My extended family can
come for holidays and love being outdoors. My garden

616

what does it matter , you won,t listen anyway

617

The character of so much individual living spaces and a country feel is what drew us to live here.

618

Housing availability and close proximity to work is the only reason to live here.

619

Because this area is the best place to live

620

These are things that entice people to participate in this area.

621

Because with all of the development these are what have been impacted the most

622

our way of life

623

This is still out in the country.....
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624

I listed opportunities. We don't many assets.. no bus, no libraries, no parks, no sideways,
dangerous traffic levels.

625

Love the ability to own acreage.

626

We need to keep what we have and only add to this more natural areas that future generations
can access.

627

Because it is a business area.

628

These are features that make this a great area. They go and this may as well be a strip mall

629

We live here for the rural feel.

630

Use to be a neighbourhood where we all knew each other.

631

These items are impprtyto me. While already present in Clearview they could definitely be
accentuated

632

That's what I live with

633

The nature here is beautiful.

634

The best part of Clearview is the rural beauty. The streams, trees and wildlife are what makes our
community so special. We don't have cookie cutter houses. We have horse barns, coyotes, frogs
and deer. We are a secret garden.

635

We love the fact that Clearview is a lot of open space, it is rural and people tend to live closer to
the earth.

636

I love being able to take backroads and see the hills full of trees, farms of crops and cattle, and
see the otherwise unobtainable view that you only find in the rurals of snohomish.

637

It would be nice to have more parks and open spaces.

638

Clearview is one of the few areas that is amiable to farming, affordable, and acceptably close
to quality jobs.

639

These are the reasons we don't want any more growth in the area. You keep asking the same
questions over and over.

640

The rural tone of this community is strong. Diversity in a community should not focus solely on
packing the area with housing. It should instead combine areas of open space, access to
parks, community organizations. Basically our oppourtunities should focus on bringing the
community together.

641

If you could improve traffic flow prior to bringing in more growth, everyone would be happier.
The largest complaint I hear is that they overbuild and don't plan for the extra traffic. I left Lake
Stevens because they overbuilt and I got tired of all the traffic/commute. If we could bring more
business to Clearview/Maltby, then people could work close to their home.

642

we need to have the infastructure done sewers roads bus service and housing options simplify
permit process

643

I moved here for a reason! Less house...less people...less city!

644

I moved here to get away from the people, and the traffic. Please don't screw it up.

645

Snohomish still has a rural atmosphere, hopefully not to be taken over by high density housing.
Don't want to be Seattle.

646

I think the reasons why are evident. I like to walk and enjoy nature and I like preserving nature.
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647

The natural beauty and clean air makes this a safe, healthy place to live, raise children, and
grow food

648

Clearview community association

649

the current lot size and zoning allow this to be the place I love

650

I like country living

651

As described above....traffic is terrible and getting worse every day

652

Same as above. Beautiful open lands and fields are home to many native lives

653

dont destroy this area to greedy builders and developers. Protect this valuable rural area.

654

Should be able to skip this q

655

Nothing but residential areas there. I never travel there even though I love 5 minutes away

656

important to me and my quality of life

657

This area is experiencing too much growth

658

There’s nothing in those rural areas. I live near there and never go to the area.

659

Unspoiled by major development

660

Should be obvious. If it isn't you probably don't live here.

661

Rural areas most valuable assets is its rural character

662

Because these are the reasons why people moved and live here!

663

I like to feel isolated I want some space for myself.

664

The character of Clearview is economically diverse with community support for these businesses.
Within constraints of time, people are supportive of each other. The beauty of the natural
environment, including its streams and watershed and open areas for rural activities are all
highly desirable.

665

Clearview is VERY well located, beautiful area and very close to major thoroughfares

666

Because they are what drew us to this area back when we purchased our home.

667

PLEASE lets keep this area green!!!!! leave the trees and plants be!!! No more development. The
character of Clearview is the history of the farmlands - lets please not turn into the development
right next door...

668

We moved here for the rural atmosphere. In the space of our land a contractor would build 12
homes. We have bobcats, deer, bear, raccoons and squirrel that will have nowhere to go in an
overdeveloped housing development.

669

Rural charactor is so rare. We must preserve that for residents and the environment

670

The rural feel of this area is what makes this area unique and special.

671

what i fell is important for this area

672

because they are important for healthy living and affect me

673

I like the feel of my neighborhood and great neighbors

674

I don't want to live in a city or subdivision. That's why I live out here. Please leave it that way.

675

I imagine density taking down trees and bringing traffic
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676

The important values for why I chose to live here can still be protected from the constant
encroachment of irresponsible development. It's not too late to save some of what's left.

677

5 acre minimums force people to drive through our area creating huge traffic jams

678

lots of land,trees, etc

679

The only thing we can offer is affordable housing, the density house (to basically add to current
tax base) will destroy this area

680

More availability keep prices lower

681

Aside for traffic and time for sheriff to arrive, it is a great place to live

682

These are the assets that are being threatened by expansion of the SWUGA, Clearview
Commercial expansion or modification and Maltby UGA buildout or expansion.

683

Obvious reasons

684

I love the country feel of the area and beauty of the land. More development would ruin what
this area is all about.

685

The UGA should remain rural and not turned into over developed commercial Everett. Let the
UGA keep its rural character.

686

Need to ensure access to transportation first.

687

It is insane to have 39th ave se dead at a TEE at se228th.

688

Same as above.

689

I have lived in the area for 20years watching county zoning produce mono-culture housing
developments where people seldom leave their homes. There is no sense of community in the
Canyon Park/Clearview area and your survey reflects a naivite and consultant input that seems
to be largley a waste of time and money.

690

There is no overall vision for this urban growth area as far as residential living is concerned.

691

I like walking at Brightwater and eating at the Maltby Cafe

692

A healthy environment can't be created by allowing all of the growth that has and continues to
be approved. You can't have community when there is too much traffic causing air pollution.
No one can walk or bike safely so there is no health and fitness. The county needs to look at the
bigger picture of what is occurring in this area and all of the development that is being allowed.
The problems have been created by a lack of caring and just looking at how much tax revenue
is being created. The area this once was is long gone, there is no more character. It's all just
traffic and angry people.

693

There is still a chance to protect these aspects of the area from development by keeping strong
zoning boundaries in place.

694

the last little corner that is far enough out of the city by still 5 min from a grocery store. spacial
and natural

695

A fifteen minute can take over an hour during rush hour. Promises made during the early 21st
century have not been met; thus poor travel conditions.

696

This is a unique area! These assets are worth protecting. If you want easy access to a library or a
hospital, don't choose to live in a rural area.

697

The best things this area has to offer is the natural beauty and gorgeous tree canopy. Taking
that away would leave nothing as there is no actual central downtown.
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698

Rural areas provide ways to actively participate in the community and to be a part of the rural
history and character of the area. It is not a suburban development.

699

I know there'e a huge demand to live in this area and not enough developable land in the
desired areas

Source: BERK, 2019.

Exhibit 7.

Question 12: What do you believe are the most important assets or opportunities in
the SWUGA BPS area?

Q 12

Comments: What do you believe are the most important assets or opportunities in the SWUGA
BPS area?

1

This area is a nicely liveable rural community and we do not want to lose the natural values of
waterways, creeks, ponds wild life and open scenic drive by more housing developments, more
intersection lights on the highway or heavier traffic than what it currently is. We want to preserve
the ability to have chickens, farm animals and open space.

2

Much of the existing older housing is affordable as there is quite a range of types and prices
change the code to be more accepting of new and innovative building ideas. Allow tiny houses
onto existing UGA or rural properties or anywhere that someone is willing to put them up. Allow
less expensive permitting and less onerous requirements to accommodate that in both rural and
urban properties.

3

We are very happy with things left the way they are now. The 3 assets I checked are the ones
most threatened by any expansion of the SWUGA to Highway 9. The County Council passed
Alternative 2 which requires most growth to be focused into the cities of Everett and Lynnwood.
This area should not even be considered for a UGA expansion because of LBK and associated
wetlands that will be destroyed as well as increased traffic.

4

I believe we can achieve a beautiful area of character with good planning

5

We have a great place to live, more people will destroy that

6

It’s a beautiful rural setting that attracted my family to Maltby. We want to protect it and not
turn it into warehouse land and commercial trucking dominated traffic congestion.

7

It's nice out here. There are still open spaces and they need to be preserved.

8

Tried of not feeling safe where I live.

9

This is why we moved here. We could have purchased a nice home in an urban area, but
having spent most of our life in a city environment, we wanted the enjoyment of having open
space between homes, room to enjoy a larger plot of land, and the quiet and calm that comes
with more rural living.

10

The natural beauty of this area is unmatched. I love coming home to the natural setting of my
neighborhood.

11

See reponse to #11

12

I don't support population growth. I like woods, trees, steams and creeks. And the library in Mill
Creek.
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13

That is the reason why we moved up here in the first place because of the natural beauty and
wide open spaces and the character of the community people care for each other and we
don’t have to worry about guns up being mugged being robbed at Cetera

14

They are what I try to remember to notice each day whenever I am grumbling about the
problems of the area

15

Those who make the decision to move to a rural area know that it means they don't have the
things urban people desire. The land, natural surroundings and rural settings fill that void very
nicely and is the reason we live here. We can do without the other stuff quite nicely.

16

So, these aren't challenges but strengths to be sustained. If sewer comes out to us. If
developments follow, these are all threatened.

17

Bucolic atmosphere/small community feel.

18

None other fit. We need sewer, infrastructure and incorporation so as to actually have a seat at
the table

19

Because I am aware of them and use them

20

I would like to use public transportation but it does not exist

21

What’s important to me.

22

This area is not suited for high-density. Best for SnoHO county to realize that and focus building
where future rail/bus lines will provide easy access.

23

Traffic is Horrible a few hours each day during rush hour at the 522/Paradise Lake Rd intersection.
It makes it difficult to get anywhere and dangerous. Would like to see more restaurants, but I
can't imagine any of them coming to the area with the smell.

24

lower housing density equates to privacy. And less damage to natural beauty.

25

If planned well, Maltby could become a regional center without destroying the rural quality of
life found close to the eastside and Seattle. If it is allowed to develop without good planning,
oppurtunity for County revenue will be lost, and the residents will vote for new leadership.
Residents have endured decades of mismanagement. It is vital to get input from everyone in
the community. Not just a few vocal minorities.

26

Wetlands (etc.) and open spaces with natural beauty cannot be added on, they need to be
preserved now! Per food, the presence of a PCC market and private gardening has made good
food very accessible there for me.

27

We can get into Woodinville, Bothell or Snohomish within a short drive. We are still close enough
to Seattle for my husband to go into his office when needed. We are 15 minutes from a major
hospital. There is a wide variety of homes out here for all incomes which makes it an interesting
area to live in.

28

I moved here because of the character the rural area between nearby populated areas
provides.

29

Other town or places around this area already lost those opportunities.

30

I like this area the way it is, don't want a lot big business or fast food.

31

Regional need to prioritize salvaging natural resources.

32

Due to area being rural, accessibility to road is difficult. Need changes to open the roads so
traffic can flow better
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33

Developers taking to much of natural land use

34

We choose to live in this community because of the wildlife, open spaces, farms, gardens and
no tiny subdivisions. I do not want this to change!

35

I chose them , because I think we have several parks or recreational areas close by that you can
play sports, go hiking, biking, or just have a picnic. I always see opportunities to volunteer or
participate in other community functions. I think you can walK mostly anywhere around here if
you choose.

36

These are why people choose rural areas! Much of area is LBC drainage & wetland, which
should be protected. Views of trees better than of housing developments.

37

Self explanatory

38

Please consider the already heavy traffic going through this area and surrounding areas. DON'T
ADD MORE HOUSING UNTIL YOU HAVE FIGURED OUT THE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS!

39

These opportunities are what was original to the character and environment of this community.
Many families are second and third generation around here. So many changes are making this
a different area.

40

The availability of employment opportunities from Big to small companies are great. The diversity
in jobs is really amazing here too.

41

It's lovely here. I don't to see it full of high density housing and electric or billboards of any kind

42

The views are beautiful from Broadway

43

I selected them as assets needing to be preserved

44

25 years ago you changed zoning from 1 acre to 5 acres to protect little bear creek. Now you
seem to want to destroy the ecosystem here. There are plenty of areas to grow the County
outside of the little bear creek drainage.

45

Traffic is bad and property crime is up.

46

It is a naturally beautiful area with parks, hiking, etc.

47

same as the last answer

48

Again, related to quality of life in the area

49

I have to drive outside of my area to shop, get health care, and go out for a healthy meal.

50

People move to the rural area to be closer to the natural beauty of the PNW

51

Highway 9 needs major improvment!

52

These natural elements are HUGE assets and should be carefully considered. There are also
opportunities to expand on walking paths.

53

I think I've already done that. This survey seems repetitive.

54

This is a oasis is a concrete jungle. In the last few years we have see an increase of wildlife who's
habitat has been destroyed outside our postage stamp. No one who lives in the SWUGA wants
the county's interference. We want our lives to continue the way it was before there was
unabashed expansion that has led to horrible traffic with no consideration for infrastructure.
Leave us alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

55

the rural/natural/open space is the beauty of this area. things like the old barns and the maltby
cafe complex retain that sense of community history.
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56

Houses are slightly cheaper in the area. Lots of different neighborhoods. Paradise lake park area
is nice. Lots of opportunities to get involved in community through Maltby nextdoor.

57

This area of Snohomish County is conveniently located for travel to Seattle, Bellevue, and
Everett. Up until the last few years, the quality of living here has been excellent. However, the
increased building is destroying the communities character.

58

I want to preserve this area as rural and continue to limit population density.

59

Preserving rural characteristics and associated with natural resources and attributes need to be
preserved and enhanced. Focus growth nearer to currently developed areas.

60

We live in this area because of its rural characteristics and this rural character needs to be
maintained and preserved for future generations, not devoured by unbridled development,
especially when there is inadequate funding for infrastructure.

61

The rural aspects of this region have been well managed, expanded and are well used,
including Maltby Park and nearby Paradise Valley Conservation area, Brightwater and the new
Carousel Ranch

62

I chose these opportunities because of the excellent youth development opportunities and love
of the natural beauty and uniqueness of the area.

63

The area could use a health clinic

64

Part of the reason we moved here was the rural community character. With such increases in
housing density it is detracting from that feel through horrible traffic, dense housing and the
urban requirements that come with such growth. Typically these requirements seem to be
forced upon us, whether we want them or not.

65

The beauty of the area, including wildlife is outstanding, yet within commuting distance to jobs in
Everett, Seattle, Bellevue, Redmond.

66

All of these are important, but the three I picked are very important and are not being achieved
in any way in the current development

67

Beautiful too se the trees and animals

68

want to keep our quality of life

69

open space is important for all us and our children. I moved here from the airport area at
SeaTac for the open space, acreage

70

I enjoy living in a wooded area with wildlife and access to the existing parks that are close by.

71

the house i live in was affordable at the time

72

reason moved here

73

Rural areas should be preserved to provided pristine native habitats as well as open space for
agriculture and recreation

74

Healthier living when population is spread out.

75

There is still a lot of old growth but dwindling fast

76

Increased, traffic is impacting all aspects of living in this area

77

Again, going for a walk or bike ride from our home is prohibitive due to fast driving cars and no
shoulders. We are trapped by roads that don't connect and 35mph roads that do. I also worry
about being environmentally kind to our habitat. We only have one planet.
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78

The major asset of the SWUGA BPS area is the natural environment, which I understand is a
contradiction to it being an urban growth area. The ability to travel by walking, bicycle, or public
transportation is a complement to the natural environment of the area. I did not select housing
affordability because I assume this would be a green light for apartments which I do not think is
a good fit for the area. See my comment in question 11.

79

They represent the quality of life in the rural area, and therefore are the greatest assets of this
area.

80

They are the basic necessities for quality living in this area.

81

to much traffic roads cant handle all these new people

82

It's why people live here, and once they've been diminished, there's no getting it back.

83

Preservation of the Rural area and keeping the UGA line where it is. Capacity to
acccommodare 2050 growth exists In current urban areas.

84

It's a nice beautiful safe place to live.

85

It’s why I live here.

86

For quality of life.

87

They are the reasons we moved to Maltby

88

Traffic will get worse without major improvements in the 522 corridor

89

Our community is close and beautiful as is.

90

It has been a great place to live, but the encroachment of commercial businesses in the last 10
years or so have completely changed the feel of our rural community, it is close enough to
employment, shopping, dining. I just hope the county protects what little open space we have
left and to make the necessary road improvements to manage the increased traffic flow in our
area.

91

Part of what drew us to live in the area is it’s close proximity to other cities, but that it still feels
rural and has beautiful land: I’d love to see it kept this way to some extent.

92

Bought our house in Maltby because we wanted to be a little farther out and have a quality of
life in a great house with our kids. Rapid growth of industrial noise and trucks traveling on Maltby
has almost ruined this completely

93

keep the tree and streams to reduce the noise

94

if the county can hire code enforcement that will enforce the noise laws, quiet would be a asset
and oppertunity

95

Traffic is extremely congested in morning and evening

96

We are fortunate to live near libraries, YMCA and other opportunities that yes, need to drive to
but are none the less easy to take advantage of.

97

I value open space

98

Nothing fits, when we had storm damage in 2015 county would not be bothered to even visit,
not our problem

99

Don’t want a lot of housing moving in

100

same as above answer
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101

It should be obvious

102

Community is growing rapidly, but road and services are not keeping pace.

103

There is opportunity to improve these if growth is controlled. Wellington golf course should be a
park .

104

This area has residents and schools with a small town mentality and a loyalty to the beauty and
wildlife that surrounds them. Developers are changing the character of the area and turning it
into just another big city suburb, driving wild life away, destroying nature and natural habitats.

105

Still very green in this area. Still a wildlife presence. Many opportunities for work.

106

They all relate to maintaining a dynamic rural community that cares not only about the human
inhabitants, but the entire rural web of life.

107

None of the other options even came close to being an “asset.” Roads are awful, no safe biking
or walking areas, no sense of community or community “center.”

108

Traffic is an absolute nightmare with folks diverting off 522 and clogging our residential roads.
I’ve seen numerous road rage incidents and it’s unsafe. Would love to see a few healthy grocery
options/ restaurants on both sides of 522 and into echo/ lost lake area

109

The reasons we moved here to get away from urban

110

People live here for decades, it creates a stable community.

111

Same as above

112

Individuals, such as myself moved here so they didn’t have to be crowded with the city life.
There should never be this many homes allowed in such a small area without the proper
infrastructure in place first.

113

The items I chose represent the dominant natural "ingredients" in the designated rural areas, so I
suspect those of us living in the rural areas see these as assets.

114

The park is close. Biking has gotten much better.

115

Biggest areas of opportunity. Uniquenesses.

116

They are important to me.

117

There needs to be protection of the remaining green space and ingress wagers for habitat as
well as protection of waterways and water quality.

118

intersted in preserving the current quality of life in our neighborhood

119

Has been beautiful family friendly area. Deteriorating with increased businesses and traffic in
Maltby.

120

Love country atmosphere.

121

Tons of bike riders use our streets and this needs to be made safer

122

Previously stated in other comments

123

These attributes are what we can build on.

124

keep it rural. keep it free from noise, traffic and heavy machinery.

125

Open space, etc. allows one to renew and recharge for the many challenges ahead.

126

It is a beautiful place to live
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127

We need to protect this part of the community. Additional development should be monitored
and managed while leaving the current community members with the least amount of
disruption.

128

Same as previous response in question 11

129

no sidewalkson BEHW

130

Peacefulness

131

Enough is enough

132

The area has a lot of unspoiled land that provides goo habitat for the streams and animals in the
area. There is also a very strong community feeling in the area.

133

Most relevant to quality of life

134

Current best traits

135

they are all important to me

136

Love my home here and the neighborhood as well. We moved here for a rural experience and
to have more space

137

The land size

138

Need to plan must better on traffic flow since more people are moving here and little is
beginning done about traffic. Also need to be able to walk on sidewalks.

139

I selected mainly the choices related to environmental features, which still exist in many parts of
this area, and need to be preserved and protected.

140

This area has great natural character that is disappearing fast through overdevelopment, and
will be hard to hang on to.

141

I'm grateful for Lee Forest and the other natural things in our community

142

More and more rural areas are becoming house farms, we need rural areas to be able to see
the beauty in where we live. House farms and apartments are about as ugly as you can get.

143

The beauty and character of this community is extremely important to me.

144

People move here to enjoy the quiet, trees and less traffic.

145

See previous

146

That's the exact reasons we moved here!

147

Raised our family here, excellent place to raise children, schools etc

148

The view of the valley and mountains.

149

I like the idea of community involvement, kind of like an old town feel where there are
community dances and event. Only small towns seem to have these and it’s something that’s
been lost and should be a part of the community. I’m fine with the growth but I think it’s
disgusting to chop land up into postage stamp sized lots and stuff as many homes as possible on
it.

150

Because know one wants to see Clearview ruined by developing to fast

151

It’s pretty

152

Commute is hard
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153

for the same reason I don't want growth!

154

This was a beautiful area which is why we moved here

155

Same answer as prior questions.

156

Protecting the character and beauty of the rural area is necessary, and challenging. Having a
basic primary healthcare provider in this immediate area would be welcome.

157

the area is still rural.

158

Love living rural

159

It’s beautiful here

160

they are important to the character, uniuqueness and beauty of our area.

161

These choices are what it means to live in rural areas.

162

House prices have increased so fast that they are no longer affordable. There are literally no
sidewalks in the area, creating some hazards while walking.

163

Make ot a nice place to live...if I could just get around better

164

This is a good community

165

I like the current character of the area and do not want to see urban growth affect these
characteristics adversly

166

I believe we have not valued nature enough for the emotional wellbeing of people. Not just
trees along a sidewalk, but the beauty of a wooded area. Seeing open spaces instead of two
story houses five feet from each other.

167

It is nice to be able to see the mountains and not have people living on top of each other.

168

Great place to raise a family

169

Nature!

170

Infrastructure for adequate flow of transportation is lacking and no safe alternate available to
reduce congestion by bike or community transit

171

I like the rural feel and do not want it to change.

172

Rural housing with larger lots, privacy needs to be kept as an option. Not everyone wants a 3000
SFO house on a 5000 SF lot

173

If managed properly this will be a beautiful community

174

Very important fot people here.

175

Serenity of the green space areas.

176

Because the majority listed DO NOT fit the location. They are the opposite of the area.

177

Traffic is the biggest problem here. People who live here don't work here obviously as jobs aren't
here. This needs to be fixed before anything else or we will end up in the same mess the area is
facing which is 30 years behind on infrastructure.

178

Traffic!

179

Nice quiet community with basic services, interrupted 6 years ago by DOT expansion of Hwy 9
with more construction coming
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180

Hi

181

Side roads are terrible, allowing builders in will destroy why people chose to live in this rural area.

182

Good amenities

183

Not sure

184

It’s a beautiful area. Otherwise there’s really not much business already present

185

Dumb question

186

Same reason as above

187

There have been some new additions to shopping and medical.

188

Area is still mainly undeveloped

189

Beautiful area but it is slowly losing its appeal due to the influx of people

190

Want more of a walkable, bikeable, natural community

191

A lot of trees with scenic views. Little Bear creek

192

Don’t want this area to turn into a giant housing development

193

We have so may beautiful trees, wetlands, just a beautiful area. I always say we live on top of
the world (or when it is snowy, Clearview Pass)

194

What exists here environmentally could be its biggest asset. Once developed you will never
replace

195

Beautiful open spaces.

196

these are the positive existing conditions that deserve PROTECTION from the massive
development the seattle area is undergoing. once lost the cannot be restored or recreated.
Avoid the errors of the SF bay area where city touches city Ad nauseam and nature requires a
trip to/over the mountains or another state or country.

197

Save the natural landscape. Please!!

198

cookie cutter developments do not build community. people who live in managed
communities do not participate in the community around them, but stay in their homogeneous,
insular developments.

199

STOP THE OUT OF CONTROL DEVELOPMENT! ROADS CAN NO LONGER ACCOMMODATE WHAT
WE ALREADY HAVE! IN IDEAL WEATHER CONDITIONS, ROADS ARE BEYOND CAPACITY! IF SNOW
OCCURS, JUST ABANDON YOUR CAR AND WALK. I DID THAT MULTIPLE TIMES THIS WINTER.

200

Beautiful area, lots of new houses

201

At least currently, there are a few parks and open spaces. The ability to drive to major
commercial areas in 30 minutes

202

There are lots of beautiful areas

203

I don’t know

204

These are the top assets of the area.

205

see above

206

I would like to see my area cleaned up
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207

I love living in a semi-rural area that has parks, wetlands, trees and less traffic (except on Hwy 9).
It’s a beautiful place to live in and enjoy

208

I can easily access thes items

209

Same answer as the previous question. Our assets are the country life-style.

210

Again...the amount of time we spend in traffic affects the quality of our lives.

211

I like the farms & the nature

212

Preserve rural character

213

because traffic still suck here

214

I think these are all great qualities

215

Asset-Jobs because there is a broad range of pay in the jobs of this area. Opportunity- fixing the
highway would improve our environment for those who live here.

216

It is a unique area in its beauty so close to the built up part of Snohomish County. I picked them
as assets for why people like to live here. that is why we chose to live here for the last 30 years.

217

Could be a beautiful area with well maintained homes and neighborhoods. Currently a
hodgepodge of nicer and junky homes .

218

Want to maintain them. Higher density residential density would destroy

219

Improving traffic flow on highway 9 is the number one opportunity.

220

Given the growth in the Northwest and desired poor traffic flow on major roads (i.e. I-5, 405, etc.)
HWY 9 continues to get more and more congested.

221

Quality-of-life

222

Varies

223

Because that's what this area has to offer.

224

The rural side is still green with trees and bushes!

225

same as above

226

Based on the surrounding developments already in place around the Rural study area, this area
can be developed based on lessons learned and provide a better balance of outdoor
recreational space and affordable housing to allow the area to properly infill and align with the
surrounding community with the proper amenities.

227

Beautiful area that is sparsely populated but with a main thoroughfare running through it

228

to be away from cities, congestion, traffic, overcrowding, hours of wasted time to get
somewhere

229

This area has great potential to improve its habtiat and open space assets

230

Same as before.

231

Growth in and around the area

232

this area can be restful and beautiful but remove the trees and it will be sprawl

233

Ma
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234

If we are able to get home in a decentnt of time this would allow us to make stops along the
way and support businesses instead of spending all our time commuting. I deliberately don’t
make any stops on my way home from work because I know I have to spend my time sitting in
traffic coming into Maltby (I live probably 2-3 miles from the main Maltby intersection on 522)..m

235

It's open and beautiful within the area and it's important to keep it as such before these assets
are lost.

236

Its a nice area that is still rural but close enough to everything as long as I avoid rush hour or am
going against the traffic.

237

I don't want to live in a commercial or urban enviorment!

238

I have loved raising my family on 1.25 acres and living in a semi-rural area with the beauty,
privacy, and natural surroundings.

239

These are the reasons people want to get away from urban areas. People don't want to look
out their window into the neighbor's window. People want privacy and nature. Keeping this
more rural allows for a relaxed life style and better sense of community. I know poeple in
metropolitan areas that don't even know their neighbor. What a shame that is.

240

There is so little open land on the Eastside that it’s wonderdul that there still is some here

241

Lifestyle and community character.

242

It has beautiful natural areas.

243

Important to quality of life

244

Trtavel timeto and from work horrible utilizing 522 or 9 going north or south from 524

245

Living here gives us the opportunities to live a healthy life with no pollution

246

With the county's direction, a tight-knit community with jobs and homes could be developed
where people wouldn't have to go elsewhere for shopping and jobs. (look at Bothell's
revitalization)

247

I enjoy the rural setting (e.g., horses, cattle). I purposely bought land/house in area rural, more
laid back, less crowded, on septic, country living feeling - yet close to amenities by short drive.

248

Community involvement is when all voices are heard - not just those in development with dollars
as their main goals, disguised as "helping others".

249

Need to incentivize development in existing cities and near transit

250

Mass housing developments are encroaching needed natural habitats limiting or eliminating the
enjoyment and preservation of nature

251

Put the natural environment first (especially in light of climate change)!!

252

Perceived existing conditions

253

Traffic needs to flow better than it does at rush hour. Often sitting in traffic to get to my
destination when if I were to park my car and walk home I could get there faster.

254

Keeping areas rural are important when many other places are be developed and losing their
history and community character. We need rural areas for our well being.

255

This is a rural area. Green is important, not more housing developments. Keep it that way!

256

I am concerned that several intersections are dangerous.
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257

they would support a healthy, less auto dependent environment

258

I love how wooded and all the places to explore that are in this area that I grew up around.

259

Too much urban growth in other areas, need to keep this clear.

260

Love the parks! Volunteering is easy to partake in here.

261

These are things that are necessary to address the overloaded roads here. Sprawl without
infrastructure is a failure on the part if those who allow it to happen. Growth should happen
where there is already infrastructure to support it, or it should be a prerequisite to a permit.

262

I think it’s pretty obvious why I selected all of them—they are all readily available!!

263

I would like the area to remain predominantly rural until adjacent infrastructure allows for greater
traffic capacity.

264

Don’t want to lose more than what has already been removed.

265

House is in good location

266

Have the county devise a plan to expand all major roads in this area to include sidewalks, lights.
Carve out eminent domain prior to developers purchasing large properties. Make developers
pay for roads.

267

We want to keep Snohomish rural and quaint. We don’t need more strip malls. We need better
law enforcement to make our communities safe

268

I believe when people look for a place to live these are features that are sought after, as a way
to get out of the busy crowded city life.

269

Growth has brought challenges to community character and traffic. More growth will worsen
both.

270

We need our open spaces and clean water in our streams to support our fish runs

271

Highway 9 is horible during commute times.

272

Traffic on 169th and Highway 9 is hideous.

273

this is a rural area and it would nice if it stayed that way With the traffic so bad you need to
make hwy 9 a 4 lane with limited access

274

Natural, undeveloped areas are precious, and should be maintained for future generations

275

see response in 12.

276

I feel these areas should be kept RURAL & protected from high-density development and our
taxes should be kept low because our rural areas have a positive impact on the environment &
mental health.

277

Too many people and vehicles can raise the probability of crime.

278

It is a lovely wooded area close to Mill Creek, Snohomish and Woodinville.

279

I like being on acreage, I strongly believe in keeping our natural resources protected.

280

See previous comments

281

Same as above

282

Because without them we will slowly die.
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283

the 2 selected were the only ones that reached out to me. For the most part I love this area as it
is and don't see the need for many of the changes being proposed/captured above.

284

Anti progressive and buke lobby

285

I have seen similar areas before and after

286

Important to me.....

287

Already congested in surrounding areas.

288

Stop building in unincorporated Bothell!

289

I bought a home here for the natural beauty. it's being undermined by the overdevelopment
with giant cement monstrosities

290

I also appreciate the access to local farms for food. I love the remoteness of this area and the
lack of businesses. I want to live in a very rural, farm-like area. No more businesses! Leave the
land alone! Stop trying to build this area up!

291

I want to be able to have healthier food options but there is only like 4 restaurants that are not
healthy

292

I moved here to enjoy and be closer to nature

293

I feel like the rural area has open space and privacy for neighbors

294

Sense of community and ease of access

295

That is what we have - the rest are either not available or a liability to living in this area.

296

This area has been a strong, low crime, family community

297

The rural environment of this region is the reason we left King county and moved here.

298

Recent decisions have eroded Quality of Life in Maltby. Great opportunity to do better with any
future Management Studies.

299

Rural areas are extremely important to the diversity of our community. We should not force the
entire community to be urban since people are diverse and not all like urban settings.

300

The area is beautiful, its why we chose to live here :)

301

Climate change concerns. Stop cutting down trees, get out of cars and walk or bike for
recreation, or to stave off the obesity/ diabetes/ health concerns of our nation.

302

There's already too much construction!

303

Love the views, the open spaces, the farms yet close to cities.

304

Because most of the other things just don’t exist! We don’t have community centers, the roads
are atrocious for biking or walking, and I’m not concerned about community centers.

305

Why we live here. Otherwise, it's just another tightly packed city. Ugh.

306

This and the surrounding area has a strong community which values its history and the natural
value of the area. Any urban growth will require very careful planning and structured land use
regulations and processes to protect that. If that's ignored and the natural value of the subject
area is compromised or destroyed, there is no way to reverse it. Dense growth is better directed
to areas that have infrastructure already in place. Growth is coming; that is a given.
Comprehensive land use planning can protect valuable areas which provide recreation,
habitat, water quality, and much more.
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307

WE NEED TO STOP PROMOTING MORE PEOPLE TO MOVE HERE

308

We love the older trees in our community and the natural beauty around our area.

309

There are not too many areas like this left in the county. Please do not let it get destroyed.

310

We are in danger of losing our natural resources!!

311

Bad traffic hazardous to walkers and bikers

312

Same answer as previous

313

We wish to retain the natural, rural beauty in the Clearview area.

314

many people love the natural beauty. Housing has been relatively affordable, and natural
wildlife

315

It really is beautiful here

316

Community involvement and environment are important

317

The countryside should be preserved.

318

Clearview is a beautiful area with great community. Love the schools.

319

Still a rural area with natural features, and a small town community feel.

320

There are wonderful parks very close to SWUGA, its a beautiful area with streams and land to
support wildlife

321

Same as previous answer

322

Snohomish has historically been more affordable than its King County neighbor. Neighborhoods
are not cookie cutter in style so there are more choices to choose from.

323

Preserve the family friendliness of the area...restrict business growth.

324

A nice place to live without being jammed full of Appartments

325

There are snipits of nature left in this area which are beautiful. Also there is a lot of history here.

326

We need to keep the area rural without too much growth.

327

they are why i moved here. Nature, beauty but close to stores, health care etc though i do need
a car to access those.

328

There are beautiful neighborhood parks and wonderful new businesses that have opened are
assets. Traffic flows are an opportunity which need to be addressed with the growth in multifamily housing.

329

we have the potential to retain significant ecosystem and socioeconomic diversity in our
community

330

One of the last places where you can have a country feel but still be close to city services and
opportunities

331

see answer in #11 above

332

None of the , new original reasons we came here are left thanks to your deliberate decisions

333

traffic sucks in area needs help

334

I love the natural landscape in Clearview and large lots allow for gardening and horses,
chickens and pigs. Current problems include too much traffic on rural roads like Snohomish Ave.
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where traffic backs up when Highway 9 traffic is not flowing. And there are some problems with
abandoned motorhomes being dumped on rural roads.

335

I like the outdoors and the Maltby area has beautiful mountain views, a d Lee forest is close for
exlpring.

336

Natural beauty, habitat and canopy are quickly going away. Must protect.

337

I like the natural beauty of the area.

338

Traffic is a nightmare!

339

These are some of the things the people of this area value at a higher rate than those in areas
with higher population densities. That is why they chose to live here

340

Having lived in the current rural area for over 30 years; all the prior changes of urban growth
boundry line have not included any plans or thought into how it impacts traffic. Road
development/improvements have not kept up other then Bothell-Everett Highway.

341

Peopel should have choices as to where they live and work. I chose a rural setting with acreage
so that I could have plant trees, watch wildlife pass on my property, have wide open views, and
a peaceful way of life. Hwy 9 needs to move traffic thru the area better so that it doesn't detract
from the rural nature. The congestion is killing us.

342

These are ASSETs, already excellent, not opportunities.

343

I enjoy the beauty of the open spaces.

344

These are the areas that need to be improved for future benefit.

345

The reason we moved here is the opportunity to have privacy and some land, unlike the sprawl
of row houses and high density housing that are prevalent in surrounding communities (e.g.
Bothell)

346

I believe that this area's natural beauty is its biggest asset. People move out here to het away
from the noise and traffic of the city.

347

See above

348

We are already overregulated in the rural zones, billions spent on light rail few will use, and the
small amount required to widen 9 and 522 isn't available. So traffic backs up on smaller roads as
well as people avoid the jams that last half the daylight hours

349

There exists a unique opportunity to salvage and retain what is left of the rural character due to
deteriorating conditions as a consequence of the adverse impacts of the unsavory heavy
industrial activities within the UGA itself.

350

A lot of locally grown food is available in the area from hobby farming. The quality is incredible
compared to when I lived in the city. Maltby Farmers Market and the Farm Market at 21 acres
are both close, local choices too.

351

Despite the heavy traffic, noise and stench it is still a beautiful place to live.

352

5 acre zoning prenvent urban sprawl

353

It’s a beautiful place to live

354

I want people to ha e children and families again, I want people to be encouraged to love thy
neighbor, not be segregated sardines in condos that people only live at for 1-3 years max and
speak different languages which is fine and all but definitely doesn’t build communities because
there isn’t an incentive to try.
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355

This is such a beautiful area with mature trees and nature spaces, so calm and relaxing in
addition to clean air

356

Don't ruin a good thing. Keep Clearview Clear of congestion and more crowding

357

I believe that we need to save what is remaining of our natural resources-trees, streams, wetland
habitat, forest habitat

358

Where I live has a beautiful view of the mountains and it’s between woodiville and canyon Park.
There is easy access to HY 522and 405. I have ridden my bicycle tto work many times to
kenmore with no problems. It’s a nice place to raise a family

359

they are important to me

360

Like I said there is none

361

Refer to the prior personal statement listed above in number 12.

362

We moved here to live in a great country place with access to the Hwy but removed from it

363

There is a severe lack of transportation paths in every ways in this area. Congested dangerous
roads, lack of safe biking and walking paths.

364

Need down zoning. Makes no sense that R-5 is next door to Bothell and King County

365

I chose 3 assets, because I wanted to connect to a rural environment with less pavement and
more open space. What we also found is a community of wonderful, kind people who also
chose the rural life.

366

This is a unique area that is still rural in character yet on a good day still only 35 minutes from
Seattle!

367

I love this area the way it is. Please protect its character

368

Need more housing options!

369

The peaceful rural character must be preserved. Growth at all costs is not worth it. You cannot
get back streams and wetlands and land once covered in buildings and pollute the land so no
farming can ever be done again there.

370

Open space and "country" living is very important to us. The access to streams and the outdoors
is easy. The community character is one of helping g each other and closeness.

371

A healthy ecosystem benefits all of us. We need open spaces to counteract all of the area that
has already been urbanized. We need to maintain communities that are intact— one’s that
people can put down roots into and care about.

372

Lots of rural area so far

373

I love driving through here and seeing open spaces, farms, wildlife etc. it’s why I moved here
and would not want to see it changed. Keep the character of the area - we don’t have to copy
cat the mess made else where

374

Need to improve biking access and safety from motorists. The future is less vehicular traffic and
more non motorized and public transportation. Please stop urban growth right here

375

I love the outdoors

376

Too many people in our rural area

377

Wanted to be out of the city
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378

The area already has many of these characteristics. Making it more dense would destroy many
of what makes it a nice place to live. In areas where it is more dense, traffic has gotten very
bad.

379

I prefer to live on a decent amount of property; to garden, have privacy, and less people per sq
mile. I enjoy living in a rural setting close to the city where I work. I like having open space and
forests around my home.

380

Our region is not very culturally diverse but it is economically diverse, which I think is good. Let’s
not turn into Bothell

381

Community knowledge security and trust and natural surroundings

382

I love the natural beauty of the area.

383

These are unique opportunities in our area not available in more urban settings

384

Because I think the rural atmosphere is very important

385

because that's all it offers.

386

my assumption was that you were asking what was working or could be leveraged in future
plans - these three are them, with caveat that if roads are not addressed economic opportunity
will become difficult

387

We love the area as it currently is and feel that it is perfect as it is.

388

Quality of life. That is why I moved here. If some one wants the other shit it’s alteady in most
places, so leave this area open

389

As stated before -- I sought out the "rural" feel, and don't want that to change.

390

Traffic first, before everything else! Fix it before you add in other services.

391

We moved here for the natural open land and low density housing. There is not enough here
business wise to even begin to substantiate a city life-style enviornment. Further, Snohomish
County is allowed to continue development of housing in the manner they have, it will continue
to tax the roadway system. This disregard for planning roadway systems is what has created the
problems in south Snohomish County. To continue inthe manner in which the county has is
irresponsible.

392

I feel the others don’t meet the standards of this area anymore

393

It was why we purchased our house. We have seen many of theses qualities put aside for
business, housing and economic tax benefits

394

If we build and make these rural areas more populated, all of these things will be impacted
greatly.

395

We are losing all the natural habitat and vegetation that make this area so appealing

396

Again that’s what I care about

397

I selected the same as in challenges because these assets are generally not easily protectable.

398

We need to keep nature, too much developing

399

Because they are soon going to be a thing of the past!!!

400

We have lived in our house with 1 1/2 acres for over 30 years and i would want housing of 10
house to a acre near me.
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401

Because it is a beautiful rural area with out of control traffic. Not interested in shrinking roads to
accomodate weekend bikers and the extremely rare commuter bike. We need roads built to
shuttle people efficiently thru this area to home and work.

402

large open spaces

403

These are the rural character assets that the county is allowing mostly out of state developers to
destroy, for profit. These will disappear with increased developement. Look at Bothell in SnoCo, a
disaster.

404

Growth and access to better amenities such as grocery stores and movie theaters are needed

405

I’d like to see the zoning be similar to neighboring communities with opportunity to develop
more housing and small retail commercial

406

We don't live here to be in a over developed area we enjoy the open space and the nature
around us.

407

This area is located close to many good jobs, and has retained large lot sizes, often with tree
canopy and habitat.

408

I do not want the UGA boundary to expand

409

I feel the area needs a buffer between it and the more developed areas of West County

410

This area has natural beauty that should be preserved

411

There are so few places left where one can live on a large piece of Land.. That makes
Snohomish special and attractive

412

Roads need to be upgraded to handle traffic, People are moving north, we need to think about
the future.

413

Same as above. Open areas, trees, privacy. Not everyone wants the urban life.

414

we still need areas with green space and habitat

415

I love the beauty of the area, in spite of the use of Lee Forest by squatters and criminals. People
here do get involved in community discussions.

416

The area needs to save the forests, open spaces and wildlife areas. It's inevitable that the area
will grow but there needs to be a balance. Also #1 should be an infrastructure in place before
more business and people come to the area. This doesn't seem to happen much in this state &
that's why there is so much delays due to traffic. There is no access to alternative transportation.

417

I believe once we destroy our natural beauty for high density housing it is gone forevertra

418

Growth is encroaching from the west faster than public services, roads and utilities can handle
adequately.

419

moved here because there was more open space/larger lots/living more in nature

420

There is a variety of housing opportunities in this neighborhood. It’s become very dense though.

421

to discourage negative zoning changes

422

it's a beautiful area and its being torn down to build up cookie cutter communities

423

It is one of the reasons we moved to the area. We didn’t move to the area to have more
access to things. We were drawn to the area because it is rural, quiet and we wanted a bigger
piece of property.
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424

We need to keep rural spaces in our growing areas. Families move to this area because they
want space to have land and preserve the small farm life that is part of the history of this are.

425

The open spaces, trees etc and the affordable housing in the past is what brought us here.

426

Driving is dangerous & difficult. Washington is known for its natural areas. Fix the road issues &
protect the environment.

427

Clearview / Maltby has always been a beautiful place with nice people.

428

Area is beautiful with rural feel. I like being able to take my kids to the park that's not
overcrowded. People have a real sense of community in Clearview.

429

I love this place for it's nature

430

Trying to build apartment complexes in Maltby UGA is going to wreak havoc on traffic and
community.

431

I believe that the protecting the rural character of this area should paramount

432

This is rural living, with city access if desired.

433

Would like to keep Clearview a beautiful place to live.

434

Increasing parks or opportunities for the community to get involved in the natural beauty and
history of the area would help build a more connected community

435

We need to keep this area a semi rural environment and not allow too much growth or ruin the
environment.

436

There is a lot of potential to increase commerce and create jobs and economic oppertunieties

437

Housing is nice and spread out. Quiet neighborhoods. Less busy.

438

These are the very things that drew most of us to this area and that we love

439

Hope it changes very little except to improve traffic flow of cars.

440

We want to keep this area wild. No huge developers with a million houses.

441

This area has a wide range of affordable houses though most of it is not brand new - it has
charcter and many nice lots. The character of this area has so much potential to continue as a
rural, historical, community area. Finally, Hwy 9 and 522 make it very accessible to bus routes
and major highways, making jobs farther away very accessible.

442

They are important to my quality of life.

443

community character-many of the communities seem to have a small central area that could
be kept up and cute. natural beauty-there are not houses squished in everywhere-you can still
see many trees, open fields and things like that. housing variety-there are few cookie cutter
houses-that all look the same and are almost on top of each other.

444

a NGPA and it’s fun to see all of the creatures that pass through. We need to protect the habitat
for these animals.

445

As a40+ year resident in this area it has always felt that this rural area did not make sense. Clear
view area in particular has not changed since I was a kid.

446

I believe that it is the unspoiled, low density, natural landscape that has value to people and the
animals and fishes.

447

See previous answers
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448

As stated above, I am afraid SWUGA will further destroy my property value and the reason I
moved here.

449

The character of Clearview is economically diverse with community support for these businesses.
Within constraints of time, people are supportive of each other. The beauty of the natural
environment, including its streams and watershed and open areas for rural activities are all
highly desirable.

450

This is a community that has been rural for many years and the people who live here want to
keep it this way. We do not want it to be absorbed into the city and become urban sprawl.
What we have is beautiful and we do not want to lose it.

451

Better house prices

452

It is beautiful out here and we have some nice parks

453

The park and conservation areas are great contributions to the area

454

The area’s natural beauty and wildlife is still thriving.

455

Love being rural. Growing up in Port Angeles, it reminds me of the Peninsula and is the reason we
have settled in Maltby.

456

Quality of life was great when we moved here. Increasingly less so. More fearful.

457

Living in the country and still being able to commute. Loss of wildlife habitat.

458

It is the open spaces which drew me to the area 20 years ago. Traffic has hotten heavier with
NO improvement of infrastructure to handle the increased flow. Paradise Lake Rd crossing 522 at
rush hour is terrible. That intersection prevents me from traveling through the area anytime near
normal commute hours.

459

It’s a lovely area with a nice variety of homes at various price points with a great park at PVCA

460

The county is allowing these things to be destroyed by over building

461

Improve Hwy 9, 180th, and Maltby Road.

462

STill enough natural character left that it can be celebrated/expanded/etc.

463

The ability to visit parks and take in the natural landscape of the area is a vital aspect of living in
the area for me, especially by foot as an avid runner. This is something that is fairly unique to the
area as opposed to more urbanized cities nearby.

464

We're one of the closest remaining communities with a rural character but access to the large
city.

465

Good mix of new and old construction. Concerned about deforestation with new
developments.

466

These assets are extremely limited in the southwest county region.

467

It’s beautiful and community based

468

Its like being in the country. Want to keep it that way.

469

Widen Hwy 9 again? improve traffic & major roads, keep open spaces

470

I moved here because it was paradise, not because I wanted traffic and town homes.

471

This is why Maltby is great. Open spaces, trees and nature right at our footsteps.
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472

It makes sense to develop the southern section of this area to increase quick access to freeways,
businesses and schools without increasing traffic on arterials to the north.

473

Same as earlier comment. This area isn’t a ‘destination’ but a pass through area so I hope we
can improve the flow (cyclists and automobiles) and retain the simplicity of the area

474

Is it not obvious I live here to get away from the loud city life.i like being a to walk down a street
and not see so many cars that it is not safe to walk on the street. Woods I can walk in and not
see anyone in them.

475

Rural living near the city

476

Would love to see this preserved

477

It’s close commute by car to work and other activities. Great opportunities to get involved with
the community church or food bank. Beautiful wooded area with mountain views

478

Do not change the zoning to include more apartments or town-homes. Less pot shops and fix
the roads we already have.

479

Traffic is even worse in town and taxes and affordability are worse.

480

need to maintain rural space

481

I like open space

482

We need to maintain the natural beauty of our area as we mitigate growth. Many people come
to this area for the natural beauty. I must be maintained.

483

I have selected these because this is what you expect when you choose to live in a rural
area,and I would not want that destroyed

484

We moved into this area because of the natural beauty and the peaceful, quiet community.
We are close to the things we need, but do not live in the loud congested area. As the
boundary has moved, we are right on the edge of thousands of new homes, increased traffic
and more noise. We will definitely move if the development continues.

485

This is presently a vibrant community with a strong social infrastructure.

486

Completing the Eastside rail trail corridor trail would open the area to a great deal of tourism
and improve commuting opportunities with Bothell, Woodinville, Bellevue, Redmond, and Seattle
via the network of bike trails.

487

it is important to keep our farmlands safe from urban sprawl, otherwise how will food be
provided for the masses?

488

Nothing is really that great just had to secret 3 items

489

We moved to the area to enjoy the nature of our surrounding but feel that is being threatened
by unchecked and irresponsible home construction

490

#11, at a time when there's a need to protect our salmon streams & few remaining wildlife
areas/corridores, I'm appalled at this proposal. Do you NOT SEE all the streams running
throughout this map? Were no lessons learned from building over wetlands along 35th S of
128th? Please take into acct the responsibilites you have to the taxpayers & habitat already in
your perview 1st.

491

This is why we moved here just 2 yrs ago - don’t ruin it!!!!

492

Seemed like the best options from the list
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493

Please protect the natural environment while managing human growth.

494

We don’t have them

495

Clearview has a lot to offer for families looking for a quiet, scenic area to live.

496

People like myself living in the rural zone do so because of the land, trees, nature that you can’t
find in the overly populated areas surrounding us. I enjoy having space for my kids to play
outside and space for my family to garden and enjoy our land.

497

We need to keep these characteristics in our area

498

Self

499

Housing isn’t really affordable.

500

It’s beautiful out here. Tons of wildlife.

501

The natural beauty of the area and the amount that is undeveloped makes it a good place to
live.

502

Same as previous question.

503

Because they are

504

Rural undeveloped low density character is the most highly prized attribute of the area, why
people selected to move here and remain for decades, and why it would be grossly unfair to
destroy all that the longest duration and most highly invested citizens prize, for the sake of new
outsiders who have no stake in the area and its history and character.

505

See previous. This area is important as a natural buffer zone from large housing and business
zones

506

Preserve them !

507

Widen Maltby, improve the 9 -> 522 -> 405 flow of traffic to stop morning gridlock, and stop the
uncontrolled sprawl and overdevelopment

508

Hwy 9 traffic. Turning into hw9 is also dangerous

509

We love having a larger lot with room for children and dogs to play.

510

Keep the open spaces.

511

Go to the heart of Maltby & you will see the character of the Maltby Cafe & its immediate
surrounding. There's a lot of natural beauty, open spaces & wildlife. (I've already seen it
decrease & I've only lived here 4.5 yrs.)

512

We moved here to experience the rural area and rural housing, not for these other aspects you
have here.

513

We very much embrace the natural areas, shopping and work nearby. I’m concerned if this
changes we may have to move to find a similar community.

514

Leave it like it is. Protect a beautiful rural area

515

I enjoy the rural aspect and open spaces of our area

516

Because they matter to me.

517

This is a great country area with unique charm and great small elementary schools

518

important to me
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519

Traffic is terrible and must be addressed

520

quality homes, good jobs

521

we are blessed with a beautiful land, it is filling up to fast with people and businesses without the
roads to handle them

522

Preserving the integrity of the community

523

We live in an awkward area where we are urban on one side of the street and rural on the
other. Everything to the south and north is urban as well.

524

It's difficult to walk anywhere for my house is there are lack of sidewalks the lack of houses cause
the cost of the houses to increase Streetx need to be widened and access to larger roads

525

I feel there is so many possibilities to improve the community characater thru well thought out
roads and sidewalks to help ease traffic while also improving the health of the community thru
waking and biking options. I also believe in the process of improving traffic, some great public
parks could be built to preserve the nature feel. These parks should be easily accessible by
walking or biking. .

526

We have all non transient housing from trailer parks up to million dollar houses. People who come
hear be come good neighbors and all work together in daily life. We have every type of
orginazation from 4h and scouts all the way to VFW hall.

527

You kept 43 Ave SE out of the UGA for years. time to step up and make it right,

528

This city is very beautiful with lot of natural resources

529

Lack of choice

530

Character of the community is calm and beautiful

531

Limited community connections due to distance between properties and lack of sidewalks on
busy roads

532

Our area is beautiful. The people are friendly and respectful.

533

The area is full of natural beauty, and is within a 20 minute drive to many conveniences.

534

Same as above. If people can afford housing in the area, they will likely be able to make moves
which help our community. And, if the never-ending traffic issues were resolved, it would create
jobs in the community and invite business to bring their non-service or non-retail jobs here. Where
are the IT jobs? Where are the education jobs? Where are the non-profits and community-based
jobs? And what about sustainable energy jobs? Let’s get those here too!

535

If we preserve them, we have amazing natural resources.

536

Less people would be better

537

Because the rural beauty of the neighborhood is why we moved here

538

LOVE the rural character around our house, seeing working farms, and the natural beauty

539

Our tree cover is nice and maintains a feeling of being out in the rural areas without actually
being far from developed areas like woodinville or bothell

540

We already have a very wide variety of housing available and are growing in that area
everyday. Preserving the “Clear Views” from SO MANY neighborhoods allows the Clearview
area to continue competing with nearby desirable places to live! Clearview was listed at #26 of
the highest median income in the State of Washington. We were listed WAY AHEAD of
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Snohomish City. As soon as Hwy 9 becomes a 2lane Highway thru here, the traffic will feel a
relief. The Snohomish River bridge needs to have another bridge built next to the current one.

541

Some of the same items I selected as challenges (to preserve) are assets that make our
community unique.

542

Because people need to belong. You can't just warehouse them and think they'll be okay with
it.

543

Because it is a unique and rare opportunity to have horse property and be able to get into
downtown Seattle in less than 40 min. Truly a unique place to live.

544

what attracted me here years ago

545

The rural character makes the area what it is.

546

Advantages of rural lifestyle

547

Except for the traffic, it's a great place to live and the people living in my neighborhood care
about the community.

548

This is a great location to other towns or cities.

549

Community input/identity gives personal investment in all that goes on in a close knit community.

550

We have to protect the lands and streams. Healthy eating is also not available from the
perspective of eateries. We need more farmers markets and restaurants.

551

Families

552

I would like to see the plans to address this

553

Access generally could improve

554

Money grubbing leading to hundreds of ugly housing developments and nightmare traffic

555

It’s beautiful and peaceful unlike everywhere else in the main parts of Seattle and the Eastside.
Not a lot of people in this area and allows you to escape and enjoy the natural setting in a
quieter more relaxing way.

556

Lived here 40+ years and still love it

557

Overdeveloped areas lose these qualities. If Clearview looses them too we will leave.

558

Need to maintain open spaces and improve traffic flow

559

Creating and maintaining green spaces in our community helps maintain the character of the
area.

560

These are the major problems in the area

561

Our top 3 concerns to maintain the beauty, rural environment, and not disturb habitat and
wildlife

562

I want to keep the community as is, but add better roads and more bike routes. I don't want
apartments or other large developments. I want the elementary school to stay where it is on the
same amount of land.

563

See above

564

These things are important in a community

565

There is no going back once the rules are changed
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566

If one wants access to many more facilities, then one needs to live closer to a town. Being in a
rural area is a gift these days. I feel very fortunate.

567

There is a wide variety of housing choices already in the area, and nature is important to protect

568

This is a beautiful area and I would like it to be more accessible, but I can't imagine anything will
work util traffic can move.

569

better roads, more business opportunity, more homes, better pricing

570

Great protected areas

571

the traffic has become unreasonable during rush hours making if difficult to even leave the area
at certain times of day. Secondly, there are NO safe walking or biking corridors at present.

572

Pretty clear.

573

I think these are the good things about living here in addition to the others I specified in the
previous question. None seem to be priorities for the decision makers.

574

these are the attributes that preserve native biological diversity

575

Live out here for the natural beauty.

576

The area has special appeal to a limited population who wish to maintain open space. High
speed internet would appeal to a population would could afford to maintain the rural qualities.

577

Snohomish has a very good sense of community, and there are lots of dining and business
choices in clearview for how small it is

578

I can walk my dogs through the neighborhood and enjoy the trees, wetlands and natural
beauty that the area provides

579

See answer to #11.

580

Most of the community lives here because if the rural nature of this community. These are
people who want to raise their families with space, trees, wildlife, etc. We are at risk of losing all
of this because the county doesn't value it. And once it's gone, you can't get it back.

581

It’s best assets are the natural beauty

582

These assets make living in the area a peaceful, spiritual, beautiful location to live and thrive.

583

quality of life

584

It’s already a great place to live, but being able to get around better and have our roads
cleaned up a bit would be nice. Plus a few more spots for recreation would really take the
quality of life up. Can we please have the intersection of highway 9 and Maltby road have
building options for food and a NICE strip mall? Not a decrepit one. Looks terrible!

585

Living among the farms and fresh food choices is amazing! The family produce stands are one
of the best things about living here

586

We have great beauty here and have worked hard to preserve it and protect the environment
here. It is why most of us live here.

587

This is why I live here. If I wanted to be able to walk to restaurants and watch my neighbors
watch tv from my back yard I would move into a development or neighborhood. I want to live
in a rural area and I want it to stay that way.

588

The rapid growth all around with King county forging north and now Snohomish County forging
south, creates an opportunity. The BPS area can create an identity as the regions premier rural
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acreage. Creating immense opportunities for increased housing prices drawing anyone who
wants acre+ lots. Buy time to build amazing infrastructure to benefit unique businesses that call
the rural area home

589

That’s why we live in the country- to get away from people and the problems within the city

590

It is important to allow some “elbow room”. when issuing bail uilding permits. Everyone agrees
that years ago Mill Creek was developed with some common sense. The big trees were not
bulldozed. It is a beautiful place to live. This no longer happens. why?

591

Living in the UGA allows access to jobs but also recreational opportunities found in the rural
areas

592

Again, valued attributes

593

I like the character of local neighborhoods, I like the open spaces, and I like how some are more
upscale than others.

594

Love our veiws, waterways, hiking. Dont take away

595

Same as the above

596

many eating choices

597

We are almost the last place still naturally beautiful and that must be retained

598

The beauty here is unmatched and would be severely limited by further growth! Please don’t
develope here more! We have access to everything we need already, and bringing in more
homes will just make the traffic crisis we have every afternoon worse!

599

These are the best aspects of the area and the most threatened by development.

600

traffic is a mess. 30+ min to go less than 1 mile is unacceptable.

601

Keeping open space and not cramming in hundreds of new houses and apartments.
Apartments are the worst! Traffic nightmare and crime.

602

The area is beautiful. The UW Forestry Preserve is a gem.

603

We all have acces to the city of Snohomish, Mill Creek and Woodinvile

604

All the gorgeous land are becoming condos.

605

Maintains the environment in our area will also help protect the drinking water and eliminate
further pollutants

606

I love where I live, innanrural setting with natural beauty all around.

607

The area is beautiful with open properties not crammed with housing.

608

Same

609

This is a beautiful area to live. We are surrounded by natural beauty here, so it feels somewhat
“removed” from the neighboring metro areas; yet we are still close enough to commute to the
surrounding metro areas.

610

It is currently a great place to live. WITHOUT high density housing.

611

I don’t want the area to turn into a construction zone and be ruined.

612

As stated previously in "challenges" to maintain access, build affordable housing and keep the
great location aspect of this area is the opportunity
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613

We moved here for the beauty of the place. Hearing frogs crock in spring my boys playing in the
woods growing up. Riding our horses off our property. What more could a parent ask for. Safe.

614

Rural living is being destroyed

615

Our area is unique in its quiet, spacious, rural character.

616

I love being able to enjoy my property. Raise chickens and other farm animals. My children and
grandchildren can play outside cit hours and not in the street or a park. My extended family can
come for holidays and love being outdoors. My garden

617

what does it matter , you won,t listen anyway

618

The character of so much individual living spaces and a country feel is what drew us to live here.

619

Housing availability and close proximity to work is the only reason to live here.

620

Because this area is the best place to live

621

These are things that entice people to participate in this area.

622

Because with all of the development these are what have been impacted the most

623

our way of life

624

This is still out in the country.....

625

I listed opportunities. We don't many assets.. no bus, no libraries, no parks, no sideways,
dangerous traffic levels.

626

Love the ability to own acreage.

627

We need to keep what we have and only add to this more natural areas that future generations
can access.

628

Because it is a business area.

629

These are features that make this a great area. They go and this may as well be a strip mall

630

We live here for the rural feel.

631

Use to be a neighbourhood where we all knew each other.

632

These items are impprtyto me. While already present in Clearview they could definitely be
accentuated

633

That's what I live with

634

The nature here is beautiful.

635

The best part of Clearview is the rural beauty. The streams, trees and wildlife are what makes our
community so special. We don't have cookie cutter houses. We have horse barns, coyotes, frogs
and deer. We are a secret garden.

636

We love the fact that Clearview is a lot of open space, it is rural and people tend to live closer to
the earth.

637

I love being able to take backroads and see the hills full of trees, farms of crops and cattle, and
see the otherwise unobtainable view that you only find in the rurals of snohomish.

638

It would be nice to have more parks and open spaces.

639

Clearview is one of the few areas that is amiable to farming, affordable, and acceptably close
to quality jobs.
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640

These are the reasons we don't want any more growth in the area. You keep asking the same
questions over and over.

641

The rural tone of this community is strong. Diversity in a community should not focus solely on
packing the area with housing. It should instead combine areas of open space, access to
parks, community organizations. Basically our oppourtunities should focus on bringing the
community together.

642

If you could improve traffic flow prior to bringing in more growth, everyone would be happier.
The largest complaint I hear is that they overbuild and don't plan for the extra traffic. I left Lake
Stevens because they overbuilt and I got tired of all the traffic/commute. If we could bring more
business to Clearview/Maltby, then people could work close to their home.

643

we need to have the infastructure done sewers roads bus service and housing options simplify
permit process

644

I moved here for a reason! Less house...less people...less city!

645

I moved here to get away from the people, and the traffic. Please don't screw it up.

646

Snohomish still has a rural atmosphere, hopefully not to be taken over by high density housing.
Don't want to be Seattle.

647

I think the reasons why are evident. I like to walk and enjoy nature and I like preserving nature.

648

The natural beauty and clean air makes this a safe, healthy place to live, raise children, and
grow food

649

Clearview community association

650

the current lot size and zoning allow this to be the place I love

651

I like country living

652

As described above....traffic is terrible and getting worse every day

653

Same as above. Beautiful open lands and fields are home to many native lives

654

dont destroy this area to greedy builders and developers. Protect this valuable rural area.

655

Should be able to skip this q

656

Nothing but residential areas there. I never travel there even though I love 5 minutes away

657

important to me and my quality of life

658

This area is experiencing too much growth

659

There’s nothing in those rural areas. I live near there and never go to the area.

660

Unspoiled by major development

661

Should be obvious. If it isn't you probably don't live here.

662

Rural areas most valuable assets is its rural character

663

Because these are the reasons why people moved and live here!

664

I like to feel isolated I want some space for myself.

665

The character of Clearview is economically diverse with community support for these businesses.
Within constraints of time, people are supportive of each other. The beauty of the natural
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environment, including its streams and watershed and open areas for rural activities are all
highly desirable.

666

Clearview is VERY well located, beautiful area and very close to major thoroughfares

667

Because they are what drew us to this area back when we purchased our home.

668

PLEASE lets keep this area green!!!!! leave the trees and plants be!!! No more development. The
character of Clearview is the history of the farmlands - lets please not turn into the development
right next door...

669

We moved here for the rural atmosphere. In the space of our land a contractor would build 12
homes. We have bobcats, deer, bear, raccoons and squirrel that will have nowhere to go in an
overdeveloped housing development.

670

Rural charactor is so rare. We must preserve that for residents and the environment

671

The rural feel of this area is what makes this area unique and special.

672

what i fell is important for this area

673

because they are important for healthy living and affect me

674

I like the feel of my neighborhood and great neighbors

675

I don't want to live in a city or subdivision. That's why I live out here. Please leave it that way.

676

I imagine density taking down trees and bringing traffic

677

The important values for why I chose to live here can still be protected from the constant
encroachment of irresponsible development. It's not too late to save some of what's left.

678

5 acre minimums force people to drive through our area creating huge traffic jams

679

lots of land,trees, etc

680

The only thing we can offer is affordable housing, the density house (to basically add to current
tax base) will destroy this area

681

More availability keep prices lower

682

Aside for traffic and time for sheriff to arrive, it is a great place to live

683

These are the assets that are being threatened by expansion of the SWUGA, Clearview
Commercial expansion or modification and Maltby UGA buildout or expansion.

684

Obvious reasons

685

I love the country feel of the area and beauty of the land. More development would ruin what
this area is all about.

686

The UGA should remain rural and not turned into over developed commercial Everett. Let the
UGA keep its rural character.

687

Need to ensure access to transportation first.

688

It is insane to have 39th ave se dead at a TEE at se228th.

689

Same as above.

690

I have lived in the area for 20years watching county zoning produce mono-culture housing
developments where people seldom leave their homes. There is no sense of community in the
Canyon Park/Clearview area and your survey reflects a naivite and consultant input that seems
to be largley a waste of time and money.
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691

There is no overall vision for this urban growth area as far as residential living is concerned.

692

I like walking at Brightwater and eating at the Maltby Cafe

693

A healthy environment can't be created by allowing all of the growth that has and continues to
be approved. You can't have community when there is too much traffic causing air pollution.
No one can walk or bike safely so there is no health and fitness. The county needs to look at the
bigger picture of what is occurring in this area and all of the development that is being allowed.
The problems have been created by a lack of caring and just looking at how much tax revenue
is being created. The area this once was is long gone, there is no more character. It's all just
traffic and angry people.

694

There is still a chance to protect these aspects of the area from development by keeping strong
zoning boundaries in place.

695

the last little corner that is far enough out of the city by still 5 min from a grocery store. spacial
and natural

696

A fifteen minute can take over an hour during rush hour. Promises made during the early 21st
century have not been met; thus poor travel conditions.

697

This is a unique area! These assets are worth protecting. If you want easy access to a library or a
hospital, don't choose to live in a rural area.

698

The best things this area has to offer is the natural beauty and gorgeous tree canopy. Taking
that away would leave nothing as there is no actual central downtown.

699

Rural areas provide ways to actively participate in the community and to be a part of the rural
history and character of the area. It is not a suburban development.

700

I know there'e a huge demand to live in this area and not enough developable land in the
desired areas

Source: BERK, 2019.

Exhibit 8.

Question 13: Please share why you selected these opportunities.

Q 13

Comment: Please share why you selected these opportunities.

1

This area is a nicely liveable rural community and we do not want to lose the natural
values of waterways, creeks, ponds wild life and open scenic drive by more housing
developments, more intersection lights on the highway or heavier traffic than what it
currently is. We want to preserve the ability to have chickens, farm animals and open
space.

2

Much of the existing older housing is affordable as there is quite a range of types and
prices change the code to be more accepting of new and innovative building ideas.
Allow tiny houses onto existing UGA or rural properties or anywhere that someone is willing
to put them up. Allow less expensive permitting and less onerous requirements to
accommodate that in both rural and urban properties.

3

We are very happy with things left the way they are now. The 3 assets I checked are the
ones most threatened by any expansion of the SWUGA to Highway 9. The County Council
passed Alternative 2 which requires most growth to be focused into the cities of Everett
and Lynnwood. This area should not even be considered for a UGA expansion because
of LBK and associated wetlands that will be destroyed as well as increased traffic.
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4

I believe we can achieve a beautiful area of character with good planning

5

We have a great place to live, more people will destroy that

6

It’s a beautiful rural setting that attracted my family to Maltby. We want to protect it and
not turn it into warehouse land and commercial trucking dominated traffic congestion.

7

The natural beauty of this area is unmatched. I love coming home to the natural setting
of my neighborhood.

8

It's nice out here. There are still open spaces and they need to be preserved.

9

Tried of not feeling safe where I live.

10

This is why we moved here. We could have purchased a nice home in an urban area,
but having spent most of our life in a city environment, we wanted the enjoyment of
having open space between homes, room to enjoy a larger plot of land, and the quiet
and calm that comes with more rural living.

11

See reponse to #11

12

I don't support population growth. I like woods, trees, steams and creeks. And the library
in Mill Creek.

13

That is the reason why we moved up here in the first place because of the natural beauty
and wide open spaces and the character of the community people care for each other
and we don’t have to worry about guns up being mugged being robbed at Cetera

14

They are what I try to remember to notice each day whenever I am grumbling about the
problems of the area

15

Those who make the decision to move to a rural area know that it means they don't have
the things urban people desire. The land, natural surroundings and rural settings fill that
void very nicely and is the reason we live here. We can do without the other stuff quite
nicely.

16

So, these aren't challenges but strengths to be sustained. If sewer comes out to us. If
developments follow, these are all threatened.

17

Bucolic atmosphere/small community feel.

18

N/A

19

Because I am aware of them and use them

20

None other fit. We need sewer, infrastructure and incorporation so as to actually have a
seat at the table

21

I would like to use public transportation but it does not exist

22

What’s important to me.

23

want to keep our quality of life

24

The availability of employment opportunities from Big to small companies are great. The
diversity in jobs is really amazing here too.

25

This area is not suited for high-density. Best for SnoHO county to realize that and focus
building where future rail/bus lines will provide easy access.

26

I chose them , because I think we have several parks or recreational areas close by that
you can play sports, go hiking, biking, or just have a picnic. I always see opportunities to
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volunteer or participate in other community functions. I think you can walK mostly
anywhere around here if you choose.

27

Traffic is Horrible a few hours each day during rush hour at the 522/Paradise Lake Rd
intersection. It makes it difficult to get anywhere and dangerous. Would like to see more
restaurants, but I can't imagine any of them coming to the area with the smell.

28

If planned well, Maltby could become a regional center without destroying the rural
quality of life found close to the eastside and Seattle. If it is allowed to develop without
good planning, oppurtunity for County revenue will be lost, and the residents will vote for
new leadership. Residents have endured decades of mismanagement. It is vital to get
input from everyone in the community. Not just a few vocal minorities.

29

lower housing density equates to privacy. And less damage to natural beauty.

30

Wetlands (etc.) and open spaces with natural beauty cannot be added on, they need to
be preserved now! Per food, the presence of a PCC market and private gardening has
made good food very accessible there for me.

31

We can get into Woodinville, Bothell or Snohomish within a short drive. We are still close
enough to Seattle for my husband to go into his office when needed. We are 15 minutes
from a major hospital. There is a wide variety of homes out here for all incomes which
makes it an interesting area to live in.

32

People move to the rural area to be closer to the natural beauty of the PNW

33

I moved here because of the character the rural area between nearby populated areas
provides.

34

I like this area the way it is, don't want a lot big business or fast food.

35

Other town or places around this area already lost those opportunities.

36

Due to area being rural, accessibility to road is difficult. Need changes to open the roads
so traffic can flow better

37

We choose to live in this community because of the wildlife, open spaces, farms, gardens
and no tiny subdivisions. I do not want this to change!

38

Regional need to prioritize salvaging natural resources.

39

Developers taking to much of natural land use

40

These are why people choose rural areas! Much of area is LBC drainage & wetland,
which should be protected. Views of trees better than of housing developments.

41

Self explanatory

42

Please consider the already heavy traffic going through this area and surrounding areas.
DON'T ADD MORE HOUSING UNTIL YOU HAVE FIGURED OUT THE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS!

43

These opportunities are what was original to the character and environment of this
community. Many families are second and third generation around here. So many
changes are making this a different area.

44

It's lovely here. I don't to see it full of high density housing and electric or billboards of any
kind

45

25 years ago you changed zoning from 1 acre to 5 acres to protect little bear creek.
Now you seem to want to destroy the ecosystem here. There are plenty of areas to grow
the County outside of the little bear creek drainage.
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46

The views are beautiful from Broadway

47

I selected them as assets needing to be preserved

48

Traffic is bad and property crime is up.

49

It is a naturally beautiful area with parks, hiking, etc.

50

same as the last answer

51

Again, related to quality of life in the area

52

I have to drive outside of my area to shop, get health care, and go out for a healthy
meal.

53

Highway 9 needs major improvment!

54

These natural elements are HUGE assets and should be carefully considered. There are
also opportunities to expand on walking paths.

55

I think I've already done that. This survey seems repetitive.

56

This is a oasis is a concrete jungle. In the last few years we have see an increase of wildlife
who's habitat has been destroyed outside our postage stamp. No one who lives in the
SWUGA wants the county's interference. We want our lives to continue the way it was
before there was unabashed expansion that has led to horrible traffic with no
consideration for infrastructure. Leave us alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

57

I love being able to enjoy my property. Raise chickens and other farm animals. My
children and grandchildren can play outside cit hours and not in the street or a park. My
extended family can come for holidays and love being outdoors. My garden

58

the rural/natural/open space is the beauty of this area. things like the old barns and the
maltby cafe complex retain that sense of community history.

59

Houses are slightly cheaper in the area. Lots of different neighborhoods. Paradise lake
park area is nice. Lots of opportunities to get involved in community through Maltby
nextdoor.

60

I want to preserve this area as rural and continue to limit population density.

61

This area of Snohomish County is conveniently located for travel to Seattle, Bellevue, and
Everett. Up until the last few years, the quality of living here has been excellent.
However, the increased building is destroying the communities character.

62

Preserving rural characteristics and associated with natural resources and attributes need
to be preserved and enhanced. Focus growth nearer to currently developed areas.

63

We live in this area because of its rural characteristics and this rural character needs to be
maintained and preserved for future generations, not devoured by unbridled
development, especially when there is inadequate funding for infrastructure.

64

The rural aspects of this region have been well managed, expanded and are well used,
including Maltby Park and nearby Paradise Valley Conservation area, Brightwater and
the new Carousel Ranch

65

I chose these opportunities because of the excellent youth development opportunities
and love of the natural beauty and uniqueness of the area.

66

The area could use a health clinic

67

Part of the reason we moved here was the rural community character. With such
increases in housing density it is detracting from that feel through horrible traffic, dense
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housing and the urban requirements that come with such growth. Typically these
requirements seem to be forced upon us, whether we want them or not.

68

The beauty of the area, including wildlife is outstanding, yet within commuting distance to
jobs in Everett, Seattle, Bellevue, Redmond.

69

All of these are important, but the three I picked are very important and are not being
achieved in any way in the current development

70

Beautiful too se the trees and animals

71

open space is important for all us and our children. I moved here from the airport area at
SeaTac for the open space, acreage

72

I enjoy living in a wooded area with wildlife and access to the existing parks that are close
by.

73

the house i live in was affordable at the time

74

reason moved here

75

Rural areas should be preserved to provided pristine native habitats as well as open
space for agriculture and recreation

76

Healthier living when population is spread out.

77

There is still a lot of old growth but dwindling fast

78

The major asset of the SWUGA BPS area is the natural environment, which I understand is
a contradiction to it being an urban growth area. The ability to travel by walking, bicycle,
or public transportation is a complement to the natural environment of the area. I did not
select housing affordability because I assume this would be a green light for apartments
which I do not think is a good fit for the area. See my comment in question 11.

79

Again, going for a walk or bike ride from our home is prohibitive due to fast driving cars
and no shoulders. We are trapped by roads that don't connect and 35mph roads that
do. I also worry about being environmentally kind to our habitat. We only have one
planet.

80

Increased, traffic is impacting all aspects of living in this area

81

They represent the quality of life in the rural area, and therefore are the greatest assets of
this area.

82

It's why people live here, and once they've been diminished, there's no getting it back.

83

They are the basic necessities for quality living in this area.

84

to much traffic roads cant handle all these new people

85

Preservation of the Rural area and keeping the UGA line where it is. Capacity to
acccommodare 2050 growth exists In current urban areas.

86

It’s why I live here.

87

It's a nice beautiful safe place to live.

88

For quality of life.

89

They are the reasons we moved to Maltby

90

Traffic will get worse without major improvements in the 522 corridor

91

Our community is close and beautiful as is.
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92

It has been a great place to live, but the encroachment of commercial businesses in the
last 10 years or so have completely changed the feel of our rural community, it is close
enough to employment, shopping, dining. I just hope the county protects what little open
space we have left and to make the necessary road improvements to manage the
increased traffic flow in our area.

93

Part of what drew us to live in the area is it’s close proximity to other cities, but that it still
feels rural and has beautiful land: I’d love to see it kept this way to some extent.

94

Bought our house in Maltby because we wanted to be a little farther out and have a
quality of life in a great house with our kids. Rapid growth of industrial noise and trucks
traveling on Maltby has almost ruined this completely

95

keep the tree and streams to reduce the noise

96

if the county can hire code enforcement that will enforce the noise laws, quiet would be
a asset and oppertunity

97

Traffic is extremely congested in morning and evening

98

We are fortunate to live near libraries, YMCA and other opportunities that yes, need to
drive to but are none the less easy to take advantage of.

99

I value open space

100

Nothing fits, when we had storm damage in 2015 county would not be bothered to even
visit, not our problem

101

Don’t want a lot of housing moving in

102

NA

103

It should be obvious

104

same as above answer

105

Community is growing rapidly, but road and services are not keeping pace.

106

There is opportunity to improve these if growth is controlled. Wellington golf course should
be a park .

107

This area has residents and schools with a small town mentality and a loyalty to the
beauty and wildlife that surrounds them. Developers are changing the character of the
area and turning it into just another big city suburb, driving wild life away, destroying
nature and natural habitats.

108

Still very green in this area. Still a wildlife presence. Many opportunities for work.

109

They all relate to maintaining a dynamic rural community that cares not only about the
human inhabitants, but the entire rural web of life.

110

None of the other options even came close to being an “asset.” Roads are awful, no safe
biking or walking areas, no sense of community or community “center.”

111

Traffic is an absolute nightmare with folks diverting off 522 and clogging our residential
roads. I’ve seen numerous road rage incidents and it’s unsafe. Would love to see a few
healthy grocery options/ restaurants on both sides of 522 and into echo/ lost lake area

112

The reasons we moved here to get away from urban

113

People live here for decades, it creates a stable community.

114

Same as above
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115

Individuals, such as myself moved here so they didn’t have to be crowded with the city
life. There should never be this many homes allowed in such a small area without the
proper infrastructure in place first.

116

X

117

The items I chose represent the dominant natural "ingredients" in the designated rural
areas, so I suspect those of us living in the rural areas see these as assets.

118

The park is close. Biking has gotten much better.

119

Biggest areas of opportunity. Uniquenesses.

120

They are important to me.

121

There needs to be protection of the remaining green space and ingress wagers for
habitat as well as protection of waterways and water quality.

122

intersted in preserving the current quality of life in our neighborhood

123

Has been beautiful family friendly area. Deteriorating with increased businesses and
traffic in Maltby.

124

Love country atmosphere.

125

Tons of bike riders use our streets and this needs to be made safer

126

Previously stated in other comments

127

These attributes are what we can build on.

128

keep it rural. keep it free from noise, traffic and heavy machinery.

129

These are the assets that are being threatened by expansion of the SWUGA, Clearview
Commercial expansion or modification and Maltby UGA buildout or expansion.

130

We need to protect this part of the community. Additional development should be
monitored and managed while leaving the current community members with the least
amount of disruption.

131

Open space, etc. allows one to renew and recharge for the many challenges ahead.

132

It is a beautiful place to live

133

Same as previous response in question 11

134

no sidewalkson BEHW

135

Peacefulness

136

Enough is enough

137

The area has a lot of unspoiled land that provides goo habitat for the streams and
animals in the area. There is also a very strong community feeling in the area.

138

Most relevant to quality of life

139

Current best traits

140

they are all important to me

141

Love my home here and the neighborhood as well. We moved here for a rural
experience and to have more space
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142

Need to plan must better on traffic flow since more people are moving here and little is
beginning done about traffic. Also need to be able to walk on sidewalks.

143

The land size

144

I selected mainly the choices related to environmental features, which still exist in many
parts of this area, and need to be preserved and protected.

145

This area has great natural character that is disappearing fast through overdevelopment,
and will be hard to hang on to.

146

I'm grateful for Lee Forest and the other natural things in our community

147

More and more rural areas are becoming house farms, we need rural areas to be able to
see the beauty in where we live. House farms and apartments are about as ugly as you
can get.

148

The beauty and character of this community is extremely important to me.

149

People move here to enjoy the quiet, trees and less traffic.

150

See previous

151

That's the exact reasons we moved here!

152

Raised our family here, excellent place to raise children, schools etc

153

The view of the valley and mountains.

154

I like the idea of community involvement, kind of like an old town feel where there are
community dances and event. Only small towns seem to have these and it’s something
that’s been lost and should be a part of the community. I’m fine with the growth but I
think it’s disgusting to chop land up into postage stamp sized lots and stuff as many
homes as possible on it.

155

Because know one wants to see Clearview ruined by developing to fast

156

It’s pretty

157

Commute is hard

158

for the same reason I don't want growth!

159

This was a beautiful area which is why we moved here

160

Same answer as prior questions.

161

Protecting the character and beauty of the rural area is necessary, and challenging.
Having a basic primary healthcare provider in this immediate area would be welcome.

162

the area is still rural.

163

Love living rural

164

It’s beautiful here

165

they are important to the character, uniuqueness and beauty of our area.

166

These choices are what it means to live in rural areas.

167

House prices have increased so fast that they are no longer affordable. There are literally
no sidewalks in the area, creating some hazards while walking.

168

Make ot a nice place to live...if I could just get around better
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169

This is a good community

170

I like the current character of the area and do not want to see urban growth affect these
characteristics adversly

171

I believe we have not valued nature enough for the emotional wellbeing of people. Not
just trees along a sidewalk, but the beauty of a wooded area. Seeing open spaces
instead of two story houses five feet from each other.

172

It is nice to be able to see the mountains and not have people living on top of each
other.

173

Nature!

174

Great place to raise a family

175

Infrastructure for adequate flow of transportation is lacking and no safe alternate
available to reduce congestion by bike or community transit

176

Traffic is the biggest problem here. People who live here don't work here obviously as jobs
aren't here. This needs to be fixed before anything else or we will end up in the same mess
the area is facing which is 30 years behind on infrastructure.

177

I like the rural feel and do not want it to change.

178

Very important fot people here.

179

Because the majority listed DO NOT fit the location. They are the opposite of the area.

180

Rural housing with larger lots, privacy needs to be kept as an option. Not everyone wants
a 3000 SFO house on a 5000 SF lot

181

If managed properly this will be a beautiful community

182

Serenity of the green space areas.

183

Traffic!

184

Nice quiet community with basic services, interrupted 6 years ago by DOT expansion of
Hwy 9 with more construction coming

185

Hi

186

Side roads are terrible, allowing builders in will destroy why people chose to live in this rural
area.

187

Good amenities

188

Not sure

189

It’s a beautiful area. Otherwise there’s really not much business already present

190

Dumb question

191

Same reason as above

192

There have been some new additions to shopping and medical.

193

Area is still mainly undeveloped

194

Beautiful area but it is slowly losing its appeal due to the influx of people

195

Want more of a walkable, bikeable, natural community

196

A lot of trees with scenic views. Little Bear creek
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197

Don’t want this area to turn into a giant housing development

198

We have so may beautiful trees, wetlands, just a beautiful area. I always say we live on
top of the world (or when it is snowy, Clearview Pass)

199

What exists here environmentally could be its biggest asset. Once developed you will
never replace

200

these are the positive existing conditions that deserve PROTECTION from the massive
development the seattle area is undergoing. once lost the cannot be restored or
recreated. Avoid the errors of the SF bay area where city touches city Ad nauseam and
nature requires a trip to/over the mountains or another state or country.

201

Beautiful open spaces.

202

cookie cutter developments do not build community. people who live in managed
communities do not participate in the community around them, but stay in their
homogeneous, insular developments.

203

Save the natural landscape. Please!!

204

STOP THE OUT OF CONTROL DEVELOPMENT! ROADS CAN NO LONGER ACCOMMODATE
WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE! IN IDEAL WEATHER CONDITIONS, ROADS ARE BEYOND
CAPACITY! IF SNOW OCCURS, JUST ABANDON YOUR CAR AND WALK. I DID THAT MULTIPLE
TIMES THIS WINTER.

205

Z

206

Beautiful area, lots of new houses

207

Na

208

At least currently, there are a few parks and open spaces. The ability to drive to major
commercial areas in 30 minutes

209

There are lots of beautiful areas

210

I don’t know

211

These are the top assets of the area.

212

Na

213

Could be a beautiful area with well maintained homes and neighborhoods. Currently a
hodgepodge of nicer and junky homes .

214

see above

215

I would like to see my area cleaned up

216

Same answer as the previous question. Our assets are the country life-style.

217

I love living in a semi-rural area that has parks, wetlands, trees and less traffic (except on
Hwy 9). It’s a beautiful place to live in and enjoy

218

These are the major problems in the area

219

I can easily access thes items

220

?

221

I like the farms & the nature

222

Again...the amount of time we spend in traffic affects the quality of our lives.
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223

Preserve rural character

224

because traffic still suck here

225

I think these are all great qualities

226

Asset-Jobs because there is a broad range of pay in the jobs of this area. Opportunityfixing the highway would improve our environment for those who live here.

227

It is a unique area in its beauty so close to the built up part of Snohomish County. I picked
them as assets for why people like to live here. that is why we chose to live here for the
last 30 years.

228

.

229

Improving traffic flow on highway 9 is the number one opportunity.

230

Want to maintain them. Higher density residential density would destroy

231

Given the growth in the Northwest and desired poor traffic flow on major roads (i.e. I-5,
405, etc.) HWY 9 continues to get more and more congested.

232

Quality-of-life

233

Varies

234

Because that's what this area has to offer.

235

The rural side is still green with trees and bushes!

236

same as above

237

Based on the surrounding developments already in place around the Rural study area,
this area can be developed based on lessons learned and provide a better balance of
outdoor recreational space and affordable housing to allow the area to properly infill
and align with the surrounding community with the proper amenities.

238

Beautiful area that is sparsely populated but with a main thoroughfare running through it

239

to be away from cities, congestion, traffic, overcrowding, hours of wasted time to get
somewhere

240

This area has great potential to improve its habtiat and open space assets

241

Same as before.

242

Growth in and around the area

243

this area can be restful and beautiful but remove the trees and it will be sprawl

244

Ma

245

If we are able to get home in a decentnt of time this would allow us to make stops along
the way and support businesses instead of spending all our time commuting. I
deliberately don’t make any stops on my way home from work because I know I have to
spend my time sitting in traffic coming into Maltby (I live probably 2-3 miles from the main
Maltby intersection on 522)..m

246

It's open and beautiful within the area and it's important to keep it as such before these
assets are lost.

247

Its a nice area that is still rural but close enough to everything as long as I avoid rush hour
or am going against the traffic.
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248

I don't want to live in a commercial or urban enviorment!

249

I have loved raising my family on 1.25 acres and living in a semi-rural area with the
beauty, privacy, and natural surroundings.

250

These are the reasons people want to get away from urban areas. People don't want to
look out their window into the neighbor's window. People want privacy and nature.
Keeping this more rural allows for a relaxed life style and better sense of community. I
know poeple in metropolitan areas that don't even know their neighbor. What a shame
that is.

251

Lifestyle and community character.

252

There is so little open land on the Eastside that it’s wonderdul that there still is some here

253

It has beautiful natural areas.

254

Important to quality of life

255

Trtavel timeto and from work horrible utilizing 522 or 9 going north or south from 524

256

Living here gives us the opportunities to live a healthy life with no pollution

257

With the county's direction, a tight-knit community with jobs and homes could be
developed where people wouldn't have to go elsewhere for shopping and jobs. (look at
Bothell's revitalization)

258

I enjoy the rural setting (e.g., horses, cattle). I purposely bought land/house in area rural,
more laid back, less crowded, on septic, country living feeling - yet close to amenities by
short drive.

259

Mass housing developments are encroaching needed natural habitats limiting or
eliminating the enjoyment and preservation of nature

260

Community involvement is when all voices are heard - not just those in development with
dollars as their main goals, disguised as "helping others".

261

Need to incentivize development in existing cities and near transit

262

Put the natural environment first (especially in light of climate change)!!

263

Perceived existing conditions

264

Traffic needs to flow better than it does at rush hour. Often sitting in traffic to get to my
destination when if I were to park my car and walk home I could get there faster.

265

Keeping areas rural are important when many other places are be developed and losing
their history and community character. We need rural areas for our well being.

266

This is a rural area. Green is important, not more housing developments. Keep it that way!

267

I am concerned that several intersections are dangerous.

268

they would support a healthy, less auto dependent environment

269

I love how wooded and all the places to explore that are in this area that I grew up
around.

270

Too much urban growth in other areas, need to keep this clear.

271

I think it’s pretty obvious why I selected all of them—they are all readily available!!

272

Love the parks! Volunteering is easy to partake in here.
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273

These are things that are necessary to address the overloaded roads here. Sprawl without
infrastructure is a failure on the part if those who allow it to happen. Growth should
happen where there is already infrastructure to support it, or it should be a prerequisite to
a permit.

274

I would like the area to remain predominantly rural until adjacent infrastructure allows for
greater traffic capacity.

275

Don’t want to lose more than what has already been removed.

276

House is in good location

277

Have the county devise a plan to expand all major roads in this area to include sidewalks,
lights. Carve out eminent domain prior to developers purchasing large properties. Make
developers pay for roads.

278

We want to keep Snohomish rural and quaint. We don’t need more strip malls. We need
better law enforcement to make our communities safe

279

I like the character of local neighborhoods, I like the open spaces, and I like how some
are more upscale than others.

280

I believe when people look for a place to live these are features that are sought after, as
a way to get out of the busy crowded city life.

281

Growth has brought challenges to community character and traffic. More growth will
worsen both.

282

We need our open spaces and clean water in our streams to support our fish runs

283

We love the area as it currently is and feel that it is perfect as it is.

284

Highway 9 is horible during commute times.

285

Traffic on 169th and Highway 9 is hideous.

286

this is a rural area and it would nice if it stayed that way With the traffic so bad you need
to make hwy 9 a 4 lane with limited access

287

Natural, undeveloped areas are precious, and should be maintained for future
generations

288

I feel these areas should be kept RURAL & protected from high-density development and
our taxes should be kept low because our rural areas have a positive impact on the
environment & mental health.

289

see response in 12.

290

Too many people and vehicles can raise the probability of crime.

291

I like being on acreage, I strongly believe in keeping our natural resources protected.

292

It is a lovely wooded area close to Mill Creek, Snohomish and Woodinville.

293

See previous comments

294

Same as above

295

the 2 selected were the only ones that reached out to me. For the most part I love this
area as it is and don't see the need for many of the changes being proposed/captured
above.

296

Because without them we will slowly die.
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297

Anti progressive and buke lobby

298

I have seen similar areas before and after

299

Important to me.....

300

Already congested in surrounding areas.

301

I bought a home here for the natural beauty. it's being undermined by the
overdevelopment with giant cement monstrosities

302

I also appreciate the access to local farms for food. I love the remoteness of this area and
the lack of businesses. I want to live in a very rural, farm-like area. No more businesses!
Leave the land alone! Stop trying to build this area up!

303

Stop building in unincorporated Bothell!

304

I want to be able to have healthier food options but there is only like 4 restaurants that
are not healthy

305

I moved here to enjoy and be closer to nature

306

I feel like the rural area has open space and privacy for neighbors

307

Sense of community and ease of access

308

That is what we have - the rest are either not available or a liability to living in this area.

309

This area has been a strong, low crime, family community

310

The rural environment of this region is the reason we left King county and moved here.

311

Recent decisions have eroded Quality of Life in Maltby. Great opportunity to do better
with any future Management Studies.

312

Rural areas are extremely important to the diversity of our community. We should not
force the entire community to be urban since people are diverse and not all like urban
settings.

313

The area is beautiful, its why we chose to live here :)

314

Climate change concerns. Stop cutting down trees, get out of cars and walk or bike for
recreation, or to stave off the obesity/ diabetes/ health concerns of our nation.

315

There's already too much construction!

316

Love the views, the open spaces, the farms yet close to cities.

317

Because most of the other things just don’t exist! We don’t have community centers, the
roads are atrocious for biking or walking, and I’m not concerned about community
centers.

318

Why we live here. Otherwise, it's just another tightly packed city. Ugh.

319

This and the surrounding area has a strong community which values its history and the
natural value of the area. Any urban growth will require very careful planning and
structured land use regulations and processes to protect that. If that's ignored and the
natural value of the subject area is compromised or destroyed, there is no way to reverse
it. Dense growth is better directed to areas that have infrastructure already in place.
Growth is coming; that is a given. Comprehensive land use planning can protect
valuable areas which provide recreation, habitat, water quality, and much more.

320

WE NEED TO STOP PROMOTING MORE PEOPLE TO MOVE HERE
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321

We love the older trees in our community and the natural beauty around our area.

322

There are not too many areas like this left in the county. Please do not let it get destroyed.

323

Bad traffic hazardous to walkers and bikers

324

We are in danger of losing our natural resources!!

325

Same answer as previous

326

It really is beautiful here

327

We wish to retain the natural, rural beauty in the Clearview area.

328

many people love the natural beauty. Housing has been relatively affordable, and
natural wildlife

329

Community involvement and environment are important

330

The countryside should be preserved.

331

Clearview is a beautiful area with great community. Love the schools.

332

Still a rural area with natural features, and a small town community feel.

333

There are wonderful parks very close to SWUGA, its a beautiful area with streams and land
to support wildlife

334

Same as previous answer

335

Snohomish has historically been more affordable than its King County neighbor.
Neighborhoods are not cookie cutter in style so there are more choices to choose from.

336

Preserve the family friendliness of the area...restrict business growth.

337

A nice place to live without being jammed full of Appartments

338

There are snipits of nature left in this area which are beautiful. Also there is a lot of history
here.

339

We need to keep the area rural without too much growth.

340

we have the potential to retain significant ecosystem and socioeconomic diversity in our
community

341

they are why i moved here. Nature, beauty but close to stores, health care etc though i
do need a car to access those.

342

There are beautiful neighborhood parks and wonderful new businesses that have opened
are assets. Traffic flows are an opportunity which need to be addressed with the growth
in multi-family housing.

343

It was why we purchased our house. We have seen many of theses qualities put aside for
business, housing and economic tax benefits

344

see answer in #11 above

345

One of the last places where you can have a country feel but still be close to city services
and opportunities

346

None of the , new original reasons we came here are left thanks to your deliberate
decisions

347

traffic sucks in area needs help
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348

I love the natural landscape in Clearview and large lots allow for gardening and horses,
chickens and pigs. Current problems include too much traffic on rural roads like
Snohomish Ave. where traffic backs up when Highway 9 traffic is not flowing. And there
are some problems with abandoned motorhomes being dumped on rural roads.

349

I like the outdoors and the Maltby area has beautiful mountain views, a d Lee forest is
close for exlpring.

350

Natural beauty, habitat and canopy are quickly going away. Must protect.

351

I like the natural beauty of the area.

352

Having lived in the current rural area for over 30 years; all the prior changes of urban
growth boundry line have not included any plans or thought into how it impacts traffic.
Road development/improvements have not kept up other then Bothell-Everett Highway.

353

These are some of the things the people of this area value at a higher rate than those in
areas with higher population densities. That is why they chose to live here

354

Traffic is a nightmare!

355

Peopel should have choices as to where they live and work. I chose a rural setting with
acreage so that I could have plant trees, watch wildlife pass on my property, have wide
open views, and a peaceful way of life. Hwy 9 needs to move traffic thru the area better
so that it doesn't detract from the rural nature. The congestion is killing us.

356

This area has natural beauty that should be preserved

357

These are ASSETs, already excellent, not opportunities.

358

I enjoy the beauty of the open spaces.

359

There exists a unique opportunity to salvage and retain what is left of the rural character
due to deteriorating conditions as a consequence of the adverse impacts of the
unsavory heavy industrial activities within the UGA itself.

360

These are the areas that need to be improved for future benefit.

361

The reason we moved here is the opportunity to have privacy and some land, unlike the
sprawl of row houses and high density housing that are prevalent in surrounding
communities (e.g. Bothell)

362

See above

363

I believe that this area's natural beauty is its biggest asset. People move out here to het
away from the noise and traffic of the city.

364

We are already overregulated in the rural zones, billions spent on light rail few will use, and
the small amount required to widen 9 and 522 isn't available. So traffic backs up on
smaller roads as well as people avoid the jams that last half the daylight hours

365

A lot of locally grown food is available in the area from hobby farming. The quality is
incredible compared to when I lived in the city. Maltby Farmers Market and the Farm
Market at 21 acres are both close, local choices too.

366

Despite the heavy traffic, noise and stench it is still a beautiful place to live.

367

5 acre zoning prenvent urban sprawl

368

It’s a beautiful place to live

369

I want people to ha e children and families again, I want people to be encouraged to
love thy neighbor, not be segregated sardines in condos that people only live at for 1-3
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years max and speak different languages which is fine and all but definitely doesn’t build
communities because there isn’t an incentive to try.

370

Where I live has a beautiful view of the mountains and it’s between woodiville and
canyon Park. There is easy access to HY 522and 405. I have ridden my bicycle tto work
many times to kenmore with no problems. It’s a nice place to raise a family

371

This is such a beautiful area with mature trees and nature spaces, so calm and relaxing in
addition to clean air

372

I believe that we need to save what is remaining of our natural resources-trees, streams,
wetland habitat, forest habitat

373

they are important to me

374

Don't ruin a good thing. Keep Clearview Clear of congestion and more crowding

375

Like I said there is none

376

We moved here to live in a great country place with access to the Hwy but removed
from it

377

Refer to the prior personal statement listed above in number 12.

378

There is a severe lack of transportation paths in every ways in this area. Congested
dangerous roads, lack of safe biking and walking paths.

379

These are unique opportunities in our area not available in more urban settings

380

I chose 3 assets, because I wanted to connect to a rural environment with less pavement
and more open space. What we also found is a community of wonderful, kind people
who also chose the rural life.

381

This is a unique area that is still rural in character yet on a good day still only 35 minutes
from Seattle!

382

Need down zoning. Makes no sense that R-5 is next door to Bothell and King County

383

I love this area the way it is. Please protect its character

384

Need more housing options!

385

A healthy ecosystem benefits all of us. We need open spaces to counteract all of the
area that has already been urbanized. We need to maintain communities that are
intact— one’s that people can put down roots into and care about.

386

The peaceful rural character must be preserved. Growth at all costs is not worth it. You
cannot get back streams and wetlands and land once covered in buildings and pollute
the land so no farming can ever be done again there.

387

Open space and "country" living is very important to us. The access to streams and the
outdoors is easy. The community character is one of helping g each other and closeness.

388

Lots of rural area so far

389

I love driving through here and seeing open spaces, farms, wildlife etc. it’s why I moved
here and would not want to see it changed. Keep the character of the area - we don’t
have to copy cat the mess made else where

390

Need to improve biking access and safety from motorists. The future is less vehicular
traffic and more non motorized and public transportation. Please stop urban growth right
here
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391

I love the outdoors

392

Na

393

Too many people in our rural area

394

The area already has many of these characteristics. Making it more dense would destroy
many of what makes it a nice place to live. In areas where it is more dense, traffic has
gotten very bad.

395

I prefer to live on a decent amount of property; to garden, have privacy, and less people
per sq mile. I enjoy living in a rural setting close to the city where I work. I like having open
space and forests around my home.

396

Wanted to be out of the city

397

Our region is not very culturally diverse but it is economically diverse, which I think is good.
Let’s not turn into Bothell

398

N/a

399

I love the natural beauty of the area.

400

Community knowledge security and trust and natural surroundings

401

Because I think the rural atmosphere is very important

402

my assumption was that you were asking what was working or could be leveraged in
future plans - these three are them, with caveat that if roads are not addressed
economic opportunity will become difficult

403

because that's all it offers.

404

I feel the others don’t meet the standards of this area anymore

405

Quality of life. That is why I moved here. If some one wants the other shit it’s alteady in
most places, so leave this area open

406

We don't live here to be in a over developed area we enjoy the open space and the
nature around us.

407

Traffic first, before everything else! Fix it before you add in other services.

408

As stated before -- I sought out the "rural" feel, and don't want that to change.

409

We moved here for the natural open land and low density housing. There is not enough
here business wise to even begin to substantiate a city life-style enviornment. Further,
Snohomish County is allowed to continue development of housing in the manner they
have, it will continue to tax the roadway system. This disregard for planning roadway
systems is what has created the problems in south Snohomish County. To continue inthe
manner in which the county has is irresponsible.

410

If we build and make these rural areas more populated, all of these things will be
impacted greatly.

411

We are losing all the natural habitat and vegetation that make this area so appealing

412

Again that’s what I care about

413

I selected the same as in challenges because these assets are generally not easily
protectable.
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414

These are the rural character assets that the county is allowing mostly out of state
developers to destroy, for profit. These will disappear with increased developement. Look
at Bothell in SnoCo, a disaster.

415

We need to keep nature, too much developing

416

Because they are soon going to be a thing of the past!!!

417

We have lived in our house with 1 1/2 acres for over 30 years and i would want housing of
10 house to a acre near me.

418

Because it is a beautiful rural area with out of control traffic. Not interested in shrinking
roads to accomodate weekend bikers and the extremely rare commuter bike. We need
roads built to shuttle people efficiently thru this area to home and work.

419

Growth and access to better amenities such as grocery stores and movie theaters are
needed

420

large open spaces

421

I’d like to see the zoning be similar to neighboring communities with opportunity to
develop more housing and small retail commercial

422

This area is located close to many good jobs, and has retained large lot sizes, often with
tree canopy and habitat.

423

I feel the area needs a buffer between it and the more developed areas of West County

424

I do not want the UGA boundary to expand

425

we still need areas with green space and habitat

426

There are so few places left where one can live on a large piece of Land.. That makes
Snohomish special and attractive

427

Roads need to be upgraded to handle traffic, People are moving north, we need to think
about the future.

428

Same as above. Open areas, trees, privacy. Not everyone wants the urban life.

429

I love the beauty of the area, in spite of the use of Lee Forest by squatters and criminals.
People here do get involved in community discussions.

430

The area needs to save the forests, open spaces and wildlife areas. It's inevitable that the
area will grow but there needs to be a balance. Also #1 should be an infrastructure in
place before more business and people come to the area. This doesn't seem to happen
much in this state & that's why there is so much delays due to traffic. There is no access to
alternative transportation.

431

I believe once we destroy our natural beauty for high density housing it is gone forevertra

432

Growth is encroaching from the west faster than public services, roads and utilities can
handle adequately.

433

moved here because there was more open space/larger lots/living more in nature

434

There is a variety of housing opportunities in this neighborhood. It’s become very dense
though.

435

to discourage negative zoning changes
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436

It is one of the reasons we moved to the area. We didn’t move to the area to have more
access to things. We were drawn to the area because it is rural, quiet and we wanted a
bigger piece of property.

437

it's a beautiful area and its being torn down to build up cookie cutter communities

438

We need to keep rural spaces in our growing areas. Families move to this area because
they want space to have land and preserve the small farm life that is part of the history of
this are.

439

The open spaces, trees etc and the affordable housing in the past is what brought us
here.

440

Driving is dangerous & difficult. Washington is known for its natural areas. Fix the road
issues & protect the environment.

441

Clearview / Maltby has always been a beautiful place with nice people.

442

I love this place for it's nature

443

Area is beautiful with rural feel. I like being able to take my kids to the park that's not
overcrowded. People have a real sense of community in Clearview.

444

I believe that the protecting the rural character of this area should paramount

445

Trying to build apartment complexes in Maltby UGA is going to wreak havoc on traffic
and community.

446

This is rural living, with city access if desired.

447

Would like to keep Clearview a beautiful place to live.

448

Increasing parks or opportunities for the community to get involved in the natural beauty
and history of the area would help build a more connected community

449

We need to keep this area a semi rural environment and not allow too much growth or
ruin the environment.

450

There is a lot of potential to increase commerce and create jobs and economic
oppertunieties

451

Housing is nice and spread out. Quiet neighborhoods. Less busy.

452

These are the very things that drew most of us to this area and that we love

453

Hope it changes very little except to improve traffic flow of cars.

454

We want to keep this area wild. No huge developers with a million houses.

455

This area has a wide range of affordable houses though most of it is not brand new - it has
charcter and many nice lots. The character of this area has so much potential to
continue as a rural, historical, community area. Finally, Hwy 9 and 522 make it very
accessible to bus routes and major highways, making jobs farther away very accessible.

456

They are important to my quality of life.

457

community character-many of the communities seem to have a small central area that
could be kept up and cute. natural beauty-there are not houses squished in everywhereyou can still see many trees, open fields and things like that. housing variety-there are few
cookie cutter houses-that all look the same and are almost on top of each other.

458

I believe that it is the unspoiled, low density, natural landscape that has value to people
and the animals and fishes.
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459

a NGPA and it’s fun to see all of the creatures that pass through. We need to protect the
habitat for these animals.

460

As a40+ year resident in this area it has always felt that this rural area did not make sense.
Clear view area in particular has not changed since I was a kid.

461

See previous answers

462

As stated above, I am afraid SWUGA will further destroy my property value and the
reason I moved here.

463

It is beautiful out here and we have some nice parks

464

The character of Clearview is economically diverse with community support for these
businesses. Within constraints of time, people are supportive of each other. The beauty of
the natural environment, including its streams and watershed and open areas for rural
activities are all highly desirable.

465

This is a community that has been rural for many years and the people who live here want
to keep it this way. We do not want it to be absorbed into the city and become urban
sprawl. What we have is beautiful and we do not want to lose it.

466

Better house prices

467

The park and conservation areas are great contributions to the area

468

The area’s natural beauty and wildlife is still thriving.

469

Love being rural. Growing up in Port Angeles, it reminds me of the Peninsula and is the
reason we have settled in Maltby.

470

Quality of life was great when we moved here. Increasingly less so. More fearful.

471

Living in the country and still being able to commute. Loss of wildlife habitat.

472

It is the open spaces which drew me to the area 20 years ago. Traffic has hotten heavier
with NO improvement of infrastructure to handle the increased flow. Paradise Lake Rd
crossing 522 at rush hour is terrible. That intersection prevents me from traveling through
the area anytime near normal commute hours.

473

It’s a lovely area with a nice variety of homes at various price points with a great park at
PVCA

474

The county is allowing these things to be destroyed by over building

475

Improve Hwy 9, 180th, and Maltby Road.

476

STill enough natural character left that it can be celebrated/expanded/etc.

477

The ability to visit parks and take in the natural landscape of the area is a vital aspect of
living in the area for me, especially by foot as an avid runner. This is something that is
fairly unique to the area as opposed to more urbanized cities nearby.

478

We're one of the closest remaining communities with a rural character but access to the
large city.

479

Good mix of new and old construction. Concerned about deforestation with new
developments.

480

These assets are extremely limited in the southwest county region.

481

It’s beautiful and community based
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482

Widen Hwy 9 again? improve traffic & major roads, keep open spaces

483

Its like being in the country. Want to keep it that way.

484

I moved here because it was paradise, not because I wanted traffic and town homes.

485

This is why Maltby is great. Open spaces, trees and nature right at our footsteps.

486

It makes sense to develop the southern section of this area to increase quick access to
freeways, businesses and schools without increasing traffic on arterials to the north.

487

Same as earlier comment. This area isn’t a ‘destination’ but a pass through area so I hope
we can improve the flow (cyclists and automobiles) and retain the simplicity of the area

488

Is it not obvious I live here to get away from the loud city life.i like being a to walk down a
street and not see so many cars that it is not safe to walk on the street. Woods I can walk
in and not see anyone in them.

489

Rural living near the city

490

It’s close commute by car to work and other activities. Great opportunities to get
involved with the community church or food bank. Beautiful wooded area with mountain
views

491

Would love to see this preserved

492

Do not change the zoning to include more apartments or town-homes. Less pot shops
and fix the roads we already have.

493

Traffic is even worse in town and taxes and affordability are worse.

494

need to maintain rural space

495

I like open space

496

Completing the Eastside rail trail corridor trail would open the area to a great deal of
tourism and improve commuting opportunities with Bothell, Woodinville, Bellevue,
Redmond, and Seattle via the network of bike trails.

497

We need to maintain the natural beauty of our area as we mitigate growth. Many
people come to this area for the natural beauty. I must be maintained.

498

I have selected these because this is what you expect when you choose to live in a rural
area,and I would not want that destroyed

499

We moved into this area because of the natural beauty and the peaceful, quiet
community. We are close to the things we need, but do not live in the loud congested
area. As the boundary has moved, we are right on the edge of thousands of new homes,
increased traffic and more noise. We will definitely move if the development continues.

500

This is presently a vibrant community with a strong social infrastructure.

501

#11, at a time when there's a need to protect our salmon streams & few remaining
wildlife areas/corridores, I'm appalled at this proposal. Do you NOT SEE all the streams
running throughout this map? Were no lessons learned from building over wetlands along
35th S of 128th? Please take into acct the responsibilites you have to the taxpayers &
habitat already in your perview 1st.

502

Nothing is really that great just had to secret 3 items

503

it is important to keep our farmlands safe from urban sprawl, otherwise how will food be
provided for the masses?
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504

We moved to the area to enjoy the nature of our surrounding but feel that is being
threatened by unchecked and irresponsible home construction

505

This is why we moved here just 2 yrs ago - don’t ruin it!!!!

506

Please protect the natural environment while managing human growth.

507

Seemed like the best options from the list

508

We don’t have them

509

Clearview has a lot to offer for families looking for a quiet, scenic area to live.

510

People like myself living in the rural zone do so because of the land, trees, nature that you
can’t find in the overly populated areas surrounding us. I enjoy having space for my kids
to play outside and space for my family to garden and enjoy our land.

511

We need to keep these characteristics in our area

512

Self

513

Housing isn’t really affordable.

514

It’s beautiful out here. Tons of wildlife.

515

The natural beauty of the area and the amount that is undeveloped makes it a good
place to live.

516

Same as previous question.

517

Because they are

518

Rural undeveloped low density character is the most highly prized attribute of the area,
why people selected to move here and remain for decades, and why it would be grossly
unfair to destroy all that the longest duration and most highly invested citizens prize, for
the sake of new outsiders who have no stake in the area and its history and character.

519

See previous. This area is important as a natural buffer zone from large housing and
business zones

520

Preserve them !

521

Widen Maltby, improve the 9 -> 522 -> 405 flow of traffic to stop morning gridlock, and
stop the uncontrolled sprawl and overdevelopment

522

Go to the heart of Maltby & you will see the character of the Maltby Cafe & its
immediate surrounding. There's a lot of natural beauty, open spaces & wildlife. (I've
already seen it decrease & I've only lived here 4.5 yrs.)

523

Hwy 9 traffic. Turning into hw9 is also dangerous

524

We love having a larger lot with room for children and dogs to play.

525

Keep the open spaces.

526

We moved here to experience the rural area and rural housing, not for these other
aspects you have here.

527

We very much embrace the natural areas, shopping and work nearby. I’m concerned if
this changes we may have to move to find a similar community.

528

Leave it like it is. Protect a beautiful rural area

529

Clearview is VERY well located, beautiful area and very close to major thoroughfares
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530

We live in an awkward area where we are urban on one side of the street and rural on
the other. Everything to the south and north is urban as well.

531

Traffic is terrible and must be addressed

532

Because they matter to me.

533

I enjoy the rural aspect and open spaces of our area

534

This is a great country area with unique charm and great small elementary schools

535

we are blessed with a beautiful land, it is filling up to fast with people and businesses
without the roads to handle them

536

important to me

537

quality homes, good jobs

538

Preserving the integrity of the community

539

I feel there is so many possibilities to improve the community characater thru well thought
out roads and sidewalks to help ease traffic while also improving the health of the
community thru waking and biking options. I also believe in the process of improving
traffic, some great public parks could be built to preserve the nature feel. These parks
should be easily accessible by walking or biking. .

540

It's difficult to walk anywhere for my house is there are lack of sidewalks the lack of houses
cause the cost of the houses to increase Streetx need to be widened and access to
larger roads

541

We have all non transient housing from trailer parks up to million dollar houses. People
who come hear be come good neighbors and all work together in daily life. We have
every type of orginazation from 4h and scouts all the way to VFW hall.

542

You kept 43 Ave SE out of the UGA for years. time to step up and make it right,

543

This city is very beautiful with lot of natural resources

544

..

545

Lack of choice

546

Character of the community is calm and beautiful

547

Limited community connections due to distance between properties and lack of
sidewalks on busy roads

548

Na

549

The area is full of natural beauty, and is within a 20 minute drive to many conveniences.

550

Our area is beautiful. The people are friendly and respectful.

551

Same as above. If people can afford housing in the area, they will likely be able to make
moves which help our community. And, if the never-ending traffic issues were resolved, it
would create jobs in the community and invite business to bring their non-service or nonretail jobs here. Where are the IT jobs? Where are the education jobs? Where are the nonprofits and community-based jobs? And what about sustainable energy jobs? Let’s get
those here too!

552

Some of the same items I selected as challenges (to preserve) are assets that make our
community unique.
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553

If we preserve them, we have amazing natural resources.

554

Because the rural beauty of the neighborhood is why we moved here

555

Less people would be better

556

We already have a very wide variety of housing available and are growing in that area
everyday. Preserving the “Clear Views” from SO MANY neighborhoods allows the
Clearview area to continue competing with nearby desirable places to live! Clearview
was listed at #26 of the highest median income in the State of Washington. We were
listed WAY AHEAD of Snohomish City. As soon as Hwy 9 becomes a 2lane Highway thru
here, the traffic will feel a relief. The Snohomish River bridge needs to have another
bridge built next to the current one.

557

Because people need to belong. You can't just warehouse them and think they'll be
okay with it.

558

LOVE the rural character around our house, seeing working farms, and the natural beauty

559

Our tree cover is nice and maintains a feeling of being out in the rural areas without
actually being far from developed areas like woodinville or bothell

560

Because it is a unique and rare opportunity to have horse property and be able to get
into downtown Seattle in less than 40 min. Truly a unique place to live.

561

what attracted me here years ago

562

.

563

The rural character makes the area what it is.

564

Advantages of rural lifestyle

565

This is a great location to other towns or cities.

566

Except for the traffic, it's a great place to live and the people living in my neighborhood
care about the community.

567

Community input/identity gives personal investment in all that goes on in a close knit
community.

568

We have to protect the lands and streams. Healthy eating is also not available from the
perspective of eateries. We need more farmers markets and restaurants.

569

Families

570

I would like to see the plans to address this

571

Access generally could improve

572

Money grubbing leading to hundreds of ugly housing developments and nightmare
traffic

573

It’s beautiful and peaceful unlike everywhere else in the main parts of Seattle and the
Eastside. Not a lot of people in this area and allows you to escape and enjoy the natural
setting in a quieter more relaxing way.

574

Lived here 40+ years and still love it

575

Overdeveloped areas lose these qualities. If Clearview looses them too we will leave.

576

Need to maintain open spaces and improve traffic flow
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577

Creating and maintaining green spaces in our community helps maintain the character
of the area.

578

Our top 3 concerns to maintain the beauty, rural environment, and not disturb habitat
and wildlife

579

See above

580

I want to keep the community as is, but add better roads and more bike routes. I don't
want apartments or other large developments. I want the elementary school to stay
where it is on the same amount of land.

581

There is no going back once the rules are changed

582

These things are important in a community

583

If one wants access to many more facilities, then one needs to live closer to a town.
Being in a rural area is a gift these days. I feel very fortunate.

584

This is a beautiful area and I would like it to be more accessible, but I can't imagine
anything will work util traffic can move.

585

better roads, more business opportunity, more homes, better pricing

586

There is a wide variety of housing choices already in the area, and nature is important to
protect

587

Great protected areas

588

the traffic has become unreasonable during rush hours making if difficult to even leave
the area at certain times of day. Secondly, there are NO safe walking or biking corridors
at present.

589

Pretty clear.

590

I think these are the good things about living here in addition to the others I specified in
the previous question. None seem to be priorities for the decision makers.

591

The area has special appeal to a limited population who wish to maintain open space.
High speed internet would appeal to a population would could afford to maintain the
rural qualities.

592

I can walk my dogs through the neighborhood and enjoy the trees, wetlands and natural
beauty that the area provides

593

these are the attributes that preserve native biological diversity

594

Live out here for the natural beauty.

595

Snohomish has a very good sense of community, and there are lots of dining and business
choices in clearview for how small it is

596

See answer to #11.

597

quality of life

598

Most of the community lives here because if the rural nature of this community. These are
people who want to raise their families with space, trees, wildlife, etc. We are at risk of
losing all of this because the county doesn't value it. And once it's gone, you can't get it
back.

599

These assets make living in the area a peaceful, spiritual, beautiful location to live and
thrive.
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600

It’s best assets are the natural beauty

601

It’s already a great place to live, but being able to get around better and have our roads
cleaned up a bit would be nice. Plus a few more spots for recreation would really take
the quality of life up. Can we please have the intersection of highway 9 and Maltby road
have building options for food and a NICE strip mall? Not a decrepit one. Looks terrible!

602

Living among the farms and fresh food choices is amazing! The family produce stands
are one of the best things about living here

603

We have great beauty here and have worked hard to preserve it and protect the
environment here. It is why most of us live here.

604

This is why I live here. If I wanted to be able to walk to restaurants and watch my
neighbors watch tv from my back yard I would move into a development or
neighborhood. I want to live in a rural area and I want it to stay that way.

605

The rapid growth all around with King county forging north and now Snohomish County
forging south, creates an opportunity. The BPS area can create an identity as the regions
premier rural acreage. Creating immense opportunities for increased housing prices
drawing anyone who wants acre+ lots. Buy time to build amazing infrastructure to benefit
unique businesses that call the rural area home

606

It is important to allow some “elbow room”. when issuing bail uilding permits. Everyone
agrees that years ago Mill Creek was developed with some common sense. The big trees
were not bulldozed. It is a beautiful place to live. This no longer happens. why?

607

That’s why we live in the country- to get away from people and the problems within the
city

608

Living in the UGA allows access to jobs but also recreational opportunities found in the
rural areas

609

Again, valued attributes

610

Love our veiws, waterways, hiking. Dont take away

611

Same as the above

612

many eating choices

613

We are almost the last place still naturally beautiful and that must be retained

614

The beauty here is unmatched and would be severely limited by further growth! Please
don’t develope here more! We have access to everything we need already, and
bringing in more homes will just make the traffic crisis we have every afternoon worse!

615

These are the best aspects of the area and the most threatened by development.

616

Keeping open space and not cramming in hundreds of new houses and apartments.
Apartments are the worst! Traffic nightmare and crime.

617

traffic is a mess. 30+ min to go less than 1 mile is unacceptable.

618

The area is beautiful. The UW Forestry Preserve is a gem.

619

Maintains the environment in our area will also help protect the drinking water and
eliminate further pollutants

620

We all have acces to the city of Snohomish, Mill Creek and Woodinvile

621

All the gorgeous land are becoming condos.
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622

I love where I live, innanrural setting with natural beauty all around.

623

I don't want to live in a city or subdivision. That's why I live out here. Please leave it that
way.

624

The area is beautiful with open properties not crammed with housing.

625

This is a beautiful area to live. We are surrounded by natural beauty here, so it feels
somewhat “removed” from the neighboring metro areas; yet we are still close enough to
commute to the surrounding metro areas.

626

Same

627

I don’t want the area to turn into a construction zone and be ruined.

628

It is currently a great place to live. WITHOUT high density housing.

629

As stated previously in "challenges" to maintain access, build affordable housing and
keep the great location aspect of this area is the opportunity

630

We moved here for the beauty of the place. Hearing frogs crock in spring my boys
playing in the woods growing up. Riding our horses off our property. What more could a
parent ask for. Safe.

631

.

632

Our area is unique in its quiet, spacious, rural character.

633

Rural living is being destroyed

634

what does it matter , you won,t listen anyway

635

Because with all of the development these are what have been impacted the most

636

The character of so much individual living spaces and a country feel is what drew us to
live here.

637

This is still out in the country.....

638

Housing availability and close proximity to work is the only reason to live here.

639

These are things that entice people to participate in this area.

640

We need to keep what we have and only add to this more natural areas that future
generations can access.

641

our way of life

642

Because this area is the best place to live

643

I listed opportunities. We don't many assets.. no bus, no libraries, no parks, no sideways,
dangerous traffic levels.

644

Love the ability to own acreage.

645

Because it is a business area.

646

None

647

The best part of Clearview is the rural beauty. The streams, trees and wildlife are what
makes our community so special. We don't have cookie cutter houses. We have horse
barns, coyotes, frogs and deer. We are a secret garden.

648

These are features that make this a great area. They go and this may as well be a strip
mall
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649

Use to be a neighbourhood where we all knew each other.

650

The rural tone of this community is strong. Diversity in a community should not focus solely
on packing the area with housing. It should instead combine areas of open space,
access to parks, community organizations. Basically our oppourtunities should focus on
bringing the community together.

651

That's what I live with

652

The nature here is beautiful.

653

We live here for the rural feel.

654

These items are impprtyto me. While already present in Clearview they could definitely be
accentuated

655

We love the fact that Clearview is a lot of open space, it is rural and people tend to live
closer to the earth.

656

I love being able to take backroads and see the hills full of trees, farms of crops and
cattle, and see the otherwise unobtainable view that you only find in the rurals of
snohomish.

657

Clearview is one of the few areas that is amiable to farming, affordable, and acceptably
close to quality jobs.

658

These are the reasons we don't want any more growth in the area. You keep asking the
same questions over and over.

659

It would be nice to have more parks and open spaces.

660

we need to have the infastructure done sewers roads bus service and housing options
simplify permit process

661

If you could improve traffic flow prior to bringing in more growth, everyone would be
happier. The largest complaint I hear is that they overbuild and don't plan for the extra
traffic. I left Lake Stevens because they overbuilt and I got tired of all the
traffic/commute. If we could bring more business to Clearview/Maltby, then people
could work close to their home.

662

I moved here for a reason! Less house...less people...less city!

663

Snohomish still has a rural atmosphere, hopefully not to be taken over by high density
housing. Don't want to be Seattle.

664

I moved here to get away from the people, and the traffic. Please don't screw it up.

665

I think the reasons why are evident. I like to walk and enjoy nature and I like preserving
nature.

666

The natural beauty and clean air makes this a safe, healthy place to live, raise children,
and grow food

667

Clearview community association

668

the current lot size and zoning allow this to be the place I love

669

Same as above. Beautiful open lands and fields are home to many native lives

670

I like country living

671

As described above....traffic is terrible and getting worse every day
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672

dont destroy this area to greedy builders and developers. Protect this valuable rural area.

673

Should be able to skip this q

674

Nothing but residential areas there. I never travel there even though I love 5 minutes
away

675

important to me and my quality of life

676

This area is experiencing too much growth

677

There’s nothing in those rural areas. I live near there and never go to the area.

678

Unspoiled by major development

679

Rural areas most valuable assets is its rural character

680

Should be obvious. If it isn't you probably don't live here.

681

Because these are the reasons why people moved and live here!

682

The character of Clearview is economically diverse with community support for these
businesses. Within constraints of time, people are supportive of each other. The beauty of
the natural environment, including its streams and watershed and open areas for rural
activities are all highly desirable.

683

I like to feel isolated I want some space for myself.

684

We moved here for the rural atmosphere. In the space of our land a contractor would
build 12 homes. We have bobcats, deer, bear, raccoons and squirrel that will have
nowhere to go in an overdeveloped housing development.

685

Because they are what drew us to this area back when we purchased our home.

686

PLEASE lets keep this area green!!!!! leave the trees and plants be!!! No more
development. The character of Clearview is the history of the farmlands - lets please not
turn into the development right next door...

687

Rural charactor is so rare. We must preserve that for residents and the environment

688

what i fell is important for this area

689

because they are important for healthy living and affect me

690

The rural feel of this area is what makes this area unique and special.

691

I like the feel of my neighborhood and great neighbors

692

The important values for why I chose to live here can still be protected from the constant
encroachment of irresponsible development. It's not too late to save some of what's left.

693

I imagine density taking down trees and bringing traffic

694

5 acre minimums force people to drive through our area creating huge traffic jams

695

More availability keep prices lower

696

I love the country feel of the area and beauty of the land. More development would ruin
what this area is all about.

697

lots of land,trees, etc

698

The only thing we can offer is affordable housing, the density house (to basically add to
current tax base) will destroy this area
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Comment: Please share why you selected these opportunities.

699

Obvious reasons

700

Aside for traffic and time for sheriff to arrive, it is a great place to live

701

The UGA should remain rural and not turned into over developed commercial Everett. Let
the UGA keep its rural character.

702

I have lived in the area for 20years watching county zoning produce mono-culture
housing developments where people seldom leave their homes. There is no sense of
community in the Canyon Park/Clearview area and your survey reflects a naivite and
consultant input that seems to be largley a waste of time and money.

703

It is insane to have 39th ave se dead at a TEE at se228th.

704

Need to ensure access to transportation first.

705

Same as above.

706

There is no overall vision for this urban growth area as far as residential living is concerned.

707

I like walking at Brightwater and eating at the Maltby Cafe

708

A healthy environment can't be created by allowing all of the growth that has and
continues to be approved. You can't have community when there is too much traffic
causing air pollution. No one can walk or bike safely so there is no health and fitness. The
county needs to look at the bigger picture of what is occurring in this area and all of the
development that is being allowed. The problems have been created by a lack of caring
and just looking at how much tax revenue is being created. The area this once was is
long gone, there is no more character. It's all just traffic and angry people.

709

There is still a chance to protect these aspects of the area from development by keeping
strong zoning boundaries in place.

710

A fifteen minute can take over an hour during rush hour. Promises made during the early
21st century have not been met; thus poor travel conditions.

711

the last little corner that is far enough out of the city by still 5 min from a grocery store.
spacial and natural

712

This is a unique area! These assets are worth protecting. If you want easy access to a
library or a hospital, don't choose to live in a rural area.

713

The best things this area has to offer is the natural beauty and gorgeous tree canopy.
Taking that away would leave nothing as there is no actual central downtown.

714

Rural areas provide ways to actively participate in the community and to be a part of the
rural history and character of the area. It is not a suburban development.

715

I know there'e a huge demand to live in this area and not enough developable land in
the desired areas

Source: BERK, 2019.
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Exhibit 9.

Question 14: Question What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if
the County were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA
boundaries, with associated changes to rural land uses or zoning in the study area in
future planning efforts?

Q14

Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?

1

The development boundaries should not be moved toward Maltby or any other Hwy 9 access
areas due to current traffic congestion and accidents. Development would be better served in
areas that already have existing road, interstate access in the Everett, Lynnwood and Bothell
areas. If the country feel keeps getting pushed out, all we have is urban sprawl and the issues
that come with it. Keep Maltby and Clearview free of these incumbrances

2

help create a community identity; leave rural 5 acre lots where possible; help create a vibrant
central business area; walk or ride bikes to services; parks

3

I am amazed at how chokingly small the lots are on most of the recent projects in Snohomish
County and how huge and unattractive the houses are on them. They are the fodder for
unhealthy family living. An example: Pioneer Heights project is awful...So are the surrounding
projects there. People buy there *because you offer them nothing else!*. You can build smaller
quality homes on larger lots, retaining the true assets of a family property: room to grow, to
garden, to spend time together outside, to have a pet to enjoy, to enjoy the outdoors without
having a neighbor staring you in the face.

4

The Maltby UGA should never have been a UGA in the first place. History shows sewers were
brought in to solve the problem on industrial businesses south of Maltby Road illegally dumping
chemicals into their septic tanks which ended up in Crystal Lake and then into Lake Washington.
Those businesses should have been investigated and charged with violations. Instead sewers
were installed. Now the RUTA around the Maltby UGA should be removed to reduce the
speculation by owners in the RUTA.

5

Most people who live here appreciate the quieter nature of the area and would like to preserve
that

6

See above

7

The wishes of the residents not simply the prospective commercial developers

8

Our roads can not handle the current traffic load. Opening this area for building townhouses
and housing developments would have a disastrous effect on traffic flow.

9

NO small lot housing development. More sheriffs/police PLEASE!

10

This relatively small rural area adds substantial benefit and desirable character to the region.
There are more than ample areas for higher density housing and business. Current roads in and
around this area are at their limit, and proper sizing for further growth would mean greater
impact to this desirable rural area than the potential benefit of urbanization would bring.
Maintaining the rural quality here also provides future opportunity for those who desire rural type
living within reasonable access to I-5 and 405 corridor business areas.

11

This is a small rural area, sandwiched between busy Mill Creek and Monroe. It is nice to have the
variety as it stands now. I live on 1.5 acres, but drive less than 10 minutes to get to plenty of
restaurants, gym, major shopping centers. The natural beauty of the open spaces, with fewer
businesses nearby, is why my neighbors and I chose this area. We want to have services within
reach, but not underfoot. It is pretty perfect the way it is. Improve highway 9, and let us keep
the country-feel.

12

See response to #11
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Q14

Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?

13

Keep it rural. Keep the growth out of here. No more people. Send them someplace else.

14

Number one I would have you make Highway nine four-lane road instead of four lanes until you
get to a certain area in Snohomish county and it drops down to two lanes again which is stupid
that’s the reason why you have traffic trouble it needs to be four lanes all the way up north

15

Respect existing businesses and residents, but allow a solid downtown zone surrounded by
residential and farm only (and provide incentives for farmland to stay farmland instead of being
so tempted to cash in and sell it to housing developers - once farmland is gone, it is usually gone
forever

16

Take a look at what has happened to previously beautiful areas in Maple Valley, Enumclaw and
Issaquah Highlands. Masses of little boxes to store people in with horrible traffic, no character, no
history and lots of damaged natural spaces, farmlands and woodlands. We are losing the
character of Snohomish County with bad growth decisions.

17

People who live here like things the way they are. We put up with traffic because it only
happens during the commute hours. We have schools. We have small businesses. The roads are
steep but you can bike around and cyclists love to ride by. We have good access to resources
outside the area and don't need any improvements within the area. You should not survey the
residents of this area using Survey Monkey alone. Nextdoor is new. Facebook is not as widely
used as one might think. This area is pretty old school. You should have mailed the survey for it to
be truly representative

18

Citizens will oppose such expansion.

19

Traffic impact is the biggest concern many of us share. Increasing density will bring more traffic
on roads which are already inadequate with current density. We also value the rural setting
where we have chosen to live and would like to keep it that way.

20

The current crc is an antiquated joke. Seems as though the county is manipulating permitted
commercial uses so as to fit a hidden agenda ( ex providence hospital was allowed to open a
clinic in the Albertsons center though that use is not permitted under the crc.go figure

21

Not to make it too built up (not too industrial) as it will lose its appeal and character

22

Keep housing affordable. Keep traffic moving. Keep streams clean and preserve older trees and
snags. I would hate to see animals (both wildlife and livestock pushed out).

23

Some of the questions do not seem pertinent. The area is too small/low population to consider
building civic services. There's enough in the general south county area.

24

Housing affordability. We lived in this area for 30 years and We could not afford to downsize and
stay here we’re just on the outside of the boundary. Off of Cathcart

25

I really like the rural and quiet nature of the Maltby and Snohomish areas. I would like to maintain
that same character in the future. However, I would to see some money spent on sidewalks and
bike trails through out Maltby and Snohomish. Even there has been a lot of growth, there has not
been any money spent on infrastructure improvements. Also, all of the brand new trucking
companies have located in Maltby have made the Maltby area itself very dangerous to walk
and ride bicycles. Before all of the trucking companies located in Maltby, that area used to be
very quiet and peaceful

26

Endangered species, salmon-bearing streams, landslide hazards, well-established
neighborhoods, right of cities to self-govern growth (upheld by WA State Supreme Court.)

27

Would love to see rezoning form some tiny house communities, would love to see some more
restaurant zoning, and a huge housing development cannot go in near the 522/paradise lk
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Q14

Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?
intersection without traffic being addressed. Would love to see some grocery shopping and
restaurants in that area, though in the #6 region.

28

We don’t need more housing. Keep this area as it is.

29

You MUST solve any traffic problems that come with growth that encourages more traffic,
whether it is businesses, high density housing or whatever. You also need to make an effort to
preserve green belts and natural spaces.

30

Any change in zoning creates controversy. Maltby residents have endured benign neglect from
the County for decades, and promises have been broken. It is't helpful to blame past
administrations for failures. With a little effort, positive changes can be made, but again, input
from all the property owners is vital. Not everyone shares the views of the folks that are involved
in this process. Residents don't even understand how their respresentatives are chosen. Most
people have no idea this study is happening.

31

Use step downs of density standards as extending outward from urban center, rather than same
denses zoning to an abrupt boundary. Grandfather in those already establish in a way that
allows them variences in building to suit the changing neighborhood, rather than leniencies and
variences for developers.

32

I would hope that you would keep this area rural. We are fast becoming like regions of California
where one city is built up into the next and there is no space between them. Everyone needs a
way to get away from city life and feel like they have come out to the country. I would like
Maltby/Clearview area to become just that. A place for people to take a short drive out to the
country for parks and maybe lunch at Maltby cafe.

33

Keep the commercial and dense residential areas together. NO STRIP DEVELOPMENT.

34

We don't want to change.

35

Make more green spaces and parks available, a turf soccer field in the Maltby area. More green
businesses.

36

Once the developers get a property, all the tree canopy, all the wetlands are destroyed.
County doesn't enforce its own regulations. Keep them out!

37

Allow developers to build. This will bring good quality lifestyle and community presence.

38

Land proposal use to limit developers and moving boundaries to Snohomish for higher taxes and
land use

39

They should not change anything that would allow home developers to bring in home
subdivisions with tiny lots. They should allow our community to stay as it is rural, natural and
beautiful

40

I think you should keep our environment in mind. We love in a beautiful rural area for a reason.
We can't just keep taking way all the rural areas and building more and more without
consequences. We have to stop putting money first and think about the big picture.

41

I live barely within the UGA. When I bought this house I didn't realize the UGA boundary had
been moved from when I started spending time here. I wish I'd known I'd soon be surrounded by
developments. It's not what I wanted. Expanding the UGA is unfair to landowners who live there
BECAUSE it's rural. We need smarter, transit-oriented growth, not more cars & clogged roads.
Traffic & schools already overfull. Improve trails for car free commuting.

42

Stop taking away peoples intentions for their home. Living in a rural area is a choice, now there is
an attempt to destroy that. Why? Future growth can be pushed to areas already developed,
does the county intend to develop every last sq inch of land?
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Q14

Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?

43

Please consider the already heavy traffic going through this area and surrounding areas. DON'T
ADD MORE HOUSING UNTIL YOU HAVE FIGURED OUT THE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS!

44

Please consider what the environment and infrastructure can handle before encouraging more
development. It would be short sighted to keep going down the route of rapid growth as it
would completely ruin this area.

45

Locate higher density housing closer to transportation centers. Have developers contribute
significantly to road infrastructure prior to completion of housing. ie roundabouts and turn lanes
on county and state roads

46

With all the new businesses in Maltby, the traffic is getting even worse

47

This area is already suffering from the increase in population density from surrounding area
creating increased traffic congestion. Prior to considering changing this area the current traffic
conjestion should be improved.

48

Those of us who have chosen to live in harmony with nature will be taxed out of our homes, and
our life-style, if you continue to increase the population/density by including us in the urban
growth boundary. Living in a rural area was a conscious choice for us. We have a stake here.
We do not want our quality of life stolen from us.

49

Main roads are already overcrowded. Connect the Hwy 9 double lanes and the SR522 double
lanes.

50

Possibly adding conveniences, some retail opportunity, finish widening road and add bike lanes

51

street upgrades to handle all modes of transportation

52

Moving rural land uses further north and out in Snohomish Co reduces opportunity for tree cover
and food growing.

53

need sewers to help the future for business

54

If you plan to move the line, please take into consideration the addition of schools and
expansion of roads BEFORE building new housing communities... If we allow a mass growth in
population, we should be prepared for the growth in schools and the increased vehicles on the
roads. We are not there yet. We barely have enough room in these areas for the number of
people here already. I personally would love to see the roads expanded and schools added
BEFORE increasing the population in this area, that way, when they come, there will be room for
them.

55

The growth that has occurred inside the current UGA boundary is an example of what not to do.
Hundreds of new communities have been built by removing forest land. The communities lack
any master design and are generally an eye sore. The road infrastructure is critically behind.
Adjustments to the UGA boundary must be considered but I believe the boundary should remain
unchanged. If adjustments are made, I believe strong restrictions need to be in place to protect
open space/forest land and to ensure an improvement in the road infrastructure

56

HIGHWAY 9 North

57

West of the UGP, growth has happened at such a fast rate that the infrastructure has NOT kept
up. There are not enough schools, roads or public transportation options to support the growth
and we are suffering for it. With any decision to change the UGA boundaries, please be sure to
work with school districts and municipalitites to ensure that there is infrastructure planning to
support the changes.
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Q14

Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?

58

Retain the character of a rural community while updating it to provide opportunities close to
home.

59

This is a oasis is a concrete jungle. In the last few years we have see an increase of wildlife who's
habitat has been destroyed outside our postage stamp. No one who lives in the SWUGA wants
the county's interference. We want our lives to continue the way it was before there was
unabashed expansion that has led to horrible traffic with no consideration for infrastructure.
Leave us alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

60

Increase density of UGA rather than expand the boundary. It is pointless to set a boundary and
then ignore it. Don't allow creeping development to change nearby properties without
providing those owners with compensation. Increase trails (bike, horse, foot).

61

People live here BECAUSE it feels like it is removed from everything. However it would be nice to
have a few more services near the freeway entrances. Things like apartment building and strip
malls will destroy the rural feel of this area. But please please please fix 522.

62

The impact of multi family housing and additional businesses on the current infrastructure. There
is currenlty no way to support workers at the two new massive warehouses and certainly no
infrastructure for multi family housing. The mixed use of land between business and residential
does not seem to be well planned.

63

If there is an adjustment to the boundary, Snohomish County and the City of Bothell need to
make significant improvements to the infrastructure to improve traffic flow. The county should
prohibit building lots smaller than $7,500 square feet.

64

I think that Snohomish County should consider keeping housing affordable in the county by
opening up those portions of the SWUGA that are adjacent to current UGAs, and nearest to job
centers such as Bothell and Seattle to greater density.

65

Just because the county is studying the survey area it being next to a high density fast growing
area should not influence the rural designation.

66

1. The county needs to develop stronger planning and development requirements, and
ENFORCE THEM! Establish meaningful penalties for permit violations. 2. Rural areas and their
associated resources need to be preserved and protected; they’re why people live here!

67

Maintaining and preserving the characteristics and attributes of the rural area are critical both
now and for future generations; the county needs to develop stronger planning and
development requirements AND ENFORCE THEM!!; meaningful traffic solutions are necessary to
support any growth in the area. Project by project traffic mitigation requirements will not work.

68

While we didn't intentionally seek out a home in a rural area, our family has benefitted greatly
from raising our children in this region. We now deeply value the calm and simplicity of our
region, just outside yet far from bulging suburbia. I pray Snohomish County continues to value this
space of calm amid the chaos.

69

Adjust housing options to include the village concept where people can have opportunities to
incorporate rural lifestyles with sustainable low impact lifestyles. Think about unique options such
as tiny homes, better transit and limiting the amount of cars allowed.

70

Build roads to handle the increased population and businesses.

71

The need for infrastructure needs to keep up with demand. This would include water, sewer,
natural gas, and roads.

72

More people & housing brings more pressure on traffic with no increase in public transportation
in sight.
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Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?

73

The county needs to totally rewrite Title 30 of the UDC so that the goals of the grwoth
management act are adhered to and followed. The current development pattern is appalling
and only serves the developers and is going to leave the county and its citizens with many
problems in the future.

74

It's important to preserve 'rural' areas for people to live, raise families and to be able to own a
home based business

75

We are vastly losing farm land and open spaces everywhere. Its time to preserve some.

76

The effects to the roads when adding more homes increase to road use and already county is
not keeping up on repairs or expasion

77

leave us alone as a rural area for our quality of life

78

leave us in Clearview alone

79

That there will be a local exodus because this area can't support the proposed growth. Keep it
west of highway 9.

80

Please stop adding houses and businesses! Keep it how it is.

81

traffic, ease of bicycling, ease of walking, bus routes

82

Traffic and schools will be impacted right away. Potenal crime to rise. How to support the cost
of these issues.

83

preserve rural character, while allowing new business opportunities

84

completing infrastructure before allowing any development

85

Native habitats and rural areas need to be preserved and not demolished to make way for
more housing devlepments

86

We are country our roads need widened we need assistance with traffic flow

87

Limit the destruction of native plant areas. Improve traffic flow.

88

The existing infastructure especially the roads and schools cannot support dense housing and
would destroy the natural beauty

89

Roads and sewer

90

Keep large areas of nature as is. Don't let it be over run with dense housing

91

We chose less dense housing because we needed room for a big shop, but have struggled with
the isolation it came with; it feels like we are always outsiders whether it is taking a simple family
bike ride or connecting with other families. We are open to zoning changes in areas that will
bring character and community to our life, while taking care of the environment.

92

Keep the public informed as much as possible. Use all forms of communication available and be
as transparent as possible. People get upset when they see development all around them but
weren't made aware, or the attempts to be made aware were minimal.

93

I think Any expansion of the current UGA’s would be a mistake that will strip this area of it
character, it’s history, and ability to offer respite from urban sprawl. Future generations deserve
the opportunity to enjoy “being in the country” for a day outing or as a place to live.

94

High density housing would be a big mistake as would ignoring expanding and maintaining
roads in favor of mass transit.

95

dont change zoning so they can build houses and apts side by side
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Comments: What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County
were to consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries…?

96

Looking beyond boundaries of Study area is paramount....ensuring that islands of protected
spaces do not inadvertently landlock wildlife, thus destroying the character of the area as we
push them out of their living spaces.

97

Housing affordability, accessible parks, pedestrian and bicycle access.

98

Don't adjust the UGA line and begin the continued outward sprawl that the GMA is suppose to
prevent!

99

Adding more appartment living lowers property values of neighboring home owners and
increases temporary residents. Crime rates increase and people feel less safe. There's a reason
people moved outside the city to live.

100

Noise, wildlife, taxes paid by current residents, road congestion, protecting the beauty of our
trees

101

Increases in housing density would have serious negative impacts on our quality of life by
reducing our open spaces and natural areas and increasing an already miserably traffic
problem.

102

Maltby is NOT for large apartments!

103

More dense population will only increase pressure on SR522

104

It’s already over crowded and doesn’t have the infrastructure to handle more traffic

105

There’s not the infrastructure and road system to support large apartment complexes, and that
doesn’t fit with the character of the area

106

rural land use and enjoyment shoiuld remain unchanged. If it is changed it should be purchase
from owners.

107

If the county changes the zoning from rural to shitty commerical or shitty industial they should
pay the rural communty for there property so they can move to away from this crappy country.

108

Traffic flow, large influx of people changing characteristics of community, industrial too close to
homes

109

If you develop all the land, there will be no natural areas left here. Humans need outdoor,
natural areas to rejuvenate. Access to local produce and artisans is also important. Instead of
running what little beautiful land we have left in this area, let's focus on better transportation to
and from Seattle, so we can spread housing development other places.

110

Limit growth, keep rural as much as possible

111

Improve traffic accessing 522. 164th and Connelly road intersection backups can be 1-2 miles
long from 3-6pm during the week.

112

Leave things the way they are and don’t change .

113

Open space is what small family farms require

114

Leave it alone. We don't need more housing given the lack of infastructure that the county has
choosen to not have developers do. We live here for just what we have at the moment. Quiet,
rural land.

115

Residential enhancement, mother in law apartments, business, nothing from the county here

116

Most people here don’t want their neighbor 10 feet off their front door

117

Most of us that live in this area have for most of our lives. And we want to raise our families in the
same environment that we were raised in. We don't want or need housing developments or
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apartment complexes. We enjoy the peace and quiet of the area. If we wanted to live in the
city, we would.

118

Leave everthing east of SR 9 like it is. There is no need to screw with us any more than you
already have. Just leave this section of the world alone. It is a beautiful place that my son wants
to be a part of when we are forced by property taxes to leave when we retire so for his sake
and future families just leave it alone. No apartments, condo's or subdivisions need to be here,
there are already way too many of those.

119

Sufficient roads and other infrastructure must first be in place before growth can occur. To do
otherwise is to further damage the quality of life of residents and commuters and those could
benefit from the improvements.

120

The environment.

121

It should keep in mind the desires of the residents. It is not all about making businesses happy. It
is not all about generating income for the county. There are people living here and they chose
to live here, not in the city. The apartments, businesses and development are impacting the
area in ways that will be irreperable. They will destroy natural habitats, drive the animals away,
increase pollution, and increase demands on water and roads that are already highly taxed.

122

Allow individuals to divide their private land as desired in stead of back door deals with huge
developers.

123

This is the one area of the county where urban boundaries are adjacent to rural boundaries. To
me this shows that there were some small areas that were misplanned - urban growth was
allowed in areas that were supposed to be rural. To statisfy growth management rules, UGA
boundaries were drawn around this cancer to prevent it from getting any larger. On the rural
side of the line, it is rural and is intended to stay that way. That's why people live here. Please do
not allow the cancer to spread by expanding urban directly into rural areas.

124

School capacity! Don’t get into the horrible situation the the Everett school district is in where
they are busing kids all over to relieve congestion at Jackson.

125

No mass housing/ appartments. We are overcrowded with no infrastructure as is

126

This area does not have the infrastructure to support condensed housing (at this point)

127

Rezoning is fine as long as the plan is executed holistically. You can't add significant traffic
capacity creating projects unless you build the road infrastructure improvement first.

128

No dense housing and better traffic control

129

What they did in past seriously changed growth area and screwed our school district that had
just built schools in an area where growth was halted.

130

INFRASTRUCTURE

131

I think all of the considerations called out in the Scope of Work are germain. As relates to those
living and working here - environment, transportation, access to ammenities in commercial
"hubs" within the UGA, are all important.

132

They need to recognize the growth is coming and not ignore the traffic problem

133

greenspace, protection and addition of wetland, house lot size ratio, reduction or end to more
industrial, traffic flow.

134

Leave the area alone. Moratoreum on building . NO apartments, no more warehouse crap
around here. Put s Maltby museum in the area of the Maltby shops yo bring I the history of this
bustling logging community that is now gone.
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135

Annex into Maltby. Build a community base amp. Improve roads with sidewalks and bike lanes
for continuity and safety. Keep it rural, but connected. Provide some sort of identity as part of
WOODINVILLE or Maltby. ?? It’s kind of nowhere land - in all conceivable ways.

136

I do not want encroachment of industry into the greater Maltby area, because it will reduce the
peaceful, natural, undeveloped flavor of the area. I have a pond nearby and listen to the frogs,
not traffic. I don't have to deal with constant traffic flow on residential roads, but gwoth will
increase that, like the 360-unit apartment complex that is planned on Paradise Lk. Rd. just east of
SR522. That is huge, will add traffic, people and likely more crime, and should never have been
approved.

137

I don't what to see any more light industrial and tilt up buildings north of current construction on
Broadway

138

Traffic management in Maltby and 522/Paradise Lake Rd. intersection is already overwhelmed
and poorly managed.

139

We should not let ourselves be overrun by development.

140

Bring Hy 9 up to date by adding capacity. Don't even think about urban expansion until roads
are significantly expanded!

141

Put in a roundabout at the Cathcart store on Broadway and Elliott. This would help traffic flow
significantly! Widen hwy 9 to 5 lanes from 180th to Lowell Larmar road. Widen 522 from Paradise
road east to snohomish river bridge to 2 lanes each way

142

Limiting additional business zoning, maintain single residency housing

143

This area of where numerous people have chosen to live because of the peaceful environment
and access the main roadways. Unfortunately we are being forced out of our homes becuase
the county only sees dollar signs. For a change, think of the people who live in this area and
consider our feelings.

144

Road access, particularly Hwy 522 must be improved!

145

Limit the number of pot shops along 9. Design better traffic flow.

146

FIX THE ROADS FIRST

147

Please significantly reduce the development of the area in general but especially the industrial
and large complex residential projects.

148

Need to keep open spaces for wildlife habitats. Traffic flow is already a big problem.

149

I believe that Rural should stay rural. That is the reason that we moved out here. I would be
severely disappointed if we developed as I've seen in other areas of the extended community.

150

Eliminate non retail businesses from neighborhoods. Too many trucks and heavy equipment in
area

151

Make sure infrastructer is solid before building

152

Please consider why people live here in the first place. It is the character of the area. We are a
rural designation. That's why we live here. While we may not have everything that more urban
areas have, that's our choice. Please don't force urbanization on us. If we want it, we'll move to
an urban area.

153

Did the traffic problems first before anymore industry is allowed to move in.

154

Traffic needs to be considered before additional housing.
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155

Adequate infrastructure to support future population growth and economic enterprise.

156

Land owners should be free to develop their land

157

I think people more to the ‘rural’ areas because they want space and privacy and natural land
around them. I think it would be a shame to change that. There is so much already changing
around this area perhaps we need to take a breath and see the full impact of the current
developments to our roads and communities and quality of life.

158

dont do it, please keep seattle in seattle

159

climate change

160

Keep in mind the community concerns when prioritizing projects

161

Infrastructure needs to be adjusted necessary and according to population growth

162

Traffic concerns and ability to walk to shops

163

Respect the existing boundaries. Growth should be planned at a regional level that protects the
environment, local character and community, and that matches people with the servcies they
need.

164

Hard to say. Development seems inevitable but roads are already inadequate. Nature and
wildlife attract growth but are threatened by that same growth. I'd say encourage
development near existing roads, rather than attempting to expand into the most rural areas.

165

Keep the area rural and dont allow any more growth or commercial development. Do NOT
want another Lynwood and hwy 99

166

I would prefer no more development as traffic is already really bad and schools are
overcrowded. But if it is to happen, developers need to pay a LOT more for roads and schools.
Hoping that the extra tax revenue will be enough obviously isn't working. It's time to make the
ones making all the money start paying more.

167

Improve the existing commercial areas before destroying the community with excess growth.
Accommodate the current population with SR9 improvements before adding more population
to the area.

168

Sidewalks, roads that can handle the traffic

169

If the roads are fixed the quality of life will drastically decrease here forcing long time residences
to move out of the area.

170

SR 9 SE needs improvement, or more mass transit availability

171

The house lots should have backyards like they used to. Not be stuff sideway and backwards just
to fit extras in. Houses should be facing each other to keep the community feel. Make the new
areas more small town quaint with a community center for people to gather and host events.
Don’t have one neighbors driveway face the side of the neighbors house. Think old time
neighborhood where front doors face front doors as you dong have some odd house
backwards or sideways just to stuff it in.

172

Expand on the commercial district but leave the rural zoning alone. No one lives here because
they want to have a neighbor build three house's right next to them on a 1/2 acre lot

173

Roads need to be upgraded

174

Please provide public transit to internal roads as well not just highways
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175

Please stop changing things, please find something else to do with your jobs. Don't mess with
things,

176

Transportation!!! Like Seattle and other city areas, it's becoming over developed and roadways
already don't support the current traffic, with no clear fixes being done.

177

Do not zone the rural area for for high-density housing or housing developments. Do not install
sewers and force connection to them.

178

make commitment to transportation improvement

179

We don't need more UGA in SnoCo. This area has already been degraded past 'rural'
classification.

180

Fix the roads (add more lanes)before growing. Traffic is horrible

181

Traffic and crochet on wetlands

182

Traffic concerns around 522, Paradise Lake Road, Bostian/Broadway, and 524 must be resolved
first.

183

Provided there is adequate infrastructure, highdensity development along major corridors makes
sense.

184

Remember why we moved here... that people LIVE here... as well as an abundance of wildlife
and amazing trees. We don't want to be/look like Mill Creek... that's why we moved here.. the
county has already deeply disturbed my piece of mind/enjoyment of my property with locations
of nearby businesses. Be mindful please... Thank you for asking our opinions BEFORE you make
decisions...

185

They need to think about those that live there and why they chose to live there. I live here
because of the space, I would have moved elsewhere if I wanted to live in a city.

186

Develop the infastructor. Complete the Paradise and Echo Lake interchanges. Complete the
road work on hi way 9.

187

Up the number of people and cars per home when planning the community. Road capacity in
the area is not sufficient.

188

Reduce housing developments

189

Do not want to see that happen

190

Open spaces and limitations on growth by the current growth restrictions help keep our roads
from becoming even more congested by limiting potential populations that need to use them.
It also limits the influx of population that puts demands on schools who struggle to
accommodate even the current population. Taxes are increase to a point that people who
have lived in place for years, struggle to pay the ever-increasing amount. Often it forces people
to sell for that reason.

191

Protect Elderly housing: affordability

192

not to allow multi-family housing.

193

Please allow homeowner with a minimum acreage to subdivide.

194

Put in the infrastructure before making any changes to allow future growth. The roads don't
handle the traffic currently. There has to be bus service. East-West roads need widening and
roundabouts or lights. The traffic mess by Paradise lake road / Yew / Broadway/ Maltby Rd
needs to be fixed before any more traffic is considered to be added.
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195

Keep rural but Improve transportation options to encourage alternative methods to commute

196

Existing home owners, farmers, etc and the future of such. The roads and services to support any
growth.

197

Infrastructure improvements must be included when allowing such dense, fast growth. This
growth affects neighboring communities as well, people, plant & wild life, taxes, roads, etc

198

Keep rural areas, this part of the county cannot handle more dense growth!

199

Traffic congestion on highway 9 and property taxes

200

Just think what happen west of hwy 9. So many houses with almost no propertys, traffic grow....If
that will gone happen east of hwy 9, Im moving away.

201

Increased walk ability, transport options that are not single driver based. Trails, walking paths,
and more community style shopping, businesses not strip malls.

202

Just convert the Snohomish to Woodinville rail line to a biking system

203

People live here because they want some privacy. Please don't add too many milti-family
development.

204

Rural roads are getting to much traffic with all these warehouses going up

205

No we have to many cars on the road in this area all ready!!!

206

The huge population increase.

207

Infrastructure lags far behind growth, e.g. traffic and congestion

208

Population density is higher than roads can sustain already. Put in correct infrastructure prior to
making residents suffer for 10 years while you figure it out after collecting additional taxes.

209

There is too much growth too quickly. Road and schools can not accommodate the volume

210

Because i like to bike

211

Traffic. Fix the infrastructure first! Then consider what it does to school over crowding in the area.

212

Be smart when drawing uga line. Include real transition area to avoid 3000 sf lot next to R5. Stop
the misuse of duplexes on ALL lots-you all scammed that through-the non definition of density is
BS

213

Character and parks

214

Try to preserve the natural areas, less housing and maybe a few small businesses. No more pot
shops! Cathcart has so many!

215

Growth is inevitable so be smart. More (K-12) schools built in time to support development at
that time. Make E/W roads (180th, Maltby, 228th) major roadways (2 lanes each way) and add
additional main N/S. Extend 39th to King County. Main roads should have trail-like setup for
bike/pedestrian. Retail areas should have affordable condo/apt on upper levels (build up).
Dedicated nature areas and parks.

216

ECOSYSTEM/WETLANDS/FORESTS

217

Please stop with the hi density developments!

218

Housing density. Traffic flow. School boundary closer to home address. Safety for walking and
biking.
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219

Stay one of the few places in this area that value nature and beauty over Cracker Jack houses
as far as the eye can see.

220

Less apartments- they are not the only affordable home option and they do nothing but destroy
environment and overly tax the existing infrastructure

221

Do not expand the urban areas yet. Limit growth until roads can be improved to support the
increased traffic.

222

SWUGA and Maltby UGA are already trickling into the area STRICTER enforcemnt of Developer
"mistakes" (development without, or contrary to permits and INTENDED restriction (apolgise and
slap on wrist, then repeat the behavior) is damaging to rural and city dwellers, and disrpectful of
citizens and planners alike HEAVY fines (equal or exceeding FULL restoration cost)

223

DON’T!! You are destroying this once incredible area!!

224

ABSOLUTELY NO CHANGES UNTIL THE LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE/ROADS ARE UPDATED FIRST! no
development until the local roads are brought in line with expected growth first!

225

That it shouldn’t just be housing developments

226

Traffic on major roads and back roads (ie:Broadway Ave). These roads are already busy during
rush hour and allowing for development would make it even worse.

227

Lanes must be added to arterials, along with bike lanes & sidewalks before any more damn
development projects are approved.

228

We will lose some of the last neighborhoods that make you feel away from the city while being
close to what you need.

229

More transportation options to park and ride stations

230

Transportation

231

You must fix the problems with traffic! These roads cannot handle the increased density of
homes that are currently being built. Fix the roads FIRST and then talk about adding more
housing!

232

Would ideally like a large area zpned for tiny houses. There is a nationwide trend but we have no
place to home them

233

Do not rezone rural land to urban. You're chasing away wildlife and destroying their habitat, not
to mention increasing traffic without improving roads

234

Please keep in mind how many people travel through this area and try to keep traffic flowing

235

Don't do it! Preserve the natural character of this area. Stop the Bothell housing development
sprawl.

236

My main concern in this area is traffic and housing affordability.

237

Fix traffic before adding more housing

238

MUST deal with the 522 Paradise Lk intersection; and attempt to keep the industrial growth from
overwhelming the natural beauty of the area

239

No more cluster housing!!!! Save the trees!!!! Leave some. Look at other communities that left
trees and open trails. We don't need more cluster housing.
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240

I would like to see homeowners have the options to reduce property sizes to an acres giving
other people the opportunity to have some land options that don’t want to be in a small
neighborhood. I would also like to see more local shops we could walk or bike too

241

The only thing I would support is to expand Hwy 9 to four lanes with a turn lane in the middle. I
could see light rail, but not at the expense of taking out wetlands, trees, and other native growth
and farmland.

242

don't take away the rural nature of the area

243

Please do not turn our community into another Lynnwood. Once the boundries are changed,
they never move back to where they were and we lose the rural beauty of this area.

244

Infastructure

245

Prepare for the onslaught of traffic!

246

We need more parks, rec areas, restaurants, sense of community, walking trails, dog parks

247

Traffic congestion

248

Traffic flow

249

Planning for increased traffic

250

We are concerned and may not want the taxes and issues that come with community service,
bus transportation, expanded requirements for low income housing and multi person housing.

251

keep in mind the need for rural areas as a choice for people to live. keep in mind that once you
pave it and develop it the beauty of the rural landscape, the scenery, the little hobby farms, the
bigger farms, a whole way of life will be gone; keep in mind that the eagles still need a place to
hand out (representing all the birds and animals of course in that statement); we lived here
when joining was changed and saw the destruction of wood lots around us on Broadway Avesomething that cannot be returned to now. Keep in mind not to do more damage.

252

Traffic and bicycle safety

253

Rural should stay rural

254

It's to a large degree an incorrect description to call all the area rural. many of the areas are
really undeveloped smaller parcels. the area from 180th north to Cathcart/132 should be
developed up to Hwy 9 as you already have silver and Gold Creek developments on the west
side and Willow Creek on the east side

255

They should remain the as they with NO UGA expansion. The road system is rural and there are
no through roads and Hiway 9 is overcrowded and expanding the UGA only complicates this
situation

256

Any changes should include fixing traffic first, before adding additional housing

257

You want to adjust zoning? Adjust roads for additional traffic - really nothing else matters. Who
cars if there are new parks? If I am unable to drive to the parks - then it will not matter.

258

Keeping Undeveloped land, traffic, unnecessary development

259

Access to natural recreational opportunities, Traffic

260

No more houses without more arterials and widening roadways -- we're too condensed and
travel bogs down in this particular area.
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261

They need to consider keeping as many trees as possible. They need to take action with traffic
issues first, before allowing more houses to be built.

262

Traffic planning should be ahead of property development. There are already major sticking
points at the Maltby exit even before significant projects are in place.

263

Look to provide a better network of trails, sidewalks and bike lanes along with appropriate
numbers of lanes for all modes of transportation to move through this area.

264

Keep the UGAs close to the same size, but traffic continues to be bad in the area.

265

At a high level, growth to the surrounding areas and even within the Rural area would require
additional build out of roads and services. This should be factored in as part of the plan instead
of as an afterthought.

266

Allowing for growth without doing major planning for roads, traffic, congestion, loss of quality of
life, destroying natural environment along with the whole reason we chose to live and work here
is abhorrent. There is no public transportation so everyone is using cars,. Fix the public transit, fix
the roads, stop the overgrowth being allowed to happen! We are all very upset with the poor
planning and overcrowding on the roads and the loss of hillsides and trees and natural areas so
developers can come it to make a profit, This is not what we are about!!

267

Significant negative impacts to the condition of salmon habitat, water quality, and open space.
Also, adjusting the UGA is problemmatic for many local elected leaders who have consistently
upheld that line as a limit to urban development and worked hard to direct growth to
designated urban centers.

268

They should plan on paying the people that they are uprooting enough to pay for a different
house and moving expenses. Plus compensation for the stress of it all.

269

NOTHING should be done in Maltby until the intersection at Maltby road/Paradise lake Road/
and 522 is correctly improved. NOT rotaries.

270

Given the growth in and around the area - may be it is inevitable.

271

Consider this an upscale bedroom community with country aspects that draw the wealthy in.

272

Ma

273

Repeating that the SWUGA BPS is not proposing actions to change land uses is making us all
rather suspicious of intentions either by this planning study itself or something/someone else in
the future. Very suspicious.

274

DO NOT allow rural areas to be sliced up into tiny lots and cheap houses built upon them.

275

I think we all enjoy the rural aspects of this community...its just already overpriced AND access to
healthy local food choices (grown not flown)

276

DO NOT pave the paradise we chose to live in. I am sick and tired of growth that the was not
meant for this area and it cannot support.

277

Please respect the rural residential character of the area.

278

The main issue if the SWUGA enlarges is traffic. With all the recent growth the traffic is horrible and dangerous - with no left turn signals on major intersections such as 45th and 228th.

279

SLOW IT DOWN!!!!!!!! THERE IS WAY TOO MUCH URBAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT HAPPENING.
It hurts our environment, increases rates of crime, and makes for a less enjoyable way of life. I
don't like that my neighborhood is included in the SWUGA. It makes my upset that so much
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growth is happening. Our school are overcrowded, new homes are being built on top of each
other with no open spaces.

280

Don’t rezone to create cookie cutter neighborhoods. There’s plenty of those. The open, spacious
properties are so nice and important for the environment

281

Traffic is already bad, infrastructure improvements are needed before new homes and
businesses are developed - not ten years later.

282

That there should not be any more houses built unless the roads are drastically improved for the
amount of traffic that uses them.

283

Tree canopy and Open space

284

No more business expansion until traffix fixed. New Amazon warehouse traffic a disater

285

Homes alone don't create a community when people are only sleeping there at night and
going elsewhere for everything else. Please leave room for future growth such as sidewalks, bike
lanes, additional car lanes, transit lanes, etc. on roadways.

286

Not every area needs to be turned into a "fast-growing area". Keeping the area rural is why we
purchased land and moved here. Changing this would uproot families that prefer a slower
paced life without all the problems that come with "fast-growing areas".

287

Limit land use for needed housing with much green space as possible

288

The UGA should not be increased. There are opportunities to absorb growth in areas with
existing infrastructure.

289

Stop massive housing developments,improve existing natural habitats, improve access, built
hiking trails and areas of public recreation,reserve areas for preservation of wildlife and native
plants/trees.

290

Again...put the natural environment first...put more affordable housing in existing urban areas.

291

Keep in mind the rural roads can not handle any more growth without improvements

292

consider providing a balance with small business commercial and some large grocery chains to
provide community easy and access on way home or even walking distance to major
neighborhoods. minimize traffic issues that have already taken over area.

293

Years ago I was on the Snohomish County Community Advisory Board. At that time there was a
housing shortage and SnoCo was looking for any and all places to develop land. I asked about
parks and was told that parks had to find land for themselves. Communities were being created
like the Mill Creek complex, which has some nice features, but left only wetlands for recreating.
Trails were next to apartments not into the woods. Wildlife cannot live only in a swamp.

294

In favor to fix the boundries on the west side.

295

Make it easier for restaurants to move into the area.

296

Snohomish County should make land use plans most likely to provide for the long term
sustainability of a growing community

297

I’m concerned with how actions about future growth can often bulldoze over te needs of the
more-than-human landscape, especially the rural areas around growing cities. It would be great
if we could find ways to support growth that didn’t require taking apart what’s left od the
fragmented natural landscape.

298

Keep in mind that the properties near HWY 9 are experiencing an increasing demand for
commercial application. Nobody wants to raise a family next to a busy road, so these properties
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go vacant until a business moves in, but then the business is up against outdated zoning laws.
the UGA should straddle the highway, so healthy businesses feel comfortable moving into the
area to offer goods and services to the community members

299

Open spaces

300

Infrastructure/improved roads and space for bicycles should be a prerequisite. Keep the large
lots. No building permitted without the builder planning and contributing to infrastructure.

301

Leave we’ll enough alone. The saying of “If it ain’t broken don’t try to fix it” holds true here.
There are plenty of areas that need repair work done, for instance our roads. We need rural
areas and if a person wants more urban areas there are many of those available already!

302

The surrounding areas are above capacity, please restrict to single family dwellings on multi-acre
lots only in addition to businesses. No low income housing, apartments, town houses, tight
developments, etc.

303

Keep in mind school zones and routes.

304

i see

305

Roads, congestion, school overpopulation. County planners need to communicate with school
districts affected by this potential growth. These communities cannot sustain 2-lane roads, we
need major restructuring of our roads and access to highways.

306

Impact fees collected from residential developers need to be levied in order to fund road
capacity expansion. Adjacent areas have experienced enormous growth in population and
corresponding traffic flow problems jeopardize the quality of life and quality of nearby schools.
Do not repeat this mistake again.

307

We don’t want it adjusted and certainly don’t want more homes and traffic added. This area
should remain rural for a reason. Maybe put more police officers out here to ticket all of the
speeders.

308

Don’t build anything here. Leave it alone!!! There are things that can be done to make some
aspects of living here different but as part of the community and a taxpayer, we’re told by one
person this is where your tax dollars are going but the things people want don’t actually happen,
the money always seems to go towards something else!!

309

There is no reason to adjust the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA doundaries. We are happy with
them as they currently exist. We moved her because we wanted the rural lifestyle, not because
we wanted it changed to something different. Changing it will impact our housing, our traffic
and the lifestyle we have chosen. We live here. We like it the way it is. We do not want any
changes made.

310

Leave us rural

311

We moved here and live here because of the open space not for city living

312

No changes

313

Dont alow high density housing. 1/4 acre lot size would help

314

Keep it rural.

315

There are a lot of us folks who moved out here because it was rural The county is making it a city
with pot shops We don't need more taxes to pay for things not needed

316

The quality of growth must be keenly monitored to ensure traffic infrastructure can support
growth.
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317

We came here for space to breath and are happy to drive out to get to all that fluffy crap!
Don’t crowd us out!

318

would prefer to limit growth. like the character just as it is.

319

We worked/saved, to move out to rural land/privacy/natural areas & to get away from high
stress city/traffic. Rather than taxing the current OLDER Home owners higher taxes & forcing us
out of the area, it's time you charge Developers higher fees to build in Snoh. County. Traffic in
Maltby is horrid & we have weekly mail/home thefts that are too numerous to enforce.Before
adding to the problem by allowing more high-density development, focus on better road/bus
infrastructure & law enforcement to support the CURRENT population.

320

ROADS for traffic. Affordable Housing to PREVENT homelessness.

321

Traffic congestion on Highway 9.

322

I think it’s a great idea to adjust the land use

323

DO NOT make changes; those of us who live here enjoy our rural lifestyle. We don’t need more
business, more traffic or more crime.

324

We do not need more houses or businesses, please preserve the precious and indispensable
natural resources around us!

325

Think less about the bribes you get from developers and more of the people that currently live
here.

326

Again, I would hate to see the high density zoning move into our area. I doubt if anybody in this
area is asking for zoning changes. I would assume that developers and some people in county
government would be the main backers of any zoning changes.

327

People who live there

328

Promote surveys better on the affected areas

329

I think you have your hands full with the present boundary....

330

Highways already in place can’t support more traffic.

331

Snohomish county should remember the people who now live here, not cater to financial
growth interests. the natural beauty of this area is already rapidly diminishing-this needs to stop

332

No more density! No more overdevelopment! No more giant cement buildings! We chose to
move out here to get away from the city. Do not bring the city here.

333

I want more businesses and housing in the area

334

Not allow ANY dense housing developments, keep large signage at a bare minimum, no
additional zoning for pot shops.

335

Traffic and school infrastructure are the biggest issues now and should be addressed before any
new property is developed.

336

Require improved roads, traffic, commercial Industry

337

TRAFFIC. We need better housing options, but we can't do it without buses and bus stops, and
more ways to get around or traffic flow mitigation. Widening 9 was a start, but then that project
halted without completing the second lane on northbound after 180th. This turns that section of
9 into a parking lot every day for hours.
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338

Traffic! Traffic is already quite challenging in these areas, and it will only get worse when more
housing is built without improving infrastructure.

339

I think you would destroy this area and what it stands for. People who have lived here for the
peace and beauty will have to leave to maintain their quality of living. Driving around here has
become a nightmare with no relief in sight. This area can not handle more people and business.

340

You should maintain the rural, agricultural environment that Snohomish county is known for. Any
development should follow that mantra. I could see collaboration with Woodinville's agricultural
leanings in the wine industry. People need open spaces and Snohomish provides several
beautiful options. Keep the dense development in the western part and the "rural playground"
in the eastern part of the county.

341

Every increase in population and/or industry is stressing infrastructure (roads, power, sewage,
water) that is not be upgraded in a timely manner. Wevoting residents are being hurt!!!

342

Keep in mind that other growth areas like Mill Creek have been through this and have created a
traffic nightmare. There are no good traffic solutions between Lake Stevens/Snohomish to the
east side and this will just make it worse.

343

fix the traffic issues before adding density

344

Please do not increase the uga boundaries... the are already so many industrial businesses
popping up and clearing beautiful land, clogging traffic more, and making our beautiful area
ugly :(

345

We want the change! Good for current homeowners.

346

Once you cut down trees and destroy wildlife habitat it won't come back. EVER!

347

Don't allow high density housing adding to already overloaded highways and more habitat
destruction!

348

Do not increase the numbers of housing developments without drastically improving the roads.
Often County government gets so hot to start taxing new residential and business properties that
they forget the terrible and irreversible effects they have on the people who live and work here

349

Traffic needs to be calmed down but leave everything else as a rural community.

350

Infrastructure needs to be drastically improved to allow for better traffic flow, bike lanes, and
mass transit. And this needs to be done PRIOR to any new development. Government always
wants to do the work after the profit, but we live here and it needs to be done first. We also
need a presence of police. Police response times are huge because of the fact that the sheriffs
office is understaffed and they are responding from Lynnwood! If you bring in large numbers of
people, that means increased crime and we need a sheriffs station nearby to be able to
properly provide police services.

351

Every piece of wetland or forest that is paved over impacts the entire area. While people need
housing, to keep our area PNW-like, we need to be very careful how development is done.
Traffic is already terrible and will only get worse. At least we have trees and birds to look at while
we're going 5 miles an hour.

352

It’s not clear why the rural area is an URBAN growth area. Other than existing commercial uses
along 522, 9 and 524, most of the rural area is low density rural residential. Transportation is
completely overburdened now. Increases in use intensity will drive a series of costly tradeoffs
and short term solutions, creating more expensive problems to be pushed down the road. A
comprehensive plan to develop infrastructure, and zone for residential growth to be supported
by it, can help preserve local character, habitat and water resources.
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353

Please don't. This survey is skewed toward implementing the changes. If you were going to add
more housing here, we'd prefer if it was townhomes rather than small homes on tiny lots.

354

Traffic will always be an issue with growth, but managing the growth by keeping rural areas rural
will maintain the qualities of the area.

355

MORE TRAFFIC - HUGE COSTS FOR COUNTY AND STATE TO ADD RESOURCES FOR GROWTH

356

Please ensure infrastructure is in place before allowing mass development. Roads and traffics
are horrible and school are overcrowded! Please ensure access to affordable housing!

357

Do not expand the UGA boundary. If growth is really necessary, the focus should be on
increasing density within the UGA and not continually expanding it.

358

To not RAPE the land by building houses so close together without considering traffic
infrastructure or any other support. I am appalled at what has happened to the area where I
live (west) and would be heart broken if you did this area in the same way. Absolutely no
consideration for land, resources or natural beauty. Our area of unincorporated Bothell is ruined
because of Snohomish County and their lack of vision.

359

Keep it rural.

360

People have chosen to live in these areas for a reason. Look at what those are. Preserve some of
what already exists becuae its important to those live there

361

Limiting urban sprawl, managing traffic and discouraging increased criminal activity that often
comes with the former.

362

Don't change keep the rural feel.

363

We wish to keep Clearview as rural as possible. We do not want to become another Mill Creek
or Silver Firs.

364

The roads and transportation infrastructure needs to be improved first before any further density
discussions.

365

Hopefully we can attract some more business. An urget care and/or doctors office would be
great. Some more restaurant choices would also be nice.

366

It is primarily first and foremost an area of homes and Families

367

Roads, Transportation, Sidewalks

368

Maltby UGA is only industrial and will stay that way unless the council acts to change it. The
council has allowed unfettered industrial growth, with resulting noise, traffic, odors without
regard to neighbors or enforcement of county codes. the only way to go is to expand the UGA
to allow higher densities and eventually price out the dump trucks.

369

If the State mandates that the County provide housing for x-number of new residents, the
County should mandate the State to provide infrastructure funding prior to adding residences.

370

sewers and natural gas access are very needed

371

Build some roads please, and another bridge on 9 over the Snoho river. Transportation will
continue to be a nightmare without better roads.

372

Hwy 9 is already very crowded and cannot accomodate more housing growth

373

Allow more development
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374

Develop opportunities for community, recreation, services and healthy living. Mandate
Infrastructure before mass development. Road expansion is necessary.

375

Restrict business growth.

376

The natural beauty in place. Over development makes places ugly and force the local nature
animals become displaced.

377

The infastructure can not handle more people and cars

378

AVOID OVERCROWDING... KEEP URBAN GROWTH AWAY... STOP ADDING TRAFFIC LIGHTS TO
HIGHWAY 9... KEEP 2.5 ACRE MINIMUMS... NO CLEARVIEW LIGHTED SIGNS... PROTECT FARMLAND

379

How it will affect local school districts. I do think it is important to preserve rural areas and natural
areas. Not every place should be strip malls, multi-story housing, mixed use/business- there needs
to be a place for large lots, agriculture and open space.

380

Keep in mind this is nothing more than setting the stage for zoning changes for more growth. The
main purpose i believe is to provide the county with more tax basis!

381

build up the areas that are already non rural, smaller houses, apartments condo. add transit and
stores so people can get around. If i were planning to move here for non-rural reasons i would
not do it at this point. I would have stayed in Seattle were i didn't need a car to do everything.

382

Traffic

383

I would like to see continued support for actual agricultural practices in this area, not just
agriculture for the sake of retail sales. Finding ways to minimize industrial and commercial transit
around residential areas remains a significant issue, especially with ongoing issues along
522/Maltby/Broadway intersection. Major roads impede the ability of those on foot or cycle to
access natural areas.

384

Stop building. It will force people out. Moved here for the beauty and protected land. Don't
make it a farce....

385

I think it is important to preserve rural areas that are close to city services. This is a wonderful area
with views of the mountains, wildlife habitat and easy acess to recreation. It would be a shame
to destroy the habitat of the wildlife that lives here and there is absolutely no infrastructure for
the dense housing that is closing in on this area.

386

Change zoning to R-9,600, R-8,400, R-7,200 with appropriate public services

387

Eliminate the uga concept which is a proven failure here and elsewhere and hope the area can
return to what is was.

388

keep growth on west side of 522, dont need growth and density next to paradise converstation
area

389

Traffic flow. Environental impacts especially to Little Bear Creek. Crime such as theft, vandalism,
and illegal drug users.

390

I think it will be great to have more hpusing choices and clusters of neighborhoods that can
enjoy the beautiful mountain views and with that the roads and 522 freeway can be improved
to accomadate new housing and ease conjestion. Also, it would be nice to have more places
to socialize, like restaurants, coffee shops. Also a library and at least one urgentcare center and
more shopping centers.

391

Do not increase the Maltby UGA. Already a disaster. Currently county has commercial zoning
bordering rural zoning. That is very uncommon, more common is heavy commercial,
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surrounded by retail commercial, then high density, then to lower density. Manufacturing
abutting rural is ridiculous.

392

The infrastructure needs to be improved before more people can live in this area. This area
suffers from inadequate infrastructure for the traffic (much just commuting through) it has now.

393

1 acre zoning as a minimum lot size for residential.

394

Min.acre lot size, current inadequate roads for current traffic yet alone growth, lack of
infrastructure and transportation to support higher building densities. The loss of rural community
and character

395

SWUGA - include road infrastructure for traffic congestion including connections with King
County. Poor implementation examples. Plans to punch through 39th Ave SE between 240th &
228th but not including funding. Adding a second lane of traffic northbound on 120th Ave NE
just after NE 195th St. – lane remains blocked because of water on the road from unfixed
drainage issues. Not extending Hwy 9 two lanes both directions from Maltby Rd through
Snohomish. Not expanding Maltby Rd to 2 lanes from Bothell-Everett Hwy to Hwy 9. Not adding
a right turn only lane from Maltby Road onto 39th.

396

Just because more people want to move to Snohomish Co doesn't mean that the rural areas
should be sacrificed to accomodate these people. Rural areas such as this should be available
as an option for living accomodations. Make the urban areas more dense before taking away
the land. I didn't buy my property with the expectation that I could develop it in the future. I
want to keep it rural.

397

I believe that expanding the UGA is needed as the area is growing far to fast to not to. Arterial
traffic is a concern that needs to be addressed as is access to parks.

398

Please DO NOT move the SWUGA

399

Don't start packing houses in - California style post WWII like Bothell has!!

400

Who authorizes these evaluations? These evaluations all costs money and I do not understand
why we are performing evaluation of this rural area for UGA when the constituents living in this
area would vote against any study of this type if put to a vote.

401

This is a rural community and road and utility infrastructure can't support population density.

402

The County should be realistic about critical areas in relation to area available to develop. The
County should be working with WSDOT for improvements to Hwy 9 and 522.

403

Being adjacent to fast-growing areas, the County needs to avoid high-density homes as it brings
more traffic and congestion and no traffic mitigation plans are in place. It would ruin the rural
qualities that many residents moved here for and enjoy

404

Setting aside some areas for public services to be provided. Once developers buy up the land it
will be too expensive for those agencies to purchase necessary sites.

405

Infrastructure impacts - school overcrowding, traffic on roads, improvements to roads before
development. Limiting how small lot sizes can be so developers can't squeeze 20+ homes onto
one acre.

406

Leave SE snoco alone!!!! Do Not Cave in to developers!!!!!

407

Don't increase the size of any UGA

408

Moritorium and growth without first fixing the roads leading into and out of the industrial zone. In
particular, the intersection at Paradise Road and SR 522. Enforce existing land use ordiences
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such as air quality and noise within the Industrial Zones. Woodinville is wine country and Maltby is
a dumping ground.

409

Our traffic is already terrible, and there are very few places left in the greater Seattle area that I
would feel comfortable raising a family. If my rural home here comes under any further assault
for city development, I won't have a place to raise my son that matches my values that I can
afford.

410

Do a better job of planning land use. I believe a typical UGA has heavy industry, light industry,
multi-family housing and then, finally, single family homes. That is not the case here.

411

Do not do it.

412

traffic is awful . . . . I heard amazon is going into Maltby. . . what more traffic on those roads?
Snohomish County = stupid

413

Hwy 9 is much to congested. It needs to be addressed now.

414

I would NOT want to see what has happened in adjacent Bothell with row homes packed
together... no no no... keep the wide open spaces with large lots

415

Snohomish County is an agricultural county, get that straight and back off on this conservation
urban development planning agenda 35 crap.

416

We need areas of mature nature and houses that aren’t on top of each other for so many
reasons. It helps in having a calm and less stressful lifestyle when you live in a space that is not on
top of other people. Our natural animals also need to have space to be, they keep getting
pushed out of their natural habitats and it’s tragic to see. Dense housing is not the answer

417

Don’t expand the UGA. Our environment is of eminent importance and the existing UGA is best
in place to manage and provide for growth.

418

Already too crowed. Keep Clearview Clear, not more crowded

419

Urban development will destroy the character and beauty of the area, not to mention
destruction of wetland habitat, small scale farming and other agricultural activities

420

That I do not live in a rural environment anymore. It’s high density all around me. I would love to
move to a rural area.

421

Don't want it to change zoning. It will become a big congested mess. traffic will be worse than
it is now.

422

Are you kidding. People moved on here years ago to enjoy the rural feel. Do not consider
adjusting. That’s a joke. Build all the foreigner homes on Ryan’s, lows and mated front yard and
see how they like it

423

We who live here like the natural character within the given boundaries. Well life still rooms and
exists here, although in a much more restricted capacity than before. We do not want to see
her you to become a bustling city with thorough fare’s multi use and merging freeway. We want
to retain as much as possible, the rule, unincorporated character that has been here for many
years. Thank you

424

What are the proposed adjustments?

425

They MUST address the serious lack of transportation options and dangerous congested roads in
this area before opening for massive increase in population. This is already an issue that is wellknown and continues to not be addressed.

Protect creeks and salmon
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426

Need more Down Zoning, especially in South Rural area. R-5 surrounded by King County and
Bothell zoning makes no sense.

427

Roads!!! They are already overwhelmed. There is a serious threat to firefighters being able to get
to an emergency. Keep the rural area for future generations.

428

Do not change zoning. Places like Maltby Cafe/center, Bob's Corn, Mountainview Blueberry
Farm, and the remarkable views framed by forests should be preserved and maintained to keep
high quality of life in the area.

429

keep the denser housing along the I-5 corridor where light rail and other infastructure is already
planned to support the growth.

430

Traffic. Too much traffic already. Roads are not designed for the amount of traffic we have in
this area already. Please consider the vegetation and bears and deer and all the natural
beauty.

431

The whole South Rural county is surrounded by more housing and better zoning from Bothell and
King County. South Snohomish county needs more housing options

432

Snohomish County should not rush to make King County’s mistakes in sacrificing land.

433

Leave it the way it is.

434

Do not change anything. This area is needed as it is, as a rural community. If you do anything
build low density affordable housing here.

435

Not push lifelong residents from there areas. Because of affordability problems. Traffic with
paradise road area and condos and Amazon

436

Consider the loss of character and community. People live here because they DONT want big
city and don’t want neighbors on top of us. If development begins to resemble king county I will
be very disappointed- a huge loss. What about the wild life we continue to displace by all of
this? What about water quality? We trust the county to respect the beauty we have and to not
fall for the greed of more tax money

437

No to apartments and multi family dwellings. Keep this area pure

438

Economic development

439

Traffic, traffic, traffic

440

Do we want to be Huston? How do you have large truck operations next to single family homes?

441

While some increase in density might be ok, the newer developments are too dense. In addition,
the 3 story houses will not be suitable for an aging population which will need more ranch style
housing.

442

There are bot many places like this area left locally. We need to conserve land that will be
appealing to those who wish to live in a rural area close to major cities. We do not need
anymore high density housing in this area. Keep this area as natural as possible

443

We’re good. We’re farms and horse ranches and tree farms and Maltby Cafe/Pizza and Flower
World and homes - and we want to keep it that way.

444

Don’t rezone to high density housing

445

We like our privacy in the woods. Love seeing all the wildlife.

446

The County should seek to preserve rural areas and not sacrifice rural character as an easy
solution to provide additional land for urban expansion. Careful thought and planning can
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allow selection of appropriate growth solutions that centralize urban development for more
efficient services and preserve unique rural character in the surrounding areas.

447

The people who live here are not interested in increasing population density someone can make
a buck. If this is rezoned, plan ahead for traffic patterns and future of travel.

448

Traffic, safety for pedestrians, especially children, and not tearing down nature to make money
on houses.

449

Do not ruin the character of the area as was done on Novelty Hill in Redmond by building
Redmond Ridge developments, ruining the old growth area and adding to congestion and
crowding.

450

We need to keep some rural areas rural

451

Leave as is.

452

TRAFFIC!

453

Can’t stress this enough, County/State must address 522 and highway 9 mess before considering
expansion of UGA. In addition, roads like Matby have become major through-fares for
commuters and large trucks. Residents can’t walk that road to get to local shops or future parks
safely (or bike), and traffic is so heavy at peak times it’s getting more difficult to safely leave our
neighborhood. Transportation infrastructure is the greatest consideration for our household
followed by balancing preservation of green space and preservation of the environment.

454

I think they should consider that we all love the area as it currently is and we don't want the
boundaries adjusted or changed or re-zoned. I don't want to wake up one day and find out
someone is building 10 houses right next to me in what was a pasture.

455

Plan traffic for future demand and invest in the infrastructure. The marketplace can help after
the infrastructure is in place.

456

Don’t take bribes or make secret deals cause if we catch you doing that they’re Ibe so much
hell to pay

457

Any changes that would increase traffic volumes need to be carefully assessed, and changes
put into place BEFORE any additional vehicles are added to the current roadways. Additional
vehicles lessens the quality of life for everyone -- other commuters, bicyclists, walkers, etc.

458

Traffic!!!! Traffic!!!! Traffic!!!!! Fix the roads first! Make builders more accountable!!! Have them also
make more parks, ball fields! Do the right thing!

459

The Environment and minimizing impacts to natural scape, streams, rivers, and land preserves.
High density housing brings traffic and disrupts natural wildlife.

460

Get transit to the area fix the traffic congestion. We have friends in granite falls and they have
bus service yet we are just south of 228 on 53rd with nothing.

461

Come and visit our community and seeing see what is happening in real time. Rushhour traffic,
how over whelm the restaurants are, what all the new business have done to the roads, noises
and environment.

462

Traffic will be heavier and the beautiful rural area will be compromised.

463

Infrastructure needs to be updated and expanded. We need to keep open space in the
community.
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464

Make sewer available to the homeowner who were directly impacted by the king county sewer
plant in Snohomish county. The King County sewer plant in Snohomish county- doesn’t that just
smack of injustice

465

Exactly because the adjacent areas are bustling, the study area should be kept rural and
natural.

466

keep the nature, do not build too much

467

To let the community know what they are proposing to do with land before they okay the plans
to put up sixteen apartment buildings in an old farm field and not make any provisions to fix the
roads,schools and provide more police and Emergency help.

468

Road improvements before the housing developments go in.

469

Do not throw in apartment complexes, etc with huge increases of traffic. That type of
development needs to be within cities so the residents of such complexes have access to public
transportation and do not need to add extra vehicles to roads that the political bureacracy will
not expand for cars. Tired of the County allowing massive development and not requiring
developers to pay for more lanes and new roads.

470

plan for park areas and mitigate traffic

471

1) There are not adequate utilities to support growth. 2) The roads are rural and can barely
support current traffic conditions. 3) The schools do not have capacity Much of the area is in or
adjacent to farming and rural land uses. Families have moved to the study for that reason.

472

The County buildable land supply is realistically built out. The county needs to expand the urban
growth area to include the SWUGA study area.

473

Traffic

474

Impact to traffic on SR 9 and 522. Recreational areas. Preservation of wildlife habitat. Accessible
walking trails with occasional benches to rest. Ponds. Minimizing environmental impacts.

475

Preserve the stream and NPGA areas and give us more homes, grocery stores, parks and offices

476

Traffic continues to increase, and there is a need to increase sidewalks and add restaurants or
small retailers

477

How do you plan on dealing with all the extra traffic it's already really bad.

478

Snohomish County should consider the environmentally deleterious nature of the development
going on to the west of this area; infrastructure is not in place to support this level of suburban
density, which is just sprawl and leaves no tree canopy or animal habitat.

479

Its ok to shrink the UGA to eliminate space that is not in use as zoned, but do not expand it
without finishing 522

480

combating sprawl, access to public transportation, fighting global warming

481

Have road infrastructure in place before allowing massive neighborhoods or multi unit housing
building begins

482

Loss of natural, wild space for the health of people and animals

483

People are going to to be moving into the County no matter what. The county needs to be
prepared. Upgrade/update roads, sidewalks, properties to handle it.

484

Stop with the density push. Respect whats here.
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485

don't put apartments next to r5. put the apartments along hwy 9 where u can run transit

486

Any decisions that reduce value to current owners of land should be compensted at full market
value.

487

Value the beauty of the area and don't turn it into another Frontier Village.

488

We don't need another Bothell-Everett Highway along Highway 9, with massive development
and even more congestion.

489

As stated begore, road infrastructure is needed first and access to alternative transportation.
Also noxious odors from Pacific top soul needs to be added. If these are not done, people and
business will not want to move here. Also lack of actual parks and more dining and shopping
options would be beneficial.

490

traffic, we build and build but never improve the roads

491

Fix traffic FIRST

492

no dense housing, please

493

I believe that people like ourselves were designated 5 acres should be able to develop our
property somewhat. I don’t know that it needs to be as dense as some of the areas on the west
side of 45th Ave., Southeast

494

base needs on local concerns not what the monied city developers want

495

Please keep as much of the UGA boundaries intact as possible or expand them to control the
overgrowth of the population

496

Not everyone wants to live in an urban area. We specifically moved to the area because it was
rural. Urban development could cause us to move elsewhere to an area that wants to stay
rural. There are too many areas in the greater NW that have lost rural charm. More needs to be
done to preserve this rural charm.

497

We do not need more housing/apartments, we as a community want to keep the character
and rualness of the area. Even still the roads need to be updated, everyone keeps moving
further out and it is difficult to get around the area at many times of the day.

498

traffic congestion and roads. Over crowded schools.

499

To remember people came here for the open spaces, scenery, and economic opportunities.
Find a balance with that and affordable housing.

500

traffic improvements

501

Protect the environment as much as possible. Make sure your roads can handle the growth
before expansion.

502

Clearview / Maltby is a place where many families have deep roots. It has always been
beautiful and quiet. We are all very fearful of the industrialization creeping our way.

503

I think there is importance to keep diversity in the region. There aren't many rural areas around
and I think this rural zone should be preserved. People should have a choice to live in a rural
area and still be able to have access to cities.

504

If I wanted high density, I would live somewhere else.

505

Please do not expand housing before dealing with traffic issues.

506

I believe that the protecting the rural character of this area should paramount
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507

The County cannot consider changing the zoning until improvements on Highway 9 and
Highway 522 are complete. Broadway Ave. is an alternative route that is overused and
dangerous to bicyclists, pedestrians, and cars.

508

Not sure

509

Road infrastructure is already insufficient for the current amount of homes. Growing this area or
changing land use would only further hurt land value. No one wants to live in a traffic jam.

510

I think the county needs to protect this area from money hungry developers and add more
green space.

511

That with more houses comes more vehicles traveling and that the roads and surrounding
infrastructure needs to be able to support the growth.

512

The major draw to this area is its rural feel and fewer people. If we change the boundaries the
look and the feel fo the area will also change. I do not want to become the next Issaquah with
its over population.

513

Fix Maltby 522 interchange. Add safe bike passage for teens around SR9. Add some more
restaurant opportunities along SR9.

514

Dont overrun the rural area with huge batches of high density housing and no roads or
infrastructure to support them. Stop tearing down all the woods and protected wetlands to
pave for industry that also enormously beats up the roads.

515

Leave the rural areas alone stop the sprawl. High density and infill in existing cities and towns.
Keep the rural feel. Horses cows and corn is great by me.

516

Traffic. Traffic. Traffic. The adjacent roads in the area are becoming very congested. The beauty
of this area is that it has low development, larger land lots and homes. Big, beautiful forests and
wild lands.

517

Please preserve the rural nature of the area and do not change the UGA boundaries. We live
here because of the rural nature.

518

The majority of people in this area don't want to be included in an urban growth area. They
moved here for the rural feel. Even if there are a few who are looking to capitalize on the area
and turn it into profits for themselves, this is a semi-RURAL residential community which would like
to stay that way. SnoCo needs to be inclusive and honest. Who was invited to do this survey? I
wasn't invited by SnoCo but I live in the area. Over 10 yrs ago the Maltby UGA boundary was
changed with little knowledge to the residents which is now greatly affecting them. Who is
SnoCo for? Profits or people?

519

Land use or zoning changes in Snohomish County will have effects to nearby areas including
northern King County.

520

should not cut through one owners property, should work on traffic on 9 during "rush hour" times

521

Road improvements

522

Impacts to traffic and wildlife.

523

Stop taking people land

524

I think the county should consider the thousands of cars that drive through the area daily. Help
people by improving the roadways and improve public tran
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525

Please take into account the latest studies of how urbanization has led to storm water runoff
which has led to polluted streams and destroyed fish runs. Please keep development out of the
Little Bear Creek watershed (i.e., the land that feeds water into the creek, however slowly).

526

This area will not support the infrastructure in roads or sewer systems necessary to support
increased growth due to wetlands and proximity to natural area further east just beyond
Broadway

527

I don’t trust you will do anything for the community. Only for people who will benefit monetarily

528

Please keep this area rural. Do not rezone.

529

Maintaining the Little Bear Creek Watershed as a natural environment, either through
maintaining Rural zoning or creating a large park. If zoning needs to change, it should be done
in the north end of the area, with extension into the Clearview Rural Commercial area, with
improved roadways and sewers to create a “downtown” Clearview, away from State Rte 9.

530

It will destroy the look and feel of this community. It will be gone forever.

531

Traffic flow

532

Keep the existing tree canopy intact as much as possible

533

We CANNOT ACCOMMODATE more growth without first fixing the roads. And I don’t mean
planning to fix, I mean correct and then grow. It is irresponsible to grow without that correction.
Additionally, if you want to promote bicycles in the area, build a lane for them. Our roads were
not meant for walking, bicycling, and driving.

534

Traffic impacts

535

Traffic. Traffic. Light pollution. And traffic.

536

Traffic. Help us not become Kent. Impact on housing and crime and traffic ad you change the
nature of our area.

537

Everyone who lives in this area has done so for a reason. Your continued effort to expand and
stuff more people into a space will destroy all of that for most. A special place to live will just
become part of the mess.

538

to not focus on just tax revenue, but to think about the people already living in a beautiful area
that doesn't need more cement buildings to make the county more money

539

522 is already severely impacted, it makes no sense to develop more housing and commercial
areas prior to fixing the commute roads. More people will mean less natural habitat, plain and
simple

540

The area south of 522 is rural, not urban. It should NOT be invluded in the UGA! That area already
suffers terribly from too many people passing through. Paradise Lake Rd should be widened or
closed to motor vehicle traffic. Adding bike lanes woul help, but the road is woefully over
travelled and under-patrolled. Add speed bumps, stop signs, and traffic enforcement.

541

The intersection of 552 and Paradise Lake Rd must be fixed. Paradise Lake Rd needs to be
widened to accommodate bicycles, and the area should not be used for high density housing
like Apartment complexes.

542

the jump across 522 in Maltby is terrible. we want the community to not be full of businesses let it
be a nice quiet pocket community where people travel out for work. A place that retains the
rural feel with farms & farming close enough to city folk to see real life.

543

Improve the roads with any changes to zoning.
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544

Stop allowing all rural lands in the uplands to be open season for development. Area used to
have lots of small farms. Now completely unaffordable for agriculture.

545

The Maltby area is more than just a space to stuff industrial businesses. We're a community of
residents down here who often feel forgotten at the county level. We need more efficient roads
and businesses that till make our town a lovely destination. We need less companies with
massive trucks clogging up our roads.

546

Primary focus on North-South traffic corridors.

547

The Maltby are is unique in its land, from wetlands to forest. The wildlife is grossly challenged by
the encroaching populations. The history of land and animal husbandry is what is unique about
the past population, and what has kept many generations on the same land.

548

Transportation insufficiency, loss of habitat and rural land, impact to land affordability

549

There is no way to navigate this area without a car and traffic is already horrible. Roads need to
be improved before any more development. There has been no new roads since I moved here
20 years ago

550

KEEP IT AS IS.....PLEASE!!!!

551

do we really want our road jammed up more ? 6 lanes on Hwy 9? !

552

I think you should fix the traffic and not ruin the area with over population.

553

If needing to change for growth limiting the density. Taking an acre lot and subdividing it into 3
lots is just unacceptable in this acres. Need to consider impact on roads and schools which are
already at max capacity

554

The transitional boundries should be adjusted to have areas zoned r-5 against or trapped by the
Maltby UGA

555

The southwest portion of the SWUGA is in close proximity to businesses, freeways and schools. This
area should be rezoned to a much more dense zoning to take adavantage of this. It makes no
sense to continue to increase housing density to the north when this area has easy and quick
access to services, businesses and freeways.

556

Retaining our ‘look and feel’ will be important as Woodinville businesses are chased out and
growing in Maltby. I see that development creeping beyond Flower World which will drive
momentum and shift the dynamic of this area

557

Recreation travel and alternate transport - sidewalks, parks, bike lanes, bus lanes

558

If you do start to develop and remove the R-5 zoning which is what you are really after. Then
you must make highway 9 wider. Provide better transportation options as there is no bus service
now. The infrastructure must be built first. Too much cart before the wagon seen. Do not be like
King County and tells is what we can and can't do with our property.

559

Please do not extend the SWUGA to include the Maltby area. Our roads and schools cannot
handle more high density housing. We intentionally bought in this area for rural living.

560

Please no more crappy condos and housing developments

561

I’d like to see a community center with a pool for local residents

562

Our property taxes are already horribly too high. You'll start forcing people to move out of this
area.
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563

Quit allowing light industry in without any buffer between single homes. Don't allow the proposed
apartment buildings. Our roads and schools can't accommodate them. It would be good to
have sal

564

Highway 9 is too important a N-S corridor for the region to restrict higher density housing
opportunitiers

565

traffic

566

People live here for the peace and quiet, the space, the natural surroundings. We want to keep
it that way. Traffic is a huge issue as the area continues to grow.

567

Again, most of us live here because we don't want to live in an urban area and we don't want
to be pushed out by the spread of urbanization.

568

limit development of large housing projects. Keep this natural beauty. Build a library in the
middle with trails and nature walks.

569

I feel it would negatively impact this area in several ways. The increasing of traffic on roads that
are already inefficient, destruction of our green areas with housing and apartment buildings,
the strain on our schools, the loss of our community identification etc.

570

If the boundaries are going to be moved, the infrastructure must be improved at the SAME TIME.
Do not wait until it is in crisis mode. Improve traffic flow and schools to meet the needs of the
influx of people.

571

Traffic on hwy. 9; lane count MUST increase on both hwy. 9 and 522 before further development
or gridlock will ensue.

572

If the UGA boundaries are expanded, the plan need to include expanding and improving
pedestrian, cycling, and other transportation infrastructure.

573

Leave the rural areas alone. People that move to these areas move to them due to being rural.
We need to preserve our rural areas instead of filling them up with "services".

574

Need to make it easier for people to build homes with so many fees. Make more roads for all the
people. Stop charging so much in fees

575

Bad, it is just a money grab by the county to procure more property taxes from these horribly
built housing communities

576

See answers to #11 in addition to: the public education infrastructure for our kids. It is lacking
and inadequate (especially what is being offered for our kids in the southeast area of the Everett
SD) Don't build more family housing units until the SD can come up with funding for more
classrooms!

577

That they can be voted out. The only people asking for changes are ones trying to profit off it,
not the people that live here.

578

The result of development on the land/water, enough services for additional homes, traffic
impacts on 180th, 35th, etc.)

579

Please protect natural resources like riparian and wildlife buffers, critical habitat for threatened
species, fish bearing streams, and other fragile areas even as you manage human growth.

580

Traffic, sewer, human congestion, services, quality of life

581

The infrastructure of our roads and sidewalks. It would be careless to develop and add more
businesses without first improving the roads and flow of traffic.
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582

Tambark village is too dense to bring this Far East. Not enough infrastructure to support and Easily
could become a heavily depressed area during a economic downturn. Focus on making hwy 9
in Clearview accessible enough to bring new business.

583

The difficulties keeping up with growth that has already occurred. The road infrastructure has not
been adapted to meet the needs of such fast growth. Traffic through the fast growth area is
horrible and creates such a challenge to get around. School infrastructure for the current growth
is disappointing as the local schools cannot keep up. Our schools are crowded, overpopulated
and continuously moving school boundaries. The counties decision to allow for urban growth so
rapidly has had a hugely negative effect on our school district with overcrowding and lack of
infrastructure.

584

Size area for a cohesive collection of businesses, but minimize impact to surroundings rural
properties

585

Preserve this area as it is now, for as long as possible

586

That the locals dont want DR Horton moving in next door.

587

Widen the highways, thereby easing traffic on arterial roads.

588

Please fix 522. It is making our area horrible to live in.

589

More development means more traffic... current roads can not handle more traffic. This
increases commute times even more and increases stress in the community

590

Non-RTA designations

591

Mass transit, dedicated bike/walk lanes parallel to main roads and bike lanes and sidewalks on
other roads, sufficient school infastructure, build vertical (multi story retail/condo), keep plenty of
Greenspace and parks

592

Keep this a family area not industrial

593

consider devastating impact to longtime citizens of the area, destruction of availability or rural
lifestyle, loss of habitat for birds and wildlife, and all the stresses that allowing development
without adequate transportation available and no resources budgeted to build additional
infrastructure, pushing already strained traffic, policing, medical/fire services to breaking point.
History of bad results for other UGAs have been, how much citizens disliked shortsighted
decisions by county governments after traffic, crime, pollution, noise, and loss of lifestyle choices
have occurred.

594

Climate change. Keeping area rural will incurage growth where infrastructure is in place now.
So less destuction of watershed and wildlife habitat

595

Preserve it

596

1) Build out the major highways near our area 2) Build new schools 3) Build high density housing
near major highway crossings 4) Leave the rural areas and wild places alone. Stop suburban
sprawl!

597

Area schools are already among the most overfull in the district and intersections will need to be
redesigned to accommodate the increase in traffic.

598

Do not change.

599

Traffic is a HUGE problem even now. Please don't expand until the roads are ready to handle the
growth.

600

This is a rural area with established housing on large lots, let's keep it that way.
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601

The natural areas in the northwest should be preserved. Once and area is built up there is no
ability to return to a rural area. Once gone these areas will be gone forever. The fural area is
attractive for families but also tourists. To see a community that has small local farms, quiet
neighborhoods and good restaurants and small businesses is attractive for many.

602

The zoning should not be modified to an able developers to come in here and create dense
housing situations. We live here, and we should have the right to keep our zoning the same.

603

The county should keep in mind that the majority of us living here moved here for the rural/open
aspect

604

They need to fix the 522 ,Maltby rd and Paradise Lake rd traffic problem first! Needs a proper
overpass.

605

This area needs to be preserved and not flooded with apartments and no yard housing
developments as those who live here moved out here for a reason

606

As the area west of the rural area in question has been overbuilt with cheap housing, it will soon
degrade into cheap, rundown housing that will cheapen the value of all our homes.

607

You have residents like myself that live directly adjacent to the uga and any increase in
commercial use or expansion of the industrial areas will have a very negative and direct impact
on our day to day lives. More noise, more time spent in traffic, longer bus trips to school which is
less than a 1/2 mile away.

608

improve traffic flow, widen 525 to 4 lanes

609

Please look at the roads vs. the housing and business that are being built, permits should only be
given if the roads can handle their traffic or they need to improve the roads before they start
building

610

It should not be re-zones until traffic flow is corrected

611

Carefully consider your boundaries. Don't leave out portions of land on the same street as the
changes. Consider traffic/road conditions as a whole. Not just as every individual proposal for
land change comes by. Don't look at it as this builder is building 10 homes so that's only 30 cars.
You need to look at 50 builders and all the cars they are creating at one time. The homeless are
also beginning to show up with their tents and trash in the rural areas of the county.

612

Allow for rezoning in and around Maltby Road

613

No infrastructure here to accommodate growth must have firstplease

614

Please consider the neighbors that live in the rural zoned areas if large roads start being built for
traffic patterns. These areas need to be rezkned as urban if we are going to have urban traffic
flowing through them. If the area is to be preserved as rural than no large roads to support urban
traffi should be built.

615

This area is not ready for more housing more business or more recreation until roads and traffic
are brought to a level that is ready for the traffic we have now. The zoning matrix needs to be
corrected to reflect the wording used in the zone description. Best example is the PCB Planned
Community Bussine; no where in the explanation of this zone is housing talked about but in the
matrix dense appartments are allowed. This county had so many poorly written and vague
codes and zoning anything can get in with enough benign of the text.

616

Plan areas create high density areas like The Landing in Renton there is retail, high density living,
parks in close proximity, restaurants and is high on the walk ability index.
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617

The county has ask for our input before and did it there way any way. 35th is a mess because
you didn't listen to the people.

618

Consider that you have narrow roads and decide your zoning to limit the surge of townhomes.

619

Add infrastructure to support any more growth

620

The impact to the people that live there. Crime has increased traffic is worse. Creste roads finish
infrastructure before you expand

621

Controlled growth and managing sprawl of ugly housing (land full of suburban housing and
nothing else)

622

The roads are not fit for more housing and expanding the communities. There far too much
traffic in this area as clearview/Maltby is a pass through with highway 9, all of our side roads are
now packed with traffic

623

Gradations of zoning. Don’t put high density against R5

624

No more new development! All the surface runoff guess downhill to those of us in older homes
and we're stuck with the repercussions!

625

Consider putting in bike/walking trails (similar to Burke-Gilman trail) before the housing market
takes over, keep many areas as natural preserved areas so the area does not lose its natural
beauty and privacy with growth of housing, be proactive with building wide roads to mitigate
the anticipated growth in traffic.

626

Include electric car charging in mind!!! Bring some fast-charging stations out here that aren’t at
the one park location. Also, better mass-transit options... like the light rail!

627

FIX THE ROADS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

628

Prevent our becoming a Kent

629

Infrastructure cannot hold more traffic. Already way passed max capacity. Used to be quiet
and easy. Now it’s loud and cars all times of day and night.

630

Public transportation availability and fix the horrible design of roads especially in Maltby area. It
is a disgrace. Also, the industrial areas should clean up their act. The large trucks parked along
Broadway are an eyesore. Also, the access of right turn only on highway 9 off 188th st
westbound is very inconvenient.

631

STOP BUILDING WITH NO SUPPORTED INFRASTRUCTURE! STOP INFLATING PROPERTY TAXES!

632

Increased housing density will be a huge challenge to current roads and completely change
the character so many of us love. Remember that a lot of horse properties are businesses too don't run them out in favor of generic businesses.

633

There was already poor planning with current growth. No thought to schools, public
transportation, roads, parks, etc. disappointed how the last 10 years south Snohomish County
has grown without ore planning for infrastructure. Housing developments built right up to roads,
no schools, etc

634

We need to maintain a balance between development (schools, libraries, parks) and not losing
out on the comfortable rural nature of the area. I own 3.6 acres on highway 9 and don’t want a
million houses built next to me. But saving land for important infrastructure is important to me

635

We should remain as we are (SWUGA) Rural as LONG as possible to preserve character and
control.
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636

The direct impact on local residents in terms of real estate values (blocked views, increased
housing density, etc.), increased traffic congestion, reduction in wildlife habitat, etc. It is no
longer easy or affordable to just pick up and move ones household if surrounding conditions
change negatively. "Just move" is not an option for most people.

637

Don't be like Bothell. They sold their soul and will pay for it. You have a jewel right here and if
you don't preserve it, you really don't understand what people need to thrive and should't be
making decisions that affect their lives.

638

To consciously take into account current traffic issues and not simply make them worse. The
traffic flow has to be a top priority and no new facilities (housing, commercial, etc.) should be
built without the proper infrastructure (including roads and school facilities/capacity).

639

wholistic impact. Traffic - if you add density to maltby rd & 522 without fixing sr9 or the paradise
lake rd -> maltby mess, it will be a monumental disaster

640

Should maintain the rural feel and limit new housing developments

641

Maintain the rural character of the area.

642

High density areas surrounding the area are creating high traffic volume, speeding and overuse
of roads.

643

Limit growth. I know a lot of people want to move here, but the streets are not designed to
handle the additional traffic people living her create and it is ruining the "atmosphere." I will
move away to an area with less traffic as soon as retirement will permit it.

644

Creating the infrastructure to support community growth, like adding sidewalks and bike lanes
when they allow for more homes in this area.

645

Lack of infrastructure for increased development. Infrastructure must come first...then expansion
will naturally and realistically follow.

646

Please do not increase the density of housing and people. We will loose the reason we live here.
The roads are already clogged and wildlife is already pushed out of their homes.

647

More schools! More roads! Better infrastructure to encompass more people!

648

Traffic

649

Preserving the rural character of the area and lowering property taxes

650

improve access generally to medical, transportation, businesses

651

Limit housing developments and require builders to contribute to infrastructure (roads and
schools especially). But it is really too late.

652

The natural landscape of the community should really be maintained as much as possible.
Overcrowding in all neighboring areas has pushed people out and limited resources in a lot of
ways to the ones that choose to stay. Schools, streets are all overcrowded because growth in
housing was considered a priority before looking at the infrastructure to support the people
moving in. This leads to poor planning and a constant need to overtax to catch up on the
resources which should have been planned along with the growth of houses.

653

The residents love it and don't want change

654

They should consider the precious goal of preserving this area in as much of its natural state as
possible. You don't need to look any further than our neighbors Bothell and what over building
can do to destroy nature and sense of community.
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655

No increasing land use densities without first improvement in hwy and roads

656

Schools are getting crowded. How do we blend growth with responsible sizes for classrooms. My
understanding is that north creek high school is already predicted to be over capacity and it
was just built. That doesn’t seem to be a sustainable model.

657

Remember the area history. Keep green spaces for the native wildlife and habitat. Incorporate
the local history when and wherever possible.

658

Ease of traffic congestion with consideration to effective side road traffic mitigation as well.

659

No industrial, no apartments of condos, 1-5 acre housing only.

660

Please do not make it look like the Bothell/Mill Creek area of 180th and 35th. It looks horrible. Too
many houses too close together. I don't want to talk to my neighbor from my window.

661

Please dont extend the urban growth boundaries. The sreas adjacent to this area are so choked
with uncoordinated housing develolments thay the knfrastructure has clearly not kept up. We
need to focus on refining the urban areas adjacenet to this and improving the quakity and
consistency of sevices bffoee just opening up the pandoras box of more unplanned and
uncoordinated growth. Lets get our “stuff” together first in the areas adjacent to this rural area
left before compeltely destroying the community and rural feel.

662

Don’t allow huge housing developments without first decisions how the added cars are going to
get around. We need better traffic flow, wider roads, more planning and less allowing builders to
take over

663

taxpayers opinions

664

Be aware or the water table, maintain wildlife habitat; definitely control growth density while
condensing services. There are really sufficient services at this time. If people NEED more - why
live in a rural area and spoil the enviroment?

665

With the high density housing, come many more cars on the otherwise congested roads.
Without the infrastructure, the quality of life suffers, and the environment is impacted

666

522/Paradise Lake Rd bottleneck. This affects EVERYTHING.

667

Protected Growth Areas and parks should remain unchanged

668

if housing density is increased, traffic will increase. Currently walking and biking occur only on
narrow. poorly maintained shoulders. Safety is a huge factor. If there are going to be more cars
on the road, there needs to be more infrastructure to support that, and also safe paths for
pedistrians and bikes.

669

Changes are needed to maintain the positive characteristics of this area but also to provide
services needed to manage the growth.

670

Infrastructure, schools capacity, leaving natural areas and green space, preserving community
character and natural beauty.

671

Any expansion should not come at cost of increased traffic or loss of native forest

672

Improve access to those areas and road conditions. Expand connector roads. Limit rural roads.

673

Recognize the property owners adjacent to the UGA would require little infrastructural
development. For the rest of the area, the developers will only develop large properties, so
bringing in services like sewage will only benefit them.

674

Just don’t mess up any ecosystems or make the traffic worse than it already is
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675

They need to consider that any dense housing or more industry profoundly impacts the traffic
going through the area as well as potentially taking away the natural beauty of the area.

676

Do not allow high volume traffic corridors to be pushed through rural residential areas to benefit
developers who have over built in adjoining areas. It destroys our quality of life & our property
values.

677

Consider that there should be a balance in the county if urban and rural. They are continuing to
eliminate the beautiful rural areas of this county, and soon it will look like the Kent/Des
Moines/Federal Way area. No character. The same houses, apartments, and chain restaurants
on every street.

678

You can’t possibly extend it until you fix the roads including rt9 524 and 522

679

Consider the impact on current residents, the traffic issues, the change in neighborhood
character and the loss off rural space for gardens and animals.

680

As a long time residents of Maltby area, we would like to maintain what little is remaining of a
rural lifestyle. Our local roads are over saturated now, and can't safely handle anymore traffic.
We do NOT want high density housing! It would be great if more open lands and forest areas
can be protected. A bike/walking path where current BNSF railroad is.

681

People have established beautiful homesteads here that we prefer to the sub divisions of
bothell. There’s a reason we live here. Please be aware that your decision could take these
homesteads away. I’m fine with some commercial growth along the corridor roads, but please
leave our awesome homesteads alone.

682

adjust traffic flow first as we are a through way for many going further north, so any growth here
will completely freeze traffic unless the thruways are developed first

683

There is a reason these boundaries were identified to begin with. We live on the edge of sensitive
natural areas, with increasing population of wildlife that is being pushed out of their natural
habitat by unchecked developers who seem to have no interest in the damage they cause in
the communities they impact. We are in the midst of salmon spawning streams and wetland, of
diminishing natural areas that are what this area has always been prized for. It shouldn't be
destroyed for the personal profit of a few who will not be here to deal with the consequences.

684

Impact on the environment, wildlife, the watershed, soil quality, traffic, farmland, livestock,
access to nature, access to equestrian opportunities

685

I refer to my last response. Invest in infrastructure and branding of the unique values of rural
living. We have the opportunity to create the most desirable large lot area in the Seattle/Everett
corridor. If adequate roadways are invested in, the land valies will continue to sky rocket. Unique
businesses can thrive by drawing people from outside the rural area. This area has so much
beauty in a time when this region is rapidly losing character. Own what is still here and brand it

686

Do not expand into this area. People need outlets from the fast life

687

People moved here for the rural character of the area. Changing the boundary now to allow
more urbanization is unfair. Develop the areas that already have commercial development
nearby.

688

Limiting any adjustments to what is necessary to support growth and ensuring infrastructure such
as roads are in place to support growth. The UGA is becoming grossly overdeveloped with lack
of roads and infrastructure

689

To not have real estate brokers make the decision.
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690

Leave the area rural, just make travel on hwy move better

691

They should consider paying the existing home and property owners for changes that negatively
affect values or at least reduce property taxes.

692

You already have a road acess mess. Fix the acess issues. Dont change areas to increase
amount of homes.you cant support the amaount you all ready added. We love our space here!
I dont want houses 6 feet from eachother and nothing but traffic.

693

This should remain a rural area.

694

Keep the same boundaries

695

too dense, crowded, traffic no habitat left for animal life

696

They should keep in mind to look elsewhere and leave the Maltby area as is. We do not need
smaller lots/crowded SFR neighborhoods, multi-unit housing, or more commercial businesses.

697

I love the rural aspect of the Clearview area! Thats why i moved my children here! Please dont
add more housing or shopping centers!

698

Any change of zoning should be minimal. Land use is fine as it is. If any change to land use is
considered, very high priority should be put on maintaining or obtaining adequate right of way
to expand the existing arterials and larger side streets, to handle future traffic growth.

699

stop it now. look what has already happened. don'the add to the problem.

700

Widen all roads as possible within a one mile radius of any major housing project/apartmeng
complex. BEFORE you approve the permits. Make the big builders pay for a large portion of road
improvements.

701

Improving Hwy 9 and Broadway would be awesome. A community center would be fantastic.
Please do not allow more intensive development that would make traffic even worse, take
away the charm of rural life, and reduce the quality of life.

702

We do not want developers to ruin a rural community with pleanty of open spaces, wildlife, tree
canopy, please do not forget about the farmers and horse country.

703

Think about the traffic and how there is no immediate solutions.

704

Traffic Flow

705

Improve our subsidized housing and transportation for seniors but keep the rest of the habitat
safe from building. We have many species living in this area that most would never see
anywhere but the mountains. We need to keep the streams clean and protect the species that
are here. Chipmunks, frogs, salamanders, bears, coyotes, wild rabbit, Oregon juncos, eagles,
blue heron, ducks, woodpeckers, stellar jays, owls, yellow finches, bats, hawks, squirrels,

706

Everyone who lives out here enjoys the space, their property. We don’t want urban growth here.
Clearview and Maltby have been wonderful small communities for a long time and those that
live here picked it because of that. There is not infrastructure here in the roads to support fu rther
growth.

707

To leave the rural areas alone. If this area were impacted with high density housing, apartment
complexes it would lose its' reason why we moved here and built our home.

708

Current residents would be outraged or leave if the character and spacing of the area
changes.

709

Apptments would cripple this area, limit amount of commercial buildings
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710

Adjusting the boundaries will just create more traffic, more overcrowding in schools, and a lower
quality of life in this area for the current residents. We will also lose all natural beauty if things
continue to be developed around here. Not only that, but wildlife will be pushed out.

711

Do not authorize high density housing. Improve Hwy 9 traffic flow and put in an overpass at 522
and Paradise Lake Rd.

712

I beg of you not to change the area; please keep the beauty of this area intact and not
congested with more housing. We do not need apartments or clusters of houses crammed
together cutting into the charm of the area.

713

Rezone the 43rd ave se neighborhood. The way the line was drawn originally was a huge
mistake. Proper natural buffers were not used. Now you will run an arterial right though our little
dead end. I fully agree you need the road capacity, just please re draw the UGA to include the
neighborhood so that it can be developed appropriately.

714

Do not change the zoning or use boundaries. Build in the cities. It is not acceptable to change
boundaries and issue building permit for increased growth and then wait years for the
infrastructure to catch up - it never will. There should be a moratorium on growth in the rural
area.

715

Widening hwy 9 is key but keeping as muchbopen space as possible

716

The UGA boundaries were designed to encourage density in the UGA and prevent sprawl,
expanding the UGA defeats the design.

717

Cant you people ever leave anything nice alone? Growth is great but bnb I've watched it ruin
housing,the environment, safety & beauty of many areas. Look at the growth off 180th & 35th by
mill creek . Awful

718

Quit building permits without improving the roads and access

719

Don't destroy the rural/semi-rural communities that attracted people to live here in the first
place.

720

Please keep in mind that people live in this tural area because at some point we sought out a
quiet, peaceful rural area. It is NOT FAIR to any of us to have developers or county people
deciding it should be changed because not enough people live here. Thats ridiculous. Please
keep in mind- how incredibly infuriating it is to have MONEY deciding things that effect our lives. I
dont believe for one minute that this survey is going to gave any real leverage in what
developers will build. They buy county officials and end up doing whatever they want.

721

I don't want to be taxed ot of my home. I want to continue to have farm animals and a garden.
I love my property and my family being able to visit the family home. We moved here in 1975
and my two neighbors within 2 years. The traffic is awful as it is. 522 is a nightmare for student to
travel to and from Maltby to the High School in Monroe. It can take me 30 minutes to go 2 miles
in the morning. Traffic is an excuse for buses ti be late to school. There is no infustructure for more
housing or businesses

722

People moved to this area for quality of life and rural nature. Maltby UGA is fine. Expanding it to
the rural area will rob present residents of their community.

723

A moritorium on industrial development , high density housing , etc. Shrink area available for
commercial development

724

This area cannot support additional vehicle traffic, as traffic in our area is already horrible to
navigate during peak hours. Too much of our beautiful country area has been torn up for
development. The area is struggling to support the development we have now.
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725

You can not continue to develope without infrastructure of roads and services available. It is
already a problem to get out of the Maltby area because of trucking business development
and no changes for road development.

726

Transportation infrastructure needs to be in place prior to any further building. Revamp of the
current land use codes needs to be prioritized so that the appropriate agency can enforce the
laws/code as it was intended. The sheriff says they can't enforce it and PDS says they don't have
enough time to enforce it. Also, the county needs to properly allocate funds for the
maintenance of unincorporated areas for roads etc.

727

They will ruin everything that is good about this area and Snohomish County and turn into an
even worse king county which is the lowest of the low already

728

Keeping the rural feel and community lifestyle. Otherwise it's just more sprawl.

729

The impact to schools & roads and the ability to to keep been space. If development were
allowed how would you provide infrastructure to support it without raising taxes on a population
that is already feeling the burden of over taxation

730

Trees, open apace and wetlands should be left alone!

731

We like our privacy, personally owned wells, slow PUD response, and septic tanks,. Don’t need
for you to ‘help’ us.

732

Open space,better roads. Less density housing. Move slowly.

733

Open up N-S and E-W roads. We are bottle-necked. Plan for Bus service.

734

Congestion on the roads when we are already at capacity on 522 and Hwy 9.

735

People moved here to be in the country - we did not expect to have services less than 5 minutes
from our homes. Growth should be stalled until the County can put the infastructure (roads) in
place to carry the additional traffic.

736

No more dense housing. We have enough!

737

No thank you on digital signs. It would be nice to be able to put tiny homes on property for
family

738

At least in the areas immediately surrounding the Maltby UGA it is naive to think this is rural
country property anymore. Allow the owners with land to subdivide and provide more housing in
this already busy area.

739

Unknown

740

Too much congestion already, we dont need new housinf developments , the highway and
road cant accommodate

741

Design the infrastructure for 20 years out rather than 5 or 10. It may be more expensive up front
but in the long run it will save money and hardship because the roads won't get torn up every
other year.

742

Increased cost of living and more rapid degradation of the rural lifestyle. Increased population
and even worse traffic.

743

Remember those that bought here years ago for the nice rural area, who's now surrounded by
construction and cheap houses. .

744

Same as previous answer. Really Hwy 9 bottlenecks are the biggest issue for this area.
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745

Roads need to be upgraded if there.are.any changes to come to the area. Roads.already
cannot sustain those who travel thru or live here. You need to upgrade roads to aid in anytime
potential growth!

746

Traffic challenges! If you put housing developments in this area, then traffic will be a nightmare!

747

The rural area should be expanded in consideration of wildlife, natural habitat, and those who
aleady live here. we live here because we want space around us. we paid a premium to live
in this area to have the space around us and want that preserved.

748

I would hope that moving forward Clearview stays the hidden gem it is. We don't want cookie
cutter houses or apartment complexes. Nore do we want large shopping centers or a Walmart.
The trees streams and Wildlife are what makes this area so great. I love living here.

749

I think you should consider that the people who live here, live here by choice and aren't
interested in living in a more urban, concentrated area. We specifically chose to live here
because it isn't like that.

750

Traffic will increase, which will lower happiness levels of citizens in snohomish. The pollution from
cars, trucks, and peoples garbage will aleo increase.

751

Not allow developers to build houses so close together. Make them improve roads as a
condition.

752

I hope Clearview does not join the UGA, but if it does I hope Snohomish brings the associated
utilities such as water, sewer, and internet. Being in a UGA and paying UGA taxes while still
having rural-quality utilities would e the worse of both worlds. I have already moved out of Kittitas
because of their backwards zoning and I hope I don’t have to do it again.

753

Stop the insane growth and leave rural areas alone.U

754

The entire rural area south of 180th should be rezoned to the same zoning as the highly
developed areas to the west. Four new schools are currently being built or recently completed.
These areas need to have access to development because acreage property taxes are
becoming unaffordable.

755

Industrial operations and large multi-family housing projects have significant impact on
established rural communities. Changes include environmental concerns, strain on rural support
services, changes to the community dynamic, and increased traffic. Additional concerns
include limited access to bus and transportation services, access to vital emergency services,
and schools. I don't think people in the area are anti-growth, they just want growth to be
accomplished in a smart and thoughout way.

756

They need to keep in mind TRAFFIC from the additional growth. They also need to keep in mind
house TAXES. I do not want to be taxed out of being able to afford to live close to work and a
home that I LOVE. The house we owned in Lake Stevens used to be unicorporated, when we got
rezoned to incorporated, our taxes went up from $2800 year to $4200. Our Clearview taxes are
roughly $700 a month, if we get rezoned, I really don't want to be forced to move by being
taxed out.

757

Traffic has gotten incredibly bad over the last 6 years. More effort needs to be put into
improving traffic As a priority. It should not take me 30 to drive 5 miles from canyon park to north
creek.

758

get the roads done. complete 522 widen hiway 9 to arlington allow only cars and small box
trucks only on broadway why have a walking path with large trucks driving by all day. thats why
broadway is in crappy condiyion.
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759

Population increases crime, traffic and pollution! Once our land is developed, it can never go
back! Community relations become strained. Keep Clearview a place that people enjoy as a
destination.

760

Buildup of zero-lot-line homes and apartments in this area would DESTROY it's character. Bothell's
countryside is disappearing because of such "growth." Do it here, and all you've got left of rural
life in the area is GONE. I sincerely hope I don't live to see that day.

761

Keep in mind that most of the people who live here, came here to GET AWAY from all the crap
that goes along with changes to zoning like multi family dwellings, traffic, people, higher
taxes...etc. Please don't try to make this like the city...we moved here to get away from all that
mess.

762

Keep rural housing

763

That sometimes it not OK to destroy land and privacy for the sake of growth.

764

TRAFFIC FLOW

765

I do not think the urban growth boundaries should be expanded. There's already too much
pressure on our roads and watersheds from other development, and housing developments
usually have covenants that limit rural activities, like growing food and raising animals

766

Infrastructure roads were not engineered to handle the traffic now and are falling apart

767

We do not want it changed.

768

I’m strongly against any changes except to make our roads better to accept all the outside
growth that travels through our home area

769

As everything, you must balance with growth and the environment as well as keeping a
community feel...we dont want to see this turn into an uban push

770

The Maltby area is already "under construction" with so many industrial buildings and the roads
are not adequate to handle the traffic that will bring to the area. My home is my sanctuary and
I would not like to lose the peace that I have worked and paid for for so many years.

771

Dont give in to the greedy builders it will be gone forever, just look at the sprawl to the west of
this area

772

Should be able to skip this q

773

Roads; retail; businesses;

774

turning this area into looking like Bothell, or Murphy's Corner is wrong. If it must happen then the
infrastructure needs to be built first and cost collected from developers

775

I live in Bothell - mill creek and don’t want any part to do with the rural area!

776

first thing they need to do is address the horrible traffic mess created by development with no
improvements to the roads

777

I encourage the effort, I think we need to plan for future growth in this area

778

Allowing additional lots on R-5 zoning

779

A great many of the people who live in the subject area have either been here for a very long
time and like it as it is or have moved here specifically because of what it is. Neither group
wants to see change but would like to see efforts to restrict growth.
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780

Isimply stated: if Snoh County wants to retain its rural areas, preserve its wildlife, tree canopy,
parks, quiet life for residents living in those areas..then the UGA CANNOT be expqnded. The first
thing to disappear will be the wildlife and increased traffic and loss of liveability.

781

Don'let it become another Maltby UGA, apartment blocks, with warehouses being plastered all
over, in short - don't destroy a good community because "developers run out of lots to build
on"!!! It's people's lives and wellbeing you are dealing with!!

782

Leave my trees alone. Make it so I can cross 522 on bike or foot without dieing.

783

Certain areas such as 43rd Ave SE which have been impacted by the growth should be added
to the UGA as to lessen the impact to homeowners in this area. Homeowners in this area have
been in limbo for years not knowing what will happen to their homes and property in the future.

784

Maintaining the Little Bear Creek Watershed as a natural environment, either through
maintaining Rural zoning or creating a large park. Assisting Clearview Rural Commercial with
improved roadways to create a “downtown” away from State Rte 9.

785

IF rezoning and/or expanding the zoning, PLEASE generate a 'Master Plan' like all current great
areas. I BEG that we don't allow uncontrolled development which will create an ugly disjointed
clearview area..

786

That the residents were here & built first. Many of the new business/industrial parks that abut
residential should have larger buffers with more noise and sound abatement than is currently in
the code

787

Please respect the reason and importance of rural land use. We farm, raise our own food, fruits
vegetables and livestock. That is how the world goes round :)

788

We are a last pocket of rural living in this area. Roads are already overtaxed by people driving
through our neighborhood to get to their housing developments. There will be people willing to
sell out and make a killing on their land, to move out of the area, but those of us that are
unwilling to give up our land will be left to deal with the overload of people.

789

Keep in mind the Baer Creek watershed and its environmental importance. Keep our rural
charactor alive. We see what happens on the line between rural areas and the UGA line.
Please dont do that to us!

790

If more growth is allowed then improvements to roads and walkways should be required.

791

the whole county does not need to be developed, keep it as is

792

Don't change it or all matters will worsen!

793

Traffic on hiway 9 is already terrible. Increasing the housing density will further impact the traffic.
With Amazon's new warehouse in Maltby, it already will get worse for accessing 522 at Maltby.

794

Traffic. Buildings keep going up and the roads are starting the same.

795

They should keep the boundaries where they are.

796

People moved here or stay here because they like the way it is. Rezoning for more density
benefits the people who want to sell out for a higher price and leave, the developers, and
people who want more low cost tract housing.

797

What will it become? Is it to stay more countrylike or become a city?

798

Current planning is being run by demand for housing and desires of developers to profit from
"low hanging fruit" of "empty land." This is an irresponsible reversal of priorities. What should come
first is existing quality of life and capacities of infrastructure as the priority in decision processes.
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Infrastructure is far behind the pressures from irresponsible issuing of building permits to
developers. There should be a moratorium on building permits until infrastructure catches up.
There should be more money collected in impact fees from development that is currently
occurring.

799

The area needs more housing, roads, shopping, shopping, and parks

800

should stay as is or become even more strict. we don't want more urban sprawl and 10 houses
per acre

801

We moved here for “community “ offered by rural living anything to change it will destroy it

802

This is actually probably the best location to consider doing that due to the fact that there are
several north S. Corredor Access St. for example Highway 9/35 the bottle Everett highway and
those treats that could be connected and expanded such as 43rd Ave. and 51st would be very
easy to accommodate traffic flow

803

The roads are already saturated and soon to get worse with appartments. Amazon and other
business. No more permits until roads are widened.

804

It should make a better attempt to reach more citizens who LIVE in the study area and find a
way to be sure the surveys received are actually from residents. And while the BPS may not be
proposing expansion of the SWUGA, Snohomish County certainly is through Mr. Somers promises
to the SMB and other business organizations.

805

Are you seriously listening, or is this an exercise? Keep the stream setbacks. Roads here are
overcrowded and as you WELL KNOW are mostly state roads. SO WHY DOES THE COUNTY GET TO
INCREASE HOUSING THRU ALLOWING APTS OR MULTIPLE FAMILY HOMES WHEN YOU GET TO
CONVIENIENTLY WRING YOUR HANDS AND SAY YOU CANT WORK ON THE ROADS!!! Ass
backwards.

806

Enhance roads before letting developers come in and build. Continue to have at least .5 acre
per house. We dont want massive developments to come in with postage size lots, nor do we
want the taxes significantly increased.

807

The should not adjust the SWUGA but preserve the rural character of this area. And most
especially, they should preserve the CRC as Rural and not allow digital signage and other
commercial activities in this area.

808

If expanding UGA meets the criteria of the GMA and Vision 2050.

809

Maintain rural character - expand slowly as transportation infrastructure catches up.

810

That if you change the boundary everyone who is getting run over is going to vote against
everyone involved.

811

County should get aggressive with creatively upzoning the entire area with a focus on a mix of
housing types and higher densities than allowed for in the past. Rather than more, and only,
$1M homes close to Woodinville, Bothell swaths along Rt.9, 228th Ave SE would benefit from
pockets of mixed use high-density housing and creative small lot, multiple-ADU's, cottage
homes, or mobile home projects would potentially provide some affordable options and reduce
travel to the exurbs.

812

Traffic ingress and egress is abominable, and apparently unregulated continued growth can
only make it w

813

Adjusting the UGA conflicts with regional policies and adds to sprawl
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814

You should look at what was done when the UGA was approved. It looks like deals were made.
It's odd that the former planning director is the engineer on the paradise lake road appartments.
You can correct the UGA and stop that development from occurring. You can look down
Maltby road and look at all the development you are allowing. There is no fix for this now. Stop
allowing development in this area until you can fix the current traffic situation. Your just going to
continue to have the same issue.

815

The character of the area is clear when one travels east on 180th st. As the boundary of R-5 is
passed there is more open space and relief from the monotony of acres of tract homes. Don't
even "consider" changing these boundaries!

816

I wish the railway right-of-way would have been considered for light rail from Snohomish to
Bellevue. Think commuter trains.

817

make 51st the arterial instead of 43rd. consider livelyhood of the people and houses that have
been here for a long time. pushing people farther and farther out of the unaffordable
community

818

5 acre minimum land use attached to the property owned, Farmetts or Ranchetts for new
developments with a minimum of a half a mile turn off developed and meeting state
requirements for turning lanes into the new development so as to not impend on traffic.

819

Many people purchased property in this area with the expectation that the character of the
community would stay as it is. Some change is to be expected, but we don't expect it to
resemble downtown Bothell or even the city of Snohomish. If people want to live in the city, they
can. This is a rural area.

820

The SWUGA borders on King County. The area is not only part of Snohomish County but also a
community and economic market that extends south towards Seattle. Large numbers of
commuters pass by our area twice a day. It would seem we sit in a logical area for residential
infill. We are zoned one house per five acres, but in actual fact the density is one house per
acre, or five times the comprehensive plan. So notwithstanding the designation on planning
maps, the area is not rural. It is adjacent to three highways and lots of emplyers.

821

I would tred carefully. This area can not support more houses as is. The traffic right now on route
9 is insane, and just widening the road is a poor decision. If moving the UGA boundary is to be
seriously considered, than a comprehensive community plan that includes transportation
options, bike lanes, a large park, sidewalks (walkability!), and a cohesive town center are
needed. Otherwise consideration of moving the boundary should be soundly rejected. The
community here chose to live outside the UGA and shouldn’t be forced to accept hundreds of
more houses and people in a poor planned design.

822

We need to maintain areas for farming and recreation that are not developed into sprawling
suburban developments.

823

Remember how you need to fix the mess you made for the people on 43rd ave SE

Source: BERK, 2019.
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Q15

Comments: Is there anything else you’d like to share with Snohomish County about the
SWUGA BPS area?

1

I would really like the Urban planning Dept to work more closely with County and State officials
regarding the Hwy 9 Widening Project and how cohesively they impact Maltby, Clearview and
Snohomish. Our home is severely impacted by the current Widening Project (as WASDOT reports)
and development of additional housing only complicates the areas sideroads that already bare
a huge volumn of traffic from the Bellevue/Redmond to Arlington Commute. Additional
development even with a widened hwy will result in loss of wildlife and damage to our natural
habitats.

2

We hear the State is putting the pressure on counties. You were voted in by your local trusting
citizens to make good decisions that benefit the majority in the best ways. It appears the State
forgot who they SHOULD be representing. These ugly housing projects do not create safe family
arenas. They make the builders rich, the county rich and our families poor. That will come back
to haunt the county and the state some day. Businesses/builders should not take precedence
over property owners who live here full time and pay for the privilege to do so. Stand up for us,
please!

3

The entire area is covered with critical areas and no expansion to the east should be allowed for
that reason. Increasing density would bring more traffic and loss of tree cover. This survey has
no way of identifying where I live or who I am. I could easily be a developer from Bellevue with
no sense of community and still submit this anonymous survey. It may have been emailed to a
specific area but there are many links online. Also, many people don't have a computer and
could not participate. I suggest a survey mailed only to residents would be far more accurate.

4

Keep it rural

5

My family wants to keep the area as it currently is and do not support any changes.

6

See comment boxes above.

7

The rapid growth we have had in the region for the past few years will not likely continue
unabated. There are natural economic cycles that will undoubtedly occur, therefore to assume
that we need to have this area designated as urban to allow for higher density housing and
businesses compromises the high quality and beauty of this relatively small area. It retains this as
a desirable area to visit as well as live--either nearby or here. Avoid giving up this area simply
because of current near term growth. Retain this for long term downstream viability--think 50
years ahead, not just 5.

8

Visitors come to the rural area to participate in country-like activities. Horse-back lessons, fresh
squeezed cider, organic produce, Christmas tree lots, large nurseries, old barns, etc. If more of
the land is developed--dense with housing or retail, the special places will be too-close-forcomfort and leave the area. Suddenly, people moving into Snohomish "because it is Snohomish"
will be greeted by a crowded town they weren't expecting. Now we have the best of two
worlds. Some people can live in dense housing and visit rural areas nearby. We are close to
everything right now.

9

See response to #11

10

Stop building.

11

I don’t want town houses and condos in little tiny container houses and things like that stacked
on top of each other in my community I think that the farmland and having the farms is what
makes Snohomish what it is today and you need to consider the character in the beauty of this
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area and be very careful before you make the decision to start cramming more people up into
Snohomish County

12

State and County and WSDOT frequently come out and speak with the locals and their
organizations. We think we all come to an understanding, but then a few months later,
something completely out of left field happens instead, and without any discussion or
notification. Makes it hard to trust the government, even for those who want to.

13

The adjoining UGAs to the West of our current boundary are suffering from too much allowed
growth and horrible road planning because the county has admitted it does NOT have enough
funds to build the necessary infrastructure. So why are you even thinking of expanding, ruining
beautiful areas when you have no funds to do it right in the first place?

14

See previous. This survey is indeed convenient but it should have also been done through the
mail. Not good for citizenry.

15

I oppose the proposed apartments in the Maltby area. They will bring traffic issues to an already
traffic challenged area.

16

Our area needs representation. Our current unincorporated status has been difficult to stomach.
Our CDC has kept us in the stone age

17

Face it, this is all about increasing density. However, I did not see any question regarding
whether I want the ability to subdivide my property.

18

Not at the moment. Just please don’t let the builders come in and bulldoze the character of this
area the beauty of this area and slam in house is 4 inches apart

19

Earthquake hazards are high here. Already negatively impacted by the largest dump/recycle
area west of Mississippi and by Brightwater. Enough with packing in more and more in this area!

20

Please Please Please address the Maltby Smell! (Coming from Pacific Topsoils)? It has given this
whole area a bad reputation. People don't want to live, work, shop or entertain in this area most
days of the week with the horrible smell we endure. Please also fix the traffic intersection(s) near
the 522/Maltby road intersection. Nothing else can be approved in this area without first
addressing the traffic!

21

Don't screw it up.

22

Please include the community. Please.

23

Mandate mixing in affordable housing in each developement. Homogenous neighborhoods
breed polarization between wealthy and others.

24

My main concerns are the increased traffic in the area and the fact that the infrastructure
cannot handle that large number of commercial vehicles that are clogging the roads.
Sometime I can leave my house for the 5 minute drive to Highway 522 and I can count 15 large
semi trucks and commercial vehicles before I get to the light on Paradise Lake Road.

25

New urban development needs to be kept adjacent to other preexisting development. Keep
the density proximate to existing developed areas. The CEC need not be expanded. The UGA
need not be dramatically expanded simply because "cheaper" land is available for
development.

26

Failure to protect tree canopy and agricultural land can't be undone.

27

Change the boundaries to be included in Urban growth development
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28

Keep our land and boundaries in our small community. No need for big business and mass
developing in our area. Roads are busy now allowing developers and business will over run
ourroads and the wonderful peace we have now!

29

I am just wondering why I can only choose up to 3 assists or opportunities? Isn't it a good thing of
I think there are more assists. How can you get accurate information of you are not allowing us
to answer honestly?

30

I visit area often to walk, see friends, shop in Clearview (which I LOVE) and get back to the rural
character I prefer. With Country Village gone & all the surrounding people, Clearview or Maltby
is perfect for tourism centered small town rebranding a la Winthrop or Levenworth. Please
protect Bear Creek and wetland habitat/water/corridor!

31

Stop!

32

Please consider the already heavy traffic going through this area and surrounding areas. DON'T
ADD MORE HOUSING UNTIL YOU HAVE FIGURED OUT THE TRAFFIC JAM PROBLEMS!

33

Please reconsider such high increases in property taxes for long time residents. It is becoming a
burden on many families.

34

please see 14

35

Connect Hwy 9 and SR522 Hwy double segments!

36

Having lived through the changes in the BothellUGA in the last 20 years, I hate to see this
happening to my neighbors east of me.

37

It doesn't make sense to have 43rd Ave SE in a 5 acre rural when it's surround by schools and to
the north high density development without any buffer. Let 43rd into the UGA so they have a
choice what they want to do with their property.

38

I dont think I understand the purpose of this survey. And I don't really know the overall current
land usage.

39

This is a oasis is a concrete jungle. In the last few years we have see an increase of wildlife who's
habitat has been destroyed outside our postage stamp. No one who lives in the SWUGA wants
the county's interference. We want our lives to continue the way it was before there was
unabashed expansion that has led to horrible traffic with no consideration for infrastructure.
Leave us alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

40

Connect all the parks, recreation sites with decent non-motorized trails. Don't sacrifice rural
areas for growth - concentrate growth near urban facilities.

41

No, no, no apartments!!!! Fix 522!!!!!!!! 522 costs my husband hours a day in commute time. We
feel trapped anytime between 3:30 and 7:00 because it would take us an additional half an
hour at least to get anywhere.

42

Figure out roads, shopping, etc before adding large businesses and housing. Determine how the
current infrastructure can support what is currently here before adding much more. The current
road system cannot handle the existing community and additional growth will cause far more
significant issues.

43

Single family dwellings remain the first choice of housing for families, and restricting growth in
areas that are already basically urban in nature raises home prices without conferring any
significant "open space" benefit. People want to stay and live in Snohomish County, even if they
work in Seattle, and not everybody wants to live in an apartment building in an area designated
as very high density. This is especially true for families with children.
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44

Traffic on surface streets are being compromised by heavy traffic. Commuters avoiding
highway 9 by using Snohomish Ave. I witness 50+ cars in a 10 minute period going between
180th--to 164th. Posted 35 miles an hour cars going 45-50. No, walking, no bicycling. Not safe!!
No speed checks.

45

Fixes to current transportation and infrastructure problems need to be fixed comprehensively
and in advance of additional development. Project-by-project mitigation requirements
(particularly as weak as they are currently are) will not work!

46

Prior to approving any increases in permitting development, road and infrastructure
improvements must be funded and implemented.

47

Thank you for considering resident opinions. Please try new ideas for development other than
3,000 square feet cookie cutter homes. Clearcut development causes so much stress to the
community already here. Please consider equestrian living as a business and revenue
opportunity for the towns/cities as well. We can live together if we try.

48

Do not force multi-unit housing in this area before building the roads to handle the traffic.

49

Keep us out of Sound Transit.

50

Increase 522 to four lanes all the way to Hwy 2 before allowing increase in population.

51

I wish 156th St SE had only right turn option onto Hwy 9 (to head southbound) during peak hours.
Commuters race down Snoh Ave & 156th St SE to turn left onto 9. Dangerous and disruptive to
Clearview lifestyle.

52

Maltby road needs sidewalks, access to bus service, finish the bike trail

53

Schools in north shore are already too large

54

I think Sno County could do a much better job of protecting wildlife habitat and enforcing it.
Wildlife habitat is shrinking and wild animals are showing up in backyards because they are
starving and there numbers are decreasing because they are being squeezed out and they are
getting hit on Hwy 522. It's very sad.

55

Again leave us alone to enjoy our choice of life

56

Super concerned about the sports park going in at the former carosel ranch and it's impact on
traffic. It's already difficult to go down hwy 9 if you are coming from the opposite side and
needing to take the legal U turns. Also traffic impact on neighboring living spaces.

57

Growth is hard. Please think of the community not the potential revenue.

58

The portion of maltby road east of highway 9 has a unique characteristics and clean areas of
native vegetation and should not be re-zoned for urban growth

59

Please do something about the roads at Broadway, Maltby and paradise lake roads we can't
wait until 2025 especially with all the new industry and large trucks

60

I would love to see a better since of connected community be develop

61

Sure would be nice to have water and sewer to a property we recently purchased near the
edge of the rural area near Sunset Rd!

62

See all previous comments.

63

Sustainable growth should be a goal. Increase density where transit is, or is coming. Protect the
last vestiges of rural Snohomish county. Require developers to keep as many trees as possible in
areas within the UGA. Good, smart growth is possible. Mill Creek is a great example of adding
homes and businesses while retaining natural spaces and trees. Please do NOT expand the
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current UGA! I’m sure you all are smart enough, creative enough, and bold enough to find
better solutions than just expanding growth areas.

64

Accommodate new growth in existing urban areas where transit, jobs and existing urban
infrastructure exist.

65

It's easy to see with the increases in population density if just monroe that the traffic in 522 has
become unbearable and a safety concern. It takes me longer to commute from Woodinville to
monroe than it does from Seattle to Woodinville. The idea that this road isn't in the fast track to
be widened just shows incoherence of officials in charge of highways and transportation.

66

No

67

FIX 522 to 4 lanes and the interchange at Paradise Lk. Rd.

68

Its is already noisier and busier than it should be. The late amount of commercial traffic on side
roads trying to avoid traffic is dangerous

69

Our schools here are ridiculously overcrowded. The commute times from the freeway to the
maltby area increase by 20 minutes per year. When planning, roads, freeway ramps, and
schools should be in place BEFORE the house building begins.

70

We dont need to turn the rural area into a city. Highway 9 could use a few more restaurants but
not a big deal. We dont need a mass housing development with houses 20 feet apart etc. Need
to fix the existing congested traffic areas. Its not going to help with 300 units being built on
paradise lk road. Greed is what happened with allowing a 300 unit to be built before they
improve the heavy congested roads in the area.

71

See prior answer

72

Leave the zoning as is. Please do not allow the developers to ruin the land that surrounds us.
No more houses.

73

Nothing, not interested enough to visit just forget it

74

No

75

We are not in any changes in the area.

76

Lower our damned taxes to a reasonable amount, NOW!

77

To say that the roads issue is huge would be an understatement. The county has failed to
adequately address the significant and undesirable impacts of the roads mess.

78

It is of the utmost to preserve what is left of the quality of life in this area. Growth needs to be
located in cities not in rural neighborhoods.

79

Think about infrastructure. You are allowing building without looking at infrastructure capacity.
There are no places to increase road width. There are wells and community wells, no public
water or sewer. There is insufficient internet (with many limited to 3 mbps). The area is not
designed to accommodate large numbers of people.

80

Would love hwy 9 built to 4 lanes with center to ease congestion. Would love a planned town
center like mill creek that offers a sense of community (vs scattered strip mall businesses).

81

Please help us fix traffic and reclaim this beauty in our rural areas- and keep it rural. That’s what
we all love

82

Stop developing a d destroying Snohomish
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83

New devopments should have impact taxes! Like .ca entire neighborhoods pop up and
overwhelm our schools and roads. It also protects the value of older homes thereby lessening
the demand for only new houses.

84

Thanks for taking community input as part of the study (specifically, before any future planning
cycles).

85

I have land and would like to be able to sub divide and move out away, living in a jam packed
traffic mess is not my dream

86

Quit urban sprawl!! It’s becoming so sad out here now.

87

An urban farm, state park, trails, connected/improved roads and signage for some sort of
“brand” identity would be great. But important to keep it rural - as in 2.5 acres per lot. Similar to
parts of WOODINVILLE.

88

Slow your roll in rezoning and promoting growth that packs more people and businesses into
what are now fields and forests. It is SO frustrating when people who live somewhere else decide
what the zoning and growth here should be. I am reminded of a city person telling a farmer how
to use their land. That is seldom a good idea.

89

Fix the paridise lk interchange before approving any further developement.

90

Do not add more businesses until traffic control problems are addressed

91

Keep area rural with large lots. Maximum house size on minimum lot does not fit this area.
Dense housing developments contribute to already poor traffic flow and deterioration of life
quality, e.g. increased crime.

92

No

93

No more growth in the Maltby area. There is plenty of industry and land in other areas where
you are not pushing your citizens away.

94

no

95

Fix the roads. Keep noisy, smelly, dirty businesses away from the people that live here! Fix the
traffic problems.

96

Address the choke point at 522 & Paradise Lake rd. Maintain the open space and character of
the area. This would also mean rejecting large digital signs.

97

My neighborhood should remain as it is. I do not want further development or rezoning of any
kind in my neighborhood.

98

Keep area neighborhood friendly

99

Yes, put some sidewalks on BEHW 527

100

If you want to understand why we live here, ask for volunteers to have you over for a BBQ where
you can truly experience why we live here. We have a choice to live where we want. This is
where we chose. Please don't pave over us.

101

Stop moving family's out

102

Let’s annex into Bothell, so we can develop

103

no

104

I really think this idea of rezoning is a mistake. Let’s care for the people who currently love in
these areas and let them enjoy the quality of life they chose. Also, we need to preserve our land.
We’ve pushed out so much wildlife and ruined so much habitat already. The wildlife we have
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left are very urban species and soon they won’t even frequent here with so much urban growth.
The beauty of our land is one of the major drives for people to visit this area. Let’s not lose that.

105

No

106

Don’t want to see the area packed with housing developments or commercial areas. Some
character in what is developed for community and healthy lifestyle

107

Decent mass transit on 9. Development along 522 will have a huge negative impact on traffic,
envrironment, and local character.

108

Please keep the urban growth boundary where it is and do not allow it in the Maltby clearview
area

109

The reason I chose to live here was because of the low density population. Pleas do not distort
this community by allowing high density zoning & rampant commercial sprawl.

110

Mo

111

Please don't allow this to be another scrape and build area. DR Horton, Toll Brothers, Quadrant,
Mainvue, Lennar, they don't care about our community just throwing up as my crap shacks as
possible and moving on.

112

If boundaries change, let the public know far in advance. I would like the ability to let my
children build on our property.

113

i don’t understand why you allow so much growth all around me with such dinky little lots yet I
remain R5 zoning. I would be happy if I were able to subdivide into 10k sf lots.

114

Can we do anything to get some good food around here... brewery, burgers something!

115

Please provide sufficient public transport

116

Your survey is vague about why you want to adjust this boundary. What is the agenda? What
forces are driving this issue? You do not say. Please don't improve anything. It will become a
mess all by itself. Save yourself the work.

117

This area is rural. Don't change it.

118

There are already too many people out this way. Commuting is already bad and will only get
worse

119

No

120

Again, thank you for reaching out to the community before making changes. We are a rural
area primarily ... and that's why we moved here in the first place...

121

I don't think this is ever a choice that should be made. If people can't find a house they need to
move on and maybe we need to think about not bringing in big box places like Amazon so
closely. It is a King County issue, but it will poorly reflect on our area as here is where a majority
move with their sign on and moving bonuses and high salaries.

122

no

123

Please put a high value on natural and open spaces. These area cater to wildlife as well as
humans. Nature helps the mental health of all people.

124

change the wet land boundaries to property owners can subdivide their land.

125

There are so many areas with subdivision restrictions that keep us from developing our properties
to make new residences for newcomers
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126

Remove there because of the rural aspect & nature; we reluctantly moved just out of the area
to the northwest because we needed more access to Transit.

127

Safe bike/walk paths are needed on Maltby Rd (524) and if round-about are implemented, they
need to be large enough to indicate driver intent to reduce congestion

128

Property taxes are awful. I pay over $12,000 per year for my home

129

Think 1st about people they already here, what is good for them, before you start thinking about
money. Thank you.

130

Save the wetlands and support those who currently live / work in the area, there has been a
DRAMATIC increase in the strain on current resources in the last 5 years.

131

Anything else is a waste of time and money if the traffic is not flowing.

132

Do something about the roads first!

133

Moving the UGB will destroy the rural character of this area

134

No

135

Please stop building so much and focus on preserving

136

No

137

People are moving north bc there is no affordable available housing south in king county.

138

No

139

The crime in the area is getting worse, homeless camps are popping up and needles in parks
and grocery store parking lots. This needs to be addressed! I would like to see less growth in the
area we are maxed out and the roads cannot be expanded to handle the traffic.

140

The roads and sidewalks aren’t satisfactorily supporting existing development - much less current
development. Not to think of even more development is heart breaking. Our beautiful area
isn’t beautiful anymore and the infrastructure is insanely lacking.

141

the next development wave should be to densify the areas along the major highways and light
rail lines near the existing cities. Encourage walkable areas to jump from 4-5 stories to 10-or 12
around a station with shopping and "bike"able paths. In 10 years those hubs willbe the Exits

142

It would be great if there was a park and ride in this area to help alleviate some of the traffic.

143

Left turn lanes need to be added to accommodate voluminous traffic. There are no sidewalks in
our neighborhood, and snowplows are nonexistent when you need them. More "disservices"
(rampant over development) keeps happening while my property taxes spiral ever higher. It
feels like gross mismanagement at the County level.

144

No

145

Traffic flow

146

Stop approving MORE high density housing units! This area is FULL!!

147

Affordable housing is a true need as is the need of lots where tiny houses could be placed

148

Stay away with your rezones

149

Fix 522

150

Focus on completing the centennial trail south project!
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151

As I mentioned before, I moved to this area to have a home on a larger parcel for my kids to
play safely outdoors. While I don't oppose growth, what is happening with new construction on
39th Ave is pricing out many of the families that have lived here for decades. I think there ought
to be balance in housing affordability and I think multi-family housing has a place in this area as
long as we can ensure good access (transit) to healthy foods and other resources.

152

Traffic is terrible and each city doesn’t coordinate construction with each other- very stupid and
shortsighted

153

Thank you!

154

List the names of county reps that make these decisions that effect our lives. So we know who
they are. I want our reps to represent us not the developers that don't live in our areas.

155

Thank you for your consideration

156

Please don't let big business and high density Seattle come into our community any more than it
has. The first thing I hear from my house is traffic noise from Hwy 522, not the birds, and that's
very sad place to be.

157

No more houseing developments without new roads

158

infa structure should be part of any new development. Infa first development second!!

159

Excessive black berry bushes all over the area

160

No more additional taxation for stuff we dont want. We moved to Clearview to get away from
intrusion.

161

Area needs to be better maintained. Too many scrappy properties with junk cars etc.

162

Keep the UGA where it is now and no expansion

163

If you increase it - of course more people will come. If your goal is to turn SWUGA BPA area into
Sammamish - then changing Rural to Urban will do just that. I woud be much more supportive of
increased growth if I saw better management of the CURRENT growth.

164

No

165

No

166

With growth comes wildlife issues, traffic problems, and overcrowded schools

167

Prioritize interest of those who live here above developers!

168

Paradise Road/522 interchange is awful. More business in the area...even if it is not too close...will
make that worse.

169

Overall, I am excited to see continual growth and development in this area, I just want to make
sure we have the infrastructure in place to support the additional volume.

170

DO NOT ALLOW ANYMORE DEVELOPMENT Put a moratorium on all this Address the big picture
and plan better. Keep big developers out!! Don't cut down any more hillsides and trees that are
the Beauty and reason we are here

171

Given the growth in and around the area - may be it is inevitable to change to UGA

172

If the county considers adding homes or apartments, align them near main street of Maltby and
add wildlife habitat corridors to any additional growth. like adding parks but you thread it in
while you can.

173

No
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174

We live here because we don’t want a bicycle or walking accommodation rating to be high.
Don’t add apartments, condos, or low income/government housing. This area needs wider
roads with more lanes to accommodate those who already live here. Roads, roads, roads. Then
we can explore more options. I’d also like to know the real reason for this survey. Don’t think your
citizens are a bunch of sheep. We know the smell of rats out here.

175

Don't give in to developers and destroy the historic and unique character of our community.

176

I think it would be nice to protect it. The top two concerns would be keeping it both affordable
and rural.

177

Avoid adding polluting or smelly industries such as Pacific Topsoil. If commercial development
allowed, respect rural residential character of Maltby.

178

This area is full of wildlife. I'd prefer to protect this watershed thru only low density development,
tree preservation, stream and wetland protection.

179

Just because there's open land, doesn't mean we need to build on it and destroy the beauty
that is already there.

180

Our natural region provide us clean air,clean water,quality of healthy life.If housing is needed
renew current dilapidated/outdated urban housing,there are wasted areas in urban and
suburban places,improve public transportation to reach natural recreational places.Do not
allow for profit development taking over our natural resources. Create educational programs on
preserving and enjoying our natural habitats in public schools and High Schools,plant the "seeds"
early for good results. Preservation and enjoyment can be self sustained for
preservation/maintenance and effective founding.

181

Looking at the map, the urban area is surrounded on three sides by high density or industrial use
areas. I believe the county can't wait to EXPLOIT this area for the purposes of increased tax
revenue...show some moral integrity and leadership by putting the environment and habitat
FIRST!!

182

Please fix the traffic problems in our area. This area cannot handle the volume of traffic that
passes through on a daily basis. It makes life miserable by adding an extra half hour to commute
times just to go a couple miles.

183

It would be nice to have something similar to Europe. Density surrounded by a lot of open
spaces where people can walk and recreate and enjoy nature. All of Seattle is becoming urban
sprawl of only private ownership and shopping.

184

Keep our rural character. Improve traffic flow without allowing strip malls. Building should be
encouraged where there is already ample infrastructure.

185

No

186

The area has lost wet lands and wildlife habitats. I wouldn’t want to lose more for additional
housing.

187

try to ease traffic

188

Schools need to be in the loop with these urban growth projects. We moved to the area west of
this land for the schools in 2007. Fernwood ES was so overwhelmed that by 2017, our
kindergartener couldn’t attend her own school down the street. Instead, she took a 45 minute
bus ride to Frank Love. Just like traffic, this growth has significantly affected our lives.

189

Just keep snohomish quaint and stop raising taxes

190

Leave it alone!!
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191

We do not want new communities or housing developments or apartments. We enjoy our land
and our space. We are only a short distance from anything we could possibly need or want.
Please keep the current boundaries.

192

Leave our neighborhoods alone

193

Alow more commercial oppertunities on top of Cathcart hill.

194

Please add public transportation to the area

195

Keep high density development within the Current city boundaries. Enforce our current laws to
keep Seattle 's riff-raff out of Snohomish County.

196

The QUALITY of new businesses and homes.

197

Consider traffic- accidents and road rage seem to be the norm these days. If you are going to
develop as Mill Creek has, I would like to suggest better infrastructure, safer roads to help ease
the frustration we have all been dealing with

198

My family and others are considering moving away from this area due to increasingly heavy
development and poor traffic flow. The quality of life has been dramatically decreasing and the
high property tax have driven many away from this beautiful area and county. Please keep

199

Stop the expansion and this massive construction. The traffic is now horrible and the wildlife are
now homeless.

200

Stop listening to special interest groups outside the community

201

Stop taxing people

202

Keep this area natural! The trees, the wildlife, the beauty of this area is paramount!

203

I love living here, seeing wildlife in my backyard, having space around my house without
neighbors breathing down my back. I do not want any zoning changes that would increase
density. Build up the already dense areas and we will continue to go there for services. Leave
our homes alone. No more commercial crap and pollution. It’s enough.

204

Please keep our rural area intact.

205

We moved here for larger property lots, but accessibility to jobs. It would be sad if it was rezoned
to small lots or apartments.

206

Need space for schools

207

This is a great place to live, but I wish there were more parks for kids to play in, more safe streets
to play on (our road is 35 MPH even though it doesn't go through and is 100% residential). We
also need more enforcement to keep things nice.

208

I moved into my home 3 years ago to escape the traffic and urban areas. I worry that my street
will become a thoroughfare because of its proximity to the Maltby UGA and the SWUGA BPS.

209

Please don't expand this. Having grown up here for 40+ years I've seen the character of our
communities destroyed by existing urban growth boundaries and would hate to see another
area fall victim to urban sprawl.

210

Please help keep Maltby green, safe, and beautiful :) thank you for letting us take this survey and
share our thoughts :)

211

Save the trees

212

Please don't overload the area with dense population and bumper to bumper traffic!
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213

Don’t increase it.

214

Infrastructure first! Not that any politicians will actually listen to their people.....

215

Keep Western Washington green. Please.

216

Consideration should be given within the County Comprehensive Plan, to developing growth
where there is transportation and utility infrastructure to support it. It makes sense to use what
you have to capacity, before building more capacity. Where your infrastructure is already at or
over capacity, it is folly to allow further residential and commercial intensity. It also makes sense
to expand the infrastructure you already have, before building completely new capacity. Put
the support where you want the growth to occur. If you can’t afford the infrastructure, don’t
allow the growth.

217

LEAVE THIS AREA RURAL- THERE ARE MANY OTHER PLACES THAT CAN BE POPULATED IN THE
EXISTING URBAN AREAS>

218

Please please please do not allow mass development and the tear down of trees. Please focus
on infrastructure over profits

219

Too many people are moving into the area without increasing road capacity. Why do people
move here? Because you keep on expanding the UGA and building new homes.

220

As I ask people who move into these cookie-cutter houses with zero personality and crappy pre
built workmanship, they say, “oh we are from Bellevue.” They commute! And you have put no
traffic infrastructure to handle all the commuters. It is a ridiculous place to live. Great job.

221

Main arteriala need to be developed further

222

No

223

So few of the orads connect that we end up driving quite a ways to get to shopping and
restaurants in Mill Creek or Woodinville. It would be nice if we could attract more business in this
area and/or connect more of the roads.

224

With more development, comes more noise. We have the local garbage and recycle picking
up Business Park crash before 7 a.m. and banging and crashing and waking us up. The noise
level from surrounding Street traffic has increased tremendously. We built her home here to have
quiet rural area to live

225

Why only limit questions to rural based on first questions? This should have both areas if separate
questions are asked of the UGA. Council appears to only be concerned with tax revenue. SW
county is now an industrial dumping ground. Council refusal to adequately increse taxes is
leading to unsafe and unusable roads, lack of code oversight of industrial users, and decreased
desirabilty of the area for low density residential.

226

No

227

sewers and natural gas access are very needed

228

Transportation should be the first focus, given it is already so far behind existing development.

229

More businesses (restuarants, stores, services) in the Clearview area by Albertsons would be nic

230

Build your homes and appartments elsewhere. Not in a rural area

231

DO NOT LET OUR BEAUTIFUL RURAL AREA BECOME LIKE SEATTLE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MORE SHERIFFS
TO ADDRESS THE GROWING CRIME PROBLEMS
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232

please STOP the uncontrolled growth and traffic issues in Snohomish County! We all know this is a
precursor to zoning changes for more tax basis.

233

The County should share or consider longer term urban planning for the area which considers
the population, traffic, and easy access to mass transit.

234

thanks for listening!

235

Do not build in protected land, or move the boundaries.

236

Please don't take this area away from people who moved out here for some open space,
peace and quiet and a rural feel

237

no

238

Nothing to say to the people and party that have intentionally destroyed this once peaceful,
quite rural area. people who ruined thevarea

239

before development, put in the infrastructure first,....then bring people and ammenties,... like Las
Vegas

240

Please do not change rural zoning. Keep it R5. No more housing developements

241

I bought my property back in 2005 as an investment to be able to subdivide in the future.

242

Don't expand Maltby UGA borders on north in any way. The current commercial abutting rural
is already messed up. If Maltby UGA is expanded to the north, you will only create new issues
for those already living in rural. Who wants to wake up to learn a loud manufacturing facility is
your new rural neighbor. That's what the current system already caused north of Maltby road.

243

no

244

Before adding more urban growth area please study, plan, and fund road infrastructue
improvements. I understand growth is inevitable but do so wisely and maintain the rural feel and
values unique to this area.

245

Don't turn this area into Bothell

246

Why is this study a focus on UGA? That biases the study from the start. Instead, you should work
backwards from actual needs of the people living here. In other words, what problem is this
study trying to solve and whose problem is it. It definitely does not feel like this study is trying to
solve a problem for the people living in this area.

247

No

248

Including this area for growth is long overdue.

249

I understand the financial incentive to open areas up for development but that would
contradict the rural quality of life and without the supporting infrastructure (e.g. roadways,
sewer, etc.), the growth would be piecemeal and not harmonious with a well-planned growth
development.

250

Development is NOT wanted!!!!

251

Industrial zones should be buffered from residential zones. Assumming the industrial activitities
are here to stay one might like to believe that public transportaition is a given.

252

This community is perfectly rural but still convenient enough for the Seattle commuters. There are
so many urban areas already. Don't turn this small rural patch into another cookie cutter
copycat house location with a postage stamp yard or a hundred apartments.
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253

The are is an oasis in and area that has too many houses and is still close to jobs

254

Keep Snohomish real keep it rural!

255

Please do not allow the urban growth boundary to move into this rural area, for nature’s sake

256

Don’t expand the UGA. Focus growth in areas already designated for it. Please downzone the
rural areas.

257

Keep the quality of life the way it is. Don't rezone and bring in thousands of more houses and
ruin the small area that is still nice.

258

Urban squeeze to homes and properties which serve as stewards of the environment, each 5
acre parcel left as is serves as an oasis for our local habitat

259

Could use a grocery store closer but don't want the beauty & tranquility damaged by re-zoning
and bringing in mass apartments. Don't ruin our quality of life!

260

Make it mandatory that the council has a minimum IQ of at least 10

261

Do not develop this area into a major metropolitan addition to the fast growing area next to it!
We do not want this!

262

Address the scary transportation issues. Value the natural areas, limit the ugly industrial growth
and keep this a safe place for people to raise their families.

263

If the County is not going to add sidewalks to major thoroughfares in Rural areas, then down
zone the area and let the Plats install sidewalks. It is very dangerous trying to walk or bike with no
sidewalks on these main and side streets

264

Don’t give into projects like Britewater. Help farmers keep their land. No apartment complexes.

265

Folks "out here" are good neighbors, help each other, love the rural life with access to centers
like Snohomish, Woodinville, and Mill Creek. Do NOT allow high density housing or big highways instead, add bike lanes, bike paths, walking paths - and the locals AND tourists will show their
appreciation.

266

Please leave our tiny piece of heaven alone at R-5!! We already have too many
grandfauthered in small lots.

267

I love my home and Clearview the way it is. Please no more subdivisions in this area I support
and shop at local businesses in Clearview. Farm and feed stores and landscape supply stores
are welcome. No box stores. Albertsons OK. But no more! Please stop!!!!

268

Please keep growth confined to existing boundaries.

269

Yea, please leave it alone.

270

Please dont concrete or pave everything

271

If you are concerned for environment then please consider what additional housing
developments will do to our climate - it is well known that cities and high building density effect
local climate (higher temperatures) . I chose to live here to have a rural , close to rural lifestyle

272

Please stop urban growth. Instead improve upon existing structures and keep this area rural. This
is what makes this area so attractive for living in. Once you put asphalt over natural landscape
and soil you can’t go back. It destroys animal habitat and native plants

273

There is a reason I moved out here 25 years ago. If you change the way it works, I will move. I
won't pay these property tax hikes with a decreased quality of life.
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274

I do not support the continued high density housing that seem to be the popular thing. I would
not recommend actual lot sizes any less than about 7000 square feet per house. This is not the
number of houses divided by the number of square feet in a development.

275

No

276

Fix 522

277

Keep large areas of natural surroundings

278

No

279

Expanding urban growth areas should not be done lightly, and should only follow the real
demonstrated need for expansion. If expansion is necessary, it should be done only in the
appropriate areas and not based on cheapest or most expedient areas to expand into. Urban
sprawl / uncontrolled growth should not be permitted.

280

Sound like a broken record but traffic caused by overcrowding.

281

Please don't build master communities! Too many homes already and the infrastructure cannot
support the traffic.

282

Leave as is.

283

Hwy. 9 needs to be cleaned up. I'd love to get rid of the pot emporiums in replace of better
amenities in grocery store access etc.

284

My son will be entering K-12 in the next three years. While outside the county’s purview I have
serious concerns about Monroe public schools, quality and funding. While I work in-county and I
don’t want to move but school quality is extremely important to the county and this area. I will
also mention that we are increasingly seeing the impact of the opioid epidemic and
homelessness. Concerned that this is not getting due attention because of unincorporated
area.!not good for residents of businesses.

285

Yes, please just leave the boundaries and zoning as they are currently. The people who live
here, live here because it is rural and we can have chickens and horses, raise a family. Please
don't change that!!

286

I know the deep lined pockets and hidden cash if county politicians do more to sway than our
say.

287

My hope is you read my comments and help with some solutions. Thanks

288

Please help to get funding to finish 522.

289

King county sewer plant in Snohomish county- how do you get away with that

290

This survey seems like to little to late. The Maltby area is never going to be the nice little place it
once was. The county has let big business run rough shot around here. Maltby is ruined. We are
going to sell and move in the next few years. Thanks Snohomish county.

291

Fix highway 9 and Broadway. stop building all those warehouses.NO maragana shops, we do
not need them.

292

Do NOT allow more development with out the infrastructure, ROADS to support it!!!!!!!!!

293

I have read the study summaries and study documents. There is clearly intentional obfuscation
and disdain towards the general public who may be interested in having input on this process.
Keep it plain and simple and be open with the affected community.

294

No
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295

I don't think the majority of people living here would be happy with the change

296

Finish 522 or force the state to before considering any increases in the UGA

297

Absolutely no further development until the infrastructure is in place and operable. No more
development first and infrastructure later if at all.

298

Maltby is a nightmare with all of the big trucks choking up traffic

299

Stop building so much so fast. Respect those who have already invested in the character and
beauty of this area.

300

stop clearcutting everything to put in new housing. even new people arriving want some green
space, clean air and water. development process was better in the late 90’s and early 2000’s.

301

Fix the interchange at Highway 522 and Paradise Road / Maltby interchange sooner than
anticipated. Traffic in the mornings in a nightmare. More and more large truck businesses are
moving into the area and up Broadway.

302

Don't open up the entire area to development all at once.

303

Our neighborhood would like continued updates on the decisions. If infrastructure is not done it
will be another endless 'Mercer Mess ' i would think elected officials would take this seriously if
those political positions are to be renewed.

304

no

305

Not that you care, but we bought 5 acres with the thought that it would be dividable for our
retirement. We resent being told that we cannot do that. Would love to sell it to be developed
into four or five parcels.

306

we are watching what you do

307

No more housing/fix the roads we have

308

The roads are a mess. You can’t bike on them safely & you can barely drive on them safely.
Drivers are reckless & the roads are inadequate for the quantity of traffic. This needs to be
addressed before any growth can be considered. You should be able to bike safely on the
roads if this state & county cares at all about a green environment & community.

309

Please fix our road and transportation issues. Please don't force families out in favor of
businesses.

310

I really would like to see this area be more walkable.

311

Please protect our permeable surface area to preserve the quality of ground water and streams
here.

312

More multi-level high density living complexes should not allowed in this rural areal

313

Please leave it as is. We moved to this area for the rural appeal with close access to highways
for further travel/shopping if desired. There are too many people for the road capacity. Travel
is dangerous and takes too long. Our area growth is maximized already.

314

No

315

Keep the country, country!

316

Have infrastructure in place before allowing any development. Police, schools, fire dept all
need to be ready before the builds. Make development pay for impacts.
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317

Please don't allow DR Horton to come in an build a million homes on a single acre. It ruins the
look of the area.

318

Though its stated that this isn't necessarily going to turn into urban growth, calling is the SWUGAB
PS seems like it would be more honest - it appears SnoCo is planning to do just exactly this,
orbanize this area or at least include it in the urban growth boundary. Isn't there anywhere else
the new construction can go? Hwy 9 or 522 at the least are rural - encourage people to remodel
homes instead of building tons of new ones and eating up all the green space out here, please.
Thank you!

319

Don’t take people land fix hwy9

320

It would be nice to have a sewer line into the CRC so we could have a variety of busnisses
nearby.

321

I feel lied to by several of the officials

322

Please maintain our beautiful area. People find a break here from the hectic world surrounding
us, and the idea that it could be lost to the kind of development just west of us sickens my heart.
It’s too precious to let it be swallowed up by boxy subdivisions.

323

Incorporate us if you plan on scavenging our resources and community without our involvement.

324

Thx for taking time to inquire. Hope this is not a wasted survey so that you can say you did
research but then not act upon the info shared.

325

There are alot of aniamls and wetlands here. Continued development will only make existing
problems worse for people and wildlife.

326

there should not be apartments townhomes and such in this community. This area needs to
remain farming and single family homes. multi-family structures bring crime & drugs.

327

Improve roads! Improve roads! Improve roads!...

328

farmland preservation dollars for those few remaining ag lands in the uplands.

329

See 14

330

It can not be emphasized enough that existing traffic impacts are high and regional east-west
road capacity is insufficient.

331

Please stop the building of townhomes in the Maltby Paradise lake area.

332

The Paradise like RD intersection needs to be fixed! It is unacceptable that it has been left the
way it is. The intersection does not function correctly due to being completely overwhelmed.

333

It would be nice if you could just leave this area alone. Build up with apartment buildings and
mixed use type building. R-5 is becoming a rare type of parcel. All ofnuse in this area moved
here to get away from the city without being too far away to acess all the items you touched on
in your survey.

334

No

335

Don't cause our house value to depreciate. Don't increase our property taxes. People choose to
live here to get away from the big cities. Fix the roads.

336

Fix out roads and fix the traffic issues. 522 needs to.be finished, it is way over due.

337

The county should look at rezoning the SWUGA

338

no
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339

Thanks for doing this! It's important work.

340

This is an area that could easily be destroyed without the proper infrastructure to support
unchecked growth. In 20 years of living here we have already have a good sample of what the
future can hold with uncontrolled growth.

341

Keep our farmlands and rural areas SAFE from development. Developers want the land to make
money....Farmers and locals want the land to raise families and feed society....giving our
precious rural lands to developers make them rich but our society poor.

342

Get rid of the wet lands on people’s propertys. Nobody wants to pay taxes on something they
can’t use or sell

343

This area is not set up for the extreme home building in the area, the county can barley keep up
with crime in the area

344

(Continuation #11) It would be great if you could walk places, but the sidewalks are all 'fits and
starts' (a sidewalk only goes in when a development is built).

345

Do not concede to profiteers- protect the people who live here.

346

Please stop allowing clearcutting with no consideration of where the water goes

347

Get it done, please. We’ve already missed opportunities like sewers when Brightwater was
negotiated and installed. While I don’t want any more California style housing developments
with huge homes on tiny lots We need to get more creative to consider smaller, efficient homes
with more green spaces or community green spaces. And find or create a model to support the
growth balanced with quality of life.

348

Stop over populating this area. The county and Northshore School District have had poor
planning so far of infrastructure to support such rapid growth. The houses are built with little
thought into traffic and school impacts. I have very large concerns that anything would be
different if the rural zone is developed like the surrounding areas. I like having our land and
property. It’s why we moved here. I’ve had friends in the urban growth zone forced to move
because of the developers. I don’t want that to happen where I live. I purchased my house
because it wasn’t in an urban development zone.

349

It's great as is! Maybe open up to r7200 or r9600 but please no 3200 sq ft lots

350

We should probably look into school zoning as well. It doesn’t make sense that our kids will go to
Monroe school district when we live in Echo Lake. We are much closer to woodinville area.

351

No

352

What are the pros/cons of annexing to City of Bothell?

353

It would be more appropriate to move it eastward in smaller increments over longer time to
allow investments in infrastructure to keep pace with demand created by change, and to allow
existing residents to make plans with time to adjust gradually, to find places where they can still
continue rural lifestyle activities.

354

Include residents input through mailings to households and so called stakeholders meetings. This
area should be very low on development changes as cities need to take more growth as they
have infrastructure in place that is not the case nor should be in the rural zone. Rural zone is ideal
for watershed preservation

355

Don’t let king county’s growth and crap impact us
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356

The Maltby corridor is one of the few roads that flows nicely, has scenery, and is pleasant to
drive/has character left in the area. Please don't make it another 35th Ave.

357

Please plan carefully. I've noticed incredible views of the mountains to the east are had by the
big trucks that sit west of the Maltby Cafe in a big field- it must be zoned commercial or industrial
which is too bad. The heart of Maltby is a destination place. Wish it could be surrounded by
beauty instead of industry & high density growth.

358

Stay away.

359

Please don’t continue the expansion. Our children need to see that we appreciate the green
areas and space to live. My daughter asked when driving by a recent development being built “am I going to be able to breathe if they cut down all the trees?” She is 6.

360

Highway nine is already a mess. Due to the bridges and location, it can’t be widened. Further
development would cause even greater gridlock.

361

No

362

fix the traffic flows. Traffic is horrible, more houses are being built and no infrastructure to support

363

It seems that the existing zoning laws for the commercial and industrial areas are not enforced
consistently. The residents needs need to be given as much if not more importance than those
of the business users

364

i have lived in the maltbyUGA for the past 45 years and have seen so much change, which is ok
change happens but when the amount of time we spend on the roads waiting to get to work,
school, shopping is really hard to handle, and the county keeps handing out permits with out a
thought to how this will effect us is really unreasonable. What is with the 522 being finished. I
thought the paradise lake interchange was suppose to be finished before the bridge went in..
when is that going to happen.

365

Listen to your traffic impact studies.

366

I feel like we are held hostage by the county in that we can't develop our property so we are
forced to pay $13,000 in property taxes for land we can't use.

367

No

368

Please build the infrastructures before the communities and if you don't fix smell won't matter

369

If boundary adjustments are made please require developers to improve safety for pedestrians
by more walking paths . Also, i would like to see the county have more public parks intead if
developers building private parks in their communities. Priority should be on walking
communities! Thank you for your time and for sending this survey to our community.

370

This area has been the dumping ground of the I dustrial businesses because the county has not
planned for or established other suitable areas in the south end of the county. They have also
not put in place buffers to reduce the impact of business on the environment or current
residence. If the county were really interested in change they would have taken the feed back
they have been getting from residence and address them first before trying to make changes
that will only exacerbate the problems they highlight.

371

Build roads before you build houses. Our roads dont change just the number of houses

372

You let business do whatever they want. Buying land at residential rates and squatting etc

373

Consider a smaller scaled approach. Expanding the boundary means little to no benefit to the
folks that intend to live here for a decade or more, eg HOME.
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374

As an acreage owner we are not experiencing the “rural feel” due to increase in traffic, speed
of vehicles

375

None of us moved out here for "urban growth"! We're out here because we want space
between houses and we want to be left alone. Stay in King County if you want a cookie cutter
neighborhood!

376

No

377

Keep the development to Hwy 9 or Maltby. Clearview/Cathcart should remain rural. Fix the
roads and traffic problems. I'm OK with light industry such as wineries that are going in. That
whole area around Flower World should be carefully developed to make it a tourist destination.
Do not cram our lands full of houses 2 feet apart or with apartments that only add to the traffic
problems.

378

Don’t let any more builder come in until the county can handle the traffic. 180 town homes by
north creek HS? Are you people HIGH?!

379

If you expand the growth area, please consider schools, shopping, roads and public
transportation.

380

Nope! I’ve “KNOW-IT-ALL’d” quite enough! Thank you for asking!!!

381

There are fewer and fewer rural communities left. Preserving the rural character of our
community should be a zoning priority.

382

Remember in the 70's when the state wanted to keep the density in the Seattle area in order to
preserve the farm land? Have you taken a look at East King County? Are you going to let that
happen here too?

383

If there is development to ensure that proper wetland, arboreal, forest, etc space is preserved to
not negatively impact the beauty of the area.

384

many of us moved here or have lived here for the quality of life - poor planning (e.g. more
density without first fixing hwy9) would be awful. Don't forget about us - you represent us.

385

The growth of high density housing has created significant over use of existing roads. Traffic in
the rural zone has raised the noise levels, polution and speeding.

386

Appreciate the opportunity to contribute to the survey.

387

It’d be great to partner with Brightwater to provide sewer services to the area.

388

Follow through and inclusivness of community members by snohomish county elected officials
must occur to over ride the complete distrust of county officials.

389

More schools, more roads, better infrastructure

390

Keep it rural. No high density housing

391

provide for increased flow of traffic

392

No

393

Leave it alone

394

We live here in order to have space, fresh air, and safety -To enjoy and participate in nature.
Please help us to preserve the little we have left.

395

Part of the appeal here was a rural lifestyle with large yards and green space. Given the way
things have been developed it’s clear I’m in a minority with regard to valuing this. Given these
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were primary characteristics that drove us to move here we’d have to seriously consider moving
if this unchecked growth of high density housing continues.

396

So terribly crowded. Please maintain the rural areas and be thoughtful at least about what
housing is created.

397

People are having to move further and further away in order to have larger yards or even
normal sized yards. Do not make it look like the Bothell area. Please.

398

Please come up with a vision. A plan for our community. We are regularly voted best community
and have such good people and so much potential. Give some thought to the kind of
community we can be. How all of these neighborhoods flow together

399

Consider that further over developing just pushes rural life further out including those of us who
prefer a more quiet lifestyle who have lived here a long time.

400

Thanks for giving us the opportunity; more housing means more people - more taxes for the
county - but is this a good thing for everyone. the value of the area will increase only if
protected from over-development.

401

Unitl traffic can be handled any increase in homes or businesses will just make everything worse.

402

Area needs a library

403

No

404

I see this area turning into one big housing development and it’s so disappointing. I do not feel
like the area’s assets are being preserved

405

HW9 needs to be expanded prior to increasing any housing density in the area.

406

This area is currently gentrifying as property owners age out. It is attractive to people who can
afford to live on larger properties without using it for income, i.e. farming. Sales often result in
significant improvements or upscale replacements of the homes purchased.

407

Encourage composting and using biodegradable bags and packaging!

408

This survey will not reach everyone since not all residents are on social media, so it will not be a
representative survey.

409

Don't let money drive every decision. Think about what we lose by just allowing developers to
cover every inch of our land.

410

Our quality of life is suffering greatly due to the road bottlenecks and lack of transit

411

I love living here.

412

You need to deliver this survey and information and actually speak to every resident of this area.
Most feel that the county is considering developing over us and eliminating our rights as residents
and owners, only because of the real estate professionals who control the council and who
seem to focus on potential profit, instead of quality of life in the area or the rights and needs of
the community who lives here. It is not just a block on the map that is there for their exploitation.

413

Spend some time on the major roadways during peak commuting hours. Visit the businesses of
Snohomish that draw from all over the region. Study the Bay Area towns and see how the rural
neighborhoods have thrived while every other town sped toward development. We have a
unique opportunity to create a highly desirable region in the rural area. Let’s capture that and
do it better than any other region in this country has.
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414

Use common sense in allowing more development. I prefer apartments to houses with no side
yards. It is wrong to be on top of your next door neighbor. You don’t need a TV. You can open
the drapes a watch your neighbor’s. This is no quality of life at all.

415

no

416

Harsher penalties for crimes committed within the boundries.

417

Please dont change the boundaries!

418

please stop what is happening to our county

419

Please look elsewhere. Yes, Maltby is a desirable location for growth now more than ever. But
let's keep it the gem it is. There are other areas better suited for this growth.

420

So much wildlife lives in our already shrinking area around Clearview. Further development
would be detrimental to its survival!

421

Please don't extend the growth boundary.

422

Fix the traffic!

423

Please consider adding more parks and community centers instead of houses and condos.

424

Please consider all the species here before clearing anymore land.

425

There not that many areas that are as unique as this area where we can live within 10 to 15
minutes from either Woodinvile or Snohomish and still have our acreage, horses, and feel like we
still have privacy and a sense of well being.

426

Please do not pack housing into the area like what has happened off of 135th in Bothell. The
beauty and character will be lost. I beg of you not to ruin the area by adding housing.

427

I would support changing swuga boundaries. Currently the bps area has many of the
drawbacks of an urban area, including congested roads and high cost of living, without the
benefits of easy access to services and ammenities.

428

Please don’t turn Maltby into the next track home mecca like Bothell.

429

Please do not add more housing. It’s fantastic how it is.

430

See line 14. This is nothing new, wever been trying for over a decade to get the county to fix this.

431

No changes to the area. There is already too much new development that is not supported by
infrastructure that is harming our area. STOP!

432

Just start to listen to the people living in this area ask them what they truly think is good for their
homeland & community.

433

Protect our rural character. Protect the Bear Creek watershed.

434

Yes it is rural. Please keep it this way

435

Lets get the DOT road improvements in place before we entertain any more commercial
buildout

436

I have lived near this vicinity since 1989. It so sad to see so much development with so little
thought to impact on the quality of life here.

437

This would be a foolish idea

438

Please save this rare and distinctive rural area.
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439

No

440

Please don’t ruin this area as Canyon Park has been ruined. I used to live living here because we
had nature around us but now, I hate leaving my neighborhood and seeing all the ugly
development.

441

Fix Hwy 9, so traffic can pass thru without slowing, and leave us alone.

442

Please do not make this an urban growth area!

443

It's going to stink no matter what happens. The country does not care what the people think and
will do what it is going to anyway.

444

Please please rezone to smaller lot sizes. Add parks in the area.

445

we need more beautification. there are too many run down areas around here. i think it's
getting better.

446

Please, let's keep what we do best up here: wildness interspersed with farms interspersed with an
acre of more of private properties. This is paradise!.

447

No

448

Dont screw it up.

449

Bob cats, bears, racoons, possums, rabbits, are turning into road kill.. And where is the run off
going? Not into the ground. And building on cliff sides..

450

Living in the rural area is great, that's why we moved away from a large development years
ago. It does tend to also bring more crime & the homeless.

451

Unfortunatly the county will do what ever it wants with the boundries. The residents don't really
have any say in the matter. When revenue is involved that's all the counts.

452

I recognize you guys are under a lot of pressure to plan for future growth. I hope the feedback
you receive is constructive and helps you to make smart and meaningful decisions on how best
to protect our rural areas.

453

Please keep taxes and traffic in mind.

454

Improve traffic flow

455

have more transperancy stop the studies just get the roads done now

456

It worries me that you need to "study" this area to understand its importance as a rural area.
People come to the area BECAUSE it's rural; not to "participate in community activities"or get to
work. Leave it alone.

457

I moved away from Issaquah when they decided to build 300 apartments across the street. We
moved again when retarded voters passed the STS/car tabs tax that quadrupled the amount
we pay for car tabs each year. Please don't make the same mistakes King county has, and
continues to make...We have no problem moving away from here too, should it become too
urbanized.

458

We pay huge property taxes in this area to keep and maintain our lifestyles.

459

Definitely need access to more amenities. bars, restaurants shops, etc.

460

We are in the east shed of Broadway if you change zoning please allow us to sell are rural
property to developers so we can move out of area and not be stuck with increased density

461

Stop the growth and congestion!! I’m tired of all the traffic
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462

Leave us alone, please. We have all the stores we need and don't need any more industry in
the area.

463

Stay strong and dont give in. Keep it rural for the people and the animals

464

Should be able to skip this q

465

The rural area can keep to itself. Has nothing to do with Bothell unincorporated area.

466

I encourage development that allows for reasonable growth, moderate densities

467

Do not change the SWUGA by one inch....

468

Instead of demolishing the Broadway area by removing land use etc. restrictions, you should
instead see this as an opportunity to PRESERVE and IMPROVE the rural character!

469

Please maintain our beautiful area. It’s too precious to let it be swallowed up by boxy
subdivisions.

470

Could be an amazing opportunity for housing and development growth that serves as a role
model for 'doing it right' for the surrounding areas

471

Make the bike lanes on broadway for bikes - people are parking in them which forces the bikers
and walkers into the road. Particularly on Saturday mornings at Maltby park. I’ve seen several
bikers nearly hit.

472

Not everyone wants to live 8 feet from their neighbours. Community doesn't have to mean in
each others business all the time.

473

Please preserve or rural charator and precious resources like Bear Creek watershed

474

I don't think this area should loose the rural protection it currently has.

475

you have mill creek, silver firs, woodinville....leave us alone

476

Please leave some rural after having allowed all the CRAZY growth.

477

The rural area does not want to be integrated into a rapid growth area

478

thank you for including us in the process

479

This study contains worrisome statements about accommodating future growth. The option for
changing the boundaries, while clearly stated is not now an option, seems to be having a
prominent place in considerations. There are ways to handle growth responsibly in already
existing high density zoning area without expanding the boundaries. The behind the scenes
desire for developers to make as much money as possible, in the easiest way possible, is still
disturbingly present. Who do you serve, developers or residents?

480

Balance. We have some in our community that would prefer to live in the 60s, this will result in a
hodgepodge of development. Instead of a nice place to live, like Kirkland or Bellevue, I’m
concerned our area will turn out worse than Highway 99. We can’t be afraid of developers, we
need to utilize them to help build a beautiful area to live in with a mixture of nature and
commerce.

481

have lived here almost 30 years and all the traffic and new building makes it worse

482

Leave it alone work on infrastructure before adding tens of rhododendron new residents

483

I live in this area I still think it is the most logical place for expansion I also believe that the
opportunity to have developers pay for the infrastructure would help save the county a lot of
money in the long run
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Q15

Comments: Is there anything else you’d like to share with Snohomish County about the
SWUGA BPS area?

484

As a retired person, I am afraid that I will be taxed off of my property. Own a shy 10 acers used
for equine and orchard.

485

I am very happy living with the minor inconveniences of living in the Maltby area. I especially
don't want to seee Little Bear Creek destroyed and SR9 lined with commercial businesses so that
more homes can be built on urban size lots. The Snohomish County Council passed Alternative 2
which is supposed to result in growth being directed into cities. Not by expanding UGA's. And I
still don't understand why I couldn't answer questions 1,2 and 3.

486

The industries area is too big and too loud, but you know that and don’t care really, as you don’t
live here. I doubt you’ll do anything to stop the noise. The sheriff certainly didn’t. I have no
confidence in you.

487

Please don’t extend to broadway. The whole reason why we moved was for the rural feel. We
are in our dream house and don’t want to become the next bothell.

488

Keep the CRC rural. Do not allow this area to turn into Hwy 99.

489

no

490

Humans are bad at math concepts and tend not to understand such things as percentages,
growth trends, and large numbers, but unlimited exponential growth is simply not possible.
Eventually, you will be up against the National Forest boundary and wanting to grow into that.

491

Assuming the county were to be creative and aggressive to shape the area into something
other than a giant swath of more DR Horton/Quadrant/Lennar/Toll Brothers subdivisions where
mostly large publicly traded companies extract a one-time excess profit on land conversion
perhaps a fee could be imposed per lot on these types of projects and fees for the low-end
projects, ADU's etc. could be waived or greatly reduced.

492

Moratorium of additional multifamily housing units, at the very least, until completion of 522Paradise Road interchange.

493

Don't allow the paradise lake road appartments to happen. They don't fit with the character of
a rural area. The roads can't handle the load.

494

There are places for density - within the existing UGAs and there are places where that density
should not be placed. The rural character of the area is fragile enough without letting
developers run wild. There is already too much stress on the infrastructure because permits issued
have far outpaced the capacities of existing infrastructure. This irresponsible way of operating
must end. Stop listening to the developers. (even if they financed your campaign, Sam Low )

495

Only allow high volume housing in areas with access to bus routes. If none available they can
contract to create a route to their location at no expense to others.

496

Until the residents approve major public transportation taxes and we have good public
transportation, this is not an area that will support a lot of multi-family housing. The roads, schools,
and other infrastructure are for a rural area.

497

Be careful before you make this decision. The people who live here already deal with the
burdensome commute, but accept it because of the natural beauty (tree canopy) that
surrounds us. We don’t get any of the benefits of urban living, and won’t accept more housing
lightly.

498

If you plan on opening up our dead end and turning our rural rd into an urban one, we deserve
to be included in the SWUGA

Source: BERK, 2019.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The goal of the Southwest Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) Boundary Planning study is to gather data and
information for future county planning efforts - information about what works well and what doesn't work,
opportunities and constraints in the study area and vicinity. Information about the study purpose and location
are included on the project Fact Sheet, attached.
Between January 8th, and January 18th, 2019 Catherine Seaver - from the Pomegranate Center - interviewed
individuals about the study. Each participant received a Fact Sheet and a link to the project website for some
context. See attached. The goal of our interviews was to seek perspectives on the project study area and the
immediate vicinity, (e.g. quality of life topics) as well as seeking input on potential participants from the
community to invite to a project workshop in late Winter/early Spring.
In preparation for this report we talked with individuals who were selected for their leadership roles and
community involvements. We intentionally did not attach names to this survey report because we have found
that anonymous surveys offer fresh opinions and perspectives, allowing people to speak more freely and
honestly.
Pomegranate Center organized all the answers around common themes. All answers provided are included in
this report. The results are summarized in this Executive Summary. Following the Executive Summary, full
results are included in a “Complete Interview Responses” Section.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND GENERAL THEMES
Question 1
What are the current strengths of the study area and immediate vicinity? What is working well?
General themes:

•
•
•
•

Participatory community
Natural environment
Transportation improvements
Existing development

Question 2
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What are the current weaknesses? What needs improvement?
General themes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic
Boundaries within the study area
Tax code issues
Public amenities
Infrastructure
Environmental protection
History of public engagement, failed annexation attempts

Question 3
What regional trends could have a beneficial effect on the study area and immediate vicinity?
General themes:

• Growth in wider region means more development in study area
• Environmental protections
• Infrastructure improvements

Question 4
What regional trends could have adverse effects on the study area?
General themes:

•
•
•
•

Environmental impact of growth
Infrastructure not equipped for growth
Transit a trend regionally but not appropriate here yet
Seattle-centric job market

Question 5
What, in your view, will make this study a success?
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General themes:

•
•
•
•

Effective and transparent engagement process
Make sure the right people are in the room
Environmental protections
Long term and comprehensive plans for the region

Question 6
We are planning a workshop with the technical team in February/March with the goals to:
a) create a shared understanding between government representatives, consultants, community leaders, and
other stakeholder groups.
b) gain clarity on what currently works well and what doesn’t in the Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary
Planning Study Area and immediate vicinity
c) hear ideas from both technical professionals and community members
d) increase the understanding of the interconnected complexities of the region.
Do you have any other goals?
General themes:

•
•
•
•

Effective community engagement
Influence attitudes
Educate community
Create comprehensive plan

Question 7
Who should be invited to the Technical Workshop?
General themes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everyone
Residents
Tribes
City elected officials
Utility company representatives
Transportation representatives
School district representatives
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Question 8
Are we missing something? Is there anything else that you want to bring up?
General themes:

• Concerns about the study and the growth it implies
• Need to respond to the reality of growth and plan for it

COMPLETE INTERVIEW RESPONSES
1. What are the current strengths of the study area and immediate vicinity? What is working well?
Participatory community:

• This kind of open dialog and opportunity for people to share their point of view
• Nice neighborhoods, good schools, parks are very good
Natural environment:

• Nature, watersheds - Little Bear Creek.
• Preserving rural lands, small farms.
• Not a lot of development when you're driving through - quickly quiet, green and peaceful
Transportation improvements:
• Highway 9 got a slower speed.
Existing development:

• Brightwater - high level water treatment plant, that's not disgusting - also provides conference space and
environmental education

• Value the availability of community retail space in the area
2. What are the current weaknesses? What needs improvement?
Traffic:

• Traffic - Waze [a GPS navigation software app] destroys the traffic in community
• Highway 9 and 522 - monumental impact
• Lots of pass through traffic - and a problem for people trying to get to 522 to have to drive on inadequate
roads

• Traffic - messy and growing
• Transportation system disconnected - e.g. getting from 405 to the study area is extremely difficult
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• Traffic and Congestion: widening of Highway 9 - near 172nd North - now 2 or 3 lanes, unsure whether it
will be full 2 lanes in each direction -

• Broadway - fast traffic, two stop lights, concerned about how to slow traffic
• SE Maltby - Paradise Lake intersection - LONG waits for getting kids home from school • Highway 524 - speeding, kids waiting on the side
Boundaries within the study area:

•
•
•
•

Boundaries between light industrial and residential areas. Need the ability to co-exist with our neighbors.
If we are going to a larger zone change, we need to add a multi-use option in the UGA
Industrial part - in SE Maltby area not attractive or well planned
Maltby UGA - houses next to industrial areas - businesses, residents very closes together, need some
kind of boundary area

• Clearview has its own special designation - LAMIRD (Limited Area of More Intense Rural Development) right in the middle of study area. Will want to adjust this.

• Deciding where does the Boundary line go in 2023?
Tax code issues:

• Tax code is appalling - what they pay in taxes versus the little to no improvements made in the area, older
community members having to liquidate their assets because they can't afford their increasing residential
taxes
Lack of public amenities:

•
•
•
•

Not a lot of publicly accessible green spaces/parks
Doesn't have public amenities - shopping, transportations
Lack of services and amenities - no grocery stores
Lack of infrastructure impacts people living there

Infrastructure:

•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure inadequate - roads, sidewalks, parks, sewer, power
Schools are not prepared for the growth coming to the area
County has not invested enough in improving the infrastructure of the area
Waste water may be an issue
Inadequate police force

Environmental protection:

• Little Bear Creek watershed, salmon, there's lots of development nearby creating more runoff - needs to
be prioritized/protected
History of public engagement:

• Ugly process of failed community engagement case - Park on the Hill - other side of line, near Woodinville
- a golf course was bought, and closed then instead of turning it into a park as the county had planned
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they sold it to the school district (arguments about too much light coming from a park), not transparent
process
3. What regional trends could have a beneficial effect on the study area and immediate vicinity?
Growth in wider region means more development in study area:

• Affordable housing is still available in this area
• People want to live here - people who either work in Seattle, Bellevue or Redmond - they can get more
house for less

• Bring more jobs to the area
• Encourage big businesses to expand their facilities to areas where people actually live Amazon/Google/Microsoft could be encouraged to build a South Snohomish County facility - go where
their staff live.

• Employment growth in the region means there is a lot of opportunity for housing and growth in the area but this runs counter to the urban growth concept - we've been trying to preserve this rural area

• Need ability to grow business areas - rezone so that buildings can be higher, and then grow the residential
options

• Incorporate some areas in the study area - Clearview or Maltby - the zoning issues created 40 years ago
have led to animosity and challenges (light industry right next to residential homes)
Environmental protections:

• Washington state is trending towards more environmental protections and dealing with climate change
directly: we have not completed the work in existing urban growth areas yet, if we expand the sprawl into
these areas we will be going against the trends and what we've said matters.

• We've been trying to reduce sprawl and encourage urban growth - don't make us liars by developing this
study area, a protected rural area.
Infrastructure:

• Transportation - a trend in Seattle - but as high as our taxes are, it will be difficult to get approval
• Fixing Hwy 9 and 522 - what people want to see most
Other comments:

• Depends on what you view as a benefit! Tensions with these trends.
• Snohomish county has been proactive in dealing with the heroin epidemic - a good trend
• Folks are concerned about the amount of growth around the UGA
4. What regional trends could have adverse effects on the study area?
Environmental impact of growth:

• Allowing growth in this area will create water issues and watershed issues: Trout Creek, Little Bear Creek
and Cutthroat Creek

• Environmental impact of growth
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• Air quality reduced by the increased traffic
Infrastructure not equipped for growth:

•
•
•
•
•

Length of commutes increasing as density spreads, exacerbates commutes
Infrastructure not prepared for the growth
Highway 9 and 522 are a problem
Quality of life affected by growth without infrastructure in place
Wish people could live closer to where they work

Transit a trend regionally but not appropriate here yet:

• Setting up Park 'n Rides or Light rail in this area - it is unclear where people will settle and the area is still
rural - need to rezone

• Transit not yet useful, need to change other variables first
Seattle-centric job market:

• People having to go South for employment AND go north to find affordable housing. Snohomish and
Monroe all have capacity to grow but the employers are not setting up in these areas

• Growth happening - Seattle Centric employment opportunities but no affordable housing
• Economic growth currently - a recession could curtail interest in moving to the area
Other comments:

• Enrollment issues in schools
• Remove R5 status from area
• Mixed feelings about the growth - it will change the feel of the area from a rural space towards a more
urban/suburban area
5. What, in your view, will make this study a success?
Effective and transparent engagement process:

• For everyone to have their opinion heard
• To show that care and thought was given to the process
• High communication of the outcome of the study - falls upon Everett and council to publicize (local papers
and nearby publications)

• Have Councilmembers engage with the community in multiple events, communicating the findings.
• To have a study just to have a study, is silly. Clarify the vision and mission of this project so people can
understand what you are wanting to find out and why.

• Community engagement upfront - much more helpful early on instead of later, often officials can't speak
for residents
Make sure the right people are in the room:

• Include other counties and cities in the planning process,
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Environmental protections:

• Protect Little Bear Creek - a little victory but important
• Strong assessment of environment impacts on streams, salmon and stormwater
Long term and comprehensive plans for the region:

• A roadmap of how we are going to fit these people into Snohomish county and still maintain a high quality
of life

• Come up with a reasonable solution to the boundaries around the light industrial area
• If the study could identify a future vision for the area and IF the area was to become an Urban Growth
Area… what would it take to make well planned neighborhoods - infrastructure (transportation, schools,
shopping, parks, sewer, water) Because right now people buy an expensive house up here but they don't
have any of the infrastructure to go along with it.

• Show the cost up front of what it would mean to design and build an intentional infrastructure - currently
it’s all incremental and developers are not bearing the cost

6. We are planning a workshop with the technical team in February/March with the goals to:
a) create a shared understanding between government representatives, consultants,
community leaders, and other stakeholder groups.
b) gain clarity on what currently works well and what doesn’t in the Southwest Urban Growth
Area Boundary Planning Study Area and immediate vicinity
c) hear ideas from both technical professionals and community members
d) increase the understanding of the interconnected complexities of the region.

Do you have any other goals?
Effective community engagement:

• Make sure the right people are at the meeting
• Value our time, coordinate event so this is effective and moves us forward
Influence attitudes:

• Encourage flexibility around how the lines will be redrawn, not whether or not they will be
Educate community:

• Educate those attending on Growth Management Act - give history, background, the intention of having
the existing kind of density as a means to protect rural areas and reduce impact on environment, share
the philosophy behind the act
Comprehensive plan:

• How do we get the expectant population in this area - the how, what is it going to cost and how are we
going to pay for that cost
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• To clear up boundary lines through this process – e.g. 180th a puzzle piece, need to clean up area
boundaries - create corridors for gas, power, highways
7. Who should be invited to the technical workshop:
Everyone:

• Everybody - everyone needs to have a voice
• Open to the public, publicly noticed event
Residents and Business owners:

•
•
•
•

Business owners
Smaller groups: HOA groups, business owner groups, school boards, Maltby Alliance group
Local people - HOA, civic groups, local churches/pastors
Boy scouts, 4H - group activities not just activists

• Builders

• Long standing businesses and residential groups, Maltby Alliance Group - MAAG
Tribes:
• Representatives from the Tribes
City elected officials:

• Local elected officials
• Talk w/ more officials from other cities
• Councilmember Low
Utility company representatives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utility companies
Utility providers - including internet and cable
Public works PUD
Power - PUD
PSE
Brightwater and Cross Valley (watersource)
Sewer
Brightwater rep

City agency representatives

•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Commerce
GNA rep (Good Neighbor Authority)
PSRCA Puget Sound Regional Council
County Parks Director
City planners from Mill Creek, Bothell, Monroe, Snohomish, Woodinville, Sultan
Snohomish County Planning and Development
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• Fish and Wildlife - county and state
Transportation representatives

• WSDOT
• Transit professionals - especially people who know the details about trying to create an East/West corridor
- getting from the study area to I-405 or I-5 is a big deal.

• Reps from WSDOT - traffic impact
• WSDOT
• County DOT
School district representatives

• School district reps
• School district rep
• Northshore, Monroe and Snohomish school districts reps
Others:

• Ruckelshaus Center - hired to do a review of the GMA by the legislature
• People who know the history of the attempted and failed annexation of Maltby and other areas - why did
they fail, what personalities were involved (pro/con)?
8. Are we missing something? Is there anything else that you want to bring up?
Concerns about the study and the growth it implies:

• This study brings up a lot of concern for us - we haven't done enough to get people into more urban areas,
changing the boundary areas will set a dangerous precedent and open a pandora's box of problems

• Need to pay attention to environmental concerns coming from this growth.
• Density should happen in cities, we haven't been able to successfully annex areas into existing cities (a
past attempt failed because of a 50K campaign to derail), and as the sprawl happens cities are left to deal
with the fall out.
Need to respond to the reality of growth and plan for it:

• My desired outcome is a plan for how we can make room for people, in a responsible way, to build quality
neighborhoods we can be proud of.

• Pay attention to the jurisdictional boundaries - now that this area isn't on the fringes, people notice when
the boundaries butt up against each other - why are there two high schools a mile from each other?
Schools affect people.

• When are we going to widen 522? Any problems on the road in Maltby area dominoes into the West,
creating more problems for everyone.
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Appendix: Outreach
Stakeholder Interviews – Socio-Economics | March 2019

Purpose
From March 15 to March 27, 2019, Planning and Development Services staff Jacqueline Reid,
Mike McCrary, Hilary McGowan, and consultant Lisa Grueter, interviewed a cross-section of
persons about demographic trends, conditions, strengths, and weaknesses of the study area.
This is meant to inform the Boundary Planning Study socio-economic evaluation.

Questions
The following types of questions were asked:
 In the demographic data for the Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study
(SWUGA BPS) area we’re seeing a population with larger households, greater income, and
greater average age than areas in the Southwest Urban Growth Area. What are your
impressions of the community in the SWUGA BPS area that we might not know from looking
at Census information?


Commuting trends appear to show most that live in the study area work elsewhere, and
vice versa. (See Attachment A.)


Do you have thoughts on what makes the area attractive to live?



What are your impressions of the quality of life in the study area?



Do you have thoughts on the attributes and characteristics of the rural area as
employment areas?



What are the current strengths of the study area and immediate vicinity? What are the
current weaknesses? What needs improvement?



What regional trends are an influence on this area (positive or adverse)?



With continued pressure to increase the size of the urban growth area in this vicinity, what
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do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind as the County is faced with these
pressures?
This is a link to the project webpage including fact sheets and flow charts.
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/4129/SWUGA-Boundary-Planning-Study

Persons Interviewed
The following persons were interviewed. Comments in following sections are not attributed to
individuals.
 Sarah Hayden, Community Transit


Roland Behee, Community Transit



Eric Goodman, Community Transit



Kristin Kelly, Executive Director Pilchuck Audubon and Smart Growth



Keri Moore, Healthy Communities Specialist, Snohomish Health District



Cami Morrill, Director of Government and Public Affairs, Snohomish County-Camano
Association of REALTORS® (SCCAR)



Mike Pattison, Snohomish County Master Builders, individual meeting; and group meeting
with:


Cher Anderson



Mike Appleby



Todd Britsch



Lynn Eshleman



Bonnie Geers



Brian Holtzclaw



Sunshine Kapus



Mark Kaushagen



Edward Koltonowski



Ryan Larsen



John Mirante



George Newman



Mike Pattison
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Bob Vick



Mark Villwock



Clay White



Mark Smith, Housing Consortium of Everett and Snohomish County



Tim Trohimovich, Futurewise Director of Planning and Law



Bob Wold Immediate Past President, SCCAR, also Planning Commission member, County
Council District 4

Results
Study Area Demographic and Socio-Economic Conditions


Within study area, about 119 active listings, plus 14 condos, about 1-2 months of inventory.
It’s a seller’s market.



Slightly more affordable east of SR 9 at $400-500K. Starting price $335K.



Population growth in last 5 years, due to King County cost of living.



Older population. Have jobs in area. Previously, based on ratio of housing costs to jobs for
older households – could find a job that supported the home price.

Commuting


University of Washington, Boeing, Snohomish, King County – there’s a counter trend to
commuting.



If there’s a problem with the trestle, imagine the pressure on SR9.



Drive until you qualify. Leapfrog growth – people moving to Monroe and Lake Stevens.



Snohomish County is providing homes for King County workers.



Commuting patterns – look at greenhouse gases.



Study area, and vicinity to west and east, is not served by transit – not in service area.



There is potential to have express busses with several park and rides within the BPS Area,
including the future Cathcart Park and Ride and a park and ride in Maltby.



SR 9, SR 524, and 35th Ave SE are possible transit corridors.



Regardless of rural or urban, expanding the Community Transit boundary to encompass the
BPS could allow for better routing
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Regional Trends


Review information by Chief of Windermere.



Snohomish County is the most unaffordable. There’ a lack of inventory and higher cost.



Millennials are the largest group wanting to buy; have families.



Within Mill Creek, Bothell, Silver Firs, there are multiple offers to buy homes. Not quite as
hot a market as a year ago, but still hot.



Silver Tsunami and Millennials are broader groups that want multigenerational housing,
ADUs, or house allowing primary and secondary family. Even without senior services.



Townhomes, condos needed. Opens up single-family homes for others.



Townhomes are more attractive than before. Continue to see single-family detached
demand.



Everett’s growth numbers are aspirational. It’s not a destination. Monroe and Lake Stevens
are more desirable. Lynnwood and Everett are underperforming.



Urbanization impacts on salmon and orcas.



Impacts to school districts – how to keep up?



Roads – can’t afford now.



Funding facilities – issue throughout region.



Housing affordability.



Greenhouse gasses.



Chinook salmon.



Water availability.



Hydrology.



WSDOT – no highway expansion in future.



There’s a demand for housing for all economic segments, rural and urban.



There has been a 45% increase in rent between 2013 and 2017. Wages up 2%.



Net inflow into state. Huge appreciation in Snohomish County. King County even higher.



Issue is appropriate siting of density. SR 524, SR 9. It’s a heavy lift with NIMBY.



Housing more people due to job creation.



Redmond prices - $1M for a teardown. Price proves desirability of product.



Need conversation. Mill Creek and other cities have difficulty accepting growth.
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Employees want affordability.

Character, Strengths, and Weaknesses
Character
 What’s rural? Is study area rural? Monroe, Sultan, Gold Bar, and Duvall are more rural.
Study area = sprawl.
Strengths
 Attractive to live in. Pretty – trees horses. Affordable and quiet.


Working well for those there already – high demand for housing. Close to jobs and affordable
for eastside King County tech corridor jobs. Option they can’t find somewhere else.



Attraction to study area – Little Bear Creek. Can still buy an acre. There are 5-acre tracts.
Acreage and larger lots are desired. Own new house in SWUGA versus an older house on a
larger lot.



Affordability and geography are probably more important than naturalness of Little Bear
Creek in terms of home-buying decision.



School District quality is an attractor. Northshore School District. 180th is a boundary. Huge
driver.



Attractive – near King County and Seattle.



Outdoor recreation.



Near shopping.



Jobs, services, and medical area – not that far out.



Closer to high-income areas.

Weaknesses
 There’s no transit. Drive to Park and Ride. May live in study area because not wanting Big
City life.


ST3 and BRT – more important than Light Rail. Can alleviate congestion.



Issues: taxes, cost of living, traffic.



Diversity of housing.



Need services and transit. Need significant transportation investment and impact fees.
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Area not a place where affordable subsidized housing is located; mostly in western county.



Population density is so much lower. There is no infrastructure or services to meet the
needs of those seeking housing – mostly wet of I-5 corridor.



Abutting development.



Displacement



Density, connectivity



Congestion



Weaknesses – utilities, roads, sidewalks

UGA Pressures


Having some green spaces creates livability. Protect areas that are sensitive. Also protect
property rights. Open up more areas to add housing.



Households buy what is built. Do it right. Get appropriate density. Townhomes, condos,
mixed use commercial, some vertical. Carefully zoned, not all single-family. Young people,
millennials/tech, and senior move up and move down.



When utilities are extended for schools, causes competition for same land as residential
developer.



Do it right the first time.



SR 9 is an appropriate barrier. Already experiencing negative effects (from SWUGA growth).
There are already major road, wastewater treatment plant, and Costco.



Need transportation, seats in schools, sewer and water.



Growth can be phased.



Growth will need to pay increased fees.



Infrastructure: what will it cost? What are the needs?



Why do a study if the goal isn’t to expand? Suspicion on who’s pushing it.



It’s so large, how to justify?



Salmonid habitat – chinook.



Consistency with multicounty planning policies.



Water supply. Water is already allocated.



Growth Management Act goals.



Are there benefits? Hard to know. Housing on edge of UGA not as affordable. People
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commute (housing + transportation = impact). Environmental concerns. Densities that
support transit.


Cities like Bothell and Mill Creek have had challenges to annexation. Fire district fought.



If County were to change boundary area, affordable housing inventory would be needed.
Maybe sweat equity homes? All income levels. Most would commute south.



If in UGA 20-years down the road, include an inclusionary housing requirement (e.g. 10%
affordable).



Take a 50-year view of housing type and affordable housing. Address condo liability reform.
Provide more services to retain housing. Free up housing once household is stable.



Would hate to lose Rural character. In terms of housing, preserve natural environment.



Need to ensure that traffic isn’t just SOV, but also can bus & bike easily.



Connect to job centers by other than car.



Benefit of Urban – transit, shopping.



If density were like Silver Firs, which is a largely single-family area to the north of the BPS
Area, Community Transit could potentially provide local service; buses would probably keep
to main routes.



If urbanizing and wanting good transit, need permeability. Walk/bike to get everywhere.



Institutions are drivers of transit – e.g. high school.



Place facilities for transit ease along major roads.



UGA hasn’t changed; running out of land.



Yes, to vertical development. Do attached single family housing.



Opportunities for jobs, yes. See Canyon Park. Build on Maltby as a base.



Have multifamily at SR9 for affordability.



Need coordination with CT.



Need area jobs-housing balance. Close to primary job centers.



More jobs in Maltby – some momentum.



Multifamily is more expensive per square foot. Need a certain percentage of single family
developed.



Will Everett take growth? Create new city?

DRAFT ▪ August 2019
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Information to Consider


“unlockthedoor”wa.com



Mathew Gardiner, Windermere economist.



General Position Statements for REALTORS®



Todd Britsch, Metro Study



School Walk Audits



2016 Destination 2040, see CT plans

Other Input


Need more than community survey – more than a meeting. A lot of people will come to a
meeting. Have multiple charrettes.



What is the status of the Centennial Trail and its funding?

DRAFT ▪ August 2019
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Southwest Urban Growth Area
Boundary Planning Study
Clearview Community Association Presentation
March 21, 2019
Jacqueline Reid, AICP Snohomish County Planning and Development
Services
Lisa Grueter, AICP BERK Consulting

Content
• Location
• Purpose
• Trends
• Study Content
• Relationship to Comprehensive Plan Update 2023
• Buildable Plans Report
• Status of Study / Road Map
• Opportunities to Hear Input
• Questions
2

Location

3

Purpose

The Southwest Urban Growth Area (SWUGA)
Boundary Planning Study is a high-level study
of existing conditions and opportunities and
constraints in the study area and
surroundings to inform future planning
choices.

Study Purpose and Approach
What it IS:
• A high-level study to develop data and information to inform future planning
choices:
• Major Comprehensive Plan updates
• UGA amendment proposals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5

Environmental analysis
Social and economic analysis
Vulnerability and Suitability analysis
Scenario testing: Current land use patterns and hypothetical UGA adjustments
High-level capital and service delivery costs
Wider impacts
Urban/rural transitions
Regulatory and policy framework analysis

Study Purpose

What it is NOT:
• A subarea or land use plan
• A Buildable Lands Study
• Recommending changes to land use or
policies

6

7

Trends
22%

COUNTYWIDE CITIES & UGA

30%
25%

SWUGA CITY & UGA

35%
42%

SWUGA UNINC

81%
64%

MILL CREEK MUGA (UNINC)

107%

65%

BOTHELL MUGA (UNINC)

122%
0%

20%

% of Capacity Achieved by 2017

8

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

% of Population 2035 Target Achieved as of 2017

140%

Snohomish County Urban Growth Area

9

Study Content
Environmental

Social

Governing & Legal
Frameworks

Capital and Service
Delivery
& Costs

11

Relationship to Comprehensive Plan Update 2023
• SWUGA BPS is a study not a plan
• SWUGA BPS can inform future planning efforts
• For example: Comprehensive Plan Update 2023
2019
SWUGA BPS

2020

2021

2020

2022

Comprehensive Plan Update

2023

2023 Comprehensive Plan Update Project Timeline
#

Project/Task

1

Vision 2050

2

CPP Update

3

Buildable Lands Report

4

2043 Initial Growth Targets

5

2020 Census/OFM Forecasts

6

Major Docket Applications

7

GMA Compliance Review

8

Comprehensive Plan Update

9

State Environmental Policy Act

10

Legislative Adoption Process

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Comprehensive Plan Update and Compliance
Review Process
Growth Management Act

Vision 2050 Multi-County Planning
Policies (2020)

GMA
Compliance
(2023)

Regional
Growth
Strategy
(2020)

Office of
Financial
Management
Population
Forecast
(2022)

Countywide Planning Policies (2021)

Comprehensive Plan (2023)
General Policy Plan
Transportation Element
Parks and Recreation Element
Capital Facilities Plan
Implementing Regulations
(2023 and beyond)

2043 Initial Population
and Employment Growth
Targets (2021)

Buildable
Lands Report
(2021)

Colors for illustrative purpose only

Buildable Lands Report - Conceptual Model
2. What
density
actually
happens in
each zone?

1. What land in
the UGAs
could be
developed?

3. What is the
land capacity?

5. What are
the adopted
2035 growth
targets?

4. How much
is likely to be
available by
2035?

6. Is there
enough land
capacity?

Comprehensive Plan Update and Compliance
Review Process
Growth Management Act

Vision 2050 Multi-County Planning
Policies (2020)

GMA
Compliance
(2023)

Regional
Growth
Strategy
(2020)

Office of
Financial
Management
Population
Forecast
(2022)

Countywide Planning Policies (2021)

Comprehensive Plan (2023)
General Policy Plan
Transportation Element
Parks and Recreation Element
Capital Facilities Plan
Implementing Regulations
(2023 and beyond)

2043 Initial Population
and Employment Growth
Targets (2021)

Buildable
Lands Report
(2021)

Colors for illustrative purpose only

PSRC’s Vision 2050 Update
3 Regional Growth Alternatives
Transit
Focused
Growth

Reset
Urban
Growth
Stay the
Course
(No Action)
17

Status/Road Map

18

Opportunities to Hear Input

• Community Survey – March/April 2019
• Study Sharing Meeting – May/June 2019

https://snohomishcountywa.gov/4129/SWUGAWeblink
Boundary-Planning-Study

20

Jacqueline Reid, AICP
Supervisor, PDS
(425) 388-3380
Jacqueline.Reid@snoco.org

Thank You

21

Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study
“Big Picture” Workshop Notes

On March 28th, 2019 Snohomish County Planning and Development Services hosted an event to gain
additional feedback on the ongoing South West Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) Boundary Planning
Study.
There were 33 attendees at this workshop, including representatives from the following governments,
agencies and organizations:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Alderwood Water and
Wastewater District
Alliance for Housing
Affordability
Bear Creek Headwaters
Sno-King Watershed
Council
Hilltop-Locus
Community Group
Bonneville Power
Administration
City of Bothell
City of Edmonds

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

City of Mill Creek
City of Woodinville
Clearview Community
Association
Cross Valley Water
District
Everett School District
Fire District 7
Futurewise
King County
Masterbuilders
Association
Northwest Pipeline
Puget Sound Energy

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Silver Lake Water and
Sewer District
Snohomish Health
District
Snohomish County –
Camano Island
Association of Realtors
The Tulalip Tribes
WA State Dept of
Commerce
WA State Dept of
Transportation
WRIA 8 Salmon
Recovery

Goal of the study:
Provide a high-level study of existing conditions and opportunities and constraints in the study area
and surroundings to inform future planning choices.
Goal of the “Big Picture” workshop:
To hear from representatives of government agencies, tribes, service providers, stakeholder groups
and community leaders and begin to look for overlapping issues and themes.
The workshop was facilitated by Milenko Matanovic and Catherine Seaver from the Pomegranate
Center. Ken Klein, Executive Director of Snohomish County opened the workshop. Lisa Grueter from
BERK Consulting gave a presentation on the project’s background followed by a Q&A session, joined by
Jacqueline Reid from Snohomish County Long Range Planning Division. Mike McCrary, Planning and
Development Services Deputy Director, closed the workshop.
SWUGA Boundary Planning Study “Big Picture” Workshop Notes
Meeting Date: March 28, 2019
Notes Prepared: May 6, 2019

Large Group Discussion
After the initial welcome and presentation, attendees were invited to participate in a discussion where
as a large group they answered two questions:
1. What is working well and what needs improvement in this area?
2. What are the benefits and disadvantages of adjusting UGA boundaries in this area?

Major Themes - Things That Work Well
x
x
x
x

Boundaries
o Boundary lines are working well to reduce sprawl
Jurisdiction and government
o Inter- Jurisdictional cooperation works well, public investments are protected
Environment
o Green spaces between urban areas
o Home to world class wastewater treatment facility
Community engagement
o Community is engaged with good cohesion
o Good inter-jurisdictional cooperation

Major Themes - Things That Need Improvement
x

x
x

x
x

Boundaries
o Clearview Rural Commercial area needs work
o Boundary lines not working well
o Not protecting critical areas
o Need for additional growth areas
Jurisdiction and government
o County goal alignment needs to happen
o Need to improve code enforcement on small plats
Environment
o Need to beautify area
o Should strengthen alternative energy options
o Chinook production not working well
o Tree canopy ordinance needs to retain trees better
Traffic and Street Connectivity
o High levels of traffic was a common concern
o Poor connectivity of streets
Growth

SWUGA Boundary Planning Study “Big Picture” Workshop Notes
Meeting Date: March 28, 2019
Notes Prepared: May 6, 2019

x
x

o Growth pressure
o Housing affordability
o Need a better evaluation for growth target
o State goals are in conflict with County goals
o Concerns about extending pipeline, making it bigger
Public Investments
o Need to increase funding for schools
o Improve protecting public investments
Community engagement
o Need to improve the pace of cooperation
o There’s not an adequate representation of the people in the community when decisions
get made

Benefits of Adjusting UGA Boundaries.
x
x

x
x

x

Growth
o Able to accommodate new growth
Community Engagement
o Opportunity to stimulate more community engagement
o Improved safety
Government
o Moving the line would allow for master planning
Housing
o Increased housing choices
o May temporarily provide affordable housing
Services
o Improved services

Disadvantages of Adjusting UGA Boundaries
x

x

x

Transportation
o Not a lot of public transportation
o Public transportation network is underdeveloped. Public transit near affordable housing
is not in place.
Environment
o Increased degradation on natural environment
o Increased storm water impacting land
o Loss of calm in the area
o Increased greenhouse gas emissions
Government
o Not in line with the Growth Management Act (GMA)

SWUGA Boundary Planning Study “Big Picture” Workshop Notes
Meeting Date: March 28, 2019
Notes Prepared: May 6, 2019

x

x

x

o Conflicts with what elected officials are saying, i.e. densifying in cities helps protect rural
lands and open space
o Less incentive for cities to absorb density
Community Engagement
o Need to ensure that the people who live in the area influence the decision
o People and commerce balance out of whack
Housing
o Increased housing choices
o Does not provide affordable housing near transportation
o May temporarily provide affordable housing
Services
o Improved services
o Sewers are a metaphor of undesirable growth
o Challenge to provide services to an area of this size

Small Group Discussion
The second part of the workshop invited attendees to break up into smaller groups, participate in
round table discussions and identify overlapping themes and issues. Five general themes were
identified.

Planning and Implementation
x
x
x

Need for aligning jurisdictions’ goals and strategy to explain how this expansion of the UGA
boundary will fit with the future growth of the area and the region.
Planning for demographic shifts, environmental remediation strategies coordination, GMA
consistency.
Flexibility in adjusting growth targets, collaborative inclusive planning that addresses
community’s concerns. Accommodate growth and make wise decisions.

Environmental Impact
x
x
x
x

Protecting natural environments (incl. Little Bear Creek Watershed) from environmental
degradation and impacts.
Bigger focus on stream and salmon health including storm water runoff management.
Climate migration, environmental protection and outreach should be considered in code
development and implementation.
Mitigation of environmental impacts of population density should be included.

Housing and Services
x

Availability of housing for diverse economic groups, creating variety of housing types, allowing
“mother in law” units.

SWUGA Boundary Planning Study “Big Picture” Workshop Notes
Meeting Date: March 28, 2019
Notes Prepared: May 6, 2019

x
x

Increasing density in cities where possible.
Concern that introducing new services in this area is costly, will increase the cost of living, and
with that housing costs.

Transportation
x
x
x
x
x

Transportation solutions are key to gaining public support.
Public transport, connectivity and good transportation connections are essential.
Multimodal and alternatives are important to consider.
Locating transit near affordable housing is needed.
Planning for enough density to support transit.

Community input
x
x
x
x

Concerns about lack of collaborative planning early in the process, lack of opportunity to
engage in the process.
People feel like they aren’t heard.
Public doesn’t like the idea of expanding the UGA boundary but would be much more receptive
to changes if key transportation and infrastructure changes were made.
Concerns about transportation issues that may arise from increasing population density and
accommodating growth.

SWUGA Boundary Planning Study “Big Picture” Workshop Notes
Meeting Date: March 28, 2019
Notes Prepared: May 6, 2019
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BIG PICTURE WORKSHOP

March 28, 2019 | 2:00 - 4:30 pm

Southwest Urban Growth Area
Boundary Planning Study

2
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Schedule & Status

Early Analysis

Study Approach

Relationship to Comp
Plan

Trends

Purpose

TOPICS

3

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

to inform future planning
choices

in the study area and
surroundings

and opportunities and
constraints

of existing conditions

a high-level study

PURPOSE

4

0%

20%

25%

60%

65%

64%

80%

81%

100%

107%

120%

122%
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% of Population 2035 Target Achieved as of 2017

40%

42%

35%

22%
30%

% of Capacity Achieved by 2017

Bothell MUGA (Uninc)

Mill Creek MUGA (Uninc)

SWUGA Uninc

SWUGA City & UGA

Countywide Cities & UGA

POPULATION TRENDS & CAPACITY

140%
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SWUGA BPS

2019

2020

2022

Comprehensive Plan Update

2020

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

2021

 For example: Comprehensive Plan Update 2023

SWUGA BPS can inform future planning efforts

SWUGA BPS is a study not a plan

RELATIONSHIP TO
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE 2023

2023

SYNTHESIZE
CONDITIONS

6

STUDY APPROACH

COLLECT DATA &
INFORMATION

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

DEVELOP RANGE
OF SCENARIOS

EVALUATE
SCENARIOS

PREPARE STUDY

7

Environmental

STUDY TOPICS

Social

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

Capital and
Service
Delivery
& Costs

Governing &
Legal
Frameworks

See Open House Boards
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Example of synthesis of information; subject to update and correction.

EARLY VULNERABILITY & SUITABILITY MAPPING

9

Dec

Outreach Strategy

Project
Launch

Nov 2018

Suitability
&
Scenarios

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Draft
Study &
Mapping

Community Survey
Big Picture
Workshop

Evaluate
Scenarios

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

Stakeholder
Outreach &
Consultation

Data &
Conditions

Jan 2019

SCHEDULE & STATUS

Study Sharing
Workshop

Final
Study &
Mapping

June

10

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

Project Website:
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/4129/SWUGABoundary-Planning-Study

Jacqueline.Reid@snoco.org

(425) 388-3380

Supervisor, PDS

Jacqueline Reid, AICP

11

QUESTIONS

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

12

CONSULTANT TEAM

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | MARCH 28, 2019

Pomegranate

Forterra

Makers

Geosyntec

Fehr & Peers

ESA

BHC

BERK

Under the direction of Planning & Development Services &
a multi-departmental project team
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Open Space Assessment Tool
Snohomish County Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study
The Puget Sound Regional Council’s (PSRC’s) Regional Open Space Conservation Plan (June 2018)
considers the environmental, economic, health, and social benefits to the Puget Sound region.
For the purposes of developing the Regional Open Space Conservation Plan and to serve as a tool for
planning in the region, an Open Space Assessment Tool (OSAT) was created mapping a large array of
benefits. OSAT uses geospatial data provided by local, state, and federal entities regarding land
coverage, geology, development, and demographic data.
Open Space Assessment Information
Benefit

Data Input

Data Source

Water: Water Quality

Puget Sound Characterization
Project
NRCS Soil Survey Geographic
Database (SSURGO) Soils K-Factor
Rock Free
NLCD

Washington Department of Ecology
ESRI SSURGO 2014
US Geological Survey

Habitat: Critical Habitat

USFWS Critical Habitat
NLCD

United States Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS)
US Geological Survey

Habitat: Bird Habitat

WA DFW Habitat Suitability
NLCD

Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife
US Geological Survey

Air: Carbon Storage

2010 Total Ecosystem Carbon Stock
National Land Cover Dataset
(NLCD)

US Geological Survey
US Geological Survey

Air: Air Purification

Community Air Tool
NLCD Canopy Cover

Puget Sound Clear Air Agency
US Geological Survey

Source: (The Trust for Public Land, 2018)
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Salmonid Presence / Fish Habitat Map
Snohomish County Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study

Source: Snohomish County, BERK 2018.
Draft March 2019. For planning purposes only. Subject to Change.
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Salmonid Presence / Fish Habitat Table
SALMONID SPAWNING AND OR REARING UPSTREAM EXTENT (SWIFD)
Chinook

Coho

Sockeye

Cutthroat trout

Little Bear Creek

175th

166th pl SE

161st St

165th St

Rowland Creek

N/A

240th

239th

N/A

Cutthroat Creek

N/A

Marwood Pl

Marwood Pl

Marwood Pl

210th
Great Dane Creek

N/A

188th

195th

210th

West Trib Cr.

N/A

N/A

Little Bear Cr. Rd

N/A

Trout Creek

N/A

W. Interurban

N/A

174th

SALMONID PRESENCE (SALMONSCAPE)
Coho
Lake Beecher tributary:

164th St SE

Draft March 2019. For planning purposes only. Subject to Change.

2

Watershed Characterization &
Subbasin Prioritization
ESA, January 2019
The evaluation considers land cover, critical areas extents, aquatic habitat extents, and stormwater
conveyance extents.


Protection Priority 1: Subbasins where there are the highest extents of important critical areas and
aquatic habitats, which also show highest levels of intactness;



Protection Priority 2: Subbasins where there are high extents of important critical areas and aquatic
habitats, and that are still generally intact;



Protection Priority 3: Subbasin where the extent and existing condition of important critical areas is
moderate; however key indicators of degradation (impervious surface coverage and storm drainage
conveyance) are low.



Targeted Restoration: Subbasins where key indicators of watershed process degradation are
moderate to high; however, indicators of extent and intactness focused on important critical areas
and aquatic habitats remain at moderate levels.

Draft March 2019. For planning purposes only. Subject to Change.
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Preliminary Vulnerability & Suitability Maps
Snohomish County Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study

OVERVIEW
Understanding constraints and opportunities in the study area is an important goal of the Southwest
Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) Boundary Planning Study. The study includes the collection and synthesis
of existing data and information, the development and evaluation of scenarios (including current
strategies) to develop a range of costs and implications. As part of the study a Land Suitability Analysis
Tool framework has been developed to guide scenario development and evaluation.

PRELIMINARY MAP DESCRIPTIONS
Excluded layers identify those locations where private development is unlikely, due to long-term land
uses, physical and natural features, and other characteristics.


Input layers: County Parks, Easements, Land Use, Landslide, Pipelines, Railroads, Streams, Streets,
Waterbodies, Wetlands, and Cemeteries (if any).

Landscape vulnerability layers define those resources in the study area and beyond that may be
sensitive to development. This can include surface water systems, as well as groundwater recharge,
natural habitat, and natural land cover.


Input layers: Groundwater, State Department of Natural Resources Trust Lands, Natural Land Cover,
Land Use (mitigation/conservation properties), Slope, Streams (buffer), Waterbodies (buffer),
Watershed Protection Prioritization, Wellhead Protection Areas, and Wetlands (buffer).

With respect to the suitability of development in the study area, certain characteristics could make
development more desirable in certain locations than others. Development suitability layers identify
those characteristics of the landscape that could impact the feasibility of development. This can include
factors such as access to arterial streets, costs of extending sewer and water infrastructure, and
compatibility with surrounding land uses. The preliminary Residential Development Suitability map
shows a compiled index value that summarizes the characteristics in the landscape that could make
residential development more appealing and feasible in certain locations. This may include proximity to
park space, separation from incompatible land uses, and ease of servicing.


Input layers: Classified Open Space (RCW 84), County Parks / Trails, Existing Land Use (by type),
FEMA Flood Plain, Major Arterial / Highways, Sewage Treatment Facilities, Servicing Feasibility –
Water, Servicing Feasibility – Wastewater.

The analysis is preliminary, and the layers and values are subject to change.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE STUDY:
See the project website for the scope and steps in the study:
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/4129/SWUGA-Boundary-Planning-Study
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Figure 2b – Sewer Feasibility: Critical Areas and Topography
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Study Sharing Workshop Summary
Study Sharing Survey Summary
Workshop Overview and Results
The Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study – Study Sharing Workshop was held August
7, 2019 at Valley View Middle School in Clearview, a school in the Snohomish School District.
147 individuals signed in. Likely more attended without signing in. This total did not include County
staff involved in the project who attended. Councilmembers Ryan and Low made opening remarks.
Materials available at the workshop included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An agenda with links on the back
An opportunity on the sign-in sheet to include a request to be added to subscriber lists for the
SWUGA BPS project and/or the 2023 Comp Plan Update project
The Study Sharing Summary
Business cards
Displays of exhibits in the draft study, with “Post-Its” to write notes
Hard copy of the draft study
Play area for children with materials at a table
Cards (not used) for responses to two questions posed.

Project team staff from the County and consultant teams were present to engage during the Open
House elements of the Workshop and to present. Similarly, project Steering Committee members were
present too.
Pomegranate Center staff facilitated the Presentation, Q and A and Conversation parts of the Workshop.
Ken Klein, project sponsor, opened and closed the formal part of the Workshop/
Ground Rules:
•
•
•

Stay on topic
Be tough on ideas and gentle on people
Be willing to relate your ideas to those of others

Today’s Goal:
•
•
•

Present the study findings
Ask questions: What common themes do you see? What findings stand out and resonate?
Comprehensive planning next steps

Community comments:
•
•
•
1

Too many people working in silos
Consider the cost of maintaining water quality
Look at Highway 9 as opportunity for mixed use

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can residents find/search different maps by address?
Who is in the coalition and are there community members?
How are we going to make transportation possible with the current land use?
Master Builders are winning out over taking care of the watershed
Has there been any attention paid to people who will be displaced when zoning changes?
How will you adapt planning to include changes?
156th and Sunset has flooding problems
Infrastructure is already over capacity. Concerns for the ability to respond to emergencies
Need transportation for so much growth – last 2.5 mile to front door is a problem
Please recheck the numbers in population trends capacity. The numbers do not fit our
experience.

Study Sharing Survey
The County hosted a story map and survey at the project website. The story map contained many of the
boards available at the workshop in an interactive fashion. The survey was open from August 5 to
August 28, 2019. The survey asked similar questions as at the workshop about common themes and
findings that resonate. About 94 responses were received.
Themes and findings identified by commenters were similar to the spring 2019 survey in terms of
concerns about transportation, growth and rural character, and environmental resources. Full
comments are included in the attachment.
Word clouds summarize the most referenced words. See Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2.
Exhibit 1.

Study Sharing Survey, Word Cloud – What Common Themes Do You See?

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK, 2019.

2

Exhibit 2.

Study Sharing Survey, Word Cloud – What Conditions or Findings Resonate?

Sources: TagCrowd.com, 2019; BERK, 2019.

Attachments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Agenda
Frequently Asked Questions
Power Point Presentation
Study Sharing Summary (Draft)
Boards
Comments on Boards
Story Map
Survey Results – Open Ended Responses

Southwest Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) Boundary Planning Study

Study Sharing Workshop
Open House and Workshop
August 7, 2019, 5:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Valley View Middle School
14308 Broadway Ave.
Snohomish, WA 98296

AGENDA
5:00

Open House with Displays / Maps

5:30

Welcome

Ken Klein and Jacqueline
Reid, Snohomish County

5:40

Goals, Agenda, Roles and Introductions

Milenko Matanovič,
Pomegranate Center

5:50

Study Findings
Q&A

Lisa Grueter, BERK
Consulting

6:30

Conversation on Study Findings
Question 1: What common themes do you see?
Question 2: What conditions or findings resonate?

Milenko Matanovič

6:50

Next Steps

Jacqueline Reid

7:00

Closing

Ken Klein

7:00 7:30

Open House

Puget Sound Regional Council Vision 2050
https://www.psrc.org/vision
Snohomish County
For links to information on Snohomish County Council, Snohomish County Executive, Departments and
County Offices, Snohomish County Tomorrow, Boards and Commissions
https://snohomishcountywa.gov
Snohomish County Planning
Snohomish County Planning and Development Services:
https://www.snohomishcountywa.gov/5169/Planning-Development-Services
Snohomish County Comprehensive Plan:
https://wa-snohomishcounty2.civicplus.com/2139/Comprehensive-Plan
Snohomish County Code County:
https://snohomish.county.codes
Snohomish County Docketing Process:
https://wa-snohomishcounty2.civicplus.com/2151/Docketing-Process
Snohomish County Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study:
https://www.snohomishcountywa.gov/4129/SWUGA-Boundary-Planning-Study
Snohomish County 2023 Comprehensive Plan Update:
https://snocogis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=df6c3428254f466a93010ba5a69863b1
Snohomish County Permitting
Snohomish County Active Projects and Permits map:
https://www.snohomishcountywa.gov/1279/PDS-GIS-Maps-Information
Proposed Major Developments page:
https://www.snohomishcountywa.gov/1287/Proposed-Major-Developments
Paradise Lake Road Garden Apartments project page:
https://www.snohomishcountywa.gov/3802/Paradise-Lake-Road-Garden-Apartments
North Seattle Lateral Upgrade project page:
https://www.snohomishcountywa.gov/5333/North-Seattle-Lateral-Upgrade

Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study

Frequently Asked Questions
The draft Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study (BPS) report has just been posted. Is
there a comment period before it is finalized?
The study report is identified as draft since the last part of the study, before it is finalized, is to include a
summary from the August 7, 2019 Study Sharing Workshop and comments from a brief survey that is
online until August 25th, 2019. We are making study results available to share work undertaken.
However, as a study, and not a plan with formal action, there is no public comment period.
What happens next with the information from the Study?
The study is designed to collect data and information on the study area, which can be used as a resource
during future planning initiatives or if there are future proposals seeking amendments to the urban
growth area (UGA) boundaries in the study area vicinity. (The annual “docketing” process.) The next
major initiative where the County will be considering if land use adjustments are required to
accommodate future growth will be Snohomish County’s comprehensive plan update in 2023. As a
study, not a detailed plan or proposal for land use or growth distribution, the existence of the Boundary
Planning Study does not presume an outcome on any proposal or comprehensive plan update process
the County will consider in the future. Since the Boundary Planning Study is a high-level study producing
rough or approximate analysis, any future detailed analysis conducted to meet other state planning
requirements may produce different numbers or information or test more fully developed approaches
for growth.
How will I know if the County is going to make changes to the urban growth area (UGA) boundary or
change land uses in this area?
If, in the course of the County’s 2023 comprehensive plan update or in consideration of an annual
docketing proposal, changes are proposed to urban growth area boundaries or land uses in the
Boundary Planning Study area, the County will, at that time, fully analyze any such proposal consistent
with its Growth Management Act (GMA) and State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) obligations and in
full consideration of population projections, allocated growth targets, analysis of buildable lands
capacity, and any other relevant considerations. The process for taking legislative action to amend land
uses includes public participation, with hearings before the Snohomish County Planning Commission and
the Snohomish County Council.
Will there be similar studies in other parts of the county?
There are no other plans in place at this time to complete similar studies for other parts of the County.
The Boundary Planning Study area was chosen for study because it is adjacent to a fast-growing area
where the County has seen and expects to see continued interest in expanding the urban growth area
(UGA). Given the interest and pressures on this part of the county, the County wanted to develop data
and information under existing conditions and conceptual hypothetical growth scenarios. It should be
noted that the Boundary Planning Study does not present tradeoffs about growth in other parts of the
county. If the growth were not proposed in the Boundary Planning Study, and instead was going to
other parts of the county, environmental and social implications and capital costs would be incurred in
other parts of the county.

Southwest Urban Growth Area Boundary Planning Study

Frequently Asked Questions
One geographically-focused initiative that Snohomish County is working on, in partnership with
stakeholders, is planning for the arrival of light rail in the mid-2030s. This is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to leverage major transit investments to benefit the surrounding communities and make
light rail safely, conveniently and efficiently accessible. In planning for light rail, the county will be
developing a ‘subarea plan’ (with recommendations on legislative actions) for an area roughly between
the cities of Everett, Mukilteo, Lynnwood and Mill Creek, that has the potential to accommodate
additional population and employment growth given the level of transit investment. Two proposed light
rail stations located along Interstate 5 at 164th St and 128th St. are areas that will be reviewed in the
“subarea plan” for their potential to accommodate additional growth in the county. More information
on this project may be found at the Light Rail Communities project web page at
www.snohomishcountywa.gov/LRC.

STUDY SHARING WORKSHOP

Southwest Urban Growth Area
Boundary Planning Study
August 7, 2019| 5-7:30 pm

TOPICS
 Purpose & Background
 Study Approach

 Study Highlights
 Next Steps

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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PURPOSE
a high-level study
of existing conditions
and opportunities and constraints
in the study area and surroundings

to inform future planning choices

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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USE OF STUDY
SWUGA BPS is a study not a plan
SWUGA BPS can inform future planning efforts
 For example: Comprehensive Plan Update 2023

Oct. 2018
Aug. 2019
SWUGA BPS

4

2020

2021

2020

2022

2023

Comprehensive Plan Update

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019

BACKGROUND
Population Trends
& Capacity

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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STUDY APPROACH

COLLECT DATA &
INFORMATION

SYNTHESIZE
CONDITIONS

DEVELOP RANGE
OF SCENARIOS

EVALUATE
SCENARIOS

PREPARE STUDY

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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STUDY TOPICS

Outreach

7

See Open House Boards

Framework & Social
Scenarios

Environmental

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019

Land
Suitability &
Tools/
Opportunities

Capital and
Service
Delivery
& Costs

STUDY HIGHLIGHTS
SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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OUTREACH
Outreach
Strategy

Over 1,100 Participants

Stakeholder
Outreach &
Consultation

Community
Survey
Big Picture
Workshop

Study Sharing
Workshop

Themes
• Transportation System Investments
• Natural Environment Values and Conservation
• Rural Character
• Housing Affordability and Availability
• Quality Services and Infrastructure
• Engaged Community

9
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SURVEY
HIGHLIGHTS

Please rate each of the following aspects of quality of life in the
rural portion of the study area within the SWUGA BPS area:

Most respondents lived
within the SWUGA BPS
Area (62%) or around the
BPS Area (33%).

What do you believe are the most important challenges facing
the SWUGA BPS area? (select top 3)

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS (CONT.)
What do you think Snohomish County should keep in mind if the County were to
consider adjusting the SWUGA and/or the Maltby UGA boundaries, with associated
changes to rural land uses or zoning in the study area in future planning efforts?

11
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GOVERNING FRAMEWORKS
Planning Framework

Current Initiatives

Growth Management Act

A Road Map to Washington’s
Future

Multi-County Planning Policies

Countywide Planning Policies
Local Comprehensive Plan
Buildable Lands Program

12

PSRC’s VISION 2050 Update
Buildable Lands Report (SB
5254)
Snohomish County’s 2023
Comprehensive Plan Update

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019

GMA Goals
1. Urban Growth
2. Reduce Sprawl
3. Transportation
4. Housing
5. Economic Development
6. Property Rights
7. Permits
8. Natural Resource
Industries
9. Open Space and
Recreation
10. Environment
11. Citizen Participation and
Coordination
12. Public Facilities and
Services
13. Historic Preservation
14. Shoreline Use

Current Strategies

Hypothetical Nodes

Hypothetical Urban

The purpose of evaluating
hypothetical scenarios is to:
costs of providing
 Consider
infrastructure and services outside
of the existing UGA, and
 Understand potential environmental
and social implications.

Today: ~4,102
2035 Additional Residential Units: 122

Additional Residential Units: 15,585

Additional Residential Units: 23,284

SCENARIOS
SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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Lots & Year Built

Tree Canopy

CHARACTER AND
LAND USE
Despite lots developed
to urban and semi-urban
densities during preGMA periods, the BPS
Area is about half
covered in tree canopy.

Impervious

Carbon Storage

14

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019

Sub-basin Protection Priority

ENVIRONMENTAL
Watershed functions are intact
in the central portion of the BPS
Area and partially intact
elsewhere.
Hypothetical scenarios
produced impervious area that
could reduce groundwater
recharge that supports stream
baseflows.

15

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019

Urban: Change in Recharge

Residential Suitability – Demonstration

LAND SUITABILITY
•

Landscape vulnerability – areas to be
protected from development (e.g. wetlands) or
areas already assigned for other purposes (e.g.
government)

•

Development suitability - those areas where
development would tend to have lower
landscape impacts

Note: Tool is flexible. Different weightings would
produce different results. This is a demonstration.

16
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TRANSPORTATION
Scenario
2035 Current Strategies
Nodes Scenario
Difference Between Nodes
Scenario and Current
Strategies
Urban Scenario
Difference Between Urban
Scenario and Current
Strategies

17

Total Arterial Lane-Miles Needed
County and State

55 - 87
102 - 181
47 - 94

162 - 201
107 - 114

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019

COUNTY CAPITAL
AND SERVICE
DELIVERY AND COSTS
Total Costs by Scenario Above Current Plans
Current
Strategies
Transportation:
County and State
Parks Costs

TOTAL COST

Nodes Scenario Urban Scenario

$600 M –
$1.3 B

$1.1 - $2.6 B

$1.7 - $2.9 B

$0M

$43.43 M

$68.18 M

$600 M - $1.3 B $1.14 – $2.64 B $1.77 – $2.97 B

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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OTHER PROVIDERS
▪Fire Protection
▪Schools
▪Sewer
▪Water
▪Power

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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Online Map Tool & Survey
https://snohomishcountywa.g
ov/4129/SWUGABoundary-Planning-Study

BPS NEXT STEPS

Survey open until 8/25

SUMMARIZE STUDY SHARING
WORKSHOP & SURVEY INPUT

COMPLETE STUDY

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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2023 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN STEPS
#

Project/Task

1

Vision 2050

2

Countywide Planning Policy Update

3

Buildable Lands Report

4

2043 Initial Growth Targets

5

2020 Census/OFM Forecasts

6

Major Docket Process

7

GMA Compliance Review

8

Comprehensive Plan Update

9

State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

10 Planning Commission Process
11 County Council Process
12 Public Participation

13 Council/Executive Briefings

SWUGA BOUNDARY PLANNING STUDY | AUGUST 7, 2019
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Jacqueline Reid, AICP

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Supervisor, PDS
(425) 388-3380
Jacqueline.Reid@snoco.org

Project Website:
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/4129/SWUGABoundary-Planning-Study

22
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QUESTIONS

23
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CONSULTANT TEAM

Under the direction of Planning & Development Services &
a multi-departmental project team

BERK

BHC
ESA
Fehr & Peers
Geosyntec
Makers
Forterra

Pomegranate
24
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Study Sharing
Summary

Study Area

What is the Boundary
Planning Study Area?
The Study Area extends eastward from the Southwest Urban
Growth Area (SWUGA) to Broadway Ave, north to Cathcart and
south to the county line. It includes the Maltby Urban Growth Area
(UGA) for context. This area has been chosen for study given it is
adjacent to a fast-growing area.

What is the Boundary
Planning Study?
The Boundary Planning Study (BPS) is a high-level study of
existing conditions and opportunities and constraints in
the study area and surroundings to inform future planning
choices.

1
Define study
area and units of
analysis.

2

As a high-level study, the BPS describes, generally, current social,
environmental, land suitability, and capital facility conditions in the
BPS Area.
The BPS also evaluates a range of hypothetical growth scenarios,
and includes a scenario with no change to existing land use
designations. The purpose of evaluating hypothetical scenarios is to:


Consider costs of providing infrastructure and services outside
of the existing UGA, and



Understand potential environmental and social implications.

The study also assesses regulations and policies that must be
satisfied or amended if UGA boundary adjustments were to be
considered in future planning initiatives.

DRAFT ▪ Study Sharing Summary ▪ August 2019

Synthesize
conditions,
and identify
opportunities
and constraints
for increasing
densities.

3
Develop a range
of scenarios.

4

Evaluate Scenarios
and prepare Study
and Online Maps.

1
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Limitations
The BPS is not a plan containing detailed proposals for land use
or growth. As a study, the BPS is meant to sketch conditions,
scenarios, and implications in the BPS Area and immediate
surroundings. The BPS relies on existing studies and available models
(e.g., transportation). Where new evaluation is provided (e.g., a
vulnerability and suitability model), the BPS uses existing spatial
data and broad methods that produce approximate results. In
some cases, existing spatial data was evaluated and assessments
developed with professional judgment and expertise to form
planning level assessments for the study, such as with watershed
characterization or groundwater recharge.
Since the BPS is a high-level study producing rough or approximate
analysis, any future detailed analysis conducted to meet other
state planning requirements may produce different numbers or
information or test more fully developed alternatives.
The BPS study does not present tradeoffs about growth in other
parts of the county. If the growth were not proposed in the BPS,
and instead was going to other parts of the county, environmental
and social implications and capital costs would be incurred in
other parts of the county.

Governing Frameworks
A multitude of interconnected state, regional, and local laws
and authorities determine how growth will occur in Washington
State. While it is the County that adopts UGA boundaries, it is not
County policy alone that guides where growth can occur, and
when UGAs can be amended. Development patterns need to
be consistent with policies at a countywide and regional level. If
UGA amendments were desired, and they were not consistent with
regulations and policies, processes are in place for seeking changes
to those regulations and policies. Legislative amendments would be
a lengthy process with the potential for success uncertain.
A number of initiatives are under review—including VISION 2050
and an update to the County’s Buildable Lands Report—that
could alter how the County plans for urban areas and rural
areas including LAMIRDs like Clearview. VISION 2050 is the Puget
Sound Regional Council’s process to develop a strategy to
accommodate an additional 1.8 million people in the central
Puget Sound area. The Buildable Lands Report is currently being
updated to address recent changes to state law and to support
the County’s 2023 Comprehensive Plan Update.

DRAFT ▪ Study Sharing Summary ▪ August 2019

Outreach
Outreach efforts were designed to share
information about the BPS and to provide
opportunities to gather insights from
stakeholders about BPS Area conditions.
The outreach process involved reaching out
to stakeholders, including community and
government/service provider stakeholders.
Methods of outreach included a project
website, a survey taken by over 1,100
persons, stakeholder interviews and
discussions with tribes, government agencies
and officials, service providers, and
community organizations, and workshops.
While opinions varied, consistent themes
included:
 Fix Transportation System.
 Protect and Conserve the Natural
Environment.
 Maintain Rural Character.
 Address Housing Affordability and
Availability.
 Ensure Quality Services and Make
Infrastructure Investments.
 Provide More Opportunities for
Community Engagement.
Some themes are in tension, such as
maintaining rural character and providing
more housing at densities that allow for
affordability and serviceability (e.g. transit
and other services).
Many respondents wanted to see greater
growth in existing urban areas elsewhere
leaving the BPS Area rural. Others thought
some expansions of business areas, while
retaining rural residential beyond the
business areas, would be beneficial for the
community. Others felt the area could be
urban and developed for more housing.

LAMIRD
Clearview is the only designated Limited
Area of More Intensive Rural Development
(LAMIRD), a GMA-based designation,
within the County. Changes to boundaries
in LAMIRDs are only possible under limited
situations. A current initiative called “A Road
Map to Washington’s Future” has reviewed
possible adjustments to the planning
framework in Washington State, including
potential flexibility in the framework for
LAMIRDs.

2
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Headwaters of Little Bear Creek

Rural Roads

Clearview SR 9 Commercial

Highlights of Current Conditions
The BPS has coalesced existing information and applied models and evaluations that advance the understanding of the
BPS Area at a broad scale.
 Character: The BPS Area is a place of contrasts. It offers natural beauty as well as busy, pass-through roads. Despite lots
developed to urban and semi-urban densities during pre-GMA periods, the BPS Area contains about 50% forest cover.
 Social: The area offers rural homes and hobby farms in dispersed patterns, and it offers crossroads with commercial
services. With growth pressures in the region, housing prices have risen locally, and the median household income
of BPS Area households is higher than the median for the rest of the county and neighboring cities. Opportunities for
affordable homes are limited due to rural densities; however, manufactured homes are a relatively affordable option. As
of 2017, growth has exceeded 2035 targets in the unincorporated Municipal UGAs along the border of the BPS Area. The
unincorporated SWUGA has achieved over 80% of its target. However, there is still capacity to grow in unincorporated
UGAs and cities in the county as a whole.
 Environment: Much of the BPS Area provides high value salmonid and fish-bearing streams and wetlands. Watershed
functions are largely intact in the central and central-east portion of the BPS Area. Other portions of the BPS Area are
partially intact. There are opportunities for protection and targeted restoration throughout. Groundwater recharge
supports stream baseflows and provides potable water in a sole-source aquifer. Open space and tree canopy provide
regional air quality and habitat benefits as well as local benefits.
 Transportation: Major state routes – SR 9 running north-south, SR 524 running east-west, and SR-522 along the southeastern
edge through the Maltby UGA – are the primary travel routes. Befitting the rural designation of the area, the County has a
limited road network. During peak hours, traffic congestion is experienced on State and County roads. There is no transit
service in the BPS Area as the community voted in 1997 and 2008 not to be included in Community Transit’s service area.
 Parks: Snohomish County is the primary provider of parks and recreation services and manages passive (Hole in the Sky)
and active (Miners Corner) parkland. The future Carousel Ranch Community Park is undeveloped with a master plan to
guide future use. The County has secured a rail-and-trail right of way for future extension of the Centennial Trail. A special
district provides an active park in Maltby. There are opportunities for parks and trails on public lands and along pipeline
corridors.
 Stormwater: Most of the study area is rural, and there are limited constructed stormwater features. Impervious area is
relatively low and forested/permeable conditions are high. Most of the County’s surface water management revenue
collected for services in this area is related to non-residential use (e.g., Maltby).
 Water: A majority of the BPS Area is served by Alderwood, Cross Valley, and Silver Lake Water and Sewer Districts; Cross
Valley is the primary district. Unserved areas are feasible to serve. Some areas require new or updated water system
infrastructure consistent with District plans.
 Sewer: Sewer service within UGAs abutting or within the BPS Area is the responsibility of the same districts noted above.
Cross Valley provides sewer service to the Maltby UGA. Most of the rural portion of the study area is feasible for sewer
service, subject to development costs associated with topography and distance to the nearest treatment plant.
 Other: The BPS also addresses Fire Protection, Schools, Power, Gas, and Telecommunications.
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Common
Open Space

Attached
Cottages

Housing Typologies
SMALL LOT
SINGLE FAMILY

RURAL APPLICATION

LARGE LOT
SINGLE FAMILY

BUNGALOW (COTTAGE)
COURTYARD

WALK-UP
MULTI-FAMILY

Common
Open Space

RURAL APPLICATION

Attached
Cottages

TOWNHOUSE

Scenarios
Scenarios were designed to help the County
understand the challenges and opportunities of no
change and making hypothetical changes—as it
relates to land use, growth, conservation, infrastructure
and service provision and costs, policy framework,
and related topics. The scenarios were mapped with
2-acre grid cells instead of street blocks or parcels.
Attributes were mapped and evaluated by grid cell
Zoning districts in place today, and growth adopted
in the Snohomish County’s Comprehensive Plan for
the area through the year 2035, are the basis for the
Current Strategies Scenario. Other scenarios are built
Current Strategies

with housing typologies (see above) and mixed use
commercial typologies that can fit in either a rural
or urban context depending on density and open
space. The Nodes Scenario retains more rural lands,
and applies urban housing and mixed use centers
in two nodes, one northeast and one southwest.
The Urban Scenario applies a wider range of urban
densities including clustered homes with open space,
a transitional density in the center, and denser
neighborhoods elsewhere; it includes rural densities
along Little Bear Creek. With limited exceptions, the
Nodes and Urban scenarios do not relate growth to a
specified time-period.

Hypothetical Nodes
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Evaluation
Suitability

Demonstration of Residential
Development Index

A Land Suitability Analysis Tool framework was developed to
identify a series of landscape vulnerabilities and suitabilities:


Landscape vulnerability involves characteristics that would
be impacted by new development, which could be through
the presence of new development (e.g., land cover) or
the ongoing effects of a development (e.g., proximity to
wetlands).



Development suitability considers the appropriateness of a
certain use in a location. This may include factors such as the
ability to service the site with water and wastewater services
cost-effectively, or accessibility of the site to transportation
systems.

The tool combines spatial input layers into index scores according
to a series of weights that present how development on a site
would either affect or be affected by the landscape. The tool is
flexible. Application of different characteristics and/or different
weighting could produce different results.
Index maps show areas suitable for residential and commercial
uses based on the characteristics and weightings applied
during the study. The more highly suited areas appear “red”
and less suited appear “blue”. Neutral areas are “yellow”. Gray
is “excluded” due to critical areas that are undevelopable, or
public lands already committed to uses (e.g., schools). The Maltby
UGA was excluded from the land suitability analysis as the study
assumed continuation of existing land uses in this UGA.

Demonstration of Commercial
Development Index

Growth
Under the Current Strategies Scenario, minimal housing is
anticipated due to the area’s largely rural status. The Nodes and
Urban scenarios were designed by applying urban typologies
in the area to create a range of denser development patterns.
Once vulnerable acres (e.g., streams and buffers) were taken
into account, as well as other factors such as capital facilities,
open space, and unavailable land/inefficient patterns, the
resulting growth yields could be calculated. The Urban and Nodes
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scenarios developed for the purposes of this study would produce a large
number of housing units and modest increases in jobs.
Growth by Scenario
Housing Units
(Total)

Population
(Total)

Employment
(Total)

2010

4,102*

10,976

4,478

Current Strategies (2035)

4,224

11,310

9,200

Node

19,687

45,261

12,040

27,386-27,801

62,961-63,914

12,409

Scenario

Urban**

Notes: *The Transportation microanalysis zone (MAZ) model identifies 4,096 as the figure based
on Census information. The figure 4,102 is based on 2018 Assessor data and is rounded from gridcell information.
**Due to the Large Lot Open Space in the central north area between the creek network, a
range of densities is tested. The low range is about 415 dwelling units less and assumes 2.5 units
per net acre, whereas the upper number is at 4 units per net acre.
Sources: Snohomish County PDS (2010); BERK, 2019.

In the Nodes Scenario,
the Node area to the
Northeast in Clearview
represents about 70% of
the residential growth
and the Southwest Node
represents about 30% of
the residential growth.

Percent Change Recharge: Urban

Environment
Increased impervious area and decreased forest canopy can degrade
watershed conditions, reduce groundwater recharge (see map at right),
and reduce groundwater discharge to streams. Each of the scenarios
would have a certain level of new development, and this would increase
impervious area. Public investments (e.g., park and ride, schools, etc.) would
also increase impervious area. There could be a loss of tree canopy as
well. The map in the sidebar illustrates change in recharge under the Urban
scenario.
Impervious Area by Scenario
Scenario

Impervious Acres

% Increase over
Current Condition

Current Conditions

1,963*

Current Strategies

2,281

16%

Nodes

3,194

63%

Urban

3,914

99%

Notes: *Total acres in the study area equal about 10,291. Permeable acres equal about 8,328. A
subset of the permeable acres consists of forest cover, which equals about 5,209.
Sources: 2015 NOAA land cover (CCAP); Snohomish County SWM (Current Strategies), 2019;
BERK (Nodes and Urban), 2019.
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Tree Protection and
Stormwater Practices
to protect Surface and
Groundwater Processes
Application of tree protection
regulations and stormwater
best management
practices (BMPs) can help
reduce surface water
and groundwater effects.
Stormwater BMPs cannot
fully replicate the watershed
processes and functions of a
forested landscape.
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Major County Capital Costs for Roads and Parks

Responsibility: Capital Costs
for Roads and Parks

To meet adopted level of service standards under the hypothetical
increased growth scenarios, Snohomish County would incur greater
transportation and parks capital facilities costs to serve the BPS
Area than in its current Comprehensive Plan, particularly under the
Nodes and Urban scenarios. Some of the transportation costs are
on State and County facilities.

Private development would pay park and
transportation impact and mitigation fees,
a small portion of the total cost to support
hypothetical growth. Development
would also provide local roads and onsite
recreation per County requirements.
However, the County cannot charge
100% of road and park system costs to
development and would need to use
some public funds from other non-impact
fee sources to address needed facilities.

Transportation and Parks Costs
Current
Strategies

Nodes

Urban4

55-87

102-181

162-201

$600 M - $1.3 B

$1.1 - $2.6 B

$1.7 - $2.9 B

Facilities Demand/Cost

$0 M5

$16.64 M

$25.35 M

Acres Demand/Cost

$0 M5

$26.79 M

$42.83 M

$0 M5

$43.43 M

$68.18 M

$600 M – $1.3 B

$1.14 – $2.64 B

$1.77 – $2.97 B

Transportation1
Arterial Lane-Miles Needed
Estimated Cost (2018 dollars)

2

Development would also provide
stormwater management facilities per
County requirements. The County would
address regional facilities, e.g., associated
with roads.

Parks3

Cost (February 2019 dollars)
TOTAL

Notes: 1 Costs are both County and State costs.
2
Snohomish County staff estimate construction and right-of-way cost per lanemile of roadway in the BPS Area would range from $11M to $14M (in 2018 dollars),
including pedestrian facilities and bikeways alongside the arterial.
3
For parks, the NE Node is about 70% of the population and housing, and generally
the resulting cost, and the SW Node is about 30% of the demand and cost.
4
Assumes the Large Lot Single Family typology is at 2.5 dwelling units per net acre.
If at 4 dwelling units per net acre, there would be another 415 dwellings and about
a 2% greater demand and associated cost.
5
As of 2018, requirements for park facilities to meet growth targets in the area were
already achieved. The area has already been planned for parks assuming low
growth. The County has planned for a countywide unincorporated demand and
its Parks Element identifies the location for park improvements including some in the
BPS Area.
Source: BERK, 2019.

Nodes – Independent Costs: The Northeast Node is a driver for
most of the lane miles under the Nodes scenario and would need
47 – 70 added road miles above Current Strategies, at a cost of
$500M - $900M. The Southwest Node would need 7-10 miles of
roads above Current Strategies with a cost of $100M.
For parks, the Southwest Node contributes about 30% of the
added population and resulting cost of $13.3M; the remaining
demand would be in the Northeast Node and result in 70% of the
demand and cost at about $30.2M.
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Special District Costs
Fire Districts: Fire District 7 would be most
affected by growth since it covers nearly
the full BPS Area territory. If considering the
current relationship of households per fire
station, it appears 2-4 stations could be
needed under the Nodes scenario and
3-6 stations could be needed under the
Urban scenario. Future district revenues
from new taxpayers could address these
costs together with mitigation fees.
Schools: Under the Urban scenario, all
school districts could see added students,
with those most affected being Everett
and Snohomish. Under the Nodes scenario
the most affected districts are Northshore
and Snohomish. New development would
need to pay impact fees.
Sewer: The Urban scenario would require
more lineal feet of sewer mains and more
pump stations than the Nodes scenario.
The cost range is $96-320M for Nodes and
$132-440M for Urban. New development
would bear the cost of service extension.
The southwest node results in about 25% of
the cost.
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Evaluation of Fiscal Impacts to County
The BPS provides a fiscal analysis that projects
Snohomish County operating and capital expenditures
on a per capita basis to apply the County’s historic
growth trends to the populations projected per
scenario. The fiscal analysis assumes that growth under
Urban and Nodes would occur by 2035 to be able to
prepare the projection of revenues and expenditures.
Comparing scenario revenues and expenditures to
Current Strategies, the Nodes Scenario shows a net
fiscal impact of -$829 million, and the Urban Scenario
shows a net fiscal impact of -$1.2 billion. The results are
heavily influenced by the added Transportation and
Parks capital costs above. However it is important to
note that the evaluation does include costs associated
with lane miles on both State and County roads.
The fiscal evaluation considers the scenarios on
top of growth already included in the adopted
Comprehensive Plan; it does not consider the
implications of additional growth occurring in other
parts of the county, instead of in the BPS Area.
Additionally, it should be noted that the analysis covers
a period of 2019-2035 in order to project future fiscal
conditions. The County regularly uses debt financing
and other financing techniques to implement large
capital costs that are not covered in any one period
by that period’s regular revenues. Both the Nodes and
Urban scenarios pose high capital costs because they
would alter planned land use of the BPS Area.

Tools and Opportunities
The BPS identifies a range of policy tools that could
address the stark transitions felt by residents where
rural land uses abut urban land uses, as well as policy
tools for environmental protection, conservation and
recreation. Whether the BPS Area is urban or rural,
there are opportunities to address scale, landscaping,
separation of uses, and zoning to ameliorate conflicts
in use intensity such as along the Maltby UGA. Other
conservation tools could result in a more permanent
defined UGA boundary.
DRAFT ▪ Study Sharing Summary ▪ August 2019

The BPS also considers topics relevant across many
parts of the county such as affordable housing,
economic development, and transit. Policy objectives
that could be advanced in the BPS Area regard:


Housing choice and affordability, where
requirements for affordable housing or needed
ownership housing types could be required
by urban zoning if urban designations were
considered for application in the BPS Area under
future planning initiatives.



Economic development of rural businesses inside
or outside of LAMIRDs, though these options are
more likely to be limited and “small scale” given
the GMA direction for development in rural areas.



The BPS Area is not included in the Community
Transit district which would require annexation by
cities or a vote to extend boundaries. Regional
express service is possible whether rural or urban.
Local transit service would depend on density
of development, with the ability to serve areas if
densities are similar to Silver Firs to the north.

Future Use of the Study
This study provides data and information that may
inform future County planning efforts, such as the
2023 Snohomish County Comprehensive Plan Update,
when alternatives for accommodating future growth
will be developed. The findings of the BPS will provide
information that may be considered at the time that
Snohomish County is developing options across the
county for accommodating future growth. The study
itself is not proposing actions to change land uses or
UGA boundaries.
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Fish Presence

FISH PRESE NC E AN D SUBBASIN PRIORITIZ ATION

1,963

Impervious Acres

Permeable Acres
8,328

LBC Recharge
(AF/Yr.)
9,934
AF/Yr.
cfs (mean a nnual)
% cha nge from
current conditions

13,122

SWUGA BPS
Recharge (AF/Yr.)

8,010
-4%

2,281
16%

12,633
(489)
(0.7)
-4%

9,630
(304)
(0.4)
-3%

63%

3,194

-15%

7,097

Nodes

11,292
(1,831)1
(2.5) 1
-14%

LBC Recharge
(AF/Yr.)
9,021
(913) 2
(1.3) 2
-9%

Impervious Acres
99%

3,914

Urban

-23%

6,377

Permeable Acres

10,186
(2,936)
(4.1)
-22%

8,318
(1,616)
(2.2)
-16%

Note: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in Chapter 1 of that report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of the information contained herein.

Source: BERK, 2019; Geosyntec, 2019.

Totals
Recharge
Reduction from
Current

Permeable Acres

Current Strategies
SWUGA BPS
Recharge (AF/Yr.)

Current Conditions
Impervious Acres

Potential Changes in Impervious Area and Recharge with Hypothetical Scenarios

LBC Recharge
(AF/Yr.)

Geology – Recharge Map

Impervious Acres

Hypothetical Urban
Percent Change compared to Present Condition

SWUGA BPS
Recharge (AF/Yr.)

Hypothetical Nodes
Percent Change compared to Present Condition

SWUGA BPS
Recharge (AF/Yr.)

Current Strategies
Percent Change compared to Present Condition

Permeable Acres

GROU N DWATE R RECHARGE PE RC E NT C HANGE

LBC Recharge
(AF/Yr.)

OPE N SPAC E ASSESSME NT
Exhibit 7.

Secondary Study Area

Tree Canopy
Exhibit 8.

Impervious Surfaces
Regional Benefits: Habitat and Water

Wildlife Habitat
Exhibit 9.

Water Quality Improvement
Regional Benefits: Air Quality and Carbon Storage

Carbon Storage

Air Purification

Source: (The Trust for Public Land, 2018); Makers, 2018.
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Current Land Use (Assessor)

CURRE NT L AN D USE & YE AR BU ILT

Nodes

27,386-27,801

Urban Scenario Estimate5

62,961-63,914

45,261

11,310

10,976

Population
(Total)

12,409

12,040

9,200

4,478

Employment
(Total)2

Notes:
1. The travel demand model uses households as an input rather than housing units. Households are estimated by applying a vacancy factor to housing units. This number is based on 2010 MAZ model results.
2. Employment is estimated by applying the following to gross square feet of added commercial space: for every 10,000 additional square feet, add 16 new FIRE/Services jobs and 7 new Retail jobs to the 2035 Adopted Plan job
sector totals by SMAZ.
7KH7UDQVSRUWDWLRQPLFURDQDO\VLV]RQH 0$= PRGHOLGHQWLÀHVDVWKHÀJXUHEDVHGRQ&HQVXVLQIRUPDWLRQ7KHÀJXUHLVEDVHGRQ$VVHVVRUGDWDDQGLVURXQGHGIURPJULGFHOOLQIRUPDWLRQ7KH1RUWKHDVW1RGHLQ
Clearview represents about 70% of the residential growth and the Southwest Node represents about 30% of the residential growth.
5. Due to the Large Lot Open Space in the central north area between the creek network, a range of densities is tested. The low range is about 415 dwelling units less and assumes 2.5 units per net acre, whereas the upper number is at
4 units per net acre.
Source: BERK, 2019.
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Introduction: What is the Study Area and what is a Boundary Planning Study?
The Study Area extends eastward from the Southwest Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) to Broadway Ave, north to
Cathcart and south to the County line, an area that is currently designated as rural, and that includes the community of
Clearview. It includes the Maltby Urban Growth Area (UGA) for context though the area is not studied for alternative
growth scenarios.
This area has been chosen for study given it is adjacent to a fast-growing area, where, over the years, the County has
seen, and expects to see continued interest in expanding the UGA. Given the interest and pressures on this part of the
County, the County wanted to develop data and information under existing conditions and under conceptual growth
scenarios, with all of them considering the presence and importance of Little Bear Creek and other streams.
The Boundary Planning Study (BPS) is high-level study of existing conditions and opportunities and constraints in the
study area and surroundings to inform future planning choices. As a high-level study, the BPS describes, generally,
current social, environmental, land suitability, and capital facility conditions in the BPS Area.
The BPS evaluates a range of hypothetical growth scenarios, and includes a scenario with no change to existing land use
designations. The purpose of evaluating hypothetical scenarios is to:
•
•

Consider costs of providing infrastructure and services outside of the existing UGA, and
Understand potential environmental and social ramifications.

The study also assesses regulations and policies that must be satisfied or amended if UGA boundary adjustments were
to be considered in future planning initiatives.

1

Project Links
Project Website
Study Sharing Handout
Comprehensive Plan

More Information & Future Use of Study
The BPS is a high-level study, not a detailed plan or proposal for land use or growth distribution. The BPS is meant to
describe current conditions, and to use the two generally conceived growth scenarios, as well as a scenario consistent
with the County’s current comprehensive plan, as analytic frameworks or tools to reveal potential costs, opportunities,
and constraints for different types and scales of development in the BPS Area. The growth scenarios described in this
study are not plans, proposals, or projects currently under consideration by the County.
If, in the course of the County’s 2023 comprehensive plan update or in consideration of an annual docketing proposal,
changes are proposed to urban growth area boundaries or land uses in the BPS Area, the County will, at that time, fully
analyze any such proposal consistent with its Growth Management Act and State Environmental Policy Act obligations
and in full consideration of population projections, allocated growth targets, analysis of buildable lands capacity, and
any other relevant considerations.
Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 2

Map Actions
Show Current Zoning
Show Hypothetical Nodes Scenario
Show Hypothetical Urban Scenario
Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Scenarios
This BPS relies on the use of one scenario with no change to existing land use designations, and two hypothetical growth
scenarios to provide information and analysis about current conditions and the implications of changing the current plans
and strategies in the area. Scenarios based on changed land uses are not formal alternatives or proposals. Scenarios
are a means to identify potential future growth levels and patterns, and how that could affect environmental, social, and
capital facilities/service conditions, including costs.
The Scenarios provide distinct conditions:
1.
2.
3.

Current Strategies based on today’s county land use policy and adopted growth targets in Snohomish County's
2015 Comprehensive Plan Update.
Nodes - focused development in two separate Nodes, and
Urban - a more extensive Urban pattern.

Scenarios are built with Housing and Commercial Typologies that can fit in either a rural or urban context depending
on density and open space. These typologies include forms that fit the current BPS Area housing pattern and rural
commercial nodes consistent with the County’s adopted Rural Residential-5 and Clearview Commercial zones.
They also illustrate urban housing types and mixed-use commercial that could be applied to the BPS Area landscape,
guided by use of a land suitability analysis tool designed and demonstrated for the BPS, and described later in this
mapping tool.
Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 3

Land Cover: Forest and Impervious Surfaces
From a sub-regional perspective, the BPS Area is on the edge between urbanized areas and rural areas, and clearly
stands out from nearby urbanized areas in terms of greater tree canopy and lesser impervious surfaces.

Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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The natural features of the BPS Area, including the substantial tree canopy, limited impervious surface coverage, and
relatively intact stream system provide numerous open space benefits in the BPS Area and for the region as a whole,
such as bird habitat, carbon storage capacity, air purification, and water quality benefits.
The layers here show land cover based on 2015 aerial imagery.
Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 4

Watershed Characterization
The Puget Sound Watershed Characterization (PSWC) approach established by the Washington Department of Ecology
(Ecology) was used for analysis of landscape assessment patterns, identifying areas of highest relative importance for
natural systems functions, and priorities for appropriate subbasin-wide management strategies (protection/conservation,
restoration, and/or additional development) based on watershed characterization results. Efforts included a combination
of coarse analysis (at a basin scale) relying on existing watershed-wide PSWC assessment results; and finer-scale,
subbasin analysis relying on data and study synthesis integrating key land cover and critical areas indicators of
watershed conditions.
The finer-scale, subbasin analysis input data focuses on indicators of subbasin intactness (including forest cover, extent of
critical areas, and aquatic habitat for salmonids and other wildlife species) and degradation (including impervious
surface coverage and density of stormwater infrastructure).
For more information about the watershed characterization project, follow this link.

Draft Watershed Prioritization – Subbasins in BPS Area
Protection Priority 1: Subbasins where there are the highest extents of important critical areas and aquatic habitats,
which also show highest levels of intactness.
Protection Priority 2: Subbasins where there are high extents of important critical areas and aquatic habitats, and that
are still generally intact.

Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Protection Priority 3: Subbasin where the extent and existing condition of important critical areas is moderate; however
key indicators of degradation (impervious surface coverage and storm drainage conveyance) are low.
Targeted Restoration: Subbasins where key indicators of watershed process degradation are moderate to high;
however, indicators of extent and intactness focused on important critical areas and aquatic habitats remain at
moderate levels.
Lower Priority: Exhibits high degradation and low intactness conditions.
Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 5

Map Actions
Show Current Recharge
Show No Action Change from Current
Show Nodes Change from Current
Show Urban Change from Current

Groundwater Analysis
Groundwater quality and quantity is important to protect for potable use as well as to ensure groundwater continues to
replenish streams. Under each scenario, there are potential groundwater recharge reductions that could reduce stream
baseflow, with the least change under Current Strategies and the most change under the Urban Scenario.
At this general level of analysis, if the BPS Area were to have extensive development of urban patterns, the overall
management of the area would change and include municipal water systems instead of wells and new stormwater
systems to meet County and special district requirements and plans. With this new pattern and infrastructure, there could
be offsets to recharge reduction through stormwater infiltration approaches at either a regional or local scale. Direct
replacement of loss of groundwater recharge/discharge to streamflows could also be evaluated. The layers displayed
in this section show the results of the recharge analysis based on the geology of the study area, and impervious area
assumptions for the modeled scenarios
Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 6

Map Actions
Show Water Service
Show Sewer Service

Sewer and Water
The evaluation of sewer and water service considers features that could impact the feasibility of water and sewer
installation, including environmental constraints such as critical areas, topography, and existing sewer and water
infrastructure.
This evaluation considers prior studies and system plans developed by the three major special purpose districts serving
the area:
•
•
•

Alderwood Water & Wastewater District
Cross Valley Water District
Silver Lake Water & Sewer District

For water service, areas were delineated based on future service requirements determined by the presence of undercapacity infrastructure, lack of water service, or proximity to existing systems outside the study area.
For sewer service, areas were delineated based on the ease of service; since with the exception of the Malby UGA,
there is no existing sewer service within the study area, and the mapped areas for sewer service were primarily
determined for the study purposes by topography and distance to the nearest treatment plant.
Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Story Map Tab 7

Map Actions
Show Bike and Trail Infrastructure
Show Roadway Functional Classifications

Transportation
The BPS Study summarizes the level of transportation infrastructure currently provided in Snohomish County,
distinguishing between urban growth areas (UGAs) and non-UGA areas.
Comparing the provision of infrastructure between the two area types, and specifically within the Southwest UGA
Boundary Planning Study (BPS) Area, gives an indication of the order of magnitude of investment on County and state
roads required to serve the travel demand of the BPS Area under scenarios.
Please see the Study Sharing Handout for more information on the overall scenario results for transportation.
ITE Roadway Spacing Guidelines

Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 8

Map Actions
Show Overall Residential Suitability Demonstration (open in new tab)
Show Overall Commercial Suitability Demonstration (open in new tab)
Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Suitability and Vulnerability
Understanding constraints and opportunities in the BPS Area is an important goal of the BPS, and accordingly, an
integrated approach has been taken to organize and integrate the contextual social, environmental, and capital facility
conditions information through a Land Suitability Analysis Tool. The Land Suitability Analysis Tool includes the layers
presented throughout this mapping tool, and uses the layers to develop a suitability and vulnerability index pertaining
to residential and commercial development in the Study Area.
In the context of Land Suitability Analysis Tool framework, relevant characteristics to consider with respect to siting
development in appropriate locations can be divided into two categories:
•
•

Landscape vulnerability involves characteristics that would be impacted by new development, which could be through
the presence of new development (e.g., land cover) or the ongoing effects of a development (e.g., proximity to
wetlands).
Development suitability, on the other hand, determines the appropriateness of a certain use in a location. This may
include factors such as the ability to service the site with water and wastewater services cost-effectively, or accessibility
of the site to transportation systems.
It is important to note that many layers in addition to what are shown throughout the mapping tool were considered
when developing the suitability and vulnerability indices for the Study Area.
The maps presented here are a demonstrations of the tool. The tool is flexible. If different parameters were chosen for
representation of landscape vulnerability and development suitability and/or if different weightings for the parameters
were applied, different maps would be produced.
The maps take into account both landscape vulnerability and development suitability for residential and commercial
development respectively based on characteristics and weightings developed as part of the study to demonstrate the
application of the tool. Areas shown in orange-red are more suitable for development, while areas shown in blue are
less suitable for development. Areas in grey are not considered for development as part of the modeling, and include
layers such as school sites, public/protected land, utilities, and critical areas.
Disclaimer: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in
Chapter 1 of the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study report. All data, analysis, and information set forth herein are for illustrative purposes only
and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of
the information contained herein.

Story Map Tab 9
The survey was part of the story map during the August 5 to August 28, 2019 time period.
The survey asked:
▪ What common themes do you see?
▪

What conditions or findings resonate?

Results are available in a separate attachment.

Boundary Planning Study | Story Map Series
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Appendix ▪ Outreach: Study Sharing Survey Results

Study Sharing Survey Results Attachment:
Open-ended Responses
Note: Responses are unedited.

Exhibit 1.

Question 1: What common themes do you see?

2

Exhibit 2.

Question 2: What conditions or findings resonate?

7
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Appendix ▪ Outreach: Survey Results

Exhibit 1.

Question 1: What common themes do you see?

Q1

Comment: What common themes do you see?

1

Keep Clearview rural.

2

Common themes of traffic and roads. I understand that development is inevitable but I
appreciate efforts on the county to maintain the rural charm of the area as well as preserving
the tree canopy working to conserve the natural environment. My husband and I moved away
from the concrete jungle of Everett so that we could raise our family in an area that is rural and
has an abundance of nature to enjoy.

3

looking for space to develop for expected population. Residents must expect rural areas to be
comprimized and Clearview residents will lose our right to live in a beautiful place as it will
become a suburb with dense housing and horrible traffic

4

Traffic safety is sketchy enough now, let alone considering adding the extreme distractions of
digital signs.

5

inadequate infrastructure / roads

6

Development -rezoning for higher density s/b on hwy 9 corridor and NE and Eastern part of BPS.
Least effect on watershed & already surrounded by hi density housing on N. Focus on small lots,
townehouses, etc. Continue widening hwy 9, 180th, 524, and Broadway to relieve traffic
congestion. Add public transportation to previous roads mentioned.

7

Traffic, community character

8

A total disregard for the citizen that live within the study area.

9

Justification of up-zoning as much as possible, one way or another.

10

The study appears geared primarily towards radical increases in density: eg, the nodes scenario
examines a growth level significantly closer to the urban scenario than to the current strategies
scenario.

11

The proposal for high density Urban between highway 9 (North of Clearview) and Broadway
appears to be pushed by people wanting to capitalize on the view property in the area. This is
an idyllic, quiet, rural landscape and as voter and tax payer who lives in the area, the idea of
high density Urban is unimaginable.

12

Housing is needed

13

YOU HAVE KEPT 43 OUT OF THE UGA SINCE 2005

14

Population growth is occurring. There Ned’s to be a way to sanely handle it, not to allow more
mini houses with no yards.

15

Surrounded by growth

16

Growth is all around the area

17

More and more heavy industrial operations imune to regualtions such as noise and stench.

18

Growth is coming.

19

Significant environmental impacts of development, inconsistent with County, Regional, and
State Planning, Laws, Goals and Policies are a concern to this special rural area with sensitive
critical areas. This area has a lack of transportation, infrastructure, special critical areas. Tree
cover, less impervious surface in area is important to health, fish habitat, and quality of life. Costs
to provide urban infrastructure, services and protect special critical areas are high and not
completely assessed or determined to be possible to prevent significant impacts.
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Q1

Comment: What common themes do you see?

20

There is a persistent theme presented in this study that development of some kind should and
can happen in this rural area outside the urban growth area. I do not agree. I reject these
themes and urge the county to protect our agricultural lands from expansion of the urban
growth areas at this time.. Slating 20% of the growth to Everett is wrong. That's where the
infrastructure exists growth needs to be 50%. Do not expand the UGA

21

Concerns for the environment, where to put development, the need for housing for middleincome earners (can this be in the city, please?), the necessity of green spaces, traffic, shortterm monetary gain vs. long-term community benefit

22

Wanting to rezone residential lots in Clearview, Washington. We moved out to Clearview so we
could be away from the city. If multi-family homes are allowed in the Clearview area the
residential water run off will poor down into the Snohomish river and protected salmon streams
and further polluting our area and destroying the ecosystem of the Snohomish river.

23

Concern that there will be new development in SWUGA

24

Interest in extending the UGA into SWUGA was initiated by Council and has been ongoing for at
least two years. Personnel and citizen’s taxes have been committed to growth in SWUGA rather
than fully utilizing existing UGA. Very disappointing.

25

The pressure is to move out into the Bothell, Snohmish plateau which can severely impact the
important Bear Creek watershed and also the bottom land agricultural area. I love those
blueberries and the corn! We need further protections of these natural resources not fewer!

26

This project doesn't take into consideration a no growth scenario where current zoning could
remain as is. Common theme is "let's.develop.this area"!.

27

Wonderful to see SWUGA study being done for county.

28

The county continues to expand without the necessary improvements in roads.

29

We are losing our property rights. We are losing the rural feeling which is why we moved here.
Just found out the cou ty Council approved digital signage for highway 9.

30

There are transportation problems in the area. Not enough through streets, overload arterials.
Half the audience did not want change, the rest of us are hoping for change.

31

Master Builders Association controls growth & development in Snohimish County. How about the
County representing citizens, environment, WA State growth planning over tax base.I'm

32

No more taxes and/or increase population densities

33

Strong interest in protecting and restoring water quality and habitat conditions in important
critical areas and aquatic habitats, especially Little Bear Creek

34

Local residents don't want increased density

35

The presentation made clear that the population of Snohomish county is rapidly growing and as
a result, current zoning will need to be changed to accommodate that growth.h

36

Traffic and lack of infrastructure

37

Too much commercial growth and NOISE from it.

38

It looks like a single family area is being turned into a multi-family zone without the required
infrastructure IE public transportation.

39

Need to accommodate housing demand in Cathcart area is valid.

40

We need zoning changes, especially in the South End closest to the King County Border and
Bothell Borders. These are the most populated and high traffic areas that need more
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Q1

Comment: What common themes do you see?
infrastructure (Sidewalks, etc) that will paid for by Developers. Also, need the upzoning to help
with the Affordable Housing in the area.

41

A foregone conclusion that further development of fragile environments will be forced upon us

42

Overcrowding

43

opening up rural land to more density housing; planning and development $$ used to study
inappropriate areas.

44

The study theme seems to be that development of some kind should and can happen in this
rural area outside the urban growth area. I do not agree. I reject these themes and urge the
county to protect our agricultural lands from expansion of the urban growth areas.

45

It is more of the same for this area: take away open spaces, take away our quality of life, take
away any protections for our ecosystem. This is all to satisfy developers who often fail to follow
the rules, don't pay enough into the school districts for new buildings and school improvements
for the massive overcrowding that currently exists. Developers never pay enough for improved
infrastructure to handle the increase in traffic which is already horrible.

46

suggested destruction of snohomish county

47

There is a persistent theme presented in this study that development of some kind should and
can happen in this rural area outside the urban growth area. I do not agree. I reject these
themes and urge the county to protect our agricultural lands from expansion of the urban
growth areas at this time.

48

More housing and more dense housing is needed in some areas, especially the SW corner of the
study site to allow for easy access to businesses and transportation

49

Traffic, concern over development and loss of rural character.

50

Traffic situation must be dealt with before any more homes and/or businesses can be added.

51

control and limit growth

52

Overbuilding

53

not very well thought out, compared to current homeowners

54

Folks want to use their land to add lots and subdivide for families to live on the same piece of
property.

55

The county is planning to raise our taxes even more, to pay for services that we don't
want/need, and this study is the justification they're going to use for future increases in taxes,
rather than curbing their own spending, it's much easier to just tap us dry

56

A lack of infrastructure support and educational support for expanded housing including sewers,
roads, etc... A lack of clarity of who the stakeholders are who want the area to have more
affordable housing when we are already congested on all sides with townhomes and postage
stamp yards.

57

Not looking at current and future services and not updating the traffic flow. Also why not do the
east boundary to the river as we live on the east side of Broadway and don’t want to be dealing
with surface water and increased traffic and taxes that goes with uga

58

Planned destruction of the rural nature of this area of Snohomish county. THis is for the profit of
others and the end of my home as it should have been.

59

Ensure the boundary is kept tight without expansion.
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Q1

Comment: What common themes do you see?

60

Since the county council asked for this study, scenarios 2 and 3 show the UGA boundary
expanded to a very large degree. The impacts to critical areas and transportation are immense
and do not appear to meet the goals of the GMA. Given the county has asked for flexibility with
PSRC's Vision 2050, gives rise to the notion that the county is embarking on a UGA expansion
during the 2023 update and that they are working to justify it.

61

Too much urban growth. Rural living is being depleted

62

There is a persistent theme presented in this study that development of some kind should and
can happen in this rural area outside the urban growth area. The investment of tax dollars, staff
time and consulting fees give the impression that more building will be allowed. The questions
chosen for this survey allow little ability to comment on the study as a whole. I reject these
themes and urge the county to protect our agricultural lands from expansion of the urban
growth areas at this time.

63

Common themes is that the proposed area is special and people want to preserve it. There’s are
natural creeks and streams and tree canopy are vital to the area. There is not enough infraction
support the needs of this plan, and doing so would cost a lot, but should be done first.

64

This question seems out of context! Not clear!! What seemed common after attending the
August 7th meeting was that snohomish county wants to destroy our neighborhoods-clearcit the
trees, leave insufficient buffers for seasonal streams (eroding the health of large streams in the
process) soon we will look like the cookie cutter mess west of here. No character, just wall to wall
houses. That looks like a common theme. Generic! Put the growth in the towns and cities, stop
grabbing the first time developer fee! Shameful excuse for planning.

65

More and more heavy industrial operations imune to regualtions such as noise and stench.

66

We need more land opened up for developers who can in turn help share the costs of traffic
improvements

67

The theme I see is disguising the handling of our rural area to developers. WE DON’T WANT THAT!
It was a pretty slick bait and switch about what was being considered and then what you said
at the Valley View meeting. It really looks like it only took a few hours behind closed doors for the
housing developers to have their way. The irony of the photos that you chose for your web page
is sickening. Why not photos of Totem Falls, the Highlands, etc. that’s you appear to want to
make our area look like.

68

To what?

69

Enjoying the outdoors, agriculture, neighborliness, open space.

70

I see the urban growth hit areas already in trouble. Making thing even worse.

71

Overwhelm of transportation, change in character, overwhelm in sheriff services, loss

72

We are stretched to our limits on keeping up on the urban growth

73

Seems like more of the same. The county not listening to residents. The growth that has been
permitted is impacting us. It’s also unfair to widen 43rd Ave SE to serve the urban area and not
includes us in the UGA. It’s time for the county to right this wrong.

74

Growth, Growth, and more Growth which is not what we want in the area. Unfortunatly the
county will continue to do what they want regardless of what the residents request.

75

That you are denying there that this will result in any changes in existing zoning but I worry and
am concerned that the zoning will be changed and we will have no say in that. We really don't
want changes to the existing zoning now or ever.
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Q1

Comment: What common themes do you see?

76

A presumption of growth - reads like it's foregone conclusion to move the UGA and this study is
required step to that end. "No growth" in this unique area does not appear to have been
considered. What next steps to be taken by county is the more important question.

77

I see that the original plan to look at moving the UGB a little bit east, all the way to Rte 9, or all
the way to Broadway, was completely abandoned in favor of “nodes”. Awful idea. The
developers have won, divide and conquer.

78

Snohomish County Council being pressured by the building industry to upzone previously rural
regions of the County to allow for more single family homes to be built without proper
environmental safegaurds, transportation or other infrastructure and with zero consideration of
carbon emissions impacts of land use decisions.

79

Transportation Needs, Rural Character Infringement, Urban Needs outweighing GMA guidelines,
Engaged Community

80

-a desire of community to remain rural. infrastructure is not in place for growth. No information
regarding grown in already designated urban growth boundaries.. A desire by community
participants to keep nature, etc. No mention of how this study is a tool for Master Builders. There
was not a future scenario where nothing changed in the boundary area.

81

Increases to traffic and decreases to quality of life.

82

Concern about traffic and higher density of homes.

83

They want to build a ton of cookie cutter homes, which will lead to increased crime in the area
and will also include adding more traffic and congestion to our roadways. The theme I see is
that builders see this as prime building property. Keep the growth in Lake Stevens, Everett and
Lynnwood.

84

1. The inapropriate premise that the county Urban Growth Area has sufficient land supply
capacity to accommodate the OFM 2035 population projection. 2. The inapropriate premise
that the Puget Sound Regional Council has authority to approve or disapprove an Urban Growth
Area expansion.

85

County planners are making the assumption that boundary will be moved. Staffers included
wrong information about the communities desires and are beholden to developers

86

Comprehensive. Intertwined.

87

Traffic is awful, need more parks and community areas

88

Protection of the core watershed in any case. An attempt to present 3 scenarios, with 2
representing progressing development in the area. Increasing costs for Road development. A
necessity for mass transit in Clearview. The possibility of sewer access to the commercial zone.

89

I see too many options for urban sprawl.

90

This is basically studying where developers can add thousands of profitable housing units within
an area zoned against such development, opposed by the PSRC vision 2040 (and 2050),
opposed by a vast majority of residents living in the study area and drastically under-supported
by non-profitable, tax funded infrastructure. The billions in transportation and park costs for the
two "scenarios" are actually needed right now for the already over-stressed existing developerfriendly situation.

91

Highway 9 being a main corridor to residential development and community

Source: BERK, 2019.
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Exhibit 2.

Question 2: What conditions or findings resonate?

Q2

Comment: What conditions or findings resonate?

1

SR-9 is in adequate for the current traffic flow.

2

High density from 49th to hiway 9 would not make sense with Rowland Creek. This would RUIN
the neighborhood of 53rd Ave. Plus, the roads will not support more development! STOP
CLEARING, WE NEED TREES!

3

So much of the tree canopy is disappearing to development. We moved to the area because
we wanted more space from our neighbors and the ability to enjoy the nature around us.
Current issues with traffic and poor road infrastructure are concerning.

4

I like the nodes scenario. This gives the possibility of having a variety of businesses, including
restaurants, if the sewer is brought into the nodes. I strongly feel the Little Bear Creek watershed
should be protected, meaning no new development, maintain the wetlands and natural
features, don't dig a new stream bed, no new storm water run off.

5

Statistics clearly show that digital signs have resulted in increased traffic and safety issues due to
their distracting nature. The users of digital signs want their advertising messages to attract the
very attention that contributes to accidents when drivers are looking at those signs instead of
focusing on their driving, even just momentarily.

6

Inadequate planning to retain rural character as we grow

7

Compromise btwn Node & Urban focusing more multi housing development in NE & reducing
multi housing development in the mid BPS east of Hwy 9. this would help preserve more of the
semi rural nature. Avoid developing the Bear Creek watershed. Rezone the current RUTA areas
in 2019 docket; this would help development immediately. Then consider a combination of the
Node/Urban study.

8

Traffic, community character

9

A bare minimum & seemingly unrealistic view of the traffic; disregarding the fact that citizens
that drive in the traffic have pointed out this error many times.

10

Each new generation ignores the limits defined by the previous ones - oh, that wasn't mentioned
was it?

11

The nodes and urban scenarios do not seem to examine feasibility of the roads necessary,
considering geography and existing developments to the west. The environmental results
indicate some areas as protection priority 1, such as Trout and Rowlands Creeks, and even Bear
Creek restoration areas, which are nevertheless considered for higher density zoning.

12

It is apparent that the people within the county organizations contributing to the study are not
aware of the idyllic rural nature of the property between Highway 9 (North of Clearview) and
Broadway or do not care that a destination of Urban would destroy our neighborhood.

13

High demand for housing

14

YOU TOOK A RUAL STREET AND MADE HALF OF IT URBAN. WHY?

15

We have a unique area. It needs to be preserved. Put development where there is already
transit.

16

R 5 is too large of lot size

17

We need higher density zoning, 1 acre lots please

18

There are specific areas that can and probably will be developed further.

19

Reduction in groundwater with development will lead to reduction of stream and Snohomish
River flows not to mention the higher temperature. Loss of tree canopy would increase heat
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island effect and reduce carbon sequestration. Reduced tree canopy and increased
impervious surface will have water quality impacts that Snohomish County could not address
even if they were to increase stormwater fees from the low level they are at now. This leads to
reduced infiltration and evatranspiration and impacts would occur even in protection priority
basins.

20

The SWUGA Boundary Planning Study claims the project is not proposing changes to land use,
polices, or Urban Growth Area boundaries. And yet study shows what lands around Clearview
would look like if development were allowed. The study showed maps of options ranging from
already-permitted development projects to “Hypothetical Nodes” to full on “Hypothetical
Urban”. Growth should not go out into rural areas. We have capacity within the existing UGA
areas in Snohomish County.

21

Looking at the suitability maps, I see that FAR too much of this land is considered suitable for
building. We need to keep the trees in place and we need to avoid added traffic in this area.

22

There is no account for the water run off from the multi-family homes. This will destroy the salmon
runs!!!

23

Loss of precious, rare habitat, watershed, farming and adding yet more residents that need
services that are built upon limited good soil and habitat for nature. With “people growth”
comes traffic congestion, and worsening environmental impact. Build higher in dense city areas.

24

Where in the DRAFT does P&D grapple with climate change realities? Expansion outside of UGA
results in increased arterials to accommodate multi-car households. This kind of living is why local
fisheries are crashing. What about all the millions of tax dollars and decades spent on Puget
Sound Restoration? This is not a DRAFT model for future living. It’s more of the same. And where
will it end? Make growth work in the existing UGA first.

25

Can we even wedge in one more car on these roads at peak hours. This plan does not add
transit availability. More carbon emissions when we are trying to reduce them? Hmmm I
thought Comp Plan wanted to add growth to the cities as its priority. What became of that?

26

Would love to know what is already slated for the blanked out out areas.

27

County has a terrific opportunity for urban growth being so close to major work areas.

28

Stop any expansion in changing the SWUGBA until you have figured out what to do with traffic
problems currently being experienced by those of us who have to travel on these roads daily.

29

What resonates is the fact this study and its findings are pretty much making it very difficult to
wNt to stay in this area. We built a multi million dollar home on our 5 acres and wanted to stay
here for the rest of our lives. With the planning study, the possibility of high density housing and
apartment complexes moving in will destroy our precious Clearvire ambience. This whole thing
stinks of profit and taxation. You are only looking at this as more dollars not the people who are
already residing here and have lived here for over 30 years.

30

Traffic needs attention. Trying to plan change with multiple entities is while difficult, is better than
not plan as expressed by the former mayor of MillCreek.

31

About 28 years ago I built my home on a legally zoned 1 acre property. Two years later zoning
was changed to 5 acre zoning to protect “Little Bear Creek” . Now the Plan -(which you call a
Study) is to zone land to 7200 SF lots. 3000 percent increase!

32

Status quo

33

Protection and restoration of aquatic resources and conditions, especially Little Bear Creek

34

Quality of life for current residents would decrease drastically.
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35

My property is located in the southwest corner of the SWUGA, and I was pleased to see that the
study acknowledged in both the Node and Urban Scenarios, that this area should be upzoned
to allow for greater density. It was gratifying to see the study, through its various property
metrics, recognized that the portions of the SWUGA that are near the Bothell UGA and the King
County boundary line are no longer rural in any true sense and should be upzoned.

36

Seems like developers are running the show on how the county handles growth

37

I don't see any "findings" and my drums resonate but just leave the area alone but fix the
highways and roads. No sewers and don't allow subdivisions.

38

The input of local residents, fire and sheriff will be ignored again.

39

I support planned small lot single family housing zoning in Cathcart area

40

We need growth and more density in the South County.

41

That there is a great deal of wetland and sensitive environment in the area proposed for the
developers' chain saws. We must not simply allow this to happen just because the developers on
the county council want the developers to profit.

42

Overcrowding

43

Disregard for fragile watershed area; disregard for need to restore and retain Puget Sound
Ecosystem; lack of more and beneficial studies in more appropriate urban areas with transit'
increased traffic with new roads and homes created by lack of nearby transit systems.

44

Farming is this county's second biggest industry. Destruction of rural areas will diminish
opportunities for young farmers to find farmland to sustain this necessary industry and also
endanger a fragile watershed area around Little Bear Creek and other tributaries. We should be
applying our tax dollars for infrastructure to transit needs in the urban areas.

45

see above. Hwy 9 and 135th are so crowded. This would just exacerbate the problems.

46

arrogance greed antiamerican

47

The conditions in this area contain a fragile watershed area around Little Bear Creek and other
tributaries. Development in this area will further endanger the county's ability to restore our
Puget Sound ecosystem. The destruction of rural areas will diminish opportunities for young
farmers to find farmland to sustain the second biggest industry in Snohomish County. The use of
tax dollars for infrastructure will divert funds for infrastructure around transit where development
should be encouraged.

48

Increasing the available housing and road updates to the SW area to accommodate access to
transportation and work/businesses

49

I don't feel that allowing more housing will solve any of the traffic problems, infastructure just isn't
there. The county seems in the past to have allowed growth without any thought to how to
handle the lack of infastructure. 39th and 45th are perfect examples of this. Highway 9 is
clogged again just as it was when the it was widened. We joke that we can go anywhere we
want after 3:00, but we can't get back home.

50

Again - traffic is the major block to any progress.

51

no change in growth boundaries, control growth

52

special interests always win out in Snohomish county

53

That the current residents in the clearview area are going to be pushed out with future rezoning
efforts designed to minimize the use of imminent domain, while still maintaining the party line 'it's
for the betterment of everyone!'
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54

There doesn't seem to be any suggestions for addressing huge issues with infrastructure if this
plan moves forward, nor does there seem to be a plan to maintain wildlife and rural feel for
those already living here. The lack of infrastructure support with this is extremely concerning to
me. I feel like I may be forced out of a good community to raise my child close to nature
because of large builders and county tax greed, and this saddens me.

55

Same as above

56

Total disregard for rural residents.

57

Investigate the buildable lands inventory and ensure that expansion if at all are first keeping
growth within existing UGA.

58

That there are too many environmental constraints, too many transportation issues, especially
along Highway 9, too many people who do not want this area urbanized.

59

No lot line housing developments. Bad bad bad

60

The conditions in this area contain a fragile watershed area around Little Bear Creek and other
tributaries. Development in this area will further endanger the county's ability to restore our
Puget Sound ecosystem. The destruction of rural areas will diminish opportunities for young
farmers to find farmland to sustain the second biggest industry in Snohomish County. The use of
tax dollars for infrastructure will divert funds for infrastructure around transit where development
should be encouraged.

61

The cost associated with this type of development is high. Lost rural lands make the cost higher. I
liked the nodes module better than the full urban module. It would be a high impact for school
districts that are already overcrowded. It is a huge population increase which ruins the country
feel. Perhaps change it instead of 1 house per 5 acres, to 1 house per 2.5 acres and don’t have
any apartment or condo living. The findings show roads are already backed up on county
roads, but without the roads, and construction delays, driving will be extremely tough to reduce
quality of life.

62

Almost nothing. The only thing that made sense was the proposal for two large developed
areas. Snohomish county makes a LOT OF PRESUMPTIONS. I think you’d be surprised to learn how
few people would be thrilled to sell to these developers. You said you wanted to collaborate
with the community? Good. Then listen! We don’t want to see “build it and they will come.”
Stop. And people will go elsewhere. The quality of life here is already going into the dumpster.

63

There exusts zero basic public services - even bus service. And there is zero evidence that any
commercial services to the ever expaning industrial UGA wherein the $$ are not spent on the
local community...

64

I think the county is too concerned about hurting people’s feelings rather then take care of
immediate needs like infrastructure before it gets out of hand

65

The ‘nodes’ idea is a thinly veiled plan to plant the development seeds throughout the area. The
natural consequence of which will be to “connect the dots” at a later time. Really- who does it
look like stands to benefit from this plan. Certainly not the folks that chose to live in this rural area.
Somebody’s going to make some money thru this plan. And it’s not going to be a he citizens.
What a joke.

66

?

67

You have not presented findings. Conditions in the area are rural and we like it that way.

68

I think the nodes is less taxing in all areas.

69

Traffic, environment, groundwater
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70

That growth is inevitable; the state doesn't have the resources or capital to keep up with the
development of the infrastructure need to support the growth but the county continues to
approved the permits (tax revenue) to feed this continual out of control growth without the
infrastructures in place but maybe in the future

71

The county is not considering the impacts of the growth they’ve allowed on the residents on 43rd
Ave SE. either leave us rural on a dead end street or rezone these properties and widen the
road. It’s time to fix this mistake. It shouldn’t be the burden of the property owners to suffer the
results of development they had no control over.

72

If you listened to the current land owners they would say leave us all alone.

73

What resonates is that you feel the necessity to do a study in the first place and we are all
worried here that zoning will be changed to allow more condensed growth to our area and we
really, really don't want that to change. We all moved here to be in the country. Please leave it
to be just that!!!

74

Multiple scenarios (6-8 was mentioned year back) of future impact to area were promised. Study
delivers only a two-phase "node" and "urban" direction, which appears like a land-use plan in
two steps. The notion of not developing does not appear to be considered (having read much
but not all of the 400+ pages).

75

The rural character of the area would be destroyed by nodes of intense development along Rte
9. Just makes it into another Aurora Ave. Don’t do it!

76

Local regional growth should be planned for, but both options presented in the study amount to
the County allowing for urban sprawl with serious carbon emission and environmental
consequences. Dense urban areas should be emphasized for future development. Neither
option is a good choice for local residents, the environment, carbon emissions, or critical salmon
habitat. The Little Bear Creek watershed was not represented at all in a small section just south
of 228th- likely because it was identified as buildable land for a large development...

77

Infrastructure in this area is way behind the growth & development and the county is willing to
look past GMA guidelines to fix a small portion of the issue.

78

Keep this area rural. Do not increase household capacities. What is\was the role of developers &
master builders in this survey?? Growth is not inevitable in this R5 area. What a waste of
taxpayers money doing a study that basically supports developers as a tool for zoning changes
and increased development.

79

Traffic is already horrible, so adding more housing with no substantial road expansion will be
horrible. The suggested plans also seem to not take into account the fact that some here are on
wells and septic and the local water provider is ALSO well-based. Will my well dry up??

80

None specifically

81

I don’t want cookie cutter homes and condos. I also want infrastructure improvement. I
understand growth has to come from somewhere and I am ok with allowing 1 home per acre.
Rezoning the R5 down to 1 acre lots I am ok with. Nothing resonates because it looks like the
Master Builders Association sees this as a money grab with lots of prime building property.

82

The correct finding that the area can be serviced by sewer facilities.

83

most of the area is not suitable for increased densities

84

Quality of life issues.

85

Great study and very informative. Look forward to the next meeting and I am in favor of
development.
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86

Protection of the natural environment. Opportunities for substantial improvement of the
commercial area. Mass transit availability. Allow areas where larger properties continue to be
available.

87

We do not need to change the existing UGA plan that encourages development near transit
and protects rural areas.

88

Who is this referring to? - "If UGA amendments were desired, and they were not consistent with
regulations..." This study gives those unnamed "desirers" a great tool to advance their case.
What is, has been and continues to be the role of the MBA and real-estate industry in this study?
The lack of an answer to these questions resonates strongly.

89

Planned trails and sidewalks, but I don't like higher density housing until commuter traffic is
solved.

Source: BERK, 2019.
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SWUGA Boundary Planning
Study
Charrette Summary
Introduction
On January 23, 2019, Snohomish County’s Boundary Planning Study Steering Committee, Internal
Technical Team, and Project Team including additional technical experts met in a charrette
style meeting together with the consultant team to review current conditions information,
conservation strategies, and brainstorm different scenarios that could be evaluated in a future
stage of the Boundary Planning Study. Preliminary existing conditions results were presented to
give a baseline of natural and built environment conditions. Conservation tools were also
described. Then six teams addressed three scenarios of maintaining and improving the current
plan, establishing nodal development, or establishing an urban pattern. Consultant team
members facilitated the small groups that had members with different areas of expertise
(planning, demography, transportation, surface water, policy, etc.), and each small group
asked a team member to report out results.
The purpose of the charrette was to identify three distinct growth scenarios for the project area
for the purposes evaluating a range of possibilities and implications (e.g. ability to serve/costs).
The focus is on the rural areas for scenario development. The County does not intend to adjust
the Maltby Urban Growth Area (UGA) development pattern.
Instructions to the six groups were, first, to read the scenario descriptions:

▪

Current Strategy: No major increase in population and employment capacity is anticipated
in this scenario as it assumes that the regional strategy to avoid UGA expansions continues,
and the area remains rural with a Local Area of More Intensive Development (a LAMIRD) at
Clearview continuing. The challenge is to identify actions to make the study area function
better without a change in the UGA boundary. One emphasis of this scenario could be
conservation of natural resources. Options to “soften” the transition between the UGA and
the rural lands could also be considered. Products from this effort may focus on policy,
regulatory and restoration efforts but future development within the current regional strategy
of maintaining this area as rural should be considered.

▪

Nodal Development: This scenario may contemplate urban levels of development in the
form of nodes, taking into account base information on conditions provided, which may
make some areas relatively more constrained and other areas relatively more feasible for
changed development patterns. However, unlike Scenario 3, only the lands identified for
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most intense urban levels of development should be added to the UGA. The intended
pattern is one or more concentrations of development that provide services as well as
housing and can be supported by infrastructure in an efficient manner.

▪

Urban Development: This scenario assumes that the entire SWUGA “Boundary Planning
Study Area” is absorbed into the UGA and that development capacity reflects an urban
pattern. Infrastructure improvements should be identified. Also, the teams should identify
and document their general assumptions regarding redevelopment of existing uses. (E.g.:
Do you assume that existing ¼ acre lots are not redeveloped but that 1 acre lots will be? Or
that lot consolidations may be required to develop the area to urban forms?) Areas of
conservation and more intense development should be identified as well as a description of
how the area could be configured to produce viable, communities or neighborhoods

Second, groups were encouraged to use paper, pen, and tracing paper to indicate desired
types of residential and commercial development. Tracing paper was used to sketch in roads,
facilities, parks, and conservation areas. Scaled and colored blocks of land uses (“markers”)
were available to be cut out to help provide a sense of density and preferences for
development types.
Third, on tracing paper, each group was to draw in the various land use areas and indicate
what development type they are and write in notes about how they are configured or other
characteristics, as well as to draw in the roads and facilities.
Finally, each group was asked to write on the map or on a flip chart, what steps or tools (e.g.:
policies, regulations, capital improvements, development incentives, public facilities, etc.) would
be needed to implement the scenario plus any assumptions that played a part in developing
the scenario such as market conditions, redevelopment of existing residences, etc. The groups
were encouraged to note opportunities and constraints and how the scenario would support for
other County policies, goals and initiatives.
Results of each group are presented in the remainder of this document.

Share-out Results
Synthesis
Immediate Actions
Regardless of the scenario, the County could consider the following activities as part of
continuing or future planning efforts or project initiatives:

▪

Optimal implementation of the Little Bear Creek Basin Plan and enhancement/restoration
activities.

▪

Additional land management regulations to protect the “triangle” between the creeks.

▪

Working diligently with State of Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and
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neighboring jurisdictions for improvements to highways to reduce impacts to the Boundary
Planning Area from outside the study area.

▪

Implementing the park-and-ride facility north of Clearview and engage Community Transit
and Sound Transit for both short- and long-term transit access.

▪

Protecting potential trail corridors even if there is no money to build them now.

▪

Establishing design standards and tree retention requirements to ensure that development is
positive – especially in the Clearview and Maltby areas.

Scenarios
▪ All the above immediate actions are positive steps to either the nodal or urban scenarios,
and the County could consider them without jeopardizing any of the three studied scenarios
in the future.

▪

There were really no contradictions between the different scenarios – each scenario from
Current Strategies to Nodal Development to Urban Development represent different
phases/levels of development.

▪

For purposes of analysis, the scenarios can represent different levels of growth and additive
locations of more intense land use patterns in areas more suited to development.

▪

The scenario analysis might consider what the impacts/implications would be for allowing
some modest near-term UGA adjustment on the southwest and eastern edges directed in a
way that doesn’t preclude other options in the future.

Exhibit 1. Flip Chart Notes
Synthesis/Big Ideas
Current
Focus on Clearview – Reduce trips
Address exterior impacts - Traffic
Connectivity – discontinuous roads, non-motorized, more mobility options
Protect LBC
Mix of local roads; grid = state routs, move thru *BRT; *Fix SR 524, SR 9; interchange fix
Cost of sewer expansion is significant – in north – scattered growth; sewer- constraint, save cost
Local traffic reduction – local commercial development
Transit – BRT
Mitigate impacts of adjacent urban areas
Connect parks, trails, natural areas, and communities
North Shore School district very desirable
Nodal
Watershed protection
Avoid upper Westside – Sewer $
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Synthesis/Big Ideas
Clearview + Cathcart connect to North. Is this a future city?
Maltby – buffers; connect to South; Connect to Maltby jobs
Development along western edge
E-W Roads; expensive, constraint; Multi-model 180th & existing E-W; NE – More road connections
Get to Sound Transit to west + SR 522 from Woodinville; Extend CT taxing district; new population
Urban
Maltby existing center diversified.
Clearview & Cathcart connect to North. Is this a future city?
Hierarchy of nodes. Density High to Low.
Concurrent development of infrastructure, trails, open space etc.
Global Factors Affecting Area
Tree canopy protection - temperature
Low Impact Development Codes – set higher bar
Strategic enhancements of buffers, critical areas, resiliency ahead of density, roads. Buyout flood
plain, density credit, increase corridors, human interaction
Advanced mitigation – “up the game”
Urban design – clustered with open space, medium density, Condos, etc.
Consider LBC Basin Plan and integrate
Strategic enhancement of LBC corridor: density credits; improve existing status; identify parcel to
acquire; areas for mitigation & restoration; preserve hydrography
Look beyond study area: people travel through; length of trip; Hwy 527 phased development;
residents travel south for work; county roads tax; state roads
Large study recently completed SnoCo.
Huge area opportunity for rail to Kirkland. Nowhere near enough if everyone drives.
Huge regional investment in HCT; connect to LRT BRT plan for more rail in corridors
Greater opportunity for people of diverse means to live here

Individual Results
Current Strategy
No major increase in population and employment capacity is anticipated in
this scenario as it assumes that the regional strategy to avoid UGA expansions
continues, and the area remains rural with a Local Area of More Intensive
Development (a LAMIRD) at Clearview continues. The challenge is to identify
actions to make the study area function better without a change in the UGA
boundary. One emphasis of this scenario could be conservation of natural
resources. Options to “soften” the transition between the UGA and the rural
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lands could also be considered. Products from this effort may focus on policy,
regulatory and restoration efforts but future development within the current
regional strategy of maintaining this area as rural should be considered.
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Exhibit 2. Current Strategy Blue Group Map
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Exhibit 3. Current Strategy Blue Group Notes
Current Complaints

Solutions

Road Capacity

Roads

Limited by:
Critical Areas

Increase road connectivity (but increases cutthrough traffic)

ROW Ownership

Incorporate Transit/Park and Rides

Cost

Increase neighborhood businesses in Clearview
to reduce local residents’ need to drive further
for retail/commerce. Alleviates traffic.

Connectivity
Not in Transit Benefit Area (Voted No)
Most traffic generated outside of SWUGA (study
area)

Improve non-motorized circulation within
planning area.

Even if area doesn’t grow, traffic impacts will
increase due to growth in surrounding areas.
Critical Areas
Largest constraint along with topography

Retain tree cover
Conservation Opportunities with LLC Land
Owners along Little Bear Creek
Green belt/ buffer along boundary with Maltby
UGA
County already owns some property along
boundary
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Exhibit 4. Current Strategy Red Group Map
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Exhibit 5. Current Strategy Red Group Notes

Culvert improvements for fish passage: Opportunities – fix fish passage
Pipelines/Powerlines as walking corridors
Clearview as is
Centennial Trail – bikes/walking – connect with Clearview?
Look at potential connectivity in roadways/ROW
Buffer west edge of LBC ($$$)
Pipeline as potential trails or edge of development
Park/open space near Clearview
Linear Park along LBC – connects to parks in north
Transit improvements coming to S&W edge – 405 BRT
Regional Trail will be faster than driving at rush hour

For readability, the group results for both Red and Blue teams are transferred to a simple base
map in the following map.
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Exhibit 6. Blue and Red Current Strategies Consolidated Group Notes
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Nodal Development
This scenario may contemplate urban levels of development in the form of
nodes, taking into account base information on conditions provided, which
may make some areas relatively more constrained and other areas relatively
more feasible for changed development patterns. However, unlike Scenario 3,
only the lands identified for most intense urban levels of development should
be added to the UGA. The intended pattern is one or more concentrations of
development that provide services as well as housing and can be supported
by infrastructure in an efficient manner.
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Exhibit 7. Nodal Development Green Group Map
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Exhibit 8. Nodal Strategy Green Group Notes

Need jobs/housing balance
Node would need Central Park
Protect LBC Corridor – Central Park? 4-1 Strategy
Add jobs/community in Maltby/Clearview
Create hard edge buffer around Maltby by acquiring properties adjacent to Maltby UGA
Possible connection to Woodinville
Add interchanges at 524, 180th, Yew Hwy
Add town center at Maltby with walkability
Strengthen E/W connections along 180th & 524; provide access to ST station
Freight/truck mobility on 522
Connect Clearview with Cathcart
o

Add town center in Cathcart with LI & commercial near SR 9

o

Possibility of a new small city; Clearview seems interested

The Green group results are transferred to a simple base map for readability.
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Exhibit 9. Green Nodal Group Results on Simple Base Map
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Exhibit 10. Nodal Strategy Yellow Group Map
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Exhibit 11. Nodal Strategy Yellow Group Map Explanation

▪

Node at Clearview with Commercial/Mixed Uses in a Town Center character, buffered by
apartments and townhomes, transitioning to single family

▪

Mixed use adjacent to Cathcart

▪

Potential to add commercial/mixed use along SR 9 extending beyond Clearview Town
Center

▪

South of 180th and west of LBC and Rowlands Creek, create urban area with
commercial/mixed uses nodes at cross roads and near school; include townhomes and
apartments on south transitioning to single family on the north

▪

Buffer Maltby UGA with Commercial uses and protect critical areas


▪

Split discussions
▪

Some seeing Maltby UGA staying as is with improved transition given residential areas
to west largely developed and not likely to change

▪

Others seeing Maltby become a node/town center with assets like park and other
small businesses and opportunity for infill to west (e.g. ADU) or opportunities to east

Open space and trail opportunities at University of Washington forest

Exhibit 12. Nodal Strategy Yellow Group Flip Chart Notes
Nodes
Clearview (Phase 3A)

Could be own city
Mixed use
Diverse housing
Challenges:

Maltby (Phase 3B)

o

More difficult

o

SR 9 divides

Transition focus
Has trails and park
Provides jobs and services
No housing capacity

Westside (Phase 1)

Expansion of SWUGA
Add residential and commercial nodes
Easy

The Yellow nodal group results are illustrated on the following simple base map.
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Exhibit 13. Yellow Nodal Group Results on Simple Base Map
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Urban Development
This scenario assumes that the entire SWUGA is absorbed into the UGA and
that development capacity reflects an urban pattern. Infrastructure
improvements should be identified. Also, the teams should identify and
document their general assumptions regarding redevelopment of existing
uses. (E.g.: Do you assume that existing ¼ acre lots are not redeveloped but
that 1 acre lots will be? Or that lot consolidations may be required to develop
the area to urban forms?) Areas of conservation and more intense
development should be identified as well as a description of how the area
could be configured to produce viable, communities or neighborhoods.
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Exhibit 14. Urban Development Orange Group Map #1
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Exhibit 15. Urban Development Orange Group Map #2
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Exhibit 16. Urban Development Orange Group Notes
Concept
Infrastructure / conservation/ intense development /com.
Nodes:
Clearview
Maltby
9/524-commercial
228th
Thrasher’s Corner ext.
5-acre lots difficult
Maltby businesses
North Creek analogue
Buffers with wetlands/LBC

Both the initial Orange group tracing paper sketches and the land use preferences map are
combined on the simple base map below.
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Exhibit 17. Orange Group Urban Development on Simple Base Map
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Exhibit 18. Urban Development Purple Group Map
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Exhibit 19. Urban Development Purple Group Notes

1.

Identify areas that should be developed and preserved.

2.

Identify high, medium, and low-density areas.

3.

Preserve existing Urban Low & environmental constraints.

4.

Highest growth in South near existing Urban and Infrastructure.

5.

Transportation Connectivity

Purple group results are shown on a simple base map below.
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Exhibit 20. Purple Group Urban Development on Simple Base Map
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Appendix: Land Use and
Zoning Table
Corresponding Zones to Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designations
Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation

Implementing Zones

Urban
Urban Low Density Residential (ULDR)

R-7,200
R-8,400
R-9,600
Waterfront Beach (WFB)
Mobile Home Park (MHP)

Urban Medium Density Residential (UMDR)

Low Density Multiple Residential (LDMR)
Townhouse (T)
R-7,200
Waterfront Beach (WFB)
Mobile Home Park (MHP)

Urban High Density Residential (UHDR)

Multiple Residential (MR)
Low Density Multiple Residential (LDMR)
Mobile Home Park (MHP)

Urban Commercial (UCOM)

Business Park (BP)
General Commercial (GC)
Planned Community Business (PBC)
Community Business (CB)
Neighborhood Business (NB)
Freeway Service (FS)

Urban Industrial (UI)

Heavy Industrial (HI)
Light Industrial (LI)
Industrial Park (IP)
Business Park (BP)

Urban Center (UCENTER)

Urban Center (UC)

Transit Pedestrian Village (TPV)

Urban Center (UC)

Urban Village (UV)

Planned Community Business (PCB)
Neighborhood Business (NB)

Rural
Low Density Rural Residential (LDRR: 1dwelling
unit per 20 acres)

Rural Resource Transition - 10 Acre (RRT-10)

Rural Residential-10 (Resource Transition) (RR10-RT: 1 dwelling unit per 10 or more acres)
Rural Residential-10 (RR-10: 1 dwelling unit per
10 or more acres)
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Agriculture-10 Acre (A-10)
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Appendix ▪ Land Use and Zoning Table

Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation

Implementing Zones

Rural Residential (RR: Base density of 1 dwelling
unit per 5 or more acres)

Rural 5-Acre (R-5)

Rural Residential RD (RR- RD: 1 dwelling unit per
5 or more acres)

Rural Diversification (RD)

Clearview Rural Commercial (CRC)

Clearview Rural Commercial (CRC)

Rural Freeway Service (RFS)

Rural Freeway Service (RFS)

Rural Industrial (RI)

Rural Industrial (RI)

Rural Business (RB)

Resource
Local Commercial Farmland (LCF)

Agriculture-10 Acre (A-10)

Upland Commercial Farmland (UCF)

Agriculture-10 Acre (A-10)

Riverway Commercial Farmland (RCF)

Agriculture-10 Acre (A-10)

Recreational Land (RL)

Agriculture-10 Acre (A-10)

Commercial Forest (CF)

Forestry (F)

Forest Transition Area (CF-FTA)

Forestry (F)

Mineral Resource Overlay (M)

Mineral Conservation (MC)

Rural/Urban Transition Area (RUTA)
(Not Applicable)

The Other zones category consists of existing
zoning classifications that are no longer primary
implementing zones but may be used in special
circumstances due to topography, natural
features, or the presence of extensive critical
areas. Other zones consist of the following:
(a) Suburban Agriculture-1 Acre (SA-1);
(b) Rural Conservation (RC);
(c) Rural Use (RU);
(d) Residential 20,000 sq. ft. (R-20,000);
(e) Residential 12, 500 sq. ft. (R-12,500); and
(f) Waterfront beach (WFB).
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SWUGA Boundary Planning Study:
Land Suitability Analysis Tool Review
INTRODUCTION
Understanding constraints and opportunities of potential land use concepts in the study area is an
important goal of the Southwest Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) Boundary Planning Study. Weighing
different objectives and managing tradeoffs across different topic areas is part of the evaluation
process: allowing more intensive residential development in one area, for example, can meet housing
goals but impact groundwater resources or natural habitat.
Devising concepts which reflect the best set of multi-objective tradeoffs can be difficult, especially with
multiple stakeholders. Supporting decision-makers in making informed choices can be dependent on
providing summaries of complex data that can be easy to understand and access. This Land Suitability
Analysis Tool framework is intended to provide a structure that provides these summaries and ensures
that proposals can be quickly generated and evaluated to guide scenario development and evaluation.

DEFINING INPUT LAYERS
As a first step, this framework provides for the development of aggregate index layers based on the
following:


Landscape vulnerability layers define those resources in the study area and beyond that would be
impacted by development. This can be through different aspects of new development patterns: loss
of habitat, human disturbance, increased impervious surfaces, increased pollutant loadings, etc.



Excluded layers identify those locations where development is highly unlikely, due to long-term land
uses, physical and natural features, and other characteristics. These are assumed to be highly
vulnerable areas and should be included in combined mapping of vulnerable areas for discussion.
These locations are removed from consideration and not counted in development yields, calculations
of other scoring, and final land use designations, as they are assumed to be protected or otherwise
undevelopable.



Development suitability layers identify those characteristics of the landscape that would impact the
feasibility of development. This can include factors such as access to arterial streets, costs of
extending sewer and water infrastructure, and compatibility with surrounding land uses. Excluded
areas should be removed from these layers, as no development would be expected for these
locations.

Also note that the factors involved with vulnerability and suitability may have different impacts based on
the different land use types used in the analysis. For example, development suitability for commercial
uses may place a greater focus on access to transportation corridors, while residential uses may be more
suitable closer to parks and open spaces. For the purposes of providing a simplified initial assessment, the
factors used to calculate vulnerability are assumed to be the same for all land use types, but suitability is
divided between general residential and commercial categories (and could be divided further as
required).
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CREATING SUMMARY LAYERS
Adding together the vulnerability and suitability layers can be complex due to differences in scale and
importance. Combining habitat information with data on groundwater protection can be challenging, for
example; there are distinctly different types of impacts that development would cause to each system,
and each would have a different level of importance to decision-makers. None of these factors are in
common units and are difficult to combine without summarizing and simplifying the layers in a systematic
way.
As such, the combination of these layers is done in four steps:
The individual layers are normalized to a 0 to 1 scale. To start at the same scales, the values in
each individual layer are changed to be 0 to 1. These may be 0-1 binary variables based on broad
areas, categorized values based on different levels, or a continuous scale based on distance-decay
measures or other continuous variables, based on the input data. Note that at this step, the excluded
areas are removed from the suitability analysis steps, as they are assumed to be highly vulnerable
and not suitable for development.
Each layer is weighted based on their importance. To combine the layers, each one is multiplied by
a scale factor that denotes the importance of the impacts or suitability on whether development
should be in an area. This would be based on four different categories with distinct weights—critical
(8), very high (5), high (3), and moderate (1).
The individual layers in each set are added together. The weighted layers are summed to come up
with combined vulnerability and suitability (residential/commercial) measures, which can be displayed
to highlight areas of high or low vulnerability/suitability for discussion.
The vulnerability and suitability layers are added together and normalized on a 0 to 1 scale. To
come up with an overall index value for the combined land suitability, the vulnerability and suitability
layers are summed for each general use, and the combined residential and commercial land
suitability measures are normalized.
The outcome of this process is the creation of layers defining where development would be most
appropriate, given the input layers and the general weightings as defined. For the purposes of the initial
process, this presents a starting point for mapping that can define general perspectives that can be
expanded later.
Associating Summary Values to a Grid Cell
The developed land suitability measures are then associated with the individual grid cells at the next step
of the analytical process to guide the development of scenarios. This is done in two different ways:


The value of the overall land suitability measure associated with each grid cell is calculated as the
zonal sum, less the excluded areas.



The summary values of each component of the vulnerability and suitability measures are calculated
as zonal sums, which can allow the combined measures to be recalculated as needed.

In addition to these summary measures, the grid cells will also have values attached to allow for the
calculation of estimated net development yields for new projects. This will include the following:
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The amount of developable land, calculated as the area of the grid cell, less the excluded areas.



The current development on the site, as expressed in dwelling units and/or commercial/industrial
square footage.

All of these values will be associated with the individual grid cells in a database, to be used in automatic
calculations.

GRID CELLS AND HYPOTHETICAL LAND USES
Overall, the process of developing combined layers will provide a combined, simplified assessment of
what the impacts of general types of development would be. The intent is to demonstrate the broad
impacts of particular land use scenarios and provide some level of comparison to understand tradeoffs.
As part of this, each grid cell will be designated according to one of a set of possible hypothetical land
uses. These may include residential uses (of various types), commercial uses (local neighborhood versus
highway commercial), protected areas, and other uses as required. These uses will be associated with
certain expected changes, including:


final residential development yields (dwelling units/acre)



final commercial development yields (FAR)



housing types / household sizes (as required)



commercial use mix / employment yields



percent impervious surface

An additional category may also be included to provide a "no change expected" designation to “freeze”
areas in their current use for the purposes of the assessment (e.g. Maltby UGA).

DEVELOPING INITIAL LAND USE SCENARIOS WITH THE SUITABILITY TOOL
Over the entire study area, land use scenarios are developed using the grid cells as the base unit for
hypothetical land use designations. The Suitability Tool allows these land uses to be defined across the
area and provides aggregate performance measures to understand how well the scenarios perform
based on certain considerations.
In addition to delineating different hypothetical land use areas, this Tool would be able to evaluate the
following in relation to these scenarios:


Calculating development yields at build-out. The Tool compares the existing development on the
site with the allowable development capacity under the land use designation and determines the
estimated net change to dwelling units and commercial square footage across the area. On a cellby-cell basis, these values are assumed to be non-negative; if a cell has a lower development
capacity due to changes in designation, it is assumed that the existing uses are maintained on the site
with no change.



Calculating expected population and employment change. In addition to calculating the new
dwelling units and commercial square footage expected at build-out, assumptions about dwelling
unit types and commercial property mixes are used to determine expected yields of population and
employment from new development.
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Scoring new development scenarios. Based on the aggregate land suitability measures, scoring is
calculated for new development that would be supported under these scenarios. This would include
the overall land suitability measure, as well as the vulnerability and suitability measures, translated
into index values for general comparisons between different configurations of land use.



Evaluation of individual components. In addition to the overall score, the elements of the individual
layers that make up the vulnerability and suitability measures will also be summarized. This will help
to demonstrate how different characteristics are contributing to the overall performance of the land
use concept.



Adjusting weightings. The weightings developed while creating the tool and individual layers will
provide the default for the Suitability Tool. However, allowing adjustments to the significance of
different characteristics in the vulnerability and suitability measures can help users to understand how
these weightings work, and how the performance of different scenarios might be impacted by
alternate priorities.

These approaches will be used to provide a greater understanding of how different proposed scenarios
will perform, and whether there are clear concepts that will be preferred to achieve goals for future
development in the study area.

REFINEMENT OF THE SUITABILITY TOOL: MARGINAL CHANGES
This initial work is intended to provide a simple approach to identify how different trade-offs work with
development concepts in the study area. However, adjustments to this approach may be necessary to
provide greater detail and precision about potential impacts and represent the full suite of tradeoffs
more effectively.
While the Land Suitability Analysis Tool framework provides a quantitative method for coalescing
information and reviewing performance of the scenarios, results should be considered high-level and for
planning purposes only. The Tool uses existing spatial data and user weightings that produce
approximate results and it is not meant to provide a site-level analysis of a property’s potential for
development or potential impacts on the environment. The tool is flexible. If different parameters were
chosen for representation of landscape vulnerability and development suitability and/or if different
weightings for the parameters were applied, different maps would be produced.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The following figures provide an initial view of the type of landscape metrics used in this analysis:


The Landscape Vulnerability map (Exhibit 1) shows the combination of characteristics in the
landscape that would be sensitive to disturbance from development. This can include surface water
systems, as well as groundwater recharge, natural habitat, and natural land cover.



The Residential Development Suitability map (Exhibit 2) shows a compiled index value that
summarizes the characteristics in the landscape that would make residential development more
appealing and feasible in certain locations. This may include proximity to park space, separation
from incompatible land uses, and ease of servicing.



The Commercial Development Suitability map (Exhibit 3) highlights a similar index value
summarizing the characteristics that make commercial development more feasible in certain locations.
This includes characteristics of the surrounding landscape, including access to transportation.



The Overall Residential Suitability map (Exhibit 4) summarizes the combined characteristics of the
Landscape Vulnerability map in Figure 1 and the Residential Suitability map from Figure 2. The
resulting map highlights those areas where development would tend to have lower landscape
impacts but still be in highly suitable locations for residential uses.



The Overall Commercial Suitability map (Exhibit 5) summarizes the combined characteristics of the
Landscape Vulnerability map in Figure 1 and the Commercial Suitability map from Figure 3. The
resulting map highlights those areas where new commercial development projects would tend to have
lower landscape impacts but still be sited in desirable locations.
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Exhibit 1. Landscape Vulnerability Mapping: Preliminary Planning Level Mapping Demonstration.

Note: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in Chapter 1 of this report. All data, analysis, and information set
forth herein are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of the
information contained herein.
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Exhibit 2. Suitability (Residential): Preliminary Planning Level Mapping Demonstration.

Note: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in Chapter 1 of this report. All data, analysis, and information set
forth herein are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of the
information contained herein.
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Exhibit 3. Suitability (Commercial): Preliminary Planning Level Mapping Demonstration.

Note: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in Chapter 1 of this report. All data, analysis, and information set
forth herein are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of the
information contained herein.
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Exhibit 4. Development Index (Residential): Preliminary Planning Level Mapping Demonstration.

Note: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in Chapter 1 of this report. All data, analysis, and information set
forth herein are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of the
information contained herein.
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Exhibit 5. Development Index (Commercial): Preliminary Planning Level Mapping Demonstration.

Note: This map was generated solely for the Southwest UGA Boundary Planning Study and is subject to all limitations of the study described in Chapter 1 of this report. All data, analysis, and information set
forth herein are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change. Snohomish County makes no representation or warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness, or quality of the
information contained herein.
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APPENDIX: MAPPING LANDSCAPE VULNERABILITY AND SUITABILITY
Weightings and Effect
It is assumed that for the vulnerability and suitability layers, each component is weighted in the aggregate
layers according to the following weights:


Critical importance (weighting = 8)



Very High importance (weighting = 5)



High importance (weighting = 3)



Moderate importance (weighting = 1)

These weights are provided below in the tables of vulnerability and suitability characteristics to indicate the
relative magnitude of these effects on the overall score.
In addition, the variables as defined below may have different effects on the desirability of development,
which are denoted in these tables:

+

indicates characteristics that would make development more attractive for an area, in terms of
avoiding sensitive areas, being in more marketable areas, etc.

–

indicates characteristics that would make development less attractive for an area, in terms of being
within sensitive areas or locations where new development or uses would be infeasible or otherwise
not profitable; in these cases, the final value is calculated as the inverse of the positive characteristic.

Limitations and Considerations: Note that the information provided as part of this analysis is compiled from
existing sources and presents the best understanding of current conditions on the ground at the time of this
work based on planning level data sources. The data used may be subject to gaps that can potentially
impact the outcomes of this analysis, including limitations with data accuracy, precision, and coverage.
Availability of information on wetlands, for example, may be limited. Streams may be unverified and may
shift over time. Therefore, while this exercise allows for the evaluation of multiple criteria in the landscape,
future policy or regulatory initiatives could consider planning level conditions evaluated in this
suitability/vulnerability analysis and potential data limitations.
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Excluded Areas
Excluded areas in these calculations are defined as locations where new development would either be
extremely infeasible for development, or impractical due to excessive impacts to features in the landscape.
These are assumed to be highly vulnerable areas and will be included in the discussion of landscape
vulnerability, as noted below.
Parameter
Cemeteries
County Parks
Easements
Land Use

Landslide

Pipelines

Rationale
Long-term land use that would be
unlikely to be relocated during
the planning horizon.
Protected spaces, unlikely to be
converted to other uses.
Easements for power lines and
other linear infrastructure are
assumed to be not developable.
Certain land uses in the study
area would be associated with
long-term protection from new
development. This would include
mitigation/conservation
properties that would be highly
unlikely to be developed.
Areas at risk for landslides (plus
50 feet) are assumed to be
excluded from future
development.
Note that no setbacks currently
exist in the SCC for pipeline
development. Assumes a 50-foot
setback according to the MRSC
Model Setback Ordinance for
Transmission Pipelines.

Layers / Processing
Parcels - polygons (rasterized)

Source
Snohomish County: Cemeteries

Parcels - polygons (rasterized)

Snohomish County: parks_county_parks

Polygon area (rasterized)

Snohomish County: cadastral_easements

Parcels - polygons (rasterized)

Snohomish County: PW_SWM_LBCParcels_new.shp

Polygon area (rasterized)

Snohomish County:
topography_landslide_county_lha_model_BERK.shp

Buffer area around pipeline
line features (rasterized)

Snohomish County: utilities_pipelines.
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Parameter
Railroads

Streams
Streets

Waterbodies
Wetlands

Rationale
Note that the only railroad in this
area is being converted into a
shared rail / pathway. Long-term
land use unlikely to be converted.
No development is assumed to
occur in/on an identified stream.
Major street ROWs are assumed
to be undevelopable and are
removed from consideration for
future uses.
No development is assumed to
occur in/on an identified
waterbody.
No development is assumed to
occur in/on an identified
wetland.

Layers / Processing
Polygon ROW (rasterized)

Source
Snohomish County: transportation_railroads,
parks_county_parks (for polygon ROW only)

Stream line features
(rasterized)
Buffer from street line features
(rasterized)

Snohomish County:
hydrography_watercourse_snoco
Snohomish County: transportation_streets

Waterbody polygon features
(rasterized)

Snohomish County: hydrography_waterbody

Wetland polygon features
(rasterized)

Snohomish County: environmental_wetlands,
environmental_wetlands_nwi,
environmental_wetlands_pds

Landscape Vulnerability
Vulnerable areas are determined to be locations where landscape features would be significantly impacted
by new development. This can include elements of the landscape with sensitive habitat or natural resources
that would be disturbed or eliminated with construction activity and ongoing use.
Parameter
Groundwater

Rationale
The availability of groundwater for Little Bear
Creek and other systems in the region may be
impacted by changes to hydrologic systems in
the area caused by development. This can
include increased impervious surfaces and
greater draws from on-site water servicing. Key
areas highlighted are those locations where
changes in development could significantly
impact the volume of groundwater available.

Layers / Processing / Source
Weighting
Combined polygon area

(rasterized).
Qualitative soil categories were
(–)
operationalized based on
estimates of recharge rates:
Outwash soils - 1.0, Till - 0.75,
Bedrock - 0.
Source: WA DNR Surface Geology
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Parameter
DNR Trust Lands

Natural Land Cover

Land Use

Slope

Streams (buffer)

Rationale
It is assumed that DNR trust lands include the
rights to mineral resources that would be
significantly impacted by development located
on a site and may be of importance for ongoing
conservation.
Increasing impervious surfaces in certain
locations of the study area would have multiple
negative environmental impacts, and
development patterns with lower losses of tree
cover and higher pervious surfaces would be
desirable. New development in existing
disturbed areas with higher amounts of
impervious surface would be preferred.
Certain land uses may be impacted by any new
development, such as mitigation/conservation
properties, and new development would be
preferred in other locations further from these
sites.

Areas with slopes of 33% or greater have
certain restrictions on higher-density
development and may be less suitable for
efficient patterns of development. (Note that this
overlaps with landslide hazard areas in most
cases. Where steep slopes fit parameters in the
landslide hazard definition, they are excluded
per the Vulnerability table above.)
A regulatory buffer is place around streams,
and even development beyond this buffer may
still impact surface water. Development should
be encouraged further away from existing
streams if possible.

Layers / Processing / Source
Combined polygon area
identifying current trust lands,
rasterized as 0/1 values based
on location within the parcels.
Source: WA DNR – Trust Lands
CCAP Land Cover for Snohomish
County, rasterized as 0/1 values
based on whether the land cover
at the pixel is impervious surface
or not.
Source: Snohomish County

Weighting

Distance-decay function from
polygon features, based on
1,500’ distance from the edge of
parcels.
Source: Snohomish County
Mitigation Parcels – Surface
Water Management; King County
Conservation Parcels
Raster slope > 33%, with a 0-1
variable where 1 represents an
area with a steep slope.
Source: Snohomish County


(–)

0-1 linear distance-decay function
from polygon features; assumes a
50’ buffer for non-fish bearing
waterbodies (Np/Ns), and a 150’
buffer for all other streams.
Source: Snohomish County


(–)


(–)

(–)


(–)
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Parameter
Waterbodies (buffer)

Rationale
A regulatory buffer is place around water
bodies, and even development beyond the
buffer may still impact these features.
Development should be encouraged further
away from these features if possible.

Watershed Protection
Prioritization 1

Generally, development would be preferred in
areas that are not as high of a protection
priority and would have less of an impact on
surface water quality.

Wellhead Protection
Areas (WPA)

Intensive development within wellhead protection
areas is less desirable and may require
mitigation efforts to maintain the quality of
groundwater supplies.
A regulatory buffer is place around wetlands,
even development beyond the buffer may still
impact these features. Development should be
encouraged further away from existing wetlands
if possible.

Wetlands (buffer)

Layers / Processing / Source
Weighting
0-1 linear distance-decay function 
from polygon features; assumes a
(–)
50’ buffer for non-fish bearing
waterbodies (Np/Ns), and a 150’
buffer for all other streams.
Source: Snohomish County
Polygon areas of watershed

characterization (rasterized).
(–)
Categories/weights based on
protection priority: Priority 1 1.0, Priority 2 - 0.8, Priority 3 0.5, Targeted Restoration - 0.2,
Low Priority – 0. Source: ESA
Polygon area rasterized as 0-1

variable, with a 1 denoting a
(–)
location within the WPA. Source:
Snohomish County
0-1 linear distance-decay function 
from polygon features, based on
(–)
a 150’ buffer from the edge of
wetland features; 300’ buffer
used for Type 1 and 2 wetlands
where identified, 150’ for all
other wetlands. Source: Snohomish
County

Conceptually vulnerability is greater when the current condition and status is better. This is exemplified well by the relatively rapid decline of BIBI scores with low amounts
of new impervious area. At higher levels of development, the same amount of new impervious does not yield the same kind of impact as the vulnerability to further change
or degradation is less. In the Watershed Characterization (see report Chapter 5), subbasins are given the following management priorities, which is consistent with the more
sensitive condition and vulnerability of natural resources in these subbasins (fish, benthic inverts). The following rating has been considered in the normalized rating:
Protection priority 1 – 5
Priority Protection 2 – 4
Priority Protection 3 - 3
Targeted Restoration – 2
Low Priority - 1
A more nuanced approach would add status and condition of streams based on species uses, stream assessment, buffer conditions (unless included in all land cover
conditions). Then vulnerability of excluded areas would also be added to the vulnerability scores of the adjacent grid cells.
1
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Development Suitability
With respect to the suitability of development in the study area, certain characteristics will make
development more desirable in certain locations than others. This can include, for example, good access to
arterial roads for commercial development, or land use conflicts for residential development.
Note that while vulnerability may be aggregated to include most development types, development suitability
may be distinctly different between different land uses. The weighting and nature of impacts will be summed
separately for each use type.
Parameter
Classified Open
Space (RCW 84)

Rationale

Although classified open space
under RCW 84 could be
developed, the requirements
for development would be
higher, and would need the
removal of this designation.
County Parks / Trails The presence of parks and
trails within an area is a strong
amenity for residential and
certain commercial
development. Where possible,
new development should be
located to connect with these
uses and enjoy their benefits.

Layers / Processing /
Source
Area rasterized as 0-1
variable, with a 1
denoting classified open
space.
Source: Snohomish County
- Assessor
0-1 linear distance-decay
function from
lines/polygons, based on
1,500’ distance from
these features.
Source: Snohomish County

Weighting: Residential

Weighting: Comm/Ind


(+)


(+)


(+)


(+)
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Parameter

Rationale

Existing Land Use
(by type)

Existing land uses may be
compatible or not compatible
with proposed development.
New residential uses, for
example, may be less
compatible with existing
industrial in Maltby or
highway-oriented commercial
uses. Where possible,
compatible land uses should be
encouraged to aggregate in
the same districts.
Although development within
flood areas is possible, the
increase in development costs
and potential for flood losses
would make these areas less
preferred for new
development.
For commercial uses, access to
a major transportation via
highways and arterials will be
essential for supporting
regular activities and
attracting a customer base.
Conversely, residential areas
close to highways may be
negatively impacted by noise,
traffic, and safety effects

FEMA Flood Plain

Major Arterial /
Highways1

Layers / Processing /
Source
0-1 linear distance-decay
function from parcels (by
type), based on 1,500’
distance from these
features.
Source: Snohomish County

Weighting: Residential

Weighting: Comm/Ind

Commercial

Commercial

Industrial

Industrial

Area rasterized as 0-1
variable, with a 1
denoting a location within
the flood plain.
Source: FEMA, by way of
Snohomish County.


(–)


(–)

0-1 linear distance-decay
function from major road
line features, based on a
1,500’ distance from
these features.
Source: Snohomish County


(–)


(+)


(–)


(–)


(+)

(+)
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Parameter

Rationale

Sewage Treatment
Facilities

The Brightwater Treatment
Plant in the study area may
provide some nuisances for
surrounding uses. As such, new
development would be
preferred further from the site
of this facility.
Development costs for potable
water systems, especially to
support more intensive land
use types that cannot be
supported by on-site servicing,
will impact overall feasibility
of development. Locations
within the study area have
been classified according to
the sufficiency of the current
system and the ease of
providing new infrastructure.
Note that the values in this
layer would vary according to
the costs of servicing.

Servicing Feasibility
- Water

Layers / Processing /
Source
0-1 linear distance-decay
function from polygon
features, based on 500’
distance from these
features.
Source: Snohomish County

Weighting: Residential

Weighting: Comm/Ind


(–)


(–)

Rasterized area denoting
serviced areas and areas
with constraints: Fully
serviced - 1.0, Serviced
but limited in future
capacity - 0.5, Not
presently serviced - 0.
Source: BHC


(+)


(+)
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1

Parameter

Rationale

Servicing Feasibility
- Wastewater

Development costs for
wastewater collection systems,
especially to support more
intensive land use types that
cannot be supported by on-site
servicing, will impact overall
feasibility of development.
Locations within the study area
have been classified according
to the sufficiency of the current
system and the ease of
providing new infrastructure.
Note that the values in this
layer would vary according to
the costs of servicing.

Layers / Processing /
Weighting: Residential
Source
0-1 normalized rasterized 
areas providing a general
(+)
comparison of costs
between different basins;
costs are determined by
the length of mains
required to service
broader areas.
Source: BHC

Weighting: Comm/Ind


(+)

This considers SR 9 to have a negative impact on residential development and no impact on commercial development. Commercial
development will not be allowed along the highway except at the signalized intersections. The model adds a variable for locations
proximate to crossroads with SR 9.
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Appendix: Transportation Screenlines
2035 Roadway Segment Level of Service, Peak Direction
Nodes Scenario
NE & SW Nodes

Current Strategies
LOS
Standard

Capacity to
Meet LOS

PM Peak
Hour
Volume

Volume to
Capacity
Ratio

LOS

PM Peak
Hour
Volume

Volume to
Capacity
Ratio

NE Node Scenario

LOS

PM Peak
Hour
Volume

Volume to
Capacity
Ratio

SW Node Scenario

LOS

PM Peak
Hour
Volume

Volume to
Capacity
Ratio

Urban Scenario

LOS

PM Peak
Hour
Volume

Volume to
Capacity
Ratio

LOS

ID

Segment Location

1

Airport Way south of Lowell Snohomish River Rd

E

700

995

1.42

F

1,040

1.49

F

1,030

1.47

F

940

1.34

F

1,085

1.55

F

2

Marsh Rd north of Lowell Larimer Rd

E

700

535

0.77

C

505

0.72

C

500

0.72

C

490

0.70

C

5351

0.76

C

3

Cathcart Way west of SR 9

E

1,480

1,2851

0.87

D

2,290

1.55

F

2,195

1.48

F

1,500

1.01

F

2,555

1.72

F

4

SR 9 south of Cathcart Way

D

1,520

2,4001

1.58

F

3,830

2.52

F

3,770

2.48

F

2,805

1.84

F

4,090

2.69

F

5

164th St SE west of SR 527

E

1,705

2,090

1.23

F

2,3451

1.38

F

2,2801

1.34

F

2,070

1.21

F

2,5351

1.49

F

6

35th Ave SE north of Grannis Rd

E

875

1,230

1.40

F

1,240

1.42

F

1,205

1.38

F

1,240

1.42

F

1,245

1.42

F

7

180th St SE east of 59th Ave SE

E

735

1,135

1.54

F

2,155

2.93

F

2,085

2.84

F

1,130

1.53

F

2,410

3.28

F

8

Broadway Ave south of 196th St SE

E

730

685

0.94

C

9251

1.27

F

9301

1.28

F

715

0.98

D

9451

1.29

F

9

SR 527 north of SR 524

E

1,700

2,710

1.59

F

2,630

1.55

F

2,590

1.52

F

2,715

1.60

F

2,8401

1.67

F

10

SR 524 east of SR 527

E

640

1,280

2.00

F

1,3651

2.13

F

1,2901

2.02

F

1,345

2.10

F

1,4551

2.28

F

11

SR 522 east of Paradise Lake Rd

D

2,830

2,5151

0.89

D

2,9801

1.05

E

3,0051

1.06

E

2,575

0.91

D

3,3601

1.19

F

12

228th St SE east of 39th Ave SE

E

1,660

635

0.38

D

1,070

0.64

D

760

0.46

D

9551

0.58

D

1,165

0.70

D

13

SR 9 north of 228th St SE

D

1,790

2,750

1.54

F

3,0151

1.68

F

3,0651

1.71

F

2,755

1.54

F

3,4851

1.95

F

14

Woodinville-Snohomish Rd south of SR 522

E

1,370

1,585

1.16

F

1,6001

1.17

F

1,410

1.03

F

1,605

1.17

F

1,8401

1.34

F

15

39th Ave SE south of SR 524

E

875

1,385

1.58

F

1,515

1.73

F

1,4651

1.67

F

1,585

1.81

F

1,6651

1.90

F

16

35th Ave SE north of 169th St SE

E

875

1,230

1.40

F

1,240

1.42

F

1,205

1.38

F

1,240

1.42

F

1,245

1.42

F

17

Sunset Rd north of 169th St SE

E

730

740

1.01

F

925

1.26

F

895

1.23

F

730

1.00

E

1,045

1.43

F

18

Snohomish Ave north of 164th St SE

C2

695

245

0.35

B

700

1.01

D

700

1.01

D

255

0.37

B

5451

0.78

B

19

156th St SE west of SR 9

C2

695

35

0.05

B

575

0.82

B

570

0.82

B

35

0.05

B

400

0.57

B

Notes:

1 – Denotes AM peak hour forecast. All other forecasts are for PM peak hour.
2 – Snohomish County does not set LOS standards for local roads. If this local access road were to become a rural collector, it would have a LOS standard of C.
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019.
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Appendix ▪ Transportation Screenlines

2035 Roadway Segment Screenlines, Peak Direction
Nodes Scenario
NE & SW Nodes

Current Strategies

ID

Screenlines

A
9
6
15
16

North/South Arterials to the West of Study Area
SR 527 north of SR 524
35th Ave SE north of Grannis Rd
39th Ave SE south of SR 524
35th Ave SE north of 169th St SE
TOTAL
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

B
4
13
8

C
7
10
12

1,700
875
875
875

2,710
1,230
1,385
1,230

1,010
355
510
355

2,630
1,240
1,515
1,240

1,520
3
2

Urban Scenario

930
365
640
365

2,590
1,205
1,465
1,205

1,570
3
2

890
330
590
330

2,715
1,240
1,585
1,240

1,480
3
2

1,015
365
710
365

2,840
1,245
1,665
1,245

1,725
3
2

1,140
370
790
370

Using max of 35th/39th links

1,930
4
3

6.1

Used longest: 35th btw 228th St SE & SR 9

18.3
12.2
1,520
1,790
730

2,400
2,750
685

880
960
(45)

18.3
12.2
3,830
3,015
925

915
2
2

2,310
1,225
195

18.3
12.2
3,770
3,065
930

2,505
5
3

2,250
1,275
200

18.3
12.2
2,805
2,755
715

2,450
4
3

1,285
965
(15)

24.4
18.3
4,090
3,485
945

1,270
2
2

2,570
1,695
215

Using max of SR 9 links

2,785
5
4

7.0

Used longest: SR 9 btw SR 522 & Broadway

14.0
14.0

East/West Arterials Within Study Area
180th St SE east of 59th Ave SE
SR 524 east of SR 527
228th St SE east of 39th Ave SE
TOTAL
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

SW Node Scenario

PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Notes

North/South Arterials Within Study Area
SR 9 south of Cathcart Way
SR 9 north of 228th St SE
Broadway Ave south of 196th St SE
TOTAL
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

NE Node Scenario

735
640
1,660

1,135
1,280
635

400
640
(1,025)

35.0
21.0
2,155
1,365
1,070

15
1
—

1,420
725
(590)

28.0
21.0
2,085
1,290
760

1,555
3
2

1,350
650
(900)

14.0
14.0
1,130
1,345
955

1,100
2
2

395
705
(705)

35.0
28.0
2,410
1,455
1,165

395
1
1

1,675
815
(495)
1,995
4
3

5.0

Used longest: SR 524 btw SR 527 & SR 522

5.0
—

15.0
10.0

10.0
10.0

5.0
5.0

20.0
15.0

Individual Locations
1

Airport Way south of Lowell Snohomish River Rd
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low
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700

995

295
1
—

1,040

340
1
1

1,030

330
1
1

940

240
1
—

1,085

385
1
1

1.4

Assumed btw 2nd St & SR 9

1.4
—

1.4
1.4

1.4
1.4

1.4
—

1.4
1.4

2

Appendix ▪ Transportation Screenlines

Nodes Scenario
NE & SW Nodes

Current Strategies

NE Node Scenario

SW Node Scenario

Urban Scenario

ID

Screenlines

PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Notes

2

Marsh Rd north of Lowell Larimer Rd

700

Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low
3

5

11

1,285

17

18

1,705
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(210)

535

(165)

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

(195)

2,290

810

2,195

2
1

715

1,500

2
1

20

2,555

1
—

1,075
2
2

2,090

385
1
1

10.0
5.0
2,345

640
1
1

10.0
5.0
2,280

575
1
1

5.0
—
2,070

365
1
1

10.0
10.0
2,535

830
2
1

1.4

Assumed btw Larch Way & SR 527

1.4
1.4
2,830

2,515

(315)

1.4
1.4
2,980

—
—

150

1.4
1.4
3,005

1
—

175

1.4
1.4
2,575

1
—

(255)

2.8
1.4
3,360

—
—

530
1
1
Assumed btw Paradise Lake Rd & Snohomish River
Bridge

3.7
—
—
1,370

1,585

215
1
—

3.7
—
1,600

230
1
—

3.7
—
1,410

40
1
—

—
—
1,605

235
1
—

3.7
3.7
1,840

470
1
1

1.6

Assumed btw SR 522 & 140th Ave NE

1.6
—
730

740

10

1.6
—
925

195

1.6
—
895

165

1.6
—
730

—

1.6
1.6
1,045

315

1
—

1
—

1
—

—
—

1
1

1.6
—

1.6
—

1.6
—

—
—

1.6
1.6

1.6

Snohomish Rd north of 164th St SE
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles

490

—
—

—
—

Sunset Rd north of 169th St SE
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

(200)

Assumed btw SR 527 & SR 9

Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low
Woodinville-Snohomish Rd south of SR 522
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

500

5.0

Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low

14

(195)

—
—

—
—

SR 522 east of Paradise Lake Rd

Length of Expansion in Miles

505

Assumed btw Lowell Larimer Rd & SR 9

1,480

164th St SE west of SR 527
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

(165)

2.0

Cathcart Way west of SR 9
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

535

Assumed btw 156th St SE & 180th St SE

695

245

(450)
—
—

2.1

700

5
1
—

700

5
1
—

255

(440)
—
—

545

(150)
—
—
Assumed btw SR 9 & 156th St SE
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Appendix ▪ Transportation Screenlines

Nodes Scenario
NE & SW Nodes

Current Strategies

ID

SW Node Scenario

Urban Scenario

PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
PM Peak
MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Hour Volume Volume-MSV Notes

Screenlines
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

19

NE Node Scenario

—
—

156th St SE west of SR 9

695

Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – High
Number of Lanes Needed per Direction – Low
Length of Expansion in Miles
Lane Miles Needed – High
Lane Miles Needed – Low

35

(660)
—
—

2.1
—
575

(120)
—
—

2.1
—
570

(125)
—
—

—
—
35

(660)
—
—

—
—
400

(295)
—
—

0.9

Assumed btw 73rd Ave SE & SR 9

TOTAL MILES BY SCENARIO

High

(both directions)

Low

COST BY SCENARIO IN MILLIONS

High

($11-$14M per lane-mile)

Low

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

86.60
55.20
$1,212
$607

180.20
102.00
$2,523
$1,122

156.20
102.00
$2,187
$1,122

93.40
65.20
$1,308
$717

201.00
162.00
$2,814
$1,782

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019.

Volume-MSV Versus Number of Lane Miles
LOW

HIGH

Volume-MSV

Number of
Lane Miles

Volume-MSV

Number of
Lane Miles

300

0

0

0

900

1

700

1

1,800

2

1,300

2

2,700

3

1,900

3

3,600

4

2,500

4

3,100

5

Note: If Volume-MSV is less than 300, then low end of lane miles needed is set at 0.
Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019.
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